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ABSTRACT

The view of death will determine the type of life and culture that the person
and the society collectively will build. Understanding the view of death opens a door of
understanding into the values that under-gird individual choices and cultural patterns; it may
reveal the meaning of life within society. In a society like Colombia, which has developed a
culture of violence, an understanding of the worldview related to death and the afterlife is the
structural paradigm that is prerequisite to understanding the values of life which form culture.
This research uses the death ritual as a window for investigating basic values;
indeed the meaning of life. This was done by observing the wake and funeral and then
listening to the related value laden conversations and interviewing individuals who recently
lost a loved one. These rituals and conversations reveal the most foundational of values that
form the socially constructed meaning of life.
Analysis of the data demonstrated a universal belief among the informants in
an afterlife, a fatalistic view of life and death, the need for the living to help the dead in
transition, then an expectation of help from those who inhabit the spirit realm and are now in
the presence of powerful spirit beings. The deceased, upon securing release from purgatory
and arriving in heaven, repay the living by intervening with the powerful spirit beings to help
them in the struggles of life. Men and women are thought to be judged by a harsh God upon

v

entering the spirit realm based on how they fulfilled their gender specific roles while on
earth.
There is a clearly defined social order in the levels of spirit beings. These
spirit beings become models for human social structure. Machismo is the most visible of the
socially constructed gender hierarchy that reflects the hierarchy within the spirit world.
These roles are clearly defined in both the spirit and material world and are the subject of
reinforcement in the chants of the magic words and conversations of the death ritual.
Effecting change in individual worldview in Colombian society can be achieved only by
transforming these gender role models.
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CHAPTER 1
THE NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH TOPIC

The meaning of life held by every individual is in part determined by that
person’s view of death. The way a person will live in this world is affected by the views that
the person holds of death and life in the spirit world. So the manner in which we view death
is a primary determining factor in the way we live. The value assigned to life is filtered
through a lens comprised of the way death is understood and experienced within a culture.
So a culture’s view of death is a window into that culture’s meaning of life. The nature of life
and death within Colombian popular culture seems to indicate to many observers that life
holds a very low value for many in Colombia. When a low value is given to life itself this
invariably points to a very high value given to some other value within life which justifies
and cultivates such a willingness to sacrifice life. In such a case the meaning given to living
and dying within the cultural worldview of a people becomes a means to justifying one’s
existence on this earth. The problem is to understand what that other value or meaning to life
might be. That is the point of departure for this study.
Violence has been a ubiquitous aspect of Colombia for most of the country’s
history. Death is an integral part of the fabric of daily life. Even before the current cycle of
violence most families had lost one or more sons to the violence related to the defense of
personal or family honor (Bermudez Q. 1992). The family of one research participant alone
1

2
had lost three sons to what appears to be a cultural phenomenon. This harsh reality has given
many people in Colombia a very different view of death and meaning of life from what I had
absorbed during my childhood cultural formation in the United States. During thirty years of
working in Colombia the commonly held view of the meaning of life had eluded me, as I
simply presumed at first that most people in Colombia would view life much as I did. But
the very common fatalism, the admiration shown for a Una muerte muy bonita, or in English,
a “beautiful death” seemed to indicate the presence of real despair in regards to a hope for a
better life for many as they face an uncertain and insecure future; both in this world and in
the spirit world.
Over these past thirty years living in Colombia, there have been many times
that I have attempted to comfort people as they dealt with the loss of a loved one. As I
attempted to console my Colombian friends, I was even more confused by the rituals
attached to the process of dying and grieving. These rituals seemed bizarre; even macabre,
when compared to what I considered a proper funeral. I noticed there they held something
called a wake in which the family remained awake all night as they accompanied the corpse.
I noticed a glass of water placed carefully under the coffin. They also kept one or more
candles lit, even when electricity was available. Cemeteries were surprisingly small given
that many of them had been used for hundreds of years. I found out that this was because
they dug up the bones after the flesh had decomposed and then reused the same plot or crypt.
The bones of the poor were simply discarded with what seemed to be a casual disrespect
while those of the wealthy were then entombed within elegant ossuaries built into the walls
of the cemetery or in some cases, within the cathedral itself. The sight of large piles of
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human bones and skulls at the back of every cemetery was disturbing and seemed to me to be
so disrespectful; as did the whole process of digging up and looking at the skeletal remains of
deceased loved ones.
These seemingly strange customs and many other rituals associated with death
bewildered me. I did not understand the meaning or significance of these rituals nor their
implications for the values the practitioners held in relationship to life itself. I failed to see
the implications for the meaning of life as seen within the death rituals of a people even as I
participated in those rituals over a period of some thirty years. For many years the death
rituals would simply be the way they did things. Still, I asked for explanations and often was
answered by a shrug and a “¿Quien sabe?” (Who knows?) when I pressed for an answer.
The fact that any suggestion of change or challenge to the way things were done brought a
swift and harsh response indicates the importance of these rituals. There was obviously deep
but hidden meaning involved within the rituals. This may be why the rituals were too
important for many practitioners to simply change.
I began my largely futile search for understanding nearly thirty years ago when
I accompanied the first family in the painful process of saying goodbye to a loved one who
had died. I stumbled blindly through that dismal effort at consolation and in hind sight I fear
that I may have hurt more than helped because of my cultural ignorance and insensitivity. I
had attempted to use American solutions for a Colombian issue and failed miserably in the
process. For that reason I began and have continued my search for understanding of the
basic meaning of life throughout the thirty years that I have lived in Colombia; a time during
which I attended hundreds of wakes and funerals. That search has taken me over a vast
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terrain involving the cultural, intellectual, and emotional landscape related to human
suffering associated with the death of a loved one. It has only been recently after having
become equipped with the investigative tools of the social sciences that I have been able to
develop some answers to the perplexing questions that had troubled me for three decades. In
order to understand what was and is going on all around me in Colombian popular culture, I
needed to understand more about the worldview, or deep beliefs, feelings, and values that
gave birth to such customs.
But this initial effort at understanding was particularly difficult, since the
people themselves often could not explain their reasons. The implicit meaning in the death
ritual was hidden to a large degree from the practitioners themselves. The hidden nature of
basic values is common to most peoples. Roy Rappaport correctly points out, “never do the
basic assumptions of any society simply stand naked to the view of its members” (1999,
172). And if these basic assumptions were hidden even to the members of Colombian
society, they were even more obscure to me as an invited guest within their cultural
household. Many times I would ask about a custom or practice, only to have the people stare
back at me with a disapproving frown. The mere fact that I asked about such obvious things
often seemed to perturb them. They seemed to presume the obvious; that everyone should
know about such simple, basic things in life. So simple inquiry was not a viable means by
which I could readily discover the meaning hidden within the rhythms of life. Some other
mechanism would be needed.
To get at those deep meanings, I needed a window of understanding through
which I could view those deeply internalized and hidden basic assumptions. At the inception
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of this study, I posited the theory that ritual is one such window. Since death was the issue at
hand I looked for someone who had studied death rituals in a search for meaning. Two
individuals cultivated my conceptualization of this technique. Loring Danforth (1982)
published an elegant tome on funeral rites in rural Greece doing this very type of cultural
exegesis and became an early conceptual model for this research and methodology. Michael
Jindra used this technique in a Ph.D. dissertation dealing with the proliferation of ancestors in
the grassfields of Cameroon. Jindra used death ritual as a window by which he could see a
broad spectrum of values in a culture (1997, 5).
But to accomplish this I needed to more than simply study the death ritual in a
phenomenological manner; I would need to ferret out and decipher the deep meanings
expressed by and within the death rituals themselves. Those rituals never exist in a vacuum;
in this case they are part of Colombian popular culture and the local folk religion. Culture is
based largely upon religious beliefs as these form the foundational building blocks of culture.
Colombian folk religion was born out of the military conquest and violent imposition of
Medieval Roman Catholicism upon the native populations of the Americas (MacKay, 1933,
39, 48; Nash 1993, 144). It is there I had to begin my search which would ultimately lead me
to a better understanding of the lived reality of today for many people in the lower economic
and social levels of Colombian society.
In 1490, what is today America was a land inhabited by large populations of
indigenous peoples divided into several empires and a myriad of subcultures; each holding
some form of a widely varied cosmic religion. Conversion to Catholicism in Latin America
came with the conquest and was a violent and traumatic event. There was no persuasion or
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debate: the indigenous population became Christians or they were killed. “For the first and
last time in the history of Christendom did the sword and the cross form an offensive alliance
to carry Christianity, or what was considered to be Christianity, to other lands” (MacKay
1933, 26). Often both events occurred, only separated by a few years or even happened in a
coterminous fashion. There was no choice. The entire population was forced to become
Catholic Christians or they were exterminated (Goodpasture 1989). There was no conscious
syncretism or tolerance for differing religious views. Yet at the same time the Indians were
baptized and assumed to be Christians without any meaningful teaching. For nearly five
centuries after the conquest of Latin America by Spanish and Portuguese conquistadores, the
slightest perceived deviation from that harsh orthodoxy meant a swift and terrible death, even
up until very recent times (Easton 1954; Japas 1993; Benazzi and D’Amico 2000). This
brutal regimen was quite effective in imposing a religious hegemony, even if that hegemony
was only in the nomenclature and outward rituals that were applied as a covering garment to
what were often the remnants of the original belief and practice.
The effort was ruthless and quite effective. Most people, when given the
choice between being burnt at the stake or converting chose the latter. Even today the
encyclopedia and travel books will frequently state that Latin America is predominantly
Roman Catholic, at least in a type of external religious decorum. The Spanish conquest and
the subsequent inquisition have produced a religious hegemony that was, until very recently,
close to absolute. The consciousness of risk of any deviation, no matter how slight, was so
indelibly imprinted into the Colombian popular psyche that as I discussed religious belief
with one informant, he lowered his voice, leaned towards me and said “If the inquisition
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were still going on, what I am about to say about my beliefs would get me killed.” With
religious persecution ending in Colombia only as recently as the late 1950s (Chapman, ca.
1950; Easton 1954; Guzman Campos, Fals Borda, and Umaña Luna 1962) there are still
many people who are keenly aware of the risk of differing from the official views of the
Catholic Church. Colombia is a product of that brutal and impositional system and a prime
example of it. “Colombia strongly reflects its history as a colony of Spain. It is often referred
to as the most Roman Catholic of the South American countries, and most of its people are
proud of the relative purity of their Spanish language” (Encyclopedia Britannica 2003,
Deluxe Edition, CD Rom edition). The hegemony of Catholicism came by the edge of the
sword and people still have not forgotten that fact nor ceased to fear it.
Yet this conformity by no means reaches the deep beliefs of the common
people. The private enclave of personal thought is the last bastion of freedom in any
repressive society. This privately held belief system bubbles closest to the surface in the
frenetic activity common at many of the popular festivals. Mackay states that “As in Spain,
the religious festivals were the most popular, although by no means the most conducive to
religious ends. They tended to accentuate in people their original superstitions” (1933, 52).
It also comes close to the surface at times of deep anguish, such as the death of a loved one
and associated anguished rituals of death. It is precisely at those moments that folk religion
is practiced and conserves many of the old beliefs. This is the reason those rituals can be
used a window into the deep beliefs that engender them.
This is precisely the reason why there is such a variety of religious expression
visible in what is supposed to be a universal practice of Roman Catholicism. Any traveler
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who visits the region from Europe of the United States finds a type and diversity of religious
expression that is totally foreign to his or her understanding of Roman Catholicism. The
variation is so radical that many find themselves wondering if what they are seeing is really
Roman Catholicism or if they are encountering some vastly different religion. Mackay states
that “It cannot be too much insisted upon that the spirit and type of South American
Catholicism are different in many respects from European Catholicism outside the Peninsula
and from the Catholicism of North America” (1933, 89).
In reality, rather than an either/or situation, both observations are true: it is
Roman Catholicism and it is also a totally distinct religion rolled into one giant supermarket
of religious expression from which people select and choose the aspect of religion that fits
the needs they feel and the challenges they are facing. If it is not just orthodox Catholicism
that we are observing, what is it that we are contemplating? How then can we understand
what we are seeing? How can we understand the significance of this religious expression to
the practitioner when that expression is not part of the accepted practice and belief of Roman
Catholicism? These are the questions that now cry out for an answer.
Within this conglomerate of religious belief, what is the commonly held
understanding of life, death, afterlife, and finally the reasons and means for communication
with the spirit world? An ultimate and unanswerable question at this time, but one that
certainly merits further study would be “What is the worldview that gives birth to and
supports all of the above?” All of these are interesting and critical questions. But to prove
the depth of meaning hidden in them is beyond the scope of this dissertation. Still, these
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questions represent the broad picture and it was just such perplexing conundrums that
brought me to the research concern that was to be the motivation for this study.

Research Concern
Colombia is described by the United States Department of State as one of the
most violent nations on earth (See U.S. State Department Traveler’s Warnings for Colombia
located at the web address: http://travel.state.gov/colombia_warning.html, for more detailed
information, accessed October 31, 2003). The United Nations has expressed a similar opinion
and both entities warn of travel to the country. More than seventy percent of all kidnappings
in the entire world happen in Colombia and this percentage has been steadily increasing over
the course of the last three decades (http://www.ces.fe.uc.pt/emancipa/gen/colombia_f.html,
accessed October 31, 2003).
Violence and murder are endemic to a culture of violence to which the society
has established an uneasy and weary coexistence. It would be difficult to find a single family
that has not had a member murdered or kidnapped. This fact is observed by many of the
people who are commenting on Colombia. Pecaut is a prime example when he observes that
“Colombia has one of the highest homicide rates in the world for a country that is not
involved in an open war” (1997, 3). The country is suffering through a long-running civil war
that leaves some ten thousand families in mourning each year. Even traffic fatalities are on a
per capita basis much higher in Colombia than in the United States. Given this scenario,
even the casual observer faces the perplexing conundrum of deciphering the causes and
effects relating to such violence and the resultant attitudes about life. While it would be
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possible to speak of the poverty, corruption, or even the drug traffic as some of the many
causes, there is what seems to me to be an inescapable realization that there must also be a
worldview issue here, for only if life is seen as of little value can a situation degenerate as far
as it has in Colombia.
This has led me to the realization that the deep values which form the meaning
of life to many within the culture was core issue that needed to be studied and explained. But
how could I study the meaning of life in the absence of an understanding of the deep
meanings found in worldview? It was at that juncture that I realized that I must find some
window of understanding that would allow me to pear into the minds of the actors and
through that mechanism glimpse into at least some of the deeply held values in order to
perceive a glimmer of light into this dark room of deep inner belief. I suspected that religion,
both formal and folk religion would provide just such a window.
I could make this assumption because all religions must answer the
conundrum of death or they will collapse along with the cultures that nurture them (Hiebert,
Shaw, and Tiénou 1999). This is true because “death mocks life and if left unexplained and
without meaning will make life itself to be meaningless as well” (Hiebert, class notes, fall
2003). Under such circumstances a culture of violence will develop and then engender a cult
of death as a coping mechanism, even to the point where death becomes a saint; a friend in
the fight against its own harsh reality when poverty and powerless deprive people of any
other hope for help or for survival (Thompson, 2004). So anyone interested in understanding
these deep values of life must study the deep meanings of death within the culture that is
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being studied. This fundamental conceptualization was chosen then to be the starting point
for understanding the root problem of Colombia.
But once again the problem of the vastness of the topic was a problem to be
confronted. How does a person research this vast foundational value in such a way as to
delimit the material to the scope of what is doable? Since these deep values are often
expressed within the philosophical musing that takes place when a love one has died,
religious rituals related to death were chosen to be the primary subject of this study. The
reason for this choice was that the meaning of life can be studied within the rituals of
religion; especially those rituals related to the death and grieving process. Rituals carry deep
meaning and the rituals of death are pregnant with the meaning of life. Bell (1997) traces the
use of ritual as an analytical tool in the works of Radcliffe-Brown, Evans-Prichard, Geertz,
van Gennep, and Turner and thus creates a model for this study.
For it is during these rituals and the social interactions connected to them that
people express their opinions and beliefs about the causality of death, the nature of a good, or
ideal man or woman, and the location and function of the person in the afterlife, both as a
deceased person and as one with whom the living will continue to interact for some time to
come. This is why the rituals of death can illuminate the deep meaning of life often hidden
from view by social decorum during normal social intercourse. This is why I chose to use
the rituals of death as a window into the meaning of life within Colombia.
To study the meaning of life within the rituals of death, the researcher needs
some window of understanding to permit the viewing of meaning behind the rituals chosen
every day by Colombians when they are confronted with the death of a loved one. The key
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to this understanding is found in the questions such as “What is the meaning of life for
them?” and “What is the ultimate ontological reality?” Some would suggest that the answer
lies in a study of Colombian religion. There is certainly some validity to this commonly
expressed postulation. Yet what is usually studied is only the formal religion of orthodox
Catholicism.
But this offers only limited help to us because formal religion in its purest
forms, at least in Colombia, tends only to be the religion of the ruling elite. The ruling
oligarchy is separated from the common people by far more than the high walls that surround
their homes. There are cultural barriers that place the two groups into mutually isolated
worlds that seldom intermingle. For a better understanding of the beliefs held by the
common people far more than a study of formal religion would be needed. Folk religion is
the interpretive commentary that surrounds the formal religion.
This is because folk religion could be considered to be a type of social
commentary that is used by the common man and woman to interpret the meaning of life; a
set of deep beliefs that are often ignored within the formal liturgy used within the orthodox
religion. Folk religion provides meaning within their harsh cultural milieu. Folk religion
surrounds the cold isolation of the requiem mass with intricate layers of a warm and personal
ritual that I firmly believe served to crack open the window of understanding that I was
searching for. It was a gestalt moment that began to make sense of the cacophony of chants
and rituals that I had observed during some thirty years in the country.
In Colombia, life for the very poor is lived out in a vastly different world
from that of the educated elite, the curia, and the ruling oligarchs. There are no luxurious
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shopping centers in which they pass the time sipping cappuccino with friends. Instead
many of the poor people struggle with desperate problems associated with simply existing
on a day to day basis. As a result all of their efforts are focused on providing the most
basic necessities of life and this leaves little time or energy for thought to be given to the
ultimate destination of the soul of a person in the afterlife before the event of death has
occurred for the family of the deceased.
This means that religious expression for the very poor has a different focus
and intent from that of the oligarchy; which includes the Roman curia. Instead of dealing
primarily with matters of the afterlife, the religion of the poor is directed towards
controlling or influencing the spirit world in order to secure help with the daily struggles of
life in the current, material world (Hiebert, Shaw, and Tiénou 1999). Folk religion is a
coping mechanism that helps the poor deal with daily existential issues and in giving
meaning to and help with the desperate struggle to survive it also gives meaning to that
which is meaningless in the ethereal ontology of the liturgical forms of the formal church.
The common people search for interaction with the spirit world for other
purposes than salvation of the soul. They want help paying the rent and buying food. They
search out spiritual help in order to influence that which they have no power to control with
material means and in doing this they also search for meaning within the harshness of life
within other realms, such as the paranormal. As a result, a significant portion of their
interaction with the spirit world does not take place within orthodox Roman Catholicism
but within the diverse practice of folk religion; or popular religion as it is also called. In a
book edited by Bamat and Wiest (1999), different authors investigate this search for
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meaning in popular Catholicism. This work is an indication of increasing awareness of the
importance of the study of folk religion as a window of understanding into the deep
meanings and beliefs for the poor. It could well be a precursor to this dissertation in the
sense that the authors selected by Bamat and Wiest also search for meaning of life within
folk religion.
Rather than a facile solution, this fact presented me with even more problems
in conceptualizing and then operationalizing this study. Popular religiosity, like the
worldview that nestles within it, is so vast and so varied that a comprehensive study of
Colombian popular religion would have been impossible within the time frame available
for this research. One must wonder if such a study would even be doable within the
timeframe of an entire lifetime! There is a vast constellation of spirit entities in Colombian
popular religion, populated with innumerable spirit beings, each with its own function and
usage.
There are indications that at least some of these spirit beings are preColumbian deities that have been wrapped in the nomenclature and external identity of the
Roman Catholic pantheon (Mackay 1933, 39; Nash 1993, 121-122). Richardson disputes
this thesis but I feel that he has failed to seriously take into account the popular insistence
in this fact (2003, 214-215). As one person told me, only partially in jest, “Al final de todo,
somos todos indios,” or in other words, “when all is said and done, we are all Indians!”
The cultural heritage of the pre-Columbian Amerindians, with its imbedded religious
meaning has never been completely lost to the poor of Latin American, regardless of their
genetic origins.
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This fact plays an incalculable role in the selection and practice of folk
religion. With this cultural background, people will select one of the many spirit world
intermediaries and the proper method of influencing that particular intermediary in their
effort to secure subsistence and some measure of good in life, depending on the specific
problem and the social status of the petitioner. Ingham points this out in his pivotal study of
folk Catholicism in central Mexico (1986). At the same time, much of this interaction is
directed at the primary problems facing the poor; such as securing some material need, help
with one’s love life, or in knowing the future.
Ultimately, it is in this manner that folk religion answers the challenge of
death for the meaning of life within the harsh world and complex belief system of the very
poor of Latin America. Death becomes meaningful because the dead help the living with
these basic problems. Since this dissertation research is for the meaning of life, I chose to
ignore, or treat with the utmost brevity, many of those additional aspects of folk religion. I
felt compelled by the limits of time and energy to investigate and extrapolate only the
segments of popular religion that could give some understanding of the meaning of life in
Colombia today. The remaining facets of folk religion are treated much more briefly and
only with the intent of filling in the intellectual or paradigmatic lacunas in order to develop
better understanding of the larger picture. This leads me to the need to carefully state the
research problem at this point within the dissertation.

Research Problem Statement
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When an individual life has no special value or meaning within a culture; when
there is no concept of punishment or reward in a future life because of behavior in this life,
then there is a high probability that violence and death will tend to reign supreme in any
society. That Colombia is a very violent society, no one will deny. It may be that life in
Colombia is so tenuous or so gossamer in nature because of the basic values that under-gird it
and give it (or fail to give it) meaning and because of this those basic values have been
sequentially eroded by the view of death held by many within the culture. In this value
structure, a person can actually become more valuable to the family in death than in life. In
life he or she is powerless but in death that person is able to access the power structure of the
spirit world. What is commonplace for all is the harsh reality of life and tragic frequency of
death for so many within Colombia. This world view gives meaning and purpose to this
reality.
Death comes early for all too many very young children and the maypole
draped in white streamers carried by little children unfortunately leads far too many of the
sad processions that one sees so frequently on the streets of Colombian cities. This tragic
sight means that another grieving family is bearing a tiny white coffin to a unmarked
pauper’s grave in the Catholic central cemetery. The lack of good nutrition and medical
services often means that a relatively minor illness can rapidly become dangerous and lethal,
thus leading to a premature death. Add to this bleak scenario the fact that violence and the
continual internecine warfare have deprived Colombia of large segments of successive
generations of young men and the scope of the problem becomes evident.
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In many ways, Colombia, after many centuries of near continual warfare, may
have developed the consummate culture of death. Death occupies a prominent place within
Colombian life and it preoccupies the daily lives of the living. As Mackay states, “In Spanish
religion Christ has been the centre of a cult of death. And yet, paradoxically enough, it was
the passion for fleshly life and immortality that created this interest in death” (1933, 98). In
spite of having lived in the country for more than thirty years I did not understand the
meaning and function of death with its associated rituals any more than I understood the
meaning they assigned to life.
I wondered at times if even many Colombians had lost the overt meaning
assigned in the dark miasmal past to death as they practiced the age-old mortuary customs
(see Brown 1981, The Rise of the Cult of the Saints and its Function in Latin Christianity for
a more thorough explanation of this aspect of the culture of death). So as Paul Hiebert stated
in a class lecture at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School on October 16, 2003, “When there is
no valid and functional meaning given to death, then life itself becomes
meaningless” (Hiebert, class notes, fall 2003). So in order to understand the meaning of life
for a people, I soon realized that it was essential to understand the meanings they ascribed to
death.
It was within this specter that I developed and then posited the following
propositional statement as a guide for this research:
Death rituals provide the window of understanding to the deep meaning of life held
by practitioners of Colombian folk religion. The research problem was to study the
meaning of life as observed in six rituals of death, two in each of the cities of Bogotá,
Villavicencio, and Restrepo, Colombia.
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To use this window into the topic of death and the meaning of life, I was
forced to delineate and restrict the study of folk religion to a reduced segment of religious
expression that is possible to study within the time frame available and yet have the study be
something meaningful and worthwhile. The one component of popular religion where the
meaning of life would be the closest to the surface and most visible was within the death
ritual (Scheper-Hughes 1992). This propositional statement later appeared to be accurate and
true within the development and course of the research carried out for this dissertation. As a
result the death ritual became a window to help me to understand the meaning of life for the
poor of Colombia. For this reason I chose to study six wakes in Colombia in different
sections of the country in order to observe and gather data.
Those ancient death rituals, with a very thin veneer of Catholic nomenclature,
have continued to dominate the grieving process to this very day. In this way the populace is
meeting the real and perceived needs of those who grieve precisely when formal religion has
failed to meet those very needs. Formal religion meets the social needs but folk religion
meets the emotional needs of the people for it addressed the issues of the meaning of death
and its relationship to life and the living. People must meet the challenges that they are
facing within the harsh reality of violence ridden Colombia or they will succumb to despair.
Help is not available from political or financial sources. Fellow sojourners within the lower
strata of Colombian society are also struggling with the very same challenges. So they
collectively look to the spiritual powers they feel they can influence or control. As one
commentator stated, “many of our Catholics pass their lives offering fetishistic adoration to
their saints, of whom they ask for the gift of a good harvest and a prize in the
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lottery” (Mackay 1933, 118). This is the focus and intent of folk religion. But such a
religion is far more than just magic or superstition. It becomes the existential reality of the
very poor as they struggle to survive.
In the process of meeting these challenges they are constructing their own
social reality (Berger and Luckmann 1966) where reality has become for them a social
construct. Within this social construct, the existence of the spirit world is so obvious that
only a fool would question it. This very fact has often alienated the social scientist from the
very people and phenomena that they seek to study. Anyone wishing to work with the very
poor in Colombia must understand this religiosity and its ramifications in daily life choices,
yet social scientists have often failed precisely at this point (Brusco 1995, 3). It is here that
the social scientist that also possesses a belief in spiritual reality holds a distinct advantage
over the agnostic. There is a common ground on which to stand and a common language in
which to communicate.
It will only be in this way; by means of the rapport built out of mutual
accepted belief in the spirit world that the social scientist, the missionary, or any change
agent can understand the meaning of life, or the mechanism for establishing family structure,
or any of a thousand other facets of daily life. That is because belief is seldom shared with
those who cannot believe. Such belief is simply too personal. So at this point I admit to my
own belief in the reality of spirit beings. Along with this I will also share additional values
that I bring to this study.
I openly admit to holding to an activist version of social science, similar in
goals to the Marxist who desires social justice or the feminist social scientist who struggles
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for the dignity of women within an often oppressive machista society. I not only want to
observe the suffering of the people and determine the cause but I also want to improve the
lives of the people I observe. I must admit that I simply cannot watch suffering without
attempting to help the sufferer and alleviating the suffering to the maximum degree that is
within my power to do so. So I search for understanding in order to improve the lot of the
poor.
Without such understanding it would be very difficult to guide meaningful
change; and to guide meaningful change and improvement is my ultimate goal. With this
knowledge, the deep concerns of the heart and soul of a people can be addressed. Only by
addressing the deep concerns about the meaning of life can the lives of the people be truly
transformed. This reality carries immense missiological significance, even within the
narrowed scope of this research agenda! That is why it is so significant.
This narrowed scope of the investigation was then conceptualized into the
more specific research problem. I later initiated this research by observing the death ritual as
concentrated in six occurrences of the traditional wake together with the subsequent funeral
mass and burial and then amplified the data by interviewing some of the participants. During
the wake the families remained awake and with the body of the deceased loved one for at
least twenty four hours. During this time, they reminisced, and even more important for this
study, they conversed about the meaning of death and of life. At such times even former
enemies attend the wake and laud the deceased (Mackay 1933, 11). They did this when they
explained why the deceased was such a good father, mother, husband, wife, son, daughter,
brother, sister, and so forth. After all, “muerto malo no hay” or in English, “there are no bad
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dead.” The negative was generally ignored, at least by the family. Instead they proceeded to
explain why the deceased was good. In doing this, they enunciated deeply held values of
life, albeit in a rather circuitous manner.
They also debated the causality of death. Was there a curse? Was it bad luck?
Was it punishment for some terrible sin? Was it a good death? In one case, at a wake I
attended many people attributed the death to God’s punishment for a recent, egregious sin.
In another they spoke of a curse and speculated as to the person who might have invoked it.
Finally, in every wake, the participants all discussed what they would be asking the deceased
for once he or she completes the transition to the spirit world as recompense for their help in
getting him or her out of purgatory by their participation in the funeral rites. This social
intercourse, rich in revealed deep meaning, made the mortuary ritual a valuable source for
data about the meaning of life. This type of dialogue continued, especially among a
diminishing circle of family members, for months afterwards when discussing the deceased
loved one.
There is one acknowledged weakness in this type of study. I readily admit that
any one example can be rich in data but limited in generalizability. So for diversity I chose
to make these observations in three distinct geographical and sociological areas. Two funeral
rituals were observed in a large, modern city, two rituals were observed in a quaint provincial
capital, and two were observed in a very old and traditional town that has changed little in
generations. With those observations as the data base, I attempted to understand what the
process of death meant for the living and what they hoped to accomplish for the loved one
who had died in the rituals that they surrounded the event with.
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In Colombia there is and always has been an extended and very important
interaction and commerce of services between the living and the dead (Losonczy 2002). So
the nature of this interaction is fundamental to the meaning of life. To clarify the nature of
these values and the relationships within them, I attempted (successfully, I believe) to build
and amplify the subsequent research based upon the data gathered in the initial observations
and interviews of the primary, singular case by observing additional death rituals and then
supplement this with interview with people who had recently lost a loved one to the finality
of death.

Research Questions
There are many questions that could have been asked when attempting to
understand the perplexing mix of pre-Columbian ritual and the orthodox Roman Catholic
veneer that covers it. But since the goal is to understand the underlying values, the nature of
the questions to be asked had to be thus limited to the ones that served that primary purpose
in this study. This focused reduction was also dictated by the reality that the only means by
which to make a research project possible is to severely limit one’s research interest to
material that can be collected in the given time and with the energy available.
Since the basic, life-shaping deep values of life were being sought, there
would be certain sub-types of conversation and related ritual that specifically addressed these
values. Therein are the very concerns that appear to be nearly universal in the ritual and
conversation related to death, thus becoming a natural symbol, according to Mary Douglas
(1970). The most basic of issues that first appeared in the data were concerns related to three
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basic categories. The first was the source and nature of the causality which brought about the
death. The second was the nature and characteristics of the ideal person. The third and final
category within these natural symbols was the continued interaction that is sought between
the living and the dead. For this reason the research questions were pared to a very small list
that will deal with these three issues of essential concerns.
The following list of questions was used to guide this research.
1. What events occur from the time of death of a loved one until the family terminates
the initial period of mourning, nine days later and who are the primary players?
2. How do individuals select specific manifestations of folk religion and orthodox
Roman Catholicism for inclusion in the funeral process and what significance do they attach
to these practices for themselves and in their understanding of the affects the selected
practices have for the dead?
3. How do men and women in Colombia see themselves and their own function
within this process and how does this difference affect what they do and what they hope to
accomplish in the grieving process personally and in the presumed continued existence of the
person who has died?
4. What significance does each person attach to the rituals that are observed and the
cultural artifacts that are present during the wake for the living and for the male or female
person who has died?
These research questions were further developed, augmented by the initial data
gathered, and then the amplified concerns were incorporated into the interviews. At the
beginning of the study they served to delineate the proposed study and specify the
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components of folk religion that were studied. Modification and adaptation occurred
continually throughout the course of this investigation as the method was fine-tuned to the
circumstances found and the data being gathered. In the later section of this dissertation the
questions are fully operationalized so that the reader can be informed as to the manner in
which they were employed in gathering the data. Those modifications have been included in
this design as they were made. At that point I will also clarify the specific types of
conversation that I looked for in order to answer the research questions listed.

Definition of Argot Terms
Throughout this study I have used terminology that is both debated and fluid in
usage and definition. Many of these terms are used in distinctive ways by the social
scientists who study folk religion and ritual making them argot terms and removing such
words from the status of a common term in usage. Different investigators use different terms
for the same phenomena. At other times different investigators will assign differing
meanings to the same term in comparison with another investigator who may have used that
term with a vastly different meaning. For that reason it is critical that the terminology I have
used in this dissertation be clearly delineated and explained so that someone else’s definition
not be applied to a term I have used and thus change the meaning of the term and the
understanding of the concept I am attempting to present.
Terms which merit explanations are included in the list included at the end of
this paragraph. The following definitions explain peculiar word usages which might confuse
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someone who is unfamiliar the way in which I have used each term as part of the argot of this
study of Colombian folk religion.
•

Meaning of Life is a phrase used in the title of this paper and one which could
carry many different meanings. So for the facility of the reader I will simply
define the term as I use it. Meaning of life refers to the basic beliefs and values
that both mold behavior and are manifested within behavior. These beliefs and
resultant activities are what allow a person to feel that he or she is a valuable
member of society. They are what make life meaningful or worthwhile to the
individual and society.

•

Death Ritual is a term that I have applied in this research to the activity
commonly associated with the process of transferring an individual from the
realm of the physical/living to the realm of the spirit/dead. It includes the formal
elements of orthodox Catholicism, the less structured folk rituals held outside of
the supervision of the church, and the associated social customs and related
dialogue that accompany the process of death in Colombian society.

•

Roman Catholicism is a term that is used to indicate the orthodox doctrines
espoused by official representatives of the Roman Catholic Church, headquartered
in Rome and led by the Pope and as applied and practiced in Colombia, South
America. Still, Colombian Roman Catholicism is a harsh and legalistic system
very different from what would be familiar to most North Americans. It has never
shed much of the medieval nature and theology that the rest of the church
disposed of at the time of the Second Vatican Council.
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•

Folk Religion is applied to the vast array of religious beliefs and practices
common to Colombia and generally referred to by the practitioners as “Catholic”
but not officially sanctioned by the Roman Catholic Church. Orthodox symbols
are often included within this practice and orthodox names are given to the spirit
beings, many of which may even be pre-Columbian in origin, as the practioners
attempt to “Christianize” them. In this way the practitioners attempt to avoid
dangerous, even deadly repercussions. That frightening process was only recently
terminated in Colombia and still has not faded completely from popular memory.

•

Popular Religion is another commonly used aphorism that refers most frequently
to Catholic manifestations of popular religion and in this thesis is used
interchangeably with the term folk religion, based upon preferences of a specific
author or researcher. Popular religion as a term is used primarily by Roman
Catholic writers who deal with this topic, especially in the area of Latin America.

•

Popular Religiosity is a recent term which is gaining popularity amongst
Colombian social scientists. While they build a case for their preference for this
term, in this thesis I have used the term interchangeable with the term folk religion
and the term popular religion. I have based my selection of terms on my own
belief of the desirability of variety in writing and on the preferences of authors or
investigators being quoted.

• Spiritism (espiritismo) is a very common word used by practitioners and local
people in the prairie region of Colombia and now increasingly being used in other
parts of Colombia. Since this aspect of folk religion appeared with a fair degree
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of frequency in the data gathered by the ethnographic interview method, I have
used the term within this thesis and for that reason included the word in my list of
definitions. The term is used to apply to religious practice and belief that is
recognized as existing outside of but coterminous with Orthodox Roman
Catholicism.
•

White Magic is a term commonly used by the priestly practitioners of Spiritism
for their own rituals. They use the term in order to attempt to differentiate
themselves from witches, who are said to practice black magic. This latter
practice is universally seen as evil, but is still practiced with a certain degree of
frequency. White magic, by contrast, is seen as good and is practiced in order to
aid people in successfully negotiating the struggles of life.

•

Black Magic is the harmful and evil art practiced by witches. It is used
exclusively to cause harm, injury, or death to someone. Practitioners and
consumers will publicly deny using such magic but will privately justify the use
of this form of magic as a means of securing justice or merited retribution.
Witchcraft was often seen as a cause of death when no sin or other causal factor
was obvious. When a good person died unexpectedly or when a good death did
not end the life of a good person then witchcraft was typically suspected.

•

Witchcraft is an extremely pejorative term and it is used primarily by people who
wish to denigrate other spiritist practitioners. Yet if someone wishes to cast a hex
on another person in order to work retribution for some real or perceived harm,
this can be accomplished in a clandestine manner by most practitioners of
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spiritism who would publicly condemn the practice. This type of magic art is also
described as black magic.
•

Cultural Artifacts are items that are used within the death ritual and carry special
significance or are considered to have spiritual power by their very nature as
sacred objects. These items are often central to the practice and execution of the
rituals and certainly form an integral part of the death ritual. They are seen as
aiding in the process of helping the deceased successfully navigate his or her way
into the desired location within the spirit world. Certain cultural artifacts, such as
the rosary and the scapularies were ubiquitous components of the ritual and were
essential for the gate keepers in the practice of their function within the ritual.

Stated Assumptions
Every social scientist begins and executes a study based on his or her
previously accepted personal beliefs. Post modernism has led to a now widely accepted
recognition that true and complete impartiality is impossible and that the declaration of such
impartiality would indicate an ignorant arrogance on the part of the social scientist. The very
tools used and the methods of the study will always creates a certain degree of Hawthorne
Effect in what is studied, how the data is interpreted, and the results that are obtained. Even
to simply ask a question stimulates the thought process of the respondent and thus affects the
answer that is given.
In an effort at openness and honesty, I will state my own assumptions from the
outset. I approach this study first as a Christian missiologist. I believe in an omniscient God
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and in a continued existence of the spiritual component of being after death. I share this
worldview with the people who so generously shared their lives and suffering with me during
the course of this study. I also believe in an absolute truth that is based upon what an
omniscient God has communicated with His created beings in the Bible.
Yet at the same time I subscribe to many of the components of postmodernism
and for the most part I have used a constructionist paradigm as the sociological methodology
upon which I prosecuted this study. I presume much of what is considered to be reality is
actually a socially constructed paradigm. I would generally follow the basic assumptions of
Peter Berger in his different books on this topic (Berger and Luckmann1966; Berger 1967;
1969; Berger, ed. 1999). I have also drawn certain presuppositions from feminist
anthropology in that I believe the anthropologist should be an activist who not only observes
but attempts to help people in their suffering as they strive for a better life; specifically the
suffering of injustice by poor women in Latin America.
Lastly, I have also borrowed from some areas of belief and practice from the
Marxist social scientific concepts in that I see conflict; not so much of classes but of ideas
and worldviews as creating the dynamic within which the angst produced by suffering is
resolved. I share with them a concern for the poor and the social injustice and corruption that
often produces much of the abject poverty that we observe today in Latin America. With the
Marxist, I long for improving the lot of the poor and work towards that end through this
research and my own ministry in Latin America, albeit by different means; peaceful rather
than violent means. So from this rather eclectic theoretical foundation, I will undertake (no
pun intended) this study.
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In so selecting ideas and ideologies from different sources I have thus created
what may well be my own amalgam of presuppositions which guided me in this research
project and have undoubtedly affected in some degree the outcome. Also in so selecting my
intellectual foundations from different and often opposing sources, I allow any of those
sources to disavow the work I have done and the interpretations and conclusions that I have
developed.
At the same time there were other assumptions that guided the nature of this
study. This secondary list of assumptions was formed from the material studied during the
literature review. I will develop these facts, which became part of my understanding of the
issue in the section of the dissertation when I present the literature review later in this
dissertation. Some preliminary assumptions that come from this component of the research
are fairly widely accepted and can therefore be stated at this stage of the research.
This list is more than a list of definitions in the sense that there are many
definitions or theories that could relate to each term. For example, death is seen as a natural
function within secular American culture. In the region where I conducted this research, the
tendency is to presume a spiritual cause, such as witchcraft. They relapse to a material cause
only if the mourners can find no probable spiritual source or motivation for the death. For
this reason the definitions here are my own stated assumptions about these issues. They are
as follows:
1. Worldview is the basis of belief and behavior though it is subliminal. The person
holding the worldview is largely unaware of it and is unable to see it under normal
circumstances. Worldview is what he or she uses to “see” and make sense of the world.
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2. Culture is the outward expression of that worldview in daily life. Every culture is
made up of positive and negative elements which help the society to cope but in some cases
may actually be harmful to certain individuals who make up culture.
3. Folk Religion is the mechanism by which common people demonstrate the
worldview and is the mechanism by which common people seek to manipulate the spirit
beings for their own comfort and even survival. It develops as part of the historical process
and is handed to the next generation as part of the enculturation process to the subsequent
generation. Yet, like the song of the humped back whale, each generation will make some
modification to the folk religion they practice in their adult life while retaining many aspects,
especially the ritual components intact.
5. Ritual is the outward manifestation of inward belief and becomes the primary
observed data of folk religion. Ontological meaning for an individual in often hidden even to
the practioner and thus becomes visible only through some mechanism which can help us
interpret foundational belief. Ritual is one such mechanism. Within the catalog of ritual, the
death ritual can be seen as one of the most universal and one of the most revealing (Douglas
1970, Van Gennep 1960).
6. Death gives meaning to life or it will deprive life of all meaning. The way a
person or a society views death will determine to a large degree the meaning they give to life
and the way they live it. This is the reason why basic values can be seen through the window
of the death ritual. It is in this intimate look at our own mortality that we reveal the deep
meaning of life that ultimately give meaning to living and directs in a large degree how we
will live.
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These basic stated assumptions are listed at this stage in an attempt to
demonstrate my own foundational principles from which the reader can evaluate the nature
of the research instrument and the subsequent material that later became the basis upon
which the study was developed and the results were derived.

Significance of the Study
Colombian society, as with every society in the world, has many beautiful
characteristics which endear the country and its people to this researcher and to many who
visit the country. I have many dear and close friends who live in Colombia. I thoroughly
enjoy living in the country and in many ways prefer life in Colombia to life in the United
States. Because of this I do not speak out of shock at what was observed but out of a genuine
desire to see Colombia and its people live up to the loftiest positive attributes of their culture
and geography.
So I can see the positive and the negative. Yet at the same time the country
and its people struggle with certain issues and problems that hinder progress of the nation
and contribute to the poverty and suffering of the people. I can hold a unique perspective on
this debate. Corruption and violence would be two such widely acknowledged negative
attributes of any society and both are common in Colombia.
In every nation, fundamental values and basic worldview will contribute to
both the richness of culture and certain endemic problems within that society. This basic fact
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holds true for Colombia as well. This author wishes to see a Colombia where violence and
suffering are greatly diminished or even eliminated and where the many beautiful and noble
characteristics of her people and geography can shine brilliantly before a watching and
admiring world.
It would be pointless, in my view, to indict any negative feature of a society
without suggesting some solution. It should be obvious to all that any solution must, of
necessity, be built upon some philosophical foundation and theory. This proposal is no
exception. So for the sake of honesty and forthrightness, I will state my own foundational
worldview at this time. I firmly believe that the Gospel, when properly taught and applied,
has the power to do this laudable feat (see Rom. 1:16-17). The spiritual nature of Colombian
culture dictates a holistic approach where spiritual values are considered as an integral part of
any analysis and solution. An excellent study done by Elizabeth Brusco (1995, 5) seems to
bear out my belief in this area.
In order to be able to work among the Colombian poor and contribute to a
positive transformation of Latin American society, any successful change agent must
understand the spiritual nature of that culture and the religious forces that both shape and are
shaped by the basic beliefs of the Latin American masses. This understanding is critical to
the success of any change agent since the acceptance of new material and the action taken
upon that material will be a product of the religious belief and worldview upon which that
belief is based.
Since no transformation of society can take place unless there is a
transformation of the individuals who compose that society, we must consider how to aid
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each individual person in the transformation process. True transformation is always an
internal and personal process which can never be imposed from the outside. But the
individual cannot transform him or herself unless there is a transformation of certain core
beliefs that are the basis used to make sense of the events and actions of daily life. This is
what never happened during the initial Catholization after the conquest. Mackay states this
plainly when he observes that “People have possessed a religion but a religion has not
possessed them. They have practiced a religion, but have not lived it. Religion has been
neither a subject or intellectual preoccupation nor an incentive to virtuous living” (1933,
122). This is where change must begin. We must understand how to help that person see and
evaluate his or her core beliefs and then ultimately begin to understand their worldview.
Paolo Freire came to this same conclusion (See Pedagogy of the Oppressed, 1989) as he
pondered the sad state of Latin American poor.
Because of this, it is critical that we develop the mechanisms by which we can
study worldview. Such a mechanism has not yet been fully developed. Paul Hiebert’s as yet
unpublished new book on worldview is perhaps the very first structured effort to do this. I
am thankful for that seminal effort at operationalizing the study of worldview because such
an undertaking is clearly beyond the scope of this thesis. Yet it is my strong desire that this
dissertation be a small step on that long and arduous road.
I sincerely hope that in searching for the meaning of life by studying folk
religion through observable rituals, this research will have contributed to the current
preliminary effort underway to development the research methodology for the effective study
of worldview. At the same time, an understanding of some of the rudimentary elements of
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Colombian worldview should emerge, albeit in a rather abecedarian form, through the study
of the meaning of life as seen in the rituals of death as practiced by Colombians in the realm
of popular culture. Many aspects of Colombian life do not make sense to the uninitiated
outside observer. Individual behavior would often seem to be in direct contradiction to the
clearly state important values held by the individual. Yet these seemingly incomprehensible
acts make perfect sense to the person who possesses the worldview that under girds them. So
by beginning to understand some elemental components of the worldview I began to gain a
better understanding that has since helped me stimulate worldview evaluation and
transformation by the Colombians themselves as they walked with me in this journey of
discovery.

CHAPTER 2
THE PRECEDENT LITERATURE

Folk religions are normally a combination of communal and individual efforts
to secure help from a higher power in areas where the person or group is, or at least feels
helpless and powerless. Students of popular religion frequently recognize that the desire to
attain some basic quality and meaning to life is the motivational foundation of religious
belief and practice. The practice of folk religion is built upon the basic values that give
meaning to life. At the same time, religious belief and practice form a window into those
underlying values that are deeply held but seldom expressed or even understood by the
practitioner.
The purpose of this study was to open one such window into the Colombian
view of the meaning of life through the death rituals of popular religion. In order to do this
effectively I needed to review the work of others in this same area or in related fields. The
window concept is a commonly used metaphor but it is rarely explained or operationalized as
a research tool. Wade (1993) used this window concept in his study of race in Colombia.
Jindra (1997) used the same concept in his study of the proliferation of ancestors in the
grassfields of Cameroon. I have attempted to build upon this conceptual framework in the
course of this research and dissertation as a specific and replicable means by which to study
the meaning of life in the death rituals of Colombian folk religion.
36
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To do that, I considered it wise to provide some basic background material in
order to describe the antecedents of the use of the window concept in general and specifically
within the study of the current state of Colombian folk religion. Because of this need, I have
briefly recounted the historical antecedents that have given rise to the current
phenomenology of Colombian popular religiosity through the literature review process,
beginning with the conquest literature (Rodríguez Freyle 2003, Díaz del Castillo 1956;
Goodpasture 1989) and moving forward from there. With the historical origins established,
the current dialogue among those who study folk religion in general and Colombian social
scientists in particular was considered in order to establish the state and scope of the debate.
From these two starting points this study next attempted to provide an in-depth
understanding of one limited but important component of Colombian folk religion within its
vast diversity of belief and practice. The more diverse aspects of Colombian folk religion
tend to be focused on securing good health, economic benefits, and success in the sex/love
relationships. For that reason they were not included within this study as a significant
component because of the narrow focus I had on the death ritual and the meaning of life.
This study used the basic elements of a case study approach to develop the
basis for understanding the meaning of life through daily spirituality by observing the ritual,
cultural artifacts, and significance of these elements within the ubiquitous practice of the
wake, which is the central event in Latin American and Colombian folk religion in the death
and grieving process (see article by Losonczy in the Revista Colombiana de Antropología,
vol. 37, Enero-Diciembre, 2002). Finally, based on this in-depth consideration of the
experience of the wake and of the people who participated in the wakes observed, this study
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attempted to build a more comprehensive theory of life, death, and the spirit world as held by
the practitioners themselves. Danforth (1982) was a model in the use of the death rituals
themselves as a mechanism to do this. A rather gossamer glimpse at the underlying
worldview became visible in the practical consequences in daily life for the practitioner of
Colombian folk religion.
The stated purpose for this study provided the means to operationalize the
research in a manner that would subsequently provide a basis for analytical validity (not
statistical validity), at least within the lives of the very limited number of participants within
this research. One must ask the very basic questions, such as “Just how can we observe
religious practice and belief?” “When does this become concentrated enough in time and
geography in order to be practically observed?” “When can such practice give us the
opportunity to see through and thus observe, albeit in a rather miasmal manner, the meaning
of life upon which they are built?” “What is it within the rituals of death that make them so
significant?” These are the questions that demanded a careful analysis for enabling the
successful operationalization of the research method in order to probe the underlying values
within folk religion.
Deep beliefs and values become more concentrated, move closer to the
surface, and are more readily visible when a profound personal crisis deeply affects the
person. Yet most deep personal crisis are just that; personal and therefore private. This fact
makes such crisis difficult to study. An aberration of this norm would need to be found; one
in which there was a deep personal crisis that was also public. Death is one such crisis that is
a public event. As a result, during the death ritual and the mourning period, normal
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conversation is suspended and the talk turns to the values that made the deceased a
significant member of the community. So the ritual chosen and the social intercourse that
accompanies it speak to a lacuna within expressed values often endemic within normal daily
conversation and activity.
The greater the personal crisis the more readily religious belief and practice
become visible and accessible as well as the basic values that are hidden beneath. The death
of a loved one is a crisis that will usually produce the greatest visibility of values within the
religious practices and beliefs that under gird them than any other single event (Barley
1997). There are few personal crises that affect an individual more profoundly than the death
of a loved one. Colombian views of death and the rituals of the wake, as expected, revealed a
rich vignette into the normally hidden recesses of subconscious belief through the window of
Colombian popular religiosity. In this way, by observing the meaning of death, a window
was also opened into the meaning of life for the common denizen of culture of poverty
(Lewis 1961), which is a state so endemic to many within Colombian society.
There is abundant literature available which deals in some degree with nearly
all aspects of folk religion in Latin America in general and Colombia in particular. The
conquest and the colonial period are well documented by original participants and these
historical documents have been abundantly parsed by the recent historical reevaluation.
Historians have evaluated those original source documents extensively in recent years as part
of the current deconstructionist paradigm of post modernism. At the same time social
scientists have studied the phenomenology of popular religion (Durkheim 1995) and have
pondered the implication that it holds for development and progress (Parker 1996).
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Precedent literature is abundant and takes on several primary forms. I will present my review
of these basic categories of material at this time.

Historical Material
Recent analysis of these primary sources has provided strong indications of the
nature and scope of the historical foundations for the origin and development of Latin
American folk religion in general and Colombian popular religion as a specific manifestation
of the genre. In order to support this hypothesis, I present here a review of some
representative elements of this historical literature on Latin America in general and Colombia
specifically as a precursor study in order to understand the social realities that have
contributed to the current circumstances. Dussel provides us with one of the best overviews
of this historical process (1981; 1992). The Spanish model of the Holy Roman Inquisition as
applied by Torquemeda in Spain for the forced conversion and enforced compliance is of
particular importance do to the fact that Cartagena, Colombia was one of the headquarters for
the brutal Inquisition in the region and has continued to experience religious violence and
persecution to this very day (Gil de Rio, undated published book).
There are many reprints of original documents pertaining to the conquest and
coercive evangelization of the indigenous peoples of America. Examples are the writings of
Hernando Cortez (Pagden 1986), the writings of Díaz del Castillo (1956), the writings of de
Las Casas (1992) and finally the same story as recorded by anonymous Nahuatl Indians
(Leon-Portillo 1962). The story of the conquest in what is today Colombia was told by
Rodríguez Feryle (reprinted by Casa Editorial El Tiempo 2003). The Casa de la Inquisition,
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or headquarters of the Holy Roman Inquisition still stands in Cartagena, Colombia and it
houses a museum and an archive (Medina 1978; Arrázola 1970). There have also been
several books that deal with the brutal imposition of Catholicity in the Americas through the
means of conquest and the Inquisition (Benazzi, Natale, y D’Amico, Matteo 2001; de las
Casas 1992; Hanke 1949). The historiographic material will be limited in the scope of its
application within this dissertation since the only purpose it holds for this current research is
to establish the foundational causes of the extensive syncretism found in Latin America
today. The meaning of life as seen within the current practice of folk religion is the primary
avenue of investigation and research.
The folk religion of today has a long history, beginning in the often brutal
methodologies and insular theologies built upon the cultural arrogance and hegemony of the
Spanish conquistadores and the Catholic missionaries who accompanied them. Within their
model, the Gospel was not preached nor was conversion proffered; both were imposed, with
violence if necessary, upon the conquered peoples. None other than Hernando Cortez, the
conquistador of Mexico, when his offer of conversion was rejected by the queen mother of a
local chief, demonstrated and applied the paradigm that would be followed by the Catholic
Church and the political leaders of Latin America for nearly five hundred years in the
conversion of the local populace and in church discipline of any suspected deviation from
orthodoxy by the peoples of Latin America (Leon-Portillo 1962) clear up to the Second
Vatican Council in 1962. When Cortez succeeded in forcing the conversion of a rather
perspicacious local chief, he was taken aback when the queen mother had the audacity to
reject his offer of the Gospel. A local Indian recorded the subsequent events. “Don
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Hernando said that if she were not his (the compliant Indian chief’s) mother that he would
answer her rejection by cutting off her head. He told her that she would receive the
sacrament (of baptism) even against her will”(Goodpasture 1989, 17). She very quickly
decided that baptism sounded like a good idea and was immediately baptized. Given the
obvious persuasive value of such a stark choice, she made a wise decision. It is little wonder
that Cortez had tremendous success in evangelizing the Indians.
Forced conversions, brutal suppression of non-Catholic religious expression,
and a near total absence of doctrinal teaching by early priests assured rampant, but
unintended syncretism and a total lack of freedom of choice and expression thus insuring the
ubiquitous nature of folk religion within a population, which soon learned to be seen as
fervently professing Catholics as a defense mechanism that would enable them to survive.
Wade comments on this when he points out that “Black religion was, not surprisingly,
hounded by the religious authorities. Apart from being seen as simply dissolute and impious,
blacks were often considered heretics and practitioners of magic. Medina (1978) cites many
cases (of the judges) of the Inquisition in Cartagena interrogating blacks for witchcraft and
heresy” (Wade 1993, 292). The same could be said for any other non-Catholic forms of
religious belief found anywhere in Latin America for centuries.
The seminal missiologist of Latin America, John Alexander Mackay, observed
sardonically that “the Catholic religion was superimposed upon the indigenous rites without
transformation of the content . . .Their ancient fetishes were given Christian names. . . . The
transition to the new religion was almost imperceptible” (MacKay 1933, 39). The cultivated
the popular ignorance of actual teachings of orthodox Catholic Christianity while fervently
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profession allegiance to the nomenclature of the imposed religion. This set the stage for the
flourishing syncretistic nature of popular religious practice that would develop and then
become the universal paradigm for religious practice throughout Latin America for the next
five centuries.

The Theory of Folk Religion
The study of folk religion has been pursued for many years by many capable
social scientists. The seminal work, The Elementary Forms of Religious Life (Durkheim
1995) could well qualify as the very capable precursor of the entire genre of research and
writing within the social sciences. Certainly the book by Hiebert, Shaw, and Tiénou (1999) is
an excellent modern prolegomena for this body of literature as well as for this study. The
two books, when taken together provide the bookends for the entire literary section, both
within this research and within the genre as a whole.
In fact, were I to be required to point out one single book that inspired me to
undertake this study and then guided me in its nature and focus it would be this seminal work
by Hiebert, Shaw, and Tiénou (1999). The material in it provided the foundational theory
used as the basis of this dissertation and subsequently from which to understand the workings
and function of folk religion as well as the theoretical basis and debate that surrounds the
study of this type of religious phenomena. With their work as a basis, I have attempted to
add additional theory from supplemental resources available here in the United States to
which few of the internally trained Colombian social scientists, have ready access. Such
cross-cultural fertilization is available only the more specialized and often foreign trained
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social scientists, such as German Villegas, Gloria Inez Pelaez, and Fabian Sanabria, who are
all currently involved in research institutes at major Colombian universities.
This segment of the literature review was a fairly straight forward task of
library research since social scientists have long probed the nature and significance of ritual
within popular religion. This type of study has been a common for American anthropologists
and sociologists who have worked in the areas of ritual and symbol; within the conceptual
framework of religion and magic, and in geographical areas of the world, such as in Mexico
and Central America, especially over the last several decades. Redfield is often credited with
moving the social sciences to consider the fundamental importance of religion within daily
life, at least in the geographical region of Latin America (Redfield 1941). His book
contained one of the earliest references to folk religion that I found anywhere.
The excellent modern work in the same area done by John M. Ingham is a very
good example of a work in the region that has built upon Redfield’s work and is in and of
itself a prime example of this type of monograph. He points out how the local populace has
produced “a reinterpretation of the meaning of pre-Hispanic deities that was more in keeping
with the class interest of the commoners. It appealed to the millenary hopes that were
expressed in the expectation that Quetzalcoatl would return” (1986, 182). This was similar to
the Ghost Dance of the North American Indians (Waldman1988, 227-228). In the process
Ingham deals extensively with the concept of syncretism and the production of folk religion.
In this process of adaptation of religious belief, he demonstrates how for the local peoples,
intercession with the dead has offered a mechanism to bring about survival in the present
crisis and the hope of a better future.
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The basic observed worldview is one in which those who have died have the
power and influence with the higher spiritual beings who may be inaccessible to those who
live in a material world. The higher spiritual powers can and do affect the events here on this
earth but do not have the limitations that imprison the powerless incarcerated within the
current sociopolitical reality of a culture of poverty (Lewis 1969; 1969). So in a funeral
situation, the living will speak of what they expect the dead to do for them as they reach back
to this world from the spirit realm where they now inhabit much in the same way a North
American child might speak of his or her hopes and dreams for the gifts of Christmas future.
One research participant put this belief into stark reality when she simply stated “If I do that
much for him (her dead husband) it is only fair that he do something for me!”
This is a common phenomenon and has been observed by many researchers
over the years. This basic component of folk religion is seen throughout the region and was
often observed as a component of larger studies. The village and regional studies on this
topic that were begun by Robert Redfield (1941) and continued by a long procession of
anthropologists since the early part of the twentieth century have provided a good general
understanding of Latin American folk religion to which this research may well add one
additional chapter.
This body of literature has continued to be augmented very effectively since
Colombian social scientists have taken up that mantle in an independent manner and are
actively researching the scope, function, and emic significance of popular religiosity in the
lives of much of the Colombian populace. One stellar example is found in Virginia Gutiérrez
de Pineda, who many would list as the gran doyen of Colombian social sciences. She has
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authored numerous books and her work is seminal in the study of family values within
Colombian culture. Nearly every book, some fifty in all, related to the general theme that I
perused for this study quoted her extensively, as I will also do within this dissertation. She
has been the example as she studied medical and family issues during a career that has
spanned forty years. In every book folk religion, which she refers to by using the term
magic, is featured as a prominent component.
The works of Gutiérrez de Pineda on the code of honor (Honor, Familia, y
Sociedad en la Estructura Patriarchal, 1992) in which she delves into issues of masculinity
and machismo within Colombian society and subsequential studies on the family (Estructura,
Function y Cambio de la Familia en Colombia, 1976) where she studies the complex
relationships between male and female and the dramatic changes taking place in the current
period have been invaluable in the coding and interpretation of my research data and the later
validating the research findings. This is true because she rightly sees folk religion as the
foundational substructure for belief and action within life and the family.
Her work has greatly influenced other Colombian social scientists, such as
Gloria Inés Peláez, who have specifically studied folk religion and the ritual of death. Peláez
echoes Gutiérrez de Pineda when she states that she has found that many people earnestly
believe that “The dead live, except in another form, and they can establish specific
communication; if this were not so, there could be no exchange of goods and services that
permit the benefits of the relationship between the two worlds: that of the living and that of
the dead” (Losonczy 2002, 28, my translation). Within this debate, even though the
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discussion is about family values, there is a frequent reference to how those values are
affected by death and the death ritual.
This is a crucial and repetitive element and it was found that the rituals and
beliefs that surround death and the dead and within these rituals key issues, such as how the
living can help the dead achieve spirit-being status and how once that is achieved the dead
can, from that new and powerful realm, reach back to earth and help the living with their
problems. This belief continues to shape the nature of familial relationships and interactions
long after the death of a person. Current literature often debates the real meaning and
function of this relationship between the living and the dead within Colombian popular
religiosity. This dissertation is intended to, at very least, make a small contribution to that
ongoing debate.
Orlando Fals Borda is another Colombian social scientist who has formed and
transformed the discipline within Colombia. He has focused his work more within the
political realm and has used what would probably be considered a Marxist paradigm. Yet at
the same time he openly admits to the importance of the formation of his character and early
thinking brought about by his upbringing within the evangelical Presbyterian Church within
Colombia in the days when religious persecution was still commonplace (2003, 53-58).
While his works are less specific to the topic and theme of this dissertation, he has been a
significant educator and example to many of the Colombian social scientists that I will quote
and refer to during the research findings section of this dissertation. In his study of political
and economic structure, he also deals with the Colombian campesino and in the process
discusses some aspects of religion and family structure. Orlando Fals Borda has published
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some twelve significant works in the course of his long and prolific career as a university
professor and a social scientist.
Together, these two sources of literature provide significant insight that is
directly and indirectly related to the research upon which this dissertation is built. Though
sometimes dealing with other issues, the material explains the interpretation that popular
religionists hold in relation to the meaning of life and of death. The work of all of these
researchers is critical for those who apply the concepts to the investigation of a specific topic
or area of the study of folk religion within Latin America. One good example is Cristián
Parker, who states that “popular religion affirms life, in a socioeconomic and political context
of death and violence that daily threaten the survival of the popular classes and groups and
affect the whole of Latin American society” (1996, 112). So these rituals become tools for
influencing those who abide in the realm of the dead in order to achieve help with common
struggles the living face as they attempt to cope. They also become the windows by which
we can peer into the deep values that give meaning to life for those who confront the
powerlessness of poverty and the harsh reality of death within that subculture.
Nearly all who research the phenomenon of popular religiosity recognize the
vital interactive role the belief system provides in structuring the conversation and commerce
between the spirit world and the material world for the marginal of society, allowing them to
tap into powers from beyond the grave that are not available to those who are still in the
material world. This is of critical significance since these same people have been denied
access to the sources of power that govern then within this present physical world.
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In spite of the relatively large corpus of material, there may still be lacunas in
what has been gathered. The relationship between worldview themes and folk religion
appears to be one such area. This relationship between the two components has deep
historical roots but modern expressions of both are also deeply intertwined and manifest a
certain symbiotic relationship. This is an area that certainly needs to be probed more
extensively and the death rituals are a good place to begin. It is one sphere in which there
will always be a significant mixing of both elements. This dissertation attempts to consider
this relationship, in at least an abbreviated form and at the same time will leave the topic as a
suggested point of departure for further research.
While much data has been gathered by secular social scientists in Colombia, a
great deal of their material has been phenomenological in nature. Many of these works are
simply descriptive while others offer limited interpretation. One such example of an
excellent study is Maternidad y Paternidad: Tradición y Cambio en Bucaramanga, by Doris
Lamus and Ximena Useche (2002). The two women observe and comment on the high
degree of conjugal violence and parental abuse of children in the same way she comments on
the type of work and function of adult family members. This study is a very good
sociological study but it simply observes what is going on and provides no interpretation of
causes and suggests no solutions. They, like many others were trained in a time when many
social scientists subscribed to the now archaic and largely discredited concept of absolute
impartiality and objectivity; a concept which is widely understood to be impossible and naïve
within the postmodernist framework applied to much social science today.
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This may explain why there is often a profound reluctance to explore deeply
the area of purpose and intent of the practitioners of folk religions. At the same time, it is
apparent that several of these investigators work from a philosophical basis of a practical
agnosticism in relation to religious belief. Lewis is another prime example of this
phenomenon (1969). His data is rich and the words he records from the speakers tell of what
they consider to be important in giving meaning to live. But Lewis limits himself to
speaking about statistical data including dry facts about who has beds or how many women
wear stocking. The reader is left to ferret the meaning from the data and then build whatever
interpretation that he or she wishes to develop from the data provided. This results in a
“conclusion by gossip” methodology where the supposed solutions are developed second
hand if they are developed at all.
It is precisely in this area that I believe there is a real deficiency and so I have
chosen to focus my own research here in an effort to build upon their work but then construct
spiritual meaning upon it in order to provide a more complete understanding of the
reaffirmation of deep values within grieving process that subsequently aids the living in
assigning meaning to the passing of a loved one and at the same time provide help and
solutions for those who suffer so in the face of despair.

The Theory of Ritual
Theory of ritual is an entirely distinct yet very important body of literature that
is relevant to the foundational basis of this study. The theory of folk religion and the theory
of ritual are like the Siamese twins of the social sciences. They are always seen together and
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often cannot be bifurcated without the destruction of one or both in the process. They are so
completely intertwined that they could almost be considered as one body of literature yet
they occupy different shelves within the corpus of the literature of the social sciences. So for
this reason the theory of ritual will be considered at this time and at this location within this
dissertation.
While this dissertation has focused on the basic values that form the meaning
of life within Colombian society, those values were studied by the means of observed ritual
and the accompanying dialogue. It is for this reason that ritual theory is one of the critical
tools that were used to accomplish this purpose. For ritual to be useful within this study,
meaning must be derived from the ritualistic practices which can be commonly observed.
This is not always easy because many times the practitioners cannot easily explain the
meaning behind their own ritual practice. The meaning is seldom clear yet the function is
insular in nature and practice.
This theory and the work of different writers in the subject matter can be of
significant aid in extracting the meaning from the observed phenomenology. Brower, writing
in a book edited by Geertz, explains the significance of the interpretation of myth and ritual
in what can be seen as a seminal prolegomena when he states that:
. . . though anthropologists refer to mythical “archetypes” or “structures,” it can be
said that there are not myths, only versions. To put it another way, there are only
texts for interpretation, whether the text is written or oral, a piece of behavior–a dance
or a cockfight–a drawing or a painting, a sculptured stone, or a terra cotta pot. (1971,
155)
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So in this case, the importance of the ritual is in finding the meaningful interpretation of it.
We must go beyond simply repeating what has been said by the participants in order to
stimulate the data to coalesce into deep meaning.
In explaining the didactic value of ritual, Monica Wilson in an article which
was published in American Anthropologist, stated the succinct observation that
Rituals reveal values at their deepest level. There is much woolly talk of values and
how to study them. Surely men express in ritual what moves them most, and since
the form of expression is conventionalized and obligatory, it is the values of the group
that are revealed. I see in the study of rituals the key to understanding of the essential
constitution of human societies. (1954, 240)
Perhaps this is because what moves us the most also blocks our ability to
express those motivations within the confines of the symbolic representation of ideas within
the strict and somewhat dry confines of the spoken word. A more pregnant and perspicacious
statement than the above quote; a quote that was penned a half of century ago by Wilson, has
seldom been inscribed. And so Brower and Wilson add the exclamation marks to my
research hypothesis and have provided me with the theoretical basis upon which I have
developed this study of the meaning of life as seen through the window of the rituals
surrounding death in Colombian folk religion! The selection of the ritualistic component and
the social intercourse involved in the practice of that ritual is the concept that provides the
first light of comprehension. And so the practice of ritual dictates the observation and
analysis of ritual as the window that can provide the understanding of deep values of life.
Several additional authors, writing in three specific works, have further
contributed significantly to the theoretical basis of this study. Huntington and Metcalf
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provide an anthropological study of the mortuary ritual (1979). Monk, Hofheinz, Lawrence,
Stamey, Affleck, and Yamomori in their book titled Exploring Religious Meaning, give
insight into the religious nature and meaning of death ritual (1980). Loring M. Danforth
brings all of this together in a very significant work that parallels in many ways what I have
tried to accomplish in chapters four and five of this dissertation with his excellent book
titled, The Death Rituals of Rural Greece (1982).
Danforth (1982), along with Hiebert (1994) were valuable resources and the
Danforth book provided a descriptive model as I struggled to develop meaning out of my
data and then turn that conglomeration of meaning into a coherent study because he not only
quotes his sources in the data gathered during the rituals, but he then attempts to interpret the
meaning and values of life that emerge from that data. He has done, functionally and
structurally, precisely what I also have here in attempted to do; though in a form more
conducive to the book format. Together these three works have filled out the theoretical
foundation and offered operational models needed in order to successfully conduct this study.
Collectively they provided a guidance by which I attempted to develop a valid mechanism
for reaching conclusions from the observed data.
One of the foundational concepts of myth and ritual interpretation is the
pervasive tendency for people to strive to identify and then explain the source or cause of an
event. This effort to identify the source and cause of an event is precisely what gives shape
and structure to the practice of folk religion. When studying Colombian folk religion, any
serious student must ask the question: “Why does this religion exist in its current form?” Yet
the formational origins of structure are complex. Theoretically, with the conversion of the
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indigenous population to Christianity, these primal rituals should have been discarded as
archaic and the replaced with the new and the superior rituals of the conquering religion.
They were not.
While sociologically, many reasons for this can be given, Zahnizer condenses
the issue into one succinct and concise statement. As he analyzing conversion in Africa, he
could have well been speaking of missionary efforts of Hernando Cortez as well, when he
stated that “The beliefs he taught his people as Christians did not deal directly with the reallife issues facing his tribe every day” (1997, 45). When any religion, or any other belief
structure for that matter, fails to deal with the problems faced daily by a people, those same
individuals will construct a mechanism for dealing with the problems they face that will be
fundamentally different from the function, meaning, and intent of the original. This is the
engine that drives the social construction of folk religion as a fluid coping mechanism within
society.
It would seem obvious that Cortez could not have cared less about such issues,
especially since he was the cause of the traumatic events that engendered them. In the
typical cultural chauvinism of his day he simply did what he presumed to be correct with no
thought for the consequences. As Mackay succinctly states when speaking of the
conquistadores, “They felt in their heart of hearts that they could do no wrong” (1933, 32).
This created the rational disconnect between their lofty ideals and the brutal conquest they
imposed on the indigenous peoples of the Americas. This led to a disconnect between the
ritual of the new religion and the foundational beliefs that supposedly supported them. As a
result folk religion was and continues to be the means by which the local peoples attempted
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to reconstruct their new social reality in light of the changes imposed or introduced by
outsiders when those outsiders had no concept of the meaning of life for neither the local
peoples nor the issues they were facing. This problem continues today as people confront
globalization.
Only when we pay attention to the expressions of needs and issues of the
people and then understand the deep values of life held by them can we address those issue in
our attempts to improve life, whether that be by a feminist, Marxist, or Christian paradigm.
Unfortunately, many social scientists and missionaries; and I include myself within both
groups; have often failed to do just that. This is the fulcrum upon which the anthropological
and missiological significance of this study rests. That shocking reality troubled me to the
point that it became the primary factor that moved me to the next step. From the need to
simply interpret social phenomenon I transited to the reasons for the existence of the
syncretistic forms of ritual in Colombian folk religion. The following step in this study was
to consider the mechanism for the interpretation of ritual. I found this essential key within
the fruitful pen of Victor Turner.
Victor Turner turned out to be another person of special significance in this
body of literature (1969, 1974, 2001). There are several reasons for this. One is that he
provided me with a theoretical and dialogical link with many Latin American social
scientists. He provided this link because of his dependence on Lewis Henry Morgan as the
“pellucid spirit” and a “lodestar” of his student days. While Morgan has long since
disappeared from the essential literature list of most American social scientists, he continued
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to carry a special significance to most Colombian social sciences that were educated in the
discipline through scholarship programs offered by the former Soviet Union.
White comments on the role played by Morgan in the social science of
Marxism in the introduction to the 1964 edition of the Ancient Society. White states that
“One of the most remarkable episodes in the reception and subsequent history of the Ancient
Society was its adaptation as a Marxist classic” (White 1964, xxxiii). Since Karl Marx had
relied heavily on Morgan in the development of his own doctrinaire vision of sociology, this
meant that the social scientists who were nurtured under that program often still looked to
Morgan the way many American social scientists might look to Durkheim, Webber, Mead, or
Boas. So a familiarity with Morgan is a prerequisite to meaningful discussion with many
Colombian social scientists. Turner, by relying on Morgan, helped me to understand the
logical thought process used by many Colombian social scientists. After reading Turner and
then perusing Morgan, I could speak the language of the Colombian social scientists.
Turner has also been a prolific writer in the area of myth and ritual and has the
added benefit in that he used these social phenomena to study death. One of Turner’s most
significant contributions to the interpretation of metaphor is his realization that “You need
have only a proverbial knowledge, as it were, to have your metaphor understood, not a
technical or special knowledge” (1974, 30). The special significance of this is that he
demonstrates that a theory that is too “well-knit” tends to cloud or misdirect the
interpretation. The tight knit does not leave the “holes” visible to the researcher.
A theory that is too well developed will often inadvertently cultivate the
Hawthorne effect by directing the gathering and interpretation of data. That leads many to
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fail to interpret the ritual based on the meaning which arises out of the practice itself. This
also demonstrates that it is in the social intercourse involved along with the ritual that we find
the rich metaphors and other stylistic linguistic clues to the deep values of life this research is
seeking to discover. This concept provided me with the critical theoretical basis for a
meaningful participant observation of the wake and subsequent ethnographic interviews as
the means of study and interpretation of the observed death ritual.
The next area in which Turner clarified the issues related to ritual for me was
in his description of the structure of ritual. The two social functions of ritual in the liminality
function of separating two stages of life and the comunitas function where an event breaks
down social barriers helped me to understand what was going on in the death ritual and
began to make sense of why people were doing some of the things they were doing.
Within these two social functions come the types of ritual. There are rituals
that serve the purpose of intensification. There are other rituals of transformation. His final
type is the one where there is purification. Within the death ritual there are components that
fit into all three functions. The many chants of the death ritual serve to purify the deceased
of his or her many sins. Belief is intensified in the segments of the death ritual where the
deceased is placed into the presence of all deceased ancestors that have preceded him or her
into the realm of the dead. This is the penultimate stage of the death ritual where the person
is buried. The final stage of the death ritual, the novenario or ninth day mass serves to
separate the deceased from the world of the living and fully incorporate him or her into the
world of the dead. So in this way Turner provided me with a structure and a paradigm for
understanding and interpreting the death ritual in Colombia.
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The next genre of literature within this corpus deals with the ritual itself and
the underlying meanings attached to those rituals (Kübler-Ross 1969; Kübler-Ross and
Kessler, 2000). The rituals that accompany death in each of the different manifestations of
orthodox and popular religion carry different interpretive paradigms. Ritual gives meaning to
death in that it demonstrates belief in purpose and reward in the suffering that death involves
both for the dying and the loved ones of the dying. Kübler-Ross points to the importance of
ritual in giving meaning to death when she states that:
If we are no longer rewarded in heaven for our suffering, then suffering becomes
purposeless in itself . . . While the religious denial. i.e., the belief in the meaning of
suffering here on earth and the reward in heaven after death, has offered hope and
purpose, the denial of society has given neither hope nor purpose but has only
increased our anxiety and contributed to our destructiveness and aggressiveness—to
kill in order to avoid the reality and facing our own death. (1969, 29)
So this begins to lay the theoretical foundation for understanding the development of the
culture of death in Colombia. In the death ritual itself we begin to see the meaning of life. It
is for this reason that the ritual associated with death is precisely the means by which this
meaning is declared to the watching world and is reaffirmed in the loved ones who surround
the dying. There are historical materials that deal with the beliefs and practices and trace the
development of those through some specific period in history.
Others, such as the type of work represented in the fascinating book titled The
Circle of Life: Rituals from the Human Family Album, edited by David Cohen demonstrates
the imperative nature of ritual within a society and then he goes on to chronicle the results of
the destruction of traditional rituals in the cultural anomie that often results (1991). This
particular book is a photographic essay but was considered to be significant enough that
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Nobel Prize winner Gabriel Garcia Marquez accepted the invitation to write the foreword.
Along with the photography are limited but pithy observations detailing the construction of
new ritual when older ones have been discarded or destroyed by society. This same
phenomenon occurs when some element of its foundational ritual has become dysfunctional.
It appears that society cannot survive without that basic ritual component and so members of
society construct a new ritual to replace the dysfunctional element of the old ritual. This is
why folk Catholicism so easily replaced the Indian religions of the pre-Columbian era.
There is a great deal more ground to cover in the area of ritual and its
interpretation, specifically in the area using ritual as a window into the deeper understanding
of meaning. Yet I have chosen to suspend any further development of this component of the
theory of ritual because there is a significant overlap with the field of the theory of death.
Encyclopedic appraisals are not a luxury tolerated within the confines of a doctoral
dissertation. As we will soon see in this aspect of ritual practice, it is through the ritual of
death that many social scientists began their own efforts at developing an explanation of
meaning of life. Kubler-Ross provides the logical link between these two components of
theory. For that reason, it is the one aspect of the theory of ritual that I could not afford to
omit with in the subsequent body of literature; the literature dealing with the meaning of
death.

The Theory of Death
Death has been the terminus of life since the earliest of times. It has been the
one ubiquitous “fact of life” that everyone is exposed to and that everyone must face, on both
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a personal as well as a social level. Death, more than any other issue, gives rise to spiritual
and religious reflection. Yet in spite of this, death has only recently begun to become a major
topic for significant discussion and research. This because there was little understanding of
the vast gulf that separates the different way in which death if viewed in different cultures.
Death for most in America has been, until very recently, a simple, straight forward event. A
critical organ wore out and ceased to function, there was some massive injury that made life
unsustainable, or an infectious disease overpowered the immune system; then the person
died. Death was give a purely naturalistic explanation. But in many parts of the world, and
certainly in the region where I conducted this study, there is always a strong suspicion that
death occurred because someone had used witchcraft to attack the person on a spiritual level
and the physiological symptoms were merely that; physiological symptoms and not the real
cause of death. The realization, added to the increased complexity of determining death,
even here in America, has contributed to a rapidly expanding theory of death.
As a result, the body of literature has recently coalesced into a vast confluence
of material as it unites the theory of ritual and the theory of death into a common basis for
investigation (Douglas 2000). Once again we find ourselves visiting our now familiar
Siamese twins. The reason for this significant event within the community of social
scientists was the epiphanal realization that death is a critical issue if we are to understand the
means and the manner by which people assign meaning to life. This is done through the very
rituals that people attach to death itself. The value-laden speech uttered in the death ritual is
both ritualized and informal and is an essential and critical component to this understanding.
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The massive funeral industry in America indicates the importance we ascribe
to the intent to give meaning to life in the face of the harsh reality of the death of a loved one.
Elaborate and expensive mortuary ritual is a ubiquitous facet of death throughout the world
(see The American Way of Death by Jessica Mitford 1978, as a prime example of this
phenomenon). There has been a rapidly developing and now massive genre of literature
dealing with the different aspects of death in American society and around the world. The
contributors are interdisciplinary in the fields they represent. They are medical doctors and
ethicists; social scientists and theologians. Contributions come from the fields of
anthropology and history. Together they have all contributed to create a vast body of
literature. From this body of literature one can extract significant insight into the meaning of
death through their efforts to use the very different methods of each particular discipline in
the interpretation applied in their own search for meaning in the death ritual itself.
In this process, the dead, vicariously of course, and the actual ritual associated
with death, speak to us about the value of life (again I point to Kübler-Ross 1969 as well as
Kübler-Ross and Kessler 2000 for examples of this). In her first book On Death and Dying,
Kübler-Ross includes lengthy dialogues with the moribund themselves as they speak about
death and the meaning of life (1969). Much of this type of conversation also occurs when
people say things like “Mom would have wanted this. . . .” “Dad would have been
proud. . . .” Or “He was a good man because. . . .” “We will most miss her because . . . .”
These types of statements speak to the deep values that form the meaning of life. There are
many investigators in this area of research that have pursued the study of death with special
consideration given to the interpretation of meaning for the living and meaning assigned to
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the ritual of death for the person who has died by those who remain among the living. This
was the motivational factor for Kübler-Ross.
The classification of literature within this current body of material is
determined by the books that have used ritual as a means of explaining and/or understanding
the physiological reality of death in America. Death was once seen as a rather simple
process. A person’s heart simply stopped beating; and then that person was dead. Everybody
knew that someone’s life had ended. Recently, however, even the medical profession has
found the full delineation of death to be a far more complex and challenging enigma than
what they had once imagined. That reality is magnified many times over for the social
scientist who must try to understand and explain the emotional and cultural reactions and
meanings as well as the philosophical implications (Murrey Parkes, Laungani, and Young
1997). Here one cannot ignore the significance of the religious element, though many have
treated death as if such an element did not exist. Kübler-Ross appears to be one of the first
American investigators of modern times to pick up on this. When the paranormal
experiences so often reported in relation to the dead are factored in, this entire area is
magnified in a logarithmic manner.
So as we add in the religious and paranormal components, we turn to the
literature for illumination by those who have already been challenged by this important
component of the phenomenon of death. Once again the distinguished Professor Turner will
lead the pack. He explains, in reference to the illustrious pantheon of the social scientists,
that:
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Most of these thinkers have taken up the implicitly theological position of trying to
explain, or explain away, religious phenomena as the product of psychological or
sociological causes of the most diverse and even conflicting types, denying them any
preterhuman origin; but none of them has denied the extreme importance of religious
beliefs and practices, for both the maintenance and radical transformation of human
social and psychical structures. (1969, 4)
This is because religious speech is considered to be sacred by the persons using it to give
meaning to death, thus holding aloft the deepest values of the society. That is also why the
speech related to death ritual is the very speech that holds the keys to the meaning of life!
This may well be the single most important fact that seems to have eluded most social
scientists, which were for many years blinded by their Cartesian view that limited them to
seeing what could be analyzed physically and by human reason.
This body of research also includes a significant number of phenomenological
studies, many of which are primarily descriptive in nature. A Death in the Sanchez Family is
the crown jewel of this genre of material (Lewis 1969). Few other studies can capture the
drama so vividly displayed in Lewis’ lucid and entertaining manner of writing. But the
literature within this field of studies reaches far beyond the descriptive. It also includes many
encyclopedic studies which attempt to grapple with the very the meaning of death itself.
Works of this type include books such as The Rise of the Cult of the Saints in
Latin Christianity (Brown 1981), who traces the development of the current western view of
death over the course of centuries; The Hour of Our Death (Airés 1981), who traces the
understanding of death across historical and geographical boundaries; and Man’s Concern
with Death (Toynbee, ed. 1968), a book which deals with the philosophical issues relating to
death.
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In these books the authors explore the meaning and significance of death from
philosophical, medical, historical, and anthropological paradigms and thus have provided us
with an excellent overview of the thought; both historical and modern, relevant to the topic.
The authors attempt to explain to us why it is that death and the rituals that surround it are so
central to our understanding of life. In doing so, they pointed to the types of ritual elements
and conversation that reveal the values of life during the grieving process.
All of these bodies of literature present an encyclopedic overview and contain
a vast amount of interesting material. But much of what is contained in them will be
superfluous to this highly focused nature of this study precisely because of the encyclopedic
nature of the work. These works contain vast quantities of explanatory data over the whole
range of thanatology. As a result severe discrimination was needed in order to find the
specific components of the literature that was pertinent to the nature of this study, which
sought to use the folk religion rituals and beliefs about death as a window into the deep
values relating to the meaning of life and death as an ontological keystone of reality.

Ethnographic Studies
Ethnographies of folk religion in Latin America in general and in Colombia in
particular have already established the scope and nature of the current investigation and
debate in the field among social scientists. There have been numerous studies done by
American anthropologists and sociologists in Mexico and Central America (Redfield 1941;
Madsen 1969; Ingham 1986). There have been very few studies done in recent years in
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Colombia by American researchers, perhaps due to the extreme danger of living and working
there.
But there has been some significant work done at the master’s level as part of
the work of social science departments of the major Colombian universities. This material
has complimented the published materials on the topic by skilled researchers who have
provided a great deal of valuable information on the topic of folk religion in Colombia.
Master’s level thesis (there is no Ph.D. program in the social sciences in Colombia at this
time) in the subject of popular religion and ethnographic studies relating to the practitioners
of folk religion are a rich and valuable source of data.
These researchers are currently discussing the nature of the interaction
between the living and the dead and what the living hope to accomplish for the dead and
what they hope to receive from the dead. The geographical distribution of religious sites,
those types of sites in different locations, and the affect of geography and geographical origin
on folk religious belief and practice is also a significant topic of discussion. German Ferro,
of the Universidad de los Andes is a leading proponent and researcher in this latter field. In
this section of the literature and precedent review I have attempted to add additional relevant
material from this valuable source.
There were several theses of which I was able to identify and peruse that dealt
with popular religion. The Master’s thesis of Gloria Inés Peláez at the National University
was titled Religiosidad Popular; un Estudio del Culto de las Animas en el Cementerio
Nacional (Popular Religiosity; a Study of the Dead Saints at the National Cemetery) and
provided a fascinating study into the popular cultural concept of the continued negotiation
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with the deceased for years after their death (1997). She later published an article in a
Colombian professional journal detailing her findings (Peláez, Gloria Inés. 2002). Another
thesis, this one by Ana Luz Rodriquez Gonzalez titled Cofradias, Capillanias, Epidemias, y
Funciones (Religious Orders, Chaplaincies, Epidemics, and Functions 1997) deals with the
religious context of funerals in historical context and provided useful insight. Another thesis,
also at the National University, dealt with El Divino Niño, or the Divine Child, an icon
portraying a blue eyed, blond headed little boy who is supposed to represent the Christ Child.
This research was presented in a popular local magazine article written by María Paulina
Ortíz (2002) reflects much about the nature and practice of folk religion in Colombia. This
last icon was invented about one hundred years ago by a priest in Bogotá in a very successful
attempt to increase the income from his poor congregation.
Many factors affect the practice of folk religion; for everyone involved.
Money is often the motivating factor for the curia when involved in stimulating aspects of
popular religion. The philosophical underpinnings of this logic were reflected by the parish
priest, who I interviewed in Restrepo, Meta, when he stated that “Most of our income is
derived from folk religion.” As a result, many priests cultivate the popular belief in the
power of specific images, even if they must invent an image for the purpose. This particular
image has grown to be the most popular and Colombian of all images because of the reported
capacity the image has to work miracles.
The research into these topics has already been well advanced by a plethora of
very capable Colombian historians, sociologists and anthropologists who have published
many books and ethnographies. This limits the problems with access to the theses since
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many of the same individuals have published their findings in book form once out of the
university. The primary shortcoming of much of this work is that it is limited primarily to
their own empirical studies and generic phenomenological and classical works available in
the very limited libraries of Colombia. Still the material they have already catalogued
provides valuable insight into the origins, scope of diversity, and geographical dissemination
of Colombian folk religion. They also sustain a vigorous debate about the nature and
meaning of practice and belief in Colombian popular religiosity, as they prefer to call it. This
will bring us to the next category of literature; that which is Colombian in origin.

Latin American Biographies and Colombian Literature
Fictional literature and biographical material will provide rich details about
everyday life which often effectively depicts generic religious teaching and practice common
in Colombia. Autobiographies and biographies reveal personal and collective views on
religion and deep belief as the person’s life story is revealed (Maria de Jesus 1962; Gamboa
2000; Franco 2003). Many time works of fiction reveal the emotions involved and the
working of the heart much more accurately than the scientific research tomes. Fiction often
portrays worldview and religious belief in a revealing and stark manner. For this reason,
Colombian writers of this type of literature were and are considered to be a valid source of
data for research purposes. Fiction can also be a type of collective memory in which local
lore is reproduced in fictional form.
Such literature often reveals the belief in an absolute power available by the
correct use of mystical powers. They recognize the syncretistic nature of the belief system
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that produces the magic. Gabriel García Márquez in his Nobel Prize winning novel, Cien
Años de Soledad (1967), a book which was also translated into English with the title of One
Hundred Years of Solitude, fuses a compendium of colloquial expressions and popular belief
into the lives of members of one fictive family.
In his book, García Márquez presents the typical Colombian “every man” in
his fictional character Aureliano Buendía. This generic Colombian is fascinated by secret
words and formulas and spends his entire life attempting to decipher the secret meaning of
life by studying the magical religious formulas of ancient Sanskrit manuscripts bequeathed to
him by an itinerant Jewish peddler. Once he comes to decipher them he is “protected by the
supernatural light, by the sound of the rain, by the feeling of being invisible, he found the
repose that he had not had for one single instant during his previous life” (1998, 336 my
translation). The previous life does not refer to reincarnation but to the life he lived when
actually alive on this earth. At the moment of the quote, he is actually dead but still
inhabiting his ancestral home, not having been properly dispatched to the world of the
deceased. While sitting there, the police unexplainably come to look for him. Not only does
the brave former guerrilla fighter believe himself to be invisible, Aureliano is invisible when
the police are sent to search for him. The physical life and the spiritual one intermingle and
cannot be easily separated. The lines are blurred between physical reality and spirit being
reality. The two worlds are coterminous.
As the police search his room he sits there on his cot but they fail to see him
and pronounce the room to be empty. The power, for Aureliano, like all of those who believe
in and practice folk religion, was real and very effective! What is less than real for him and
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for many in Colombia is the boundary separating the living from the dead. Garcia-Marquez
illustrates in this manner the methods and reality of using folk religion to ensure that a
deceased relative continues to live and help the family, even after he has departed. This
amusing story illustrates why people chose the particular aspects of popular religion that they
do and what they are trying to accomplish.
This story demonstrates vividly the very different way in which Colombians
see death. A person is not dead or alive but living in one realm or set while continuing to
interact with the other. A person can pass back and forth between the two realms, given the
proper conditions. To use the set schematic of Hiebert (1994, 111-124), Colombians see
death as a centered or fuzzy set and not as a bounded set as do most Americans. So by
studying these phenomena; the adroit social scientist can discover the same type of
information. Failing to understand this fundamental worldview concept would make the
meaning and nature of death unfathomable for a materialistic social scientist.
Death is not viewed the same in all cultures. Americans see death as a wellformed set; you are either dead or alive. This places death within a well-defined set that is
intrinsic within our culture. Yet Colombians look at death in a totally different manner. They
see death a fuzzy set that is extrinsic in nature. Death is a relational issue and it is that
relationship that they are attempting to protect. This occurs apart from the issue of what
happens to the physical body. So a person might well continue to inhabit the home long after
death if proper measures are not taken to assist the deceased in passing from the material
world into the spirit world. This is the point being made by Garcia Marquez.
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Biblical and Theological Literature
Sacred literature, including the Biblical text itself and commentaries (Pfeifer
and Harrison, ed. 1962), theologies (Cottrell 1984, 1984, 1987, 2002), and dictionaries
(Elwell 1984), has certainly provide me with an understanding of Biblical and Evangelical
views of the nature and significance of death, dying, and the rituals associated with this
process. I have been formed into a worldview that was heavily influenced by Christian
theology. I have conducted this study from the perspective of a Christian missiologist with
an expressed purpose of understanding the traditional Colombian values so that new
Christians can be more effectively discipled in such a way as to avoid the syncretism that has
typified Colombian folk religion.
One theological work is particularly significant for my understanding of this
issue from a Christian theological perspective. This work was presented in a trilogy by Jack
Cottrell on the nature of God. The three books, God the Creator, God the Ruler, and God the
Redeemer, (1984, 1984, 1987) present one of the best and most complete analysis of the
meaning of life and the manner in which we view God and confront death. These three
books collectively present an excellent overview of a basic evangelical understanding of the
spirit world and our relationship with it. The books cover the concepts of interaction
between the living and the dead and between both parties and the spiritual beings.
Books like the ones mentioned in the previous paragraph are important
because of my goals and intentions for this research. It was my intent to better understand
the current Colombian folk religion rituals related to death so as to help develop in the new
believer a more Biblical understanding of death enriched by hope in an eternal presence with
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God for the deceased accompanied by peace for those who remain among the living. It was
also my intent to participate with the Colombian evangelical church in the development of a
Christian ritual of death that reflects Biblical values and exudes these qualities; therefore
serving as a witness and testimony to the relatives and friends of the deceased who are part of
the folk religious milieu.

Academic Journals, Theses, and Ph.D. Dissertations
Scholarly writing by researchers in the United States has frequently considered
the subject of folk religion and the topic of the rites and beliefs associated with death. These
materials are readily available and have contributed to the foundational material used to
understand the topic from an ontological perspective. However there seems to have been
very little done that specifically relates to Colombia in these American academic journals.
The extreme risk of living there in recent years has meant that few students and even fewer
researchers have chosen the country as a venue for investigation. Colombian journals, on
the other hand, have recently shown greater interest in and coverage of this topic. I suspect
this will continue and increase as time goes by.
Mark E. Wittig, a graduate of the D.Miss. program at Trinity Evangelical
Divinity School in 2000, represents one of the most recent examples and one of the few
exceptions to this exclusionary rule. Wittig’s project belongs to the former genre and dealt
with a cultural approach to evangelism in Medellin, Colombia. But in the process he also
included a perspicacious but limited synopsis of Colombian popular religion. He points out
that foundational religious paradigms in the Americas included a spirit-world where the
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powers “up to a point, were very controllable” (2000, 43). This fact is the reason for the
widespread practice and appeal of popular religion.
In popular religion it is the practitioner who controls, or at very least can
manipulate the gods, not the gods who control or manipulate the practitioners; as is usually
the case in orthodox versions of most structured religions. This points to the motivational
factors that produce the continual efforts by the living to aid those who have died and then
because of and through this aid solicit help and favors from the loved one who now is seen as
living in the spirit realm and in having a direct access to Mary, Jesus, God, and the saints
who also inhabit that realm within the Roman Catholic pantheon and thus hold the keys to
power in the earthly realm as well.
Such beliefs have probably continued unabated since pre-Columbian days and
are still widely held to this day in the Colombian manifestations of popular religion.
Richardson (2003) suggests that the European elements have roots in European popular
religion, particularly the cult of the saints as developed and practiced in Latin Christianity
(Brown 1981). Richardson bases his opinion, at least partly, on what he sees as the European
features of these supposedly pre-Columbian icons. This is undoubtedly the case. Yet he fails
to take into account the widespread indigenous belief in a “white God” that was to return
from over this eastern waters. He also seems unaware of the wide variety of physiological
and ethnic features of the Indians.
This divergence was such that at times the Spaniards could not tell the
difference between a Spaniard dressed as an Indian and the Indians themselves (Díaz del
Castillo 1956, 45). This testimony points to the untenable nature of his basic criteria for
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determining the European origin of the local icons based on the ethnicity of the ancient
images of post-conquest Latin America. Such beliefs were common in both Mexico and
Colombia and may well have been a contributing factor the military defeat in both regions.
While acknowledging the interesting nature and scope of his argument, I still find more
evidence for Amerindian origins, so I will respectfully continue to disagree with his opinion
on this matter. He may well be right up to a certain point though, in that the origins are
actually a mixture of the two and not wholly Amerindian or European in origins.
Professional journals, such as Annual Review of Anthropology and American
Anthropologist as well as the Colombian professional journals were significant resources
from which I was able to glean valuable material relating to theory, methodology, and the
interpretation of ritual in general and the death ritual in particular. One such example has
already been mentioned in the section on the theory of death. The Colombian journals are
both geographically specific and have demonstrated what appears to be a significant interest
in the topic of folk religion and rituals, and more recently has increasingly including those
topics dealing with death.
The Colombian social scientists publish at least three professional journals;
Universitas Humanistica, Revista Colombiana de Antropologia y Historia, and the Revista
Colombiana de Antropologia. All three publish the results of the research done by
Colombian investigators and three of the universities fund and sustain centers for social
research with full time investigators on staff. The output in the form of monograms and
ethnographies is impressive and varied. The one problem is the limitations in the cataloguing
of the material produced and the fact that a great deal of their output has never been
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published due to a lack of funding. The topic of death ritual within popular religion has not
yet reached the level of interest demonstrated in recent years by American and European
social scientists but neither is the topic absent from their debate. Based on my own
discussions with several of the Colombian social scientists, I suspect this will soon change as
the topic has become more central to their discussions in recent years as well.

CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH DESIGN AND PROCEDURE

My research was conducted in two primary venues. The first was the public
venue of wakes and funerals where I observed and participated and then took notes of what I
saw and heard. This format was totally public and invitations to the public had been widely
published in newspapers and posters. Everyone was invited to the event and there was no
issue of privacy or confidentiality, as the public nature of the event and the fact that the
participants were frequently unknown to me. I was simply one participant among many.
This facet was complimented with nonstructured interviews with selected
people, all of whom had recently lost a loved one to death and had participated in his or her
velorio, or wake. These interviews comprised the second primary area for research. In
seeking permission to interview a person who had recently lost a loved one I explained the
nature and scope of my research and then asked for and secured permission to record and use
the material for legitimate research purposes. I promised them anonymity and insured this by
using codes within field notes and transcriptions to protect the identity of those interviewed.
Most persons interviewed though expressed a sense of honor at being interviewed and in the
fact that I considered their story worth hearing and studying.
Each participant was given the freedom to participate or to reject participation.
Each was informed that he or she would be allowed to desist from further participation at any
75
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moment and would be allowed to answer any question or refuse to do so at his or her
discretion. Whenever the person objected to being recorded, as some did, or whenever
someone requested that I turn off the recorder, generally when they began to talk about very
personal information, such as sexual or criminal activity, I honored this request and with their
permission took notes instead of recording that part of the interview.

Case Study Methodology
Case Study methodology was the primary paradigm that I used in this research. I
have extensively used the model presented in a book titled Case Study Research: Design and
Methods (Yin 2003). I chose this method since it would tie my data directly to the personal
story of each research participant by providing thick description in ethnography. The case
study method facilitated this deep and rich personal data that was needed for later
interpretation and because of this was precisely suited to accomplishing the goals of this
dissertation research.
At the beginning of this study I intentionally avoided a preliminary
comprehensive theory as to the meaning of life in Colombia on which to base this study. I
developed of an initial theory out of the early data collected. This proved to be much more
difficult that I had imagined and this fact initially delayed my interpretation of the data as I
struggled with this issue. In spite of this the method fit the problems I had considered when
developing this study, Yin points out that “A case study is an empirical study that investigates
a contemporary issue within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between the
phenomena and context are not clearly evident” (1994, 13). This is precisely the case where
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the wake is a real life drama and the distinction between reality, ritual, and meaning blur and
shift during the course of time.
The data collected was in the form of selected ritual elements and the overall
structure of the rituals themselves; together with the accompanying conversation and social
intercourse that is illustrative of deep life values. As this was done, categories and the
boundaries between them began to appear in the ongoing analysis of the data. In the latter
area, dialogues relating to the ideal person and/or the good qualities of the deceased are the
types of comments helped to clarify the underlying meaning of life.
A case study method in which the data was coded and analyzed as it was
collected allowed me as the researcher to begin developing preliminary theory was then
tested in subsequent participant observation and interviews during the process of the
dissertation research. Coding involved noting explanations of death, references to causality,
the ideal man or woman, the function and purpose of ritual elements, and the expected
continued interchange with the person who is now being incorporated into the spirit world
and those who remained in this present physical world. I later added gender issues and
human sexuality into the coding process as both issues appeared very frequently in the
informal discussions and in the interviews as very important components of the idealized
person.
Since the structural methodology of this study was to use folk religion as the
window to meaning of life as seen through the understanding provided by one specific
conglomerate ritual, the death ritual; that specific ritual was selected because of the near
universal tendency for values to become most visible in the rituals acted out at the times of
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crisis (Douglas 1970, Jindra 1997). These values are demonstrated in the selection of the
ritual components and in the conversation that takes place during the grief period, especially
the wake itself.
This window concept was used in the course of this research is neither new nor
original. Jindra presents his use of this concept as well in his article on culture and ethnicity
and backs up his use of the window concept by referring to Ohnuki-Tierney. He stated that:
One way to understand culture is to examine specific cultural activities or symbols
that offer a ‘window’ into Culture (Ohnuki-Tierney 1990:8). In my own research, the
‘death celebration’ in the Cameroon Grassfields of west Africa is a key ritual festival
that gave me insight into the central elements of culture: family, religious beliefs,
hierarchy, and subsistence (Jindra 1997). (Priest and Nieves 2003 unpublished
manuscript)
Peter Wade used the window concept as well in his excellent ethnographic study of race in
Colombia. He stated that “history . . . provides a very neat and precise window on the
Colombian social order” (1993, 106). For me, I found a very clear and useful window into
deep belief within the death rituals of Colombian folk religion.
The practical advantage of this window concept goes far beyond simply
“looking at” the meaning of life as seen in the death rituals that illuminate the belief system.
Different windows can be used to observe and then these windows can be combined to form
a multifaceted view of a phenomenon which is too large to be studied in any one research
project. A key concept, such as death, can serve as the basis for organizing many other
aspects of culture. Robert Priest, in a class lecture on September 30, 2003, elucidated this
principle very well when he stated that “One key concept can become an organizing
framework for understanding many other components or aspects of the culture.” So the
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window gives an understanding of key concepts and one of those key concepts, of the
meaning of death, becomes the framework for a far greater understanding of cultural
structure, deep beliefs, and life praxis.
In the case studied in this research, the death ritual is the comprehensional
basis for deciphering the meaning of life. It was on this framework of ritual as developed by
Turner that I built my theory of death and the meaning of life. From this organizational
structure I attempted to develop a theory of basic core values out of data gathered in early
case studies and then applied to the subsequent case studies and their interpretation. In this
way I searched for, and arrived at what I consider to be the basic meaning of life for
Colombians living at the lower end of the socio/economic spectrum.
As the theory was developed out of the data, more case studies helped to
confirm or disprove the analytical validity of or lack of a solid theoretical basis for the
proffered meaning of life and the underpinning values from which that meaning of life has
emerged, as seen in the praxis of role fulfillment in the daily lives of Colombians. These
case studies were observed by attending wakes. The data gathered was later coded, analyzed,
and then presented as examples of how that meaning of life affects the lifestyle of common
people as seen in the resultant practice of folk religion. Each wake produced unique
characteristics and beliefs of the individual and common beliefs and values of the group by
looking for commonality and uniqueness within expressions of values and meaning in the
data gathered. Each wake also demonstrated the potential generalizability of the data and
conclusions with the repetition of events and expressed values. I am not alone in selecting
this methodology. Stake pointed out the obvious in the Handbook of Qualitative Research,
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edited by Denzin and Lincoln, when he demurely mentions that “case studies have become
one of the most common ways to do qualitative inquiry . . . .” (2000, 435).
As the case studies were built up and analyzed, relationships and differences
between the components of different instances of the observed ritual soon became more
apparent. Analytical methodologies of thick description within the ethnography helped to
provide a basis for making the comparison of those relationships possible by providing for
early and continual coding and category analysis. The preliminary categories, which were
discussed in the literature review, included causality, the nature of the ideal person, and the
scope and function of the continued interaction between the living and the recently deceased
and all were subsequently confirmed in research.
More categories became apparent once the research was initiated. These
included the interaction between Catholicism and popular religion and the significant effect
of gender issues within this interaction. The proper manner in which each gender
experienced their gender specific sexual identity and then expressed that identity by the
practice of sexual intercourse was a surprisingly prominent feature within the dialogue
associated with the informal conversation at the death rituals.

Participant Observation Methodology
I was able to pursue the initial research by first using participant observation to
study the wake as an entity unto itself. Next, beginning with at least one wake in three
different geographical regions of Colombia I searched for similarities and differences that
might be attributed to geographical location or the effects of modernity. Spradley in his
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Participant Observation (1979, 1980) and Bernard in Research Methods in Anthropology
(2002) both contributed to the model I used by providing me with the structural framework
for the ethnographic methodology that I used at this early stage in the research. I observed
and participated in two wakes in Bogotá, the capital city and a city of more than five million
people. I also attended two wakes in Villavicencio, a provincial capital and a city of about
four hundred thousand people. Finally I observed and participated in two wakes in the
village of Restrepo, a very old and traditional village on the piedmont of the Colombian
Andes Mountains.
This segment of the research study observed and catalogued the events and
conversations at the death/grieving ritual commonly referred to as the velorio in Spanish,
which is a word or concept that can be translated into English as the wake. During the
wakes, I carefully observed the rituals, the social intercourse, and the cultural artifacts that
were components of the death rituals. Informal interviews of the participants naturally
occurred as part of conversations that flowed freely during the many hours of accompanying
the muerto, or the deceased, as we all simply sat around or stood in small groups during the
course of the evening.
Ethnographic data was written down during and soon after the wake in order
to reflect what had been observed about the process and learned from people who attended
each wake. Coding and analysis was an integral part of the entire process and contributed
valuable insight and categories that were pursued in furthering the process.
During the wake and in the days that follow, I used the ethnographic
interviews to probe selection of components within the wake, the meaning assigned to each,
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and the result that is presumed to occur as the result of the practice. I did this by simply
listening to their life story and then asking them to clarify or expand on something they had
mentioned. I attempted to avoid inadvertently directing the discussion by not steering it with
questions that were being asked. I made a point of questioning the interviewee further only
in areas that he or she had already brought up and only then after the primary interview had
been completed. I did this in order to avoid imprinting my own concerns, interests, or beliefs
into the conversation. The categories mentioned in the conversations, such as the three
primary categories that have come out of the precedent literature and current academic
discussion, specifically causality, qualities of the ideal person, and the continued efforts at
interaction between the living and the recently deceased appeared in every single
conversation.
I found two books, the edited Handbook of Interview Research (Gubrium and
Holstein, eds., 2002) and The Ethnographic Interview (Spradley 1979) to be extremely
helpful in guiding me this phase of the research. Spradley states that:
Much of social science research has been directed toward the task of testing formal
theories. One alternative to formal theories, and a strategy that reduces the
ethnocentrism, is to develop theories grounded in empirical data of cultural
description. Glassner and Straus call this grounded theory. Ethnography offers an
excellent strategy for discovering grounded theory. (1979, 10)
From this data base of observed behavior and expressed belief, I then attempted to use
ethnography to develop a theory of the basic meaning of life as demonstrated in death rituals
of Colombian folk religion. This was a surprisingly difficult task, but one that I found very
fascinating. I had seen many of the individual concepts included within the wake and funeral
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but had never pieced them together into a coherent event pregnant with meaning. It was as if
I had been viewing the pieces of a jigsaw puzzle; noting the bright colors and interesting
shapes, but lacking the box top with the picture of the completed puzzle to serve as a guide.
It was only in this development of this research project that I found I could use the skills I
had been taught in my classes to assemble the puzzle and see the real picture that it held
secret within the myriad of pieces and colors.
The nature and content of the impromptu dialogue became a very important
part and was included within the research process as a rich source of primary data as well.
As the case studies built, as expected I soon began to see the repetition of certain elements,
both in the cultural artifacts and the categories of dialogue. As this happened, the case
studies soon reached a point of saturation where little new material was being added,
indicating that further studies would only replicate what has already been observed in this
region.
This same phenomenon occurred in the conversations much sooner than I
expected. In the end I found much more depth and less breadth in practice within the death
rituals than what I had predicted when I began the research. There was a much greater
uniformity across geographical areas than I expected to find. However, I still am convinced
that if this study were to be extended to the Pacific littoral, the Amazon jungle, the Equatorial
highlands, or the Caribbean coastal regions, that breadth and diversity of elements would
have appeared. This may well be fertile ground for additional study. From this data I then
attempted to develop an in-depth understanding of common religious components of the
grieving process and dialogue categories. From the collected and coded data I began to
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postulate a theoretical overview of the specific individual elements of the wake and grieving
routine within Colombian folk religion as it is practiced by the individuals who made up the
co-participants in this research. The coding enriched the categories and the meaning found in
them as the research progressed.
Once the evaluation and interpretation of the data was completed, I was then
faced with the inevitable question of generalizability. Would the data I had gathered be valid
only for the individual wakes I will have attended or will it reflect widespread practice?
Generalizability in case study research is analytical rather than statistical (Yin 2003). The
saturation found in the observation and the interviews convinced me of the thoroughness of
the analytical validity.
Based on this general research plan, I have used case study methodology for
data generation and ethnography formation built out of the thick description of the wakes as
the analysis structure under which the stated research methods were used for the actual data
collection. Analysis followed this paradigm in order to develop richer data during the course
of the research for inclusion within this dissertation, specifically in the area of theory genesis
within the case study paradigm and the ethnographic model:
1. Participant Observation for Phenomenological study of the wake, the subsequent
burial rites, and the sequence of masses that make up the primary funeral process. This
usually follows a pattern where there is an additional mass on the ninth day after the funeral
and then monthly on the anniversary of the death for the remaining year. After that it is a
yearly event, usually celebrated as long as the widow lives.
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2. Ethnographic Interviews were extremely valuable as a tool for filling in conceptual
lacunas and determining individual beliefs and values relating to common practices, death,
and the afterlife. They played a much greater role than I originally expected them to.
There was also a small quantitative element to the entire study as well, which
included descriptive material in the participant observation phase of the study. During that
particular element there was data that needed to be quantified in order to place everything in
perspective. Measurements were taken (mostly by means of counting floor tiles of known
dimensions) of room in order to diagram layout and population density. For the enhancement
of the data, people were counted as they arrived and their length of stay was noted. So in
spite of the fact that this study is primarily qualitative in nature, the quantitative aspect could
not be totally ignored. It was not, however, included within this dissertation. It was used in
coding and interpreting the data only.

Operationalization of the Research Questions
In order to focus the research and limit the time required for the study to the
time available for completing it, the total corpus of possible questions must be severely
limited to what was practical for use within the aforementioned limits of this study. For this
reason I have previously formulated and will present at this point within the dissertation the
manner in which I operationalized and used the research questions:
1. What events occur from the time of death of a loved one until the family terminates
the initial period of mourning, thirty days later and who are the primary players?
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The death of a loved on is a traumatic experience for almost anyone anywhere
in the world. Colombia is no exception in this ubiquitous feature of suffering in human
society. Yet there have been only a limited number of studies that have viewed different
aspects of the grieving process in Colombia. This process begins with the gathering of
family and the selection of ritual components and leaders, often as a negotiated family event.
Interviews and informal conversation was useful in tracking and documenting this chain of
events.
Next was the wake and during this period almost all conversation is related to
the ideal qualities of a man or women, depending on the gender of the deceased. Here the
values that point to meaning of life were discussed. Participant Observation was an excellent
methodology for carefully observing and describing the events, at least as they occurred
within any one or within the limited number of wakes that I observed by sharing with the
grieving families in Colombia.
During the wake there was ample time and a great willingness to discuss
meaning of life and death and the significance of the events that accompany the process that
effects the transition from life to death. Here was the time where the participants spoke about
what made the deceased a valuable member of society as well as a good person. They often
discussed what might have caused the death and what the deceased would have wanted. It
was at this time that the families negotiated the process of helping the deceased make the
journey from the material world to a proper locus within the spirit world. This time of
discussion and negotiation proved be a good time to query the participants as to who were
involved in the process or organizing the death ritual, what each component is intended to
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accomplish, and what values indicated the quality of person the deceased individual was
while still alive.
2. How do individuals select specific manifestations of folk religion and orthodox
Roman Catholicism for inclusion in the funeral process and what significance do they attach
to these practices for themselves and in their understanding of the affects the selected
practices have for the dead?
This question was meant to focus on the process and the reasons for the
selection of ritual components and what is meant to be accomplished or communicated by
these components. With the vast array of methods and means used influence the events of
the spirit world, it is crucial to understand why people use a specific practice to influence the
events and what they are hoping to accomplish with that manipulation. This is no mean
consideration as wars have been fought in Colombia over which “Virgin” is the most
powerful or over the critical issue of how to properly interact with each particular icon.
So understanding the motivations, reasons, and expression of popular religion
is critical to understanding why Colombian society struggles so intensely with certain issues
which have not been all that prevalent within other Latin American countries. It appears
from this study that religion, as commonly practiced in Colombia may have actually
contributed to the current status of the country as the most violent and dangerous nation in
the entire world. It is possible that this information may contribute to a better understanding
of how popular religion has shaped and continues to affect daily life within the grinding
poverty and terrifying insecurity with which every Colombian is forced to cope each and
every day.
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3. How do men and women in Colombia see themselves and their own function
within this process (for both the living and the dead) and how does this difference affect what
they do and what they hope to accomplish in the grieving process personally and in the
presumed continued existence of the person who has died?
There have been many examples in other research indicating that men and
women identify themselves in reference to the spirit world in different ways. The qualities
that make for the ideal individual vary radically for the woman or the man. The expected
function of the male and female in the funeral process also vary, as does the behavior
expected in life from each gender. This research question was designed to test that
hypothesis by stratifying the research sample into male and female respondents. I paid
special attention to the conversation that speaks to the character of the deceased based on the
gender of both the deceased and of the speaker.
Key phrases were the ones that begin by saying “he was a good father,
husband, brother, business man, etc. because he was. . . .” The same type of expressions will
nearly always indicate the values that make a woman and ideal woman in that culture. The
degree to which a person lived up to those qualities is indicative of the values that give
meaning to life! The data collected from men and women and about the deceased male or
female was then analyzed and compared in order to probe the possibility of differing
methodology, function, and purpose in the interaction between the men and women as they
relate with the spirit would. Here significant differences were found. In fact this was a
component of the study that expanded the most during the course of the research. The view
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of life and the meaning of death were also being considered in the differing view of these
critical issues by the genders within Colombian society.
4. What significance does each person attach to the rituals that are observed and the
cultural artifacts that are present during the wake for the living and for the male or female
person who has died?
Finally, every researcher is faced by the question “What meaneth these
stones.” (KJV Josh. 4:6). Here I paid special attention to the perceived or intended
continued interaction between the living and the deceased. I used this question to probe the
effect the ritual was expected to have in the location and quality of existence of the deceased
and what the living then hope to obtain from the deceased once that person has arrived at the
desired location within the spirit world.
This was one of the most illuminating aspects of the research as it revealed the
logic that motivates the living to go to such great lengths to help the dead. This is because
they also expect the deceased to begin helping them out in this life once they arrive at the
desired location within the spirit realm; which involves escaping purgatory and arriving in
heaven. Basically, it is payback time! This phase was of particular significance, because this
aspect revealed the real motivation for much of what goes on during the whole wake and
mortuary ritual, including the burial and the novenario. The novenario is a funeral mass
celebrated on the ninth day after the initial burial and ends the primary period of mourning.
For achieving significance I had to give some rational explanation and
application of what was going on, of why it was happening, and of what was the expected
result for the living and the deceased if I were to produce a study that has meaning and
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purpose for the social scientist or the agent of change. The selected means to decipher the
meaning given to the liturgy and cultural artifacts was simple and straightforward: I simply
chose to ask the practitioners themselves. Based in the assuming that they were willing and
able to explain the significance and meaning of the events observed, I fully expected them to
provide me with a deep and rich understanding of the data observed and collected.

Research Location
This study was conducted in the central region of Colombia which extended
from the central plateau to the Eastern plains. I selected three population centers within this
area for the participant observation. The first site for study was a very small and very
traditional village named Restrepo. The town was originally a small cluster of huts until the
early 1900s when is was chosen as a prison city because of a violent and fast running river
that separated it from the road to Bogotá and the rest of the inhabited regions of the Llanos,
as the Eastern plains are known locally. After one of the periodical roundup of prostitutes in
the capital city, the women were given the choice of prison time or being sent to the town of
Restrepo to become the wives of the prisoners. The prisoners were offered a pardon if they
would marry and settle down in Restrepo. Most individuals in both groups found the option
of marriage and freedom to be appealing. While this aspect of the town’s history was denied
by citizens of Restrepo, it was affirmed by people who claimed to be eye witnesses in
Villavicencio. For the people of Restrepo to deny this would not be unusual, as the worst
insult in Colombia is to be called an hijueputa or the son of a prostitute. Sometime in the
1940s, the government decided to turn the town into a regular town as a bridge was being
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built over the river that isolated it from the provincial capital. With access the town’s people
soon intermingled with the surrounding population. Still, this whole convoluted history sets
the tone for the type of village Restrepo has become. In order to establish their standing in
the local regions the people became very conservative and religious and remain that way to
this very day.
This town was used as the primal site of this study because of the very old and
traditional values that have been practiced with little change or outside influence for
hundreds of years. Restrepo had 10,401 inhabitants during the census of 1993 and had
experienced a 3% annual increase in population during the ten years since the previous
census. This rate has increased in recent years due to the influx of refugees from the war in
the surrounding countryside. The village itself had been attacked once by the guerrillas and
the police station still bears the bullet scars from the battle. Today it is wrapped somewhat
curiously in chain link fencing that covers the building like the wrapping of a package. This
fencing is suspended some ten feet out from the façade of the building, giving it the
appearance of being caged. As is typical in traditional Colombian villages, the Roman
Catholic Church or Cathedral occupies the high ground on the Eastern side of the main park.
The government buildings occupy the Northern side of the park. Commerce occupies the
third side and housing; once belonging to the very wealthy and influencial of the town
occupies the fourth side. The rich have since moved to finer housing but the address on the
main park is still one of prestige.
The town has traditionally drawn its economic sustenance from two main
sources. On the eastern side lies the vast expanse of prairie called the Llanos Orientales, or
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Eastern Plains. This has been a rich cattle producing region for five hundred years and has
recently begun to be supplanted with vast plantations of African palm oil trees. Palm oil
makes a more difficult target for the guerrillas and this has forced a change in the economy of
the region. With this change has come the first major influx of people from other regions
since the founding of the town. On the eastern side of the town, on the piedmont there is a
rich salt spring that was exploited by the Indians before the arrival of the Spaniards and has
been in continual exploitation for hundreds of years.
This primary wake became my touchstone that I used to compare and analyze
the other wakes. The funeral ritual in this small village has been the least affected by
modernity. The wake there bears the greatest similarity to the rituals practiced for hundreds
of years in the region. From there I began the process of developing the original database of
primary facts related to the event of the wake. As it was coded and theory began to surface
from this data, I then attempted to make corroborative comparisons to the subsequent wakes
and their data as I expanded the research area geographically and in respect to gender.
An intermediate location selected was a small city which was also a provincial
capital. The city I selected was where I had lived and worked with my family for twenty five
years. This had a tremendous advantage in that I know many people there and I know the
city very well also. The city is named Villavicencio and it is quite an old, though not a
colonial city. It was established in 1850 because of its location at the mouth a major canyon
that proved a route to the capital city. Because of this the economy has always been
predicated on commerce between the Llanos Orientales and the large population centers of
the central highlands. The population was 253,780 in the 1993 census but the city has had a
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massive influx of refugees and popular estimates put the current population at more than
double that number. Certainly, geographically at least, the city has doubled in size in the last
ten years.
Villavicencio is located on the edge of the Llanos Orientales, or the prairie/
jungle region of Eastern Colombia and is about a half hour’s drive from Restrepo. This
meant that I could do research in both locations on each trip to the Eastern plains. There is
also a very good road connecting it to the capital city making access to the region feasible for
my rapid travel to the area in order to attend the death rituals held immediately after the death
of an individual. It is a lowland city and is characterized by tropical heat and heavy rains. It
had received a very significant immigration from the countryside due to the war and is now
surrounded by a vast band of squatter settlements that have, literally in most cases, sprung up
overnight. Because of this Villavicencio reflects many of the traditional values of the
countryside from whence many of these people have come.
The final region that served as a research location was the capital city of
Colombia. Bogotá is a city of over six million people and has experienced the expected
influence of American and European culture because of travel, migration, and the visual
media of television and Hollywood. The pressures of economy, time, and distance have also
greatly influenced the customs surrounding death as practiced in this large city located very
high in the Andes Mountains. Since this city is where I currently make my home, it was a
convenient location as well. My work with churches there has given me many contacts from
which to select the wakes that were conducive to this study. In this manner, I have attempted
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to cover poor families living in a world class city and strongly influenced by modernity as an
increased variable within the study.
The purpose of selecting different geographical regions, different stages of
influence of modernity and migration, and historical stages was to search for change in the
rituals of death and the meaning assigned to them. Together the additional number of wakes
combined with the geographical spread may have helped to test for continuity of the theory
developed to a wider spectrum of Colombian society and the differing geographical regions
of the country. I found a greater homogeneity that I expected as I traveled between the
different regions and cultural entities. This encouraged me to believe that my research
conclusions have a wider application.

Data Collected
Data that was collected in the study was ethnographic in nature. The wake
itself was studied by the method of Participant Observation and the data was found in the
careful observations of the events and practices observed during those traditionally important
and socially pregnant cultural events. I observed what the wake and its components looked
like to the casual observer and what happens at the entire event. I spent many hours at each
wake in order to insure that I missed little or nothing of significance. I also attended the
formal funeral mass held at the Catholic Church after the wake. In this way the data covered
the formalized rituals, the informal ritual, and the cultural artifacts used in this process.
Almost as an appendix to this service was the burial of the cadaver. In each case I observed
this event as well.
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During or soon after these wakes, I took note of the major participants and
made an effort was be made to interview as many of the primary participants as possible.
However I found that many times they did not want to be interviewed until a few weeks had
passed. As a result I broadened this component of the research to include people who had lost
loved ones in recent months but not necessarily the family of the deceased individual whose
wake I had observed.
The research participants were asked to simply tell their life story. I asked
them to include significant events in their life from childhood onward. I explained my goals
and asked them to include their view of life and death based on the parameters of the
research questions as they told their story. This preliminary explanation usually took me no
more than five minutes after which they were free to talk. I limited my participation as much
as possible to an occasional “humm” as a means of encouraging them to talk. For the most
part, I reframed from asking any questions as I felt this would steer or guide the response I
was receiving.
This style of interviewing was followed in order to make the story their story,
not mine. So interruptions were severely restricted in order to allow a free flow of ideas
based on what each research participant felt was important to him or her within their lifetime.
Occasionally I would ask them to explain something more fully but I would do this after they
had finished their own recounting of their life story. I would do this as follow-up questions
based on brief notes I had taken as they were speaking. Every single person interviewed
included certain basic elements within their story. All included nature of relationship with
parents, one or more deaths that had affected them during their lifetime, their initiation into
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sexual activity as significant stages of life or rites of passage, and finally their own marriage/
family life.
With these major categories enunciated by all, using the terminology of Mary
Douglas, I counted them as natural symbols to be further probed and so focused my questions
in a way to elicit further explanation of these major events. Here I was probing for the
meaning of life as seen in the event of the wake and funeral along with its primary
components; both meaning for the living as well as their understanding of the meaning of
these rituals for the dead. The meaning this event carried and the nature of the ritual chosen
often varied depending upon the childhood or marital relationship the person being
interviewed had sustained with the deceased.
Theories began to develop out of the data in areas I had not anticipated. In the
area of sexuality as a lived reality and specifically the sexual initiation of the individual I
found a new genre of material for further investigation that was not originally considered
within the preliminary plan of research. In fact I was surprised that sexuality was always a
component that figured prominently into the informal dialogue related to death. Gender
issues were ubiquitous to the death rituals in both the rituals themselves and the related
informal conversations. Men were typically admired because “hizo feliz a muchas” ( “he
made a lot of women happy”). The concept was that by seducing many the deceased had
given the women a thrill. This qualified him as a real man; as macho. For the women the
admiration was that the good woman had “aguantado al viejo” or that she had “put up with
the old man.” In that case her toleration of him and his sexual exploits was a noble
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characteristic. In the death ritual the nature of male and female sexuality was a defining
theme for the value and identity of the deceased.
The theme also came up repeatedly in every interview I conducted. As
mentioned, every single individual interviewed, both male and female, voluntarily described
that event as one of the most significant in determining their understanding of the meaning of
life and their identity as an individual. In the interviews the participant’s sexual initiation
was one such focus and each spoke of how that initiation had affected the social and sexual
person they had become. Any and every subsequent relationship was deeply affected by the
manner of each person’s initiation into sexual activity. Because of this very significant fact, I
felt that this study would be incomplete if this information was not probed and included
within the basic meaning of life. Sexuality, experienced in a vastly different manner, was a
key component to the meaning of life for both men and women.
I found them surprisingly willing, even anxious to share what had in many
cases been a rather traumatic event that had defined how they saw themselves from that time
forward. Yet the event was so significant in defining the life of the individual from that time
forward that it could not be eliminated and still present data for a valid theory for the
meaning of life for them. This was especially true of the women where most were forcibly
introduced to sexual activity in the form of rape or coercion at a very early age.
In the analysis of the death ritual itself, of particular importance was always
the presumed effect of the ritual components for the person who has died and what the living
hope to achieve during the wake and in the months that follow. This area was suggested as a
primary category and that proved to be the case. The concept of commerce between the
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living and the dead was perhaps the major factor in deciding what was to be done and the
expense involved in selecting the proper elements of the death ritual. Even the sexual
elements mentioned above figured within the anticipated exchange of services between the
living and the dead. Were it not for the favors that the living hoped to attain from the
deceased once that person had been helped to enter the final spiritual abode, there is little
doubt that the death rituals would be vastly different.
It was in this stage that the divergent categories of the participants were
developed and added to the categories that had been found in precedent literature. A modified
list was developed by adding in the categories of causality, the ideal person, and the nature of
the presumed continuing interaction between the living and the dead. The issue of sexuality
as a person-defining characteristic emerged and was then pursued as a means of fully
developing the concept of the meaning of life for each research participant within the study.
Relevance of the study and the results will be an issue for some readers of this
study since only a very limited number of wakes were observed. The people who were
interviewed, as mentioned, were not primarily the ones involved in the wakes I observed.
This was an unexpected change that I needed to make because those people often found it too
painful to speak about in the days immediately following the death and burial. However I
remedied this unexpected problem by interviewing many others who were not involved in the
specific wakes I had observed but were individuals who had lost loved ones in the recent
past.
Since those interviews may were developed in one large, world-class city, one
provincial capital, and a traditional village, that aspect of the research design contributed to
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greater generalizability. But in spite of this, validity was further enhanced within those three
geographical enclaves, because there was a concerted effort to test for the widespread nature
of the religious practice observed and the beliefs held by the researcher through the process
of the ethnographic interviews. I claim only to present a valid representation of the practice
and belief of the research participants who were fellow sojourners within this research
project.

CHAPTER 4
THREE DEATH RITUALS OBSERVED

Grief and suffering are normally private events. In times of deep personal
grief and suffering people tend to draw inward and close the door of their hearts and homes
to outsiders. Death is the one glaring exception to this rule. Death is a time of intense grief
and deep personal suffering and yet the doors of the sufferer’s heart are thrown open to the
community. At such a time of grief the deep values move closer to the surface. This
provides a rare glimpse into the deep values and sense of meaning of life for the individual
and the family. Yet no caring individual could observe the grief of others without feeling the
hurt that has gripped the family that has lost a loved one. This meant that I not only studied
their grief, but I shared in their suffering.
Death and the related grief became a time where normally private grief
became a shared community event. For this reason, my observation was a sharing of grief. I
will now attempt to share that sense of pain and suffering that I observed and felt in these
Colombian funerals with the reader of this dissertation.
At this point I will limit myself to the presentation of the primary data. In the
following section I will present thick description of three of the primary death rituals that I
observed. These descriptions were developed from my own observation, notes, and
interviews with the participants. After that I will detail some of the secondary rituals that I
100
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observed; all of which are components of the death ritual. Once the data has been presented,
I will proceed to the primary analysis.

The Wake in Restrepo, Meta
It was the 25th of April and a lazy afternoon in the heat of the Eastern Plains;
the hot, tropical lowlands of Colombia. On a small farm outside of the village of Restrepo,
Don Neftalí Montenegro, a fifty three year old man was taking his afternoon siesta in a
hammock under a Caímo tree. This is a large native tree of the Llanos Orientales that
produces a fruit commonly called maduro verde or the “ripe when green” fruit. His wife was
already in the kitchen cleaning up from the lunch meal and beginning the necessary
preparation for the evening meal. The siesta is primarily a male activity as women seldom
have time to take off from work to simply rest.
Don Nefatlí gazed upward and noticed some ripe fruit in the tree high above
him. He was hot and thirsty and the tart fruit looked tempting. He decided to crawl out of
the hammock and climb the tree so he could pick a fruit to eat and refresh himself in the heat
of the tropical afternoon. He scaled the tree and soon found himself high above the ground
and far out on one of the overhanging branches. As he reached out to pick one of the fruits,
suddenly and without warning the branch broke. Don Neftalí came crashing to the ground
with a tremendous thud, fracturing his skull in the process. As he lay there, unconscious and
groaning on the ground beneath the tree, his wife, who had been working in the kitchen heard
the sounds of the accident and came running out to see what had happened. She screamed
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with shock at seeing him lying inert on the ground with blood running out of his ears, nose,
and mouth.
She went running out to the road and frantically flagged down the first passing
car. It was an old Jeep that was being used as a rural taxi. She explained the situation in
rapid, breathless tones and without hesitation the passengers of the car exited the vehicle and
ran to assist the stricken man. With little thought for their own schedules, or for the possible
internal or spinal injuries suffered by Nefatalí in the fall, they picked him up
unceremoniously and they half carried and half dragged the injured man to the car where
they pushed and shoved him in even though the car was already crowded. After all, a
neighbor was in need and the significance of their errands palled in comparison to the
urgency of the situation for the injured man. Since none of them had training in first aid,
there was no thought given to immobilizing his neck or to treating his wounds. They did
what they knew to do; they simply piled him brusquely into the car and sped off to the
hospital with the concerned wife squeezed into the overcrowded car as well.
Even though the vehicle was a four-wheel drive utility vehicle that is used
locally for a rural taxi and normally charged fares, no one thought of charging her for the
service nor did any of the paying customers complain about the interruption of their trip.
They arrived at the local hospital in Restrepo where the doctor on duty examined the
unconscious man as the curious passengers watched. The doctor ordered him sent on to the
hospital in the nearby city. Only then did the taxi continue on its route. All of this had taken
more than an hour, yet no one had complained about being delayed or about the discomfort
of having two additional passengers. This was part of life and a neighbor was in need. That
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was more important than each person’s schedule and personal comfort. Here, people matter
more than time and business.
The doctor on duty had quickly realized the seriousness of the stricken man’s
situation and immediately dispatched him by ambulance to the hospital in Villavicencio since
it was obvious that his head injury was life-threatening. But the man was pronounced dead
upon arrival in the regional hospital, a victim of internal injuries and severe swelling of the
brain. The widow, who was sitting in the waiting room, was advised of the sad event. She
collapsed into a moaning heap on the dirty floor. Death had become a harsh reality for her
and the rest of the Montenegro family. Now, in spite of the sudden shock of the sad news,
the family hurriedly began the arrangements that needed to be made for the wake and the
funeral.
As the wife sat in a chair in the hospital waiting room she was in an apparent
state of shock as she just kept rocking back and forth and moaning, “Why me, why did I have
to be the one?” The hospital personnel had gotten the phone number of a close relative, a
brother of the deceased and called him as soon as the ambulance had arrived. The brother
arrived shortly after Don Neftalí had been pronounced dead and the widow had been advised.
It was this brother, who had just recently recovered from a very serious illness himself, who
took charge of the funeral arrangements. Funeral arrangements are generally made by a male
relative of the deceased as the immediate family members, especially the women are
generally too emotionally distraught. He called the local funeral parlor back in Restrepo and
gave them all of the information. He gave them a price that the family was willing to pay
and the funeral home selected a coffin within that price range and headed for Villavicencio to
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retrieve the body. At the hospital the portly body was squeezed into the very narrow coffin,
which was then loaded into the back of an old American station wagon. They headed back to
Restrepo in order to prepare for the wake. Once back in Restrepo, they began preparing the
body for viewing.
There was no embalming used since local custom considers it important for
the body to decompose in short order so that the bones can be dug up and examined. Because
of the tropical heat the coffins are always closed with a small glass window over the face and
upper body for viewing the deceased. Embalming was not used because the decomposition
of the body is considered to be an important clue to the spiritual qualities of the deceased. So
preparations of the body are of a limited nature. The body was washed and dressed in good
clothing. The eyes are glued shut to prevent them from opening or “weeping” as the
decomposition process sets in. This was once done by stitching the eyelids shut with thread
but now super glue does a better and a quicker job. The lips are glued shut in a like manner.
I asked the funeral director about this and he simply shrugged and said that the glue worked
better, was invisible, and was easier. I asked why they even bothered and he said that were
either the eyes or mouth to open as the body began to stiffen and decay that everyone would
think he was waking up or attempting to talk. That would frighten everybody. Cotton is
stuffed in the nostrils and ears to prevent seepage from these body orifices. When I asked
him about the cotton, he smiled and said that no one wanted the dead man to be
“maleducado” a word which means “badly educated” and is used as a reprimand for children
with runny noses. He also explained that the body is dressed in a suit of clothing provided by
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the family for the occasion. Don Neftalí was made presentable and was soon ready to begin
his journey into the next life.
In Villavicencio, where don Neftalí had died, his brother had ordered the
posters that would be plastered all over the city of Villavicencio and the town of Restrepo.
These are tabloid size posters and they are glued to walls and light posts all over the city.
Once arrangements were made for this to be done, he then contracted with Don Luis
Hernandez, a local blind man in Restrepo who makes a living by riding around in a car and
announcing significant events in his sonorous voice. Don Luis then let everyone know that a
significant event had occurred in the town; a valued member of the community in the person
of Don Neftalí had begun his journey of no return.
The event was so significant that most of the town dropped whatever they
were doing and began making plans to attend the wake and accompany the deceased on his
journey. Normal life came to a standstill as everyone gathered to aid the dead man on his last
journey. The people did this out of genuine concern for the family and in an effort to help the
deceased make a speedier journey through purgatory and into heaven. They did this because
they did want to help, but also because it was only once the deceased arrived in heaven that
they could ask for favors from him.
As part of the process of advising everyone, I received a call in Bogotá, where
I was living. I am well known in Restrepo, having visited the town weekly for nearly twenty
years. Since Don Neftalí had been a driver of one of the jeeps that makes the run to
Villavicencio, he had transported me many times to or from the town on those numerous
visits. While we were not close friends, we did know each other and so my attendance was
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expected. Funerals in Colombia are communal events and are not limited to close friends
and family members. So I loaded up my own jeep with a change of clothes and immediately
began the long and dangerous drive down over the Andes Mountains. Some three hours later
I arrived in Restrepo.
The body had only recently been put on display in the local funeral parlor and
I was one of the first people to arrive at the wake. The funeral parlor was an old home that
had been converted for the purpose. Until recently the wake always occurred in the home of
the deceased. Meals were served to those present and the social nature of the event and the
expense was more significant then. But now modernity is reaching even the sleepy little
village on the edge of the jungle/prairie region of Colombia.
Located on the main road in Restrepo, an old house became the modern
substitute. The only thing served was coffee or herbal tea every hour. An inner wall had
been knocked down and thus joined two rooms into one and a concrete arch had been poured
to support the roof. The outer room would have been the living room and measured twenty
feet by fifteen feet. During the course of the night this small room would be packed with as
many as eighty people, making the heat oppressive and direct body contact impossible to
avoid. But this latter feature is not a problem in Colombia. Physical contact was expected
and is part of normal social interaction so no one was perturbed by the press of one person
against another. The smell of perspiration was also a normal component of social intercourse
here and no one is offended by the odor of the perspiring bodies pressed in tightly all around
them.
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The place where the coffin was located was in what was previously the back
room of the old adobe house, which would have probably been the dining room when the
house served as a home. This room was much smaller and barely had space for the coffin
and the flowers that soon began arriving. It measured only about twelve feet by fifteen feet.
This is where the body rested, with the head pointed north. The widow soon arrived and
placed a glass of water under the coffin. At one time with was a nearly universal custom but
is now not very common outside of the Llanos region. This feature is becoming less
common with the increasing effects of modernity. In Villavicencio this custom is not always
practiced and the custom was not observed at all in Bogotá in the wakes I observed there.
But in Restrepo it is still an important part of the death ritual. The glass of water was there
for the spirit of the deceased to drink from, should he become thirsty. The common belief is
that the spirit has not yet made the full transition to the spirit world and so loiters around the
body looking for an opportunity to re-enter and reactivate the body.
The level of the water is checked periodically and when it has diminished, it is
presumed the spirit is in the room. I was aware of this custom from many other funerals over
the years that I had attended but I had no clear understanding of the reasons for it. So to
clarify the motivation for it I asked someone about it. A man sitting next to me looked at me
in disbelief when I asked why the water was there. Obviously this was such common
knowledge that is seemed strange to him that I would even ask. “Why, if his soul, which has
not yet left for the other world, gets thirsty and does not find water to drink, he will scare
people that are here by touching them or doing something like that.” The idea that the spirit
would frighten people if it were to get thirsty was a new addition to what I had known about
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the reasons for the glass of water. This is because an uncomfortable or neglected spirit can
become mischievous. Candles, called veladoras, or “the always watching” were always kept
lit, just in case the electric lights were to go out. No one wanted to be in the room with a
dead body and a loitering spirit without light. They are also considered to be a form of
prayer and the rising smoke and heat is thought to carry the prayers of the mourners up to
heaven.
For the next few hours, people drifted in and out. Coronas, or large floral
“crowns” or wreaths began to be dropped off by people, florist shops, and taxi drivers. These
coronas bore the name of the family or the organization that was sending condolences and
some were very large and even ostentatious. People regularly commented on how the family
or organization must have really loved or appreciated the deceased, because of the size and
cost of the corona. There was definitely some competition to demonstrate the importance of
the deceased to the living and the coronas were the mechanism used to demonstrate that
importance without having to declare it verbally. By the time I left the wake for some rest
around midnight, the small room holding the body was so filled with coronas that it was
difficult to get in and view the body.
By six or seven in the evening, the first family members began to arrive. The
widow was first, dressed appropriately in a long black dress. No veils are worn now, even
though they were common in the past. The heat makes that very uncomfortable and so the
custom has given way to practicality and some degree of consideration for comfort. I waited
for her to place the glass of water under the coffin and then greeted her and expressed my
condolences. We chatted briefly. She thanked me for coming and then I moved on while she
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turned to receive the next person in line. I sat down next to a young woman who had arrived
and taken a seat in the small room with the body. Since that room is generally reserved for
close family, I presumed the young woman was a close family friend or a relative. I asked
her if she was related to the deceased. She lifted her hand toward the coffin and said “he is
my father.” She used the imperfect form of the verb in present tense indicating the continued
life of her father, even in death. I again expressed my condolences and then asked her to tell
me about her father. Her words freely intermingled with her tears as she spoke, but she never
sobbed or openly cried. She spoke slowly:
My father was a wonderful man—when he was sober. The problem was I hardly ever
saw him sober. He would come home most of the time drunk and he would begin to
beat my mother. He would beat us too if he could catch us, but we would crawl under
the beds and hide. Since he was drunk, he would fall over if he tried to bend over and
drag us out, so he would just shout profanities at us and go back to beating my
mother. That went on till my brothers were big enough to stop him. Once, when I
was big enough I could take it no longer and I stood up to him. I said things to him
that a daughter should never say to her father. I knew he would not put up with that.
That is why I ran a way from home early and took up with the man who is the father
of my child. I did not love him but he offered to take me in. Now I regret that
because this guy is just like my dad. In fact I am thinking of leaving him.
She spoke more about how she had hated and resented her father for many years. As he had
gotten older he drank less. This meant that she had begun to have more interaction with him
in recent years. As a result, she had begun to get to know him and appreciate him for the first
time in her life. She said “just as I was beginning to feel love for him he had his accident.”
She again motioned towards the coffin and said “that is all over now, as you can see.” We
talked a bit more and then I excused myself and vacated the seat so that others who were
close friends of the family could sit there. I moved back into the general area where large
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numbers of people were now seated around the walls with large numbers of people standing
in the middle of the room. I listened to conversations all around me.
Two women who were sitting near me were chatting about the deceased.
“Como que se cayó de un palo, ¿No?” “O se le cayó el palo” her companion responded.
They were speaking about the cause of death and had used a clever play on words. The word
“palo” in the llanos of Eastern Colombia can be used for a tree. But it can also be used to
refer to a club or garrote; something made from a tree. In a subtle manner, the ladies had
made a judgment as to the real cause of his death. The first lady had asked if he had fallen
out of a tree. The second lady retorted that maybe the tree had fallen on him. She was
referring to the possibility that his severe head injury might have come as his wife used a
club to defend herself from his blows, only to land one that was a little too well placed. The
first one responded that, “He had it coming, either way!” His drunken abuse of his wife was
well known in the town. These two women saw his death as divine justice for his brutal
treatment of his family, regardless of how it had happened.
About this time the chanting began. While Colombia is a very patriarchal
society and men normally take charge of everything, especially public events, the death ritual
was the exact opposite. Within the death rituals of folk religion women are the leaders. A
rather lugubrious old lady sitting at the division of the two rooms was holding a rosary in her
hands. Without saying a word, she began chanting the rosary in a mournful monotone,
clicking off the beads as she spoke. She never announced any thing or invited anyone to join
in. She simply began speaking. Soon the crowd had quieted down and nearly all chatting
ceased. She would speak the part of the leader and the rest of the group would recite the
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response. This was all done by memory. From what I could tell, it was only the women who
were chanting. The men stood silently in small groups. They remained silent while the
chanting was going on. When no chanting was going on the conversations began anew.
The women there all seemed to know the chants by heart but I did not. They
had all learned them from childhood in numerous wakes that they had attended over the
course of a lifetime. I later bought a couple of books that listed these chants. There were not
sold by the priest but in a store where folk religious paraphernalia was sold. There are two
versions. One was the official version (Tisnés Jiménez 2002) sanctioned by the Catholic
Church and the other was produced by folk religion within popular Catholicism (Osorio J.
2002) and the latter is sold by a religious society formed for the purpose. The unofficial
version is tolerated but not approved.
This folk religious text listed many of the variations of these chants, including
most of the ones I heard in Restrepo. The main difference between the official recitation of
the rosary and the chants used in folk religion seems to be in the different names, titles, and
qualities applied to Mary, many of which grant her exceptional powers to save the lost and
rescue the suffering souls in purgatory. The part that changes is the part spoken by the leader
and the response by the gathered crowd is limited to a repetition of certain portions of the
standard chant. A rather lengthy list of these names is published in the Osorio book. The
names are thought to honor Mary and as she feels honored she will react more quickly to
help out the deceased. These older women pride themselves on knowing all of these names.
The chants serve the purpose of reinforcing the belief structure of the folk
religion and to assert the spiritual authority of these older women at this stage and facet of
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life. The chants give value to Mary because she suffered, endured, she was faithful, and she
bore a male child without ever contaminating herself with sexual activity. She is continually
referred to as the “perpetual virgin.” Jesus is mentioned only as the “fruit of her womb” and
receives no attributes and serves no purpose in the process of helping the deceased on his
journey. Mary is appealed to because as a mother she is tender and forgiving and not willing
to see any of her children punished by the tyrannical brutal father, God/Jesus. Mary is
referred to as the “mother of God” and the “virgin that conquers sin.” Titles that many
evangelical churches would give to Jesus or God are assigned in these folk chants to Mary as
are the mediation function and the redemptive qualities.
The repetition is believed to be effective in reducing the time the deceased
spends in purgatory. That is the reason why the chanting goes on all night long. The more
chants and the more expensive the mass, the sooner the deceased will get out of purgatory
and be able to pay back the favor by granting the prayers of the living. One woman spoke
about a young woman who had died a few months before of a brain tumor and she
commented that “Stella was already out of purgatory.” When I asked her how she knew that
the deceased had gotten out of purgatory I was told that she knew because “Stella had already
given me a miracle as appreciation for my help on her journey. I helped her so it is only fair
that she now help me.” This was a commonly expressed idea.
The chants were led successively by different people, but always older women
who were all widows. This state of widowhood and the new celibacy that it brought gave
them a spiritual status that men could almost never attain. The chants, even though nearly
alike except for the changing of the titles given to Mary, are always preceded by declaring
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that that set of chants was to help the participants meditate on some of the different
“mysteries.” There are three sets of “mysteries” such as the “happy mysteries,” “the painful
mysteries,” and “the glorious mysteries.” These mysteries supposedly related to the birth,
death, and resurrection of Jesus. This was the only way that he was brought into the death
ritual, other than being mentioned as the “fruit of thy womb” when addressing Mary. The
chants are also directed at Mary and there seems to be no relationship between the mystery
events in Jesus life and the content of the chants.
Within these mysteries there are sets of chants. This is why the chanting can
go on all night even though it is primarily repetition. These chants are closely linked with the
orthodox ritual associated with the rosary but the meaning imbued in them is pregnant with
the belief structure of folk religion. These were the magic words taught to the Indians and
their use was considered to be the basis for them being considered “Christianized.” Mackay
points out that “The Spanish conquistadores, like the Spanish Don Juans, were by no means
irreligious men. Beneath the brutality of the former and the licentiousness of the latter,
religion lived a hooded life of magic formulas and ritual practice” (1933, 33). This tradition
lives on the death rituals of folk religion in Colombia today and the chants are seen as magic
formulas within the ritual practice.
As the night wore on, the numbers began to diminish but the chants continued.
It seemed that new people were no longer arriving and families had all left. It was mostly old
people who remained. There were far more women than men present by this stage of the
wake. I became very tired around midnight and headed to the home where I was staying in
order to get some rest. The numbers of participants at the wake, I was told, dwindled rapidly
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after midnight. One man told me that he stayed “so that the widow would not be left alone.”
I slept for a few hours and then was up and headed back to the funeral parlor. When I
returned about six the next morning only a very few people were still in the funeral parlor.
There was only one family member present, as even the widow had gone somewhere for a bit
of rest and have breakfast. She arrived back again shortly after I did and took up her place by
the coffin.
Throughout the morning more people arrived and accompanied the family.
People would stay for a while and often leave, to be replaced by others. But by noon the
numbers began to build again as the hour for the Catholic mass and burial arrived. All of the
burials that I witnessed occurred around the lunch hour so that people could take advantage
of the traditional two hour lunch break given to everyone in Colombia. The funeral mass had
been scheduled for 1:30 P.M. but in the Llanos time is relative and most activities begin long
after the scheduled time. Not even funerals are an exception. By two o’clock the funeral
parlor was packed and the people spilled out onto the street. Even though the mass was
announced for two in the afternoon, it was 2:17 P.M. till a final set of chants was uttered and
the pall bearers picked up the coffin. Amidst the crowd, they maneuvered it to take the
deceased out feet first. This seemed to be very important to them as the task was not easy in
the tight confines of the small, crowded room.
The deceased man was carried feet first to the Catholic Church, some five
blocks distance. Until recently no deceased person was transported in a car as it was feared
that the spirit might become separated from the body and roam the world as a lost spirit.
This was thought to be the source of ghosts. Now, when the burial is to take place at some
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distance, a vehicle is used but it still drives very slowly. Here in Restrepo though, that sign
of modernity has not yet arrived. As a result, the funeral procession totally blocked the
streets for a fairly long time yet even though this was the main road linking the prairie region
to Villavicencio and Bogotá, drivers all waited patiently. No one honked as this would have
been disrespectful for the departed neighbor. The more religious made the sign of the cross
as the coffin passed by.
At the door of the church, the priest was waiting. This is an optional service
and costs the family extra. Yet it is considered important and is omitted only when the family
simply cannot afford to pay him for this service. The priest greeted the deceased verbally by
name and sprinkled the coffin with holy water. He said “As you entered this life with tears
and the blessing of the Holy Church, you now depart this life in the same manner.” He
mentioned that the holy water represented both. He went on to speak about how the person
was sprinkled at birth and so is now sprinkled at what is his birth into the spirit world. He
then turned and led the procession up the aisle. As he reached the Alter, he turned around
and realized that the pall bearers had not turned the coffin after they had entered with the
deceased feet first. To have the deceased approach the alter feet first would have been
disrespectful, so the priest hurried back down the aisle and instructed the pall bearers to turn
the coffin around, which they did. The body now approached the Alter head first. I was told
this was as if he had fallen prostrate before the Alter, which is the proper attitude of respect
for a sinner, which we all are. Even the dead must follow proper protocol.
The mass was very well attended and the church building, that for a Sunday
mass would be nearly empty, was packed and hundreds were standing in the side aisles and
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in the back. It appeared that nearly everyone in the small village was present. The priest
spoke of the suffering of Neftalí in purgatory but that by the mass and their attendance they
were cooperating to help shorten his suffering.
A collection was announced and the people were encouraged to make a
generous offering for the same purpose and to pay for many more masses to make sure his
suffering was short and that he would soon make it to heaven. Two women passed down the
aisles with purple cloth bags on long sticks and passed the bags in front of the mourners. If
anyone ignored the sack, the women would shake it vigorously and the noise of the jingling
coins would soon shame the person into throwing something in. Many people avoided this
embarrassing display and simply threw a few coins into the bag so the women would move
on. They were told that after giving a generous offering, the deceased would show his
appreciation by doing favors for them from that new vantage point of heaven. This was a
more traditionally eulogy that has been supplemented by more optimistic evaluations of the
dead in the large cities. But Restrepo has not yet made that transition and its dead must still
suffer long stays in purgatory.
As the mass ended, the pall bearers retrieved the body and carried it out of the
church building feet first. The cemetery was about a mile away and nearly the entire group
of hundreds walked solemnly behind the coffin. When we arrived, the people formed a
group around the grave site, which was in-ground instead of in a crypt in the cemetery wall.
Two men who were standing directly in front of me were speaking in low tones to one
another. “¿No vino el faldón?” or in English, did not the big-skirted one come,” as he asked
about the priest. The other man responded “Como que no hubo plata para eso” stating that
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“there was no money to pay him.” The other man responded simply “vomonos pues” or in
English, “let’s go then” and they both departed. Since the family had limited income, when
they reached the cemetery there was no priest present. The priests charge much more to go to
the cemetery as it is a very hot and long walk in their heavy black robes. There had been no
money to pay for the priest to accompany them and so there was no ceremony there. Folk
rituals are not performed at the cemetery as this is the property of and is controlled by the
priest. So it is an official ceremony or there is nothing at all.
In this case, there was no money so there was no ceremony there. The coffin
was simply lowered into the grave with ropes and the grave diggers began to fill the hole
with dirt. The top of the coffin would be covered by perhaps two feet of dirt at very most.
The shallow graves meant that a smell of death hung over the cemetery in the stifling heat of
the tropical afternoon. The family wept very loudly at this point and it was the first time I
had heard overt weeping. There were a few loud shrieks of pain from the close female
relatives. I was told that Llanero men were very “dry” or reserved in the presence of death
but that the women were emotional. As the covering of the coffin proceeded, the rest of
those who had accompanied them began to leave in large numbers. By the time the grave
was filled in, only the family and a few others remained. The grave was covered with the
coronas that had been brought to the grave from the funeral parlor. The village of Restrepo
had said goodbye to Don Neftalí. The village would never be the same again. An important
member had passed from this life into the next. He would now occupy an important but very
different position in village life.
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There was a requiem mass held on the ninth day after his death. That is
scheduled nine days later because that is the time when his spirit has been given ample
opportunity to speak with living relatives and to reminisce about his life on this earth. It is at
this point in time that his spirit must now be encouraged to depart definitively for the spirit
realm. The spirit is thought to linger around his or her old environs for several days in a
liminal state and this mass marks that end of that transition period between life and death.
After that a mass would be said on the yearly anniversary of his death as long as the widow
had money to pay for them. Attendance would be much smaller at those funeral rituals. But
for now the town had made the big push to transform the physical Nefatlí into Neftalí the
spirit being. Normality would now return to the sleepy village located on the talus cone of
the Andes Mountains on the extreme western edge of the Eastern Plains in its now altered
state until the next member of their community departed. Then the process would begin
anew.
After the funeral was over I spoke with one of the older women who was one
of the rezanderas, or chanters at his funeral. I asked her why men seldom performed that
task. She looked at me and said “How should I say this? I don’t mean to offend you. Well,
it is because men are bad; in the sexual sense you know. They can’t control themselves.” We
talked a bit more. She volunteered information about a case of witchcraft that she was
familiar with in Restrepo. She, like everyone else in the area, was absolutely convinced that
witches existed and still practiced their secret arts.
According to her a local police sergeant was a womanizer. In fact, she said
“He had had many women, including three sisters and had made babies with every one of
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them.” She was confirming for me her statement about what made men bad. She went on to
tell how he was nearly killed by a witch’s spell. He was two-timing the second of the three
sisters he lived with and was about to abandon her in favor of his newest conquest. At that
time, according to her:
He began to dry up, waste away, and just kept getting weaker and weaker. No
amount of doctors or medicine could help him. That is when he went to see Don
Melquisadek, a local curandero. He is one of these people who uses herbs and chants
and dabbles in magic, both the white and the black magic. He is the one who used his
powers to find out that the jilted current lover of the sergeant had gone to a witch and
she had told her to sew the dust from the decomposed bodies in the cemetery into all
the seams of his uniforms. They cut them open and sure enough, there was the dirt
from the cemetery in all the seams of every one of his uniforms. He had to go out and
buy all new uniforms. He got rid of that woman really fast and after that he was no
longer sick.
She went on to explain that was why it was important for a person to look to Mary for help
and not to be an unbeliever. If a person was not reverent and did not ask Mary for help she
would not protect him. That was what had happened to this man. But, she added, “he
deserved everything he got!” So the death ritual, at least in the minds of the people, includes
a dark side as well.

The Wake in Villavicencio, Meta
The morning of August 8th was as quiet as a morning could be in a residential
neighborhood of the small Colombian city. The children had departed for school and
housewives and maids were busy cleaning the houses. One woman was out sweeping the
sidewalk in a very transparent nightgown. This confirmed to the neighbors that she was so
industrious that she did not even wait to get dressed before beginning her work. Such
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behavior is common and not seen as inappropriate in any way. Others were beginning
preparations for the daily meals already even though it was still early. The day before had
been a big national holiday and there was much to do. Street vendors hawked their wares as
one shouted “melcochas, melcochas” which are type of molasses candy and another yelled
“la prensa, la prensa” which meant they were selling the newspaper. A motorcycle roared by
with its muffler rusted out or removed to give the impression of a motorcycle of much more
power.
Suddenly, from a house on the south side of the crowded narrow street, a
piercing shriek split the morning air and carried the message of the fear and shock that had
motivated it. Don Rodolfo Sanchez, an overweight rancher and farmer; the big man of the
village of Guayabal, had just been stricken with a massive heart attack and had suddenly
collapsed with a sickening thud onto the concrete floor of the city house where his family
lived and where he spent a couple of days each week. His wife stared at his now motionless
body laying there on the floor and gasped in shock and panic. Then, after a moment of shockinduced muteness, she recovered enough to advise the whole neighborhood of the unfolding
tragedy with her soul piercing shriek.
A traumatic event of immense proportions had begun to transpire for the
unfortunate family. This sad event would transform them from the wealthy and influencial
leading family of Guayabal and in the middle class neighborhood in Villavicencio to a
struggling, debt ridden widow and her immature son; largely abandoned by the extended
family that once depended on Don Rodolfo for their economic sustenance. Death had
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devastated them in more ways than the emotional response that first advised the neighbors of
the tragic event on 45th street could have indicated.
There was a panicked rush to find someone with a car and the stricken,
overweight man was unceremoniously dragged out of the house and pushed and shoved into
the back seat of the car. His wife also climbed in and they rushed off to the hospital, horn
blaring and all caution thrown to the wind. There the doctors worked diligently to save him
but death was inevitable. They came out of the emergency room and confirmed what
everyone already knew but did not want to accept. Don Rodolfo had suffered a massive and
fatal heart attack and had departed this life. His wife later claimed that he had died at home
in her arms and that the doctors were only seeing “the reactions of his body.” It was
important to her that no one know that he had died alone, connected to wires and tubes in the
emergency room of the hospital. The good death dictated that death occur in the arms of
loved ones. To die in her arms also certified to the world that she was a good and devoted
wife. Image is more important than fact.
When the widow was advised of his death she slumped to the ground and
went into a shock-induced stupor punctuated with moans and wailing. She lay there,
attended by hospital staff and the neighbors who had accompanied her to the hospital. She
was overwhelmed by grief and totally incapacitated by the magnitude of the shocking and
unexpected event. It was all she could do to provide a phone number so the hospital staff
could call for help.
A young male relative was called and this nephew who lived and worked in
the city immediately dropped everything upon hearing the sad news and headed to the
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hospital. This relative took charge of the funeral arrangements as Don Rodolfo’s wife was
too distraught as a result of the shock of the recent events. The couple’s only son, who
worked in a town some four hours away was notified and immediately left his office where
he worked as a government agronomist and began the long sad journey home. During the
entire trip he assuaged his grief by taking large swigs from a bottle of aguardiente, or
Colombian fire water. This is a local liqueur and is a common element in the hands of the
male relatives of the deceased. By the time the hefty son arrived in Villavo he was so drunk
he could hardly stand up and had to be helped from his car into the funeral parlor.
But in the sweltering heat of the tropical climate of the town, funeral
arrangements could not await his arrival and his condition would have precluded his
participation, so the nephew took over this responsibility. This nephew had been helping out
on the farm and was trusted by the family.
The nephew made an effort to ask her what she wanted to do but he could
elicit little more than a pain-induced moan in answer to his questions about what Don
Rodolfo would have wanted. At the same time he took into consideration the deeply
religious nature of the widow though he himself, like most men, was not particularly
religious. As a result, the nephew, in conjunction with other family members made most of
the decisions about what was to be included in the death ritual and what shape the funeral
would take before the son arrived. This included the graven images to be present and the
components of the funeral mass, the most costly part. He chose the funeral home to be called
and then also picked out the coffin later at the funeral home.
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A few years earlier the body would have been taken back to the family home
and “velado” or watched over during the “velorio” or period of watching; commonly called
the wake. But in what might well be considered another example of the encroaching
modernity, recently the business of funeral parlors and even the use of American style
cemeteries have taken hold. So one of the local funeral parlors was called and they soon
arrived to retrieve the body. There was a brief consultation with the nephew, who was
arranging the details of the funeral. He selected the ritual with its accompanying cultural
artifacts. He even paid to have a priest present for the velorio, a rare occurrence today.
Each element has its price, so the earnest desires of the family to speed the
passage through the inevitable purgatory and into heaven had to be balanced with the
perceived financial capabilities of the family, which at the time were thought to be
considerable. There is always a tendency to err on the side of purchasing more than can be
easily paid for in the panicked desire to help the recently deceased loved one escape the
punishing fires of purgatory and successfully complete the journey to heaven, the desired
location for eternal rest. Arrival at this final spiritual location also means that the deceased
can begin to help the living; the ones who remain in this difficult life, especially after the
departure of the important family member.
Immediately the funeral home had small posters printed up. (A copy of one of
these posters is included in the addendum as graphic number 4.) A man on a bicycle sped
away to paste these small posters on light posts and walls all over the town announcing to
everyone the death of a valued member of the community. A spot announcement was placed
on a local radio station announcing the death and inviting the public, especially friends,
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family, and business associates to accompany the deceased on his last journey. In
Villvacencio, cars with loud speakers are prohibited in order to reduce noise pollution and so
the radio takes their place. Money was changing hands and wealth was being redistributed
within the local community. There are many facets to the ritual of death.
Rumor and gossip spread the sad news as well and soon the whole community
was aware of what had occurred. What is commonly called the jungle grapevine proved to
be more effective than all of the modern technology in spreading the news of the death of a
member of the community. People soon began to join in the family’s grief. The community
members came in droves to “accompany Don Rodolfo” on his final journey to the spirit
world. He had been an important person in life and so his funeral was very large and costly.
It seems that everyone had come to participate. Death is a community event in the traditional
Colombian cultural milieu.
Within an hour or so, the body had been prepared. The body of the deceased
had been dressed in nice clothes that he himself had purchased for this purpose and cotton
had been stuffed into his nostrils and mouth to prevent leakage of bodily fluids as
decomposition begins immediately in the hot tropical climate. The eyes would have been
stitched shut a few years back but as in Restrepo, super glue is invisible and does a much
better job of performing this task. Nothing is more disconcerting in Colombian folk religion
than to peer into a coffin and to find partially opened eyes staring back. That would imply
that the deceased is watching and that might indicate that the deceased was waiting for that
still--living person to soon accompany him. The body had been placed in a coffin covered
with a lid; one portion of which was made of glass so that people could view the upper body
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and face of the deceased while encapsulating the odors of decomposition. A card bearing the
image of the Divino Niño, or divine child, which is a popular local icon, especially for men,
was placed in the cadaver’s reverently folded hands.
No embalming was practiced and the climate was hot and tropical. As a
result, the wake occurred that same evening and night and burial took place the next day in
early afternoon. This time frame is occasionally adjusted to facilitate the arrival of family
that may be traveling from some distance away, but that is the rare exception, not the rule.
The hot tropical climate means that there are strict limits to the amount of adjustment that can
be made. This harsh fact dictated that as soon as the family member or friend who lived at
any distance had been advised of or heard about the death, he or she had immediately
dropped everything and raced to the bus station in order to arrive in time for the burial.
With the case of one bereaved family member who was female and traveling
by bus, her weeping and sobbing all of the way informed the entire bus and without any
words being spoken of the purpose for her journey. The death of a member of society had
affected the whole of society and so the normal activities of life came to a halt as everyone
who had known the deceased demonstrated by their accompaniment of the departed friend
and by their mourning that the deceased individual was important to them and to society.
Death is very much an important social event in Colombia.
By mid-afternoon the son had arrived and this meant that the primary family
members were now all present. The son was very drunk and continued to upset his mother
by ranting against God for having taken his father. She feared that God would strike him
down or punish him severely as God is seen as harsh and judgmental. God was blamed by
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the son for causing death of his father and the drunken son was not very happy about that.
He shouted “God, I hate you for taking my father. Didn’t you know I still needed him or is it
that you don’t care?” Every time he would shout like this his mother would let out a wail
and loudly pray for Mary not to let God hear such blasphemy, lest he strike the son down as
well. Afterwards she later told me how thankful she was that Mary had heard her
supplications, prevented God from striking him down, and as a result her son had been
spared. “Mary is so kind and forgiving” she said.
At this stage the body had been placed on display in its glass covered coffin
with the feet pointed towards the door, a crucifix against the wall above the head, and two
large velorio candles at each side; the wake had begun. Underneath the coffin was a glass of
water, in case the spirit, which is believed to hover around in hopes that it can reenter the
body, was to get thirsty. A veladora was lit next to it. This foundational belief of this custom
was once universal and seemed to explain why sometimes the dead person would suddenly
come back to life. But now this custom is now beginning to wane rapidly in significance and
practice as modernity affects many traditional beliefs. Also modern medical science makes it
less likely that the dead will suddenly and unexpectedly wake up! I had attended one funeral
many years ago where this happened and the moans of the “dead man” sent everyone fleeing
the room.
Very large and ornate coronas, or floral crowns, begin to arrive. These are
circular floral arrangements where the flowers are placed in a Styrofoam circle. A purple
ribbon will be emblazoned with the name of the person, family, or business that sent the
arrangement. People comment on who spent the most to honor the dead by observing the
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size and ornate composition of these coronas. The amount of money that a family spends on
the corona indicates to society how important the deceased was to them and also how
wealthy the family is, that they could afford such an elaborate corona.
Different comments made it clear that the coronas were seen as a social
statement as well as a condolence. These comments at the wakes, as the coronas arrived, or
as made by people who arrived later and paused to view the large floral arrangements,
attested to this fact. One man commented that a certain corona “must have cost a fortune. He
must have really been important to them.” At this funeral, where I was asked to join in a
neighborhood contribution for buying a large one, the woman making the collection
suggested that we all needed to make it clear that the deceased was “muy querido” or much
loved on the block.
In the background was also the idea that the dead could see how much the
family cared for him. This was demonstrated and visible in the amount he or she was willing
to spend on a corona for his funeral. Certainly in a society where gift giving is the key to
securing favors the deceased remember that kindness and will repay the favor once he or she
has arrived in paradise. This is an important motivational factor in the decisions made by the
living as they dedicated themselves to assisting the deceased on his journey. The commerce
between the living and the deceased had begun in earnest.
Throughout the afternoon, evening, night, and following morning, there were
people coming and going. As each new group arrived, many would view the face of the
deceased and then say a word or two to the deceased man before turning to give condolences
to the widow, who stood faithfully by the head of the coffin until she could stand no more.
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Her endurance was a sign of her dedication and an indication of her purity, as demonstrated
by living up to the expected role for the bereaved widow. The widow stood there till she
fainted at one point and then dragged off and stretched out on a couch until she recovered.
Doña Hilda was dressed in black but not even she wore a veil, as these have totally
disappeared in the hotter regions of the country. Giving in to the realities of the tropical
climate, the veils disappeared several years ago in what was one of the first major changes in
the funeral ritual in centuries. She was also overweight, very distraught, and so she lived up
to expectations by fainting during the wake.
Many of the women bent over and kissed the glass over the face of the
deceased as a sign of respect and affection for the departed individual. The widow then used
a handkerchief gripped tightly in her hand for drying her tears to clean off the lipstick
smudge left by the kiss. People moved off and formed small gender-segregated groups
where they philosophize about why the deceased was good and how they also demonstrated
those same good qualities of the good man who had just departed.
The priest did not take any active part in the velorio but simply congregated
with the female groups rather than with the men. Never once did I observe any social
interaction between the men present at one of these events and the priest. One of the men
puckered his lips in the traditional form of pointing and flicked his head in the direction of
the priest. “El faldón aprovecha. ¿No?” He comment was that “The big skirt is taking
advantage of things, isn’t he?” He used a common slang expression for the priest and the
robes they wear, which remind the men of the skirts women wear. In this case he was
apparently referring to the amount of liquor he was consuming. But another man, using a
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common form of innuendo picked up on the comment and replied facetiously that “Si no se
cuidan, les saldra guevon” or in English, “if they are not careful he will prove to them he
does have balls.” He was commenting on the reputation of many priest to take advantage of
the liquor and the women at events such as this. This interchange brought laughter, in spite
of the sad nature of the gathering.
During this time the conversation was universally directed at praising the
deceased for being such a good person. There is a common saying “muerto malo no hay” or
there are no bad dead. Men spoke about how a man fulfilled his “macho” duties by buying
drinks for his friends and by how many women he seduced and how many children he sired.
These attributes made him “un buen hombre; muy macho” or a good and virile man.
This concept is so prevalent that each year on father’s day the television news
programs will search the country for the man who has fathered the most children and is
therefore the most macho or virile. The number of women used to accomplish this feat only
adds to the mystique. This year the man was from Santander province and had sired at least
seventy children by some forty women. Yet at the time of the program he was living alone,
abandoned in old age by the women he had abandoned in pregnancy. Seldom do these
programs consider it to be a negative attribute the fact that in most cases the women and the
children were abandoned and that the supposedly macho father had little or no part in the
financial support or rearing of the children. Men are defined as being good men based upon
their fulfillment of the expected gender role and that expected role does not include nurture
or even financial support of children.
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The women focused on the qualities important to the men important to them
and to their gender. This includes qualities such as his faithfulness in always providing at
least minimally for his family and never bringing dishonor on them by allowing his wife or
family to be exposed to his secondary family or families. It is not the fact that he has had
additional women but that he flaunted those affairs to humiliate his wife that would make
him a bad husband. I once commented on the fact that a man had many other women and his
wife simply shrugged and said “they help me love him.” The fact that he always provided
made him a good husband for her. The rest did not matter.
When the deceased is a woman, the men will praise her faithfulness to her
husband and her polite disinterest in his extramarital affairs and feigned ignorance of his
philandering. One woman demonstrated this noble quality of the ideal woman when she
calmly stated that “Yo no se si mi esposo tenga otra o no y francamente a mi no me importa”
in other words, she did not know if her husband had other women as his lovers and that was
not a matter that interested her. By saying this she was declaring that she was a good woman.
This woman did have legitimate complaints about her own husband though and the funeral
wake for a good man was a good place to air them. So there where the good Don Rodolfo
was laid out, she complained about her husband’s failings. After all, proper values must be
reinforced and that is one of the purposes of the wake. What did concern her was the fact
that her husband was irresponsible with his duties as a provider. That was his sin in her eyes.
The women present also mentioned prominently their own qualities as a
mother. Frequently this was done as the praise the widow for being such a good mother to
her only son. One women said that she also had been a good wife because, in her words “I
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always had his clothes fixed and ready, I always had good hot food ready, and I gave him
sons.” The women spoke of the current widow’s endurance in suffering, her motherhood
qualities, and her presumed return to “virginity” after she given birth to one male offspring.
The fact that she never had any more children seemed to confirm this fact to all. She suffered
with the quiet resignation of the Virgin Mary, she had given birth to only one son, and so she
was the ideal woman and was an example for all of them to emulate.
Once a fairly large group of people had gathered, following the same pattern
seen in Restrepo, some older woman began to chant the mysteries of the rosary as a means
for surrounding the deceased with sort of a spiritual lubrication to aid in his passage though
purgatory and into heaven. These mysteries are focal thoughts used to direct the intoning of
the chants during the death ritual and they are related to significant aspects of Christ’s
ministry and passion while here on earth. These events, such as his birth or betrayal, are then
never again mentioned as the chanting itself is focused on Mary and her qualities and
capabilities. Each set of chants are repetitious and simply repeat the wording of the previous
set. In a somewhat couched manner, the desired societal values for both men and women are
presented in these chants in coded form.
The old lady, fingering her rosary, intoned in a dry, almost bored sounding
monotone “Dios te salva Maria, llena eres de gracia; el Señor está contigo, bendita eres
entre las mujeres y bendito el fruto de tu vientre, ruega por nosotros, pecadores, ahora y en
la hora de nuestra muerte, amen.” (God save you Mary, you are full of grace; the Lord is
with you, blessed are you among women and blessed is the fruit of your womb, plead for us,
sinners, now and in the hour of our death, amen.) She repeated this ten times. There are
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more than one hundred names and titles for Mary listed in the books that direct the folk
religious component of the funeral liturgies and these were inserted into the consecutive sets
of chants. Each set of chants was begun by listing the mystery in which those who are
chanting are supposed to be meditating while participating in the chants. The people all
stared off into space during this time, never making eye contact with anyone else and never
showing any emotion.
At the end of each chant, the people responded by saying “Gloria al Padre, al
Hijo, y al Espiritu Santo” (Glory to the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit) as they all made
the sign of the cross. At the end of each set of ten, the leader chanted “María, Madre de
Dios, Madre de gracia, Madre de misericordia, Virgen perpetua, defiéndenos de nuestros
enemigos y amparadnos ahora y en la hora de nuestra muerte, amen.” (Mary, mother of
God, mother of grace, mother of mercy, perpetual virgin, defend us from our enemies and
help us now and in the hour of our death, amen.) As mentioned, there are hundreds of titles
for Mary that can be used in these chants and it seems to be up to the preferences of the chant
leader as to which ones to include as she directs the chanting. These sets were repeated in
five sets of ten chants. The old saying that if “you repeat something often enough you will
come to believe it” seems to be the paradigm motivating this behavior.
After each set of chants was over, everyone made the sign of the cross and
many of the people left. As more gathered, the process began again with the only notable
difference in that the mystery that was cited, such as the Angel’s announcement of Jesus birth
or Jesus suffering, was listed at the focus of the meditation. There were different types of
mysteries, such as the joyous mysteries, the mysteries of suffering, and the glorious
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mysteries. Each category of mystery had five subcategories within it. In this way the
chanting could go on all night with only a few repetitions of the focusing thoughts within the
sequence.
As I mentioned, there is normally no priest present for this part of the death
ritual, but this was a very religious family and so they had hired one to come and be present.
Being a very traditional family they wanted everyone to know that they are fully orthodox.
In this case they paid for the presence of a priest at the wake in order to certify to everyone of
their adherence to full orthodoxy, even though he did nothing all night. Normally this aspect
of the death ritual is lead entirely by folk religion leaders, who in every observed ritual were
old women. He simply sat and chatted with different group of women throughout the
evening, always with a cup of aguardiente or local whiskey in his hand. His presence did not
inhibit the activities and by evening he appeared too inebriated to notice what was going on
anyhow. This was the only exception to this standard behavior and I deemed it an aberration
rather than the norm.
Mary is so central to this segment of the folk religion that even secular
publishers take advantage of this fact and have incorporated some aspects of these chants into
books that they sell for use in directing the folk religion segment of the mortuary ritual. One
such example was the book titled Novenario del Pueblo Católico, where the reader is guided
to chant “Santísima Virgen María, Reina de todos los santos y Madre mía, designado por
vuestro Hijo expirado en la Cruz para salvar a todos los hombres, acudo a Vos con amor y
confianza, pues sois Abogada de los pecadores y auxilio de los cristianos” (Chuchoque
1997,8). In stating “Holy Virgin Mary, queen of all of the saints and my mother, designated
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by your Son as he expired on the Cross, to save all men, I come to thee with love and
confidence, since thou art the intercessor for all sinners and the help of all Christians” they
plainly place Mary in the place of savior and intercessor, eliminating God or Jesus from any
central role in that salvific function for the deceased. In doing so they confirm one of the
primary characteristics of folk religion in that the Supreme Being is made distant and
inaccessible; replacing him with a more benevolent female deity who becomes the forgiving
mother figure of all weak and sinning human beings. This sets the cultural traits for male and
female roles in the religious and material aspects of life as well as insuring that the females
dominate these aspects of life. So in the home as in religions the women dominate.
As mentioned, in the days of the inquisition the priest would have kept a
watchful eye on what was going on here in order to search out unauthorized deviation. Any
hint of non-Catholic religious expression could have meant death (Benazzi 2001). But
recently that vigilance has ended and people practice this segment of the ritual unhindered.
This may be because they can no longer enforce standard practice or it may be due to the fact
that they simply do not care about what goes on in these folk rituals anymore. In spite of
this, fear still lingers in the minds of some. One man told me “Yo voy para que nadie piensa
mal de mi aunque yo no creo en todo eso,” or in English “I go (to these wakes) only so that
no one thinks bad about me because I really don’t believe in all this.” In other words he was
present so that no one would suspect him of heresy or of being irreligious. Today such
suspicions would probably only lead to gossip. As recently as the 1950s it would have meant
a near-certain death (Chapman, c. 1950, Easton 1954, Guzman Campos, Fals Borda, and
Umaña Luna 1962).
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This current lack of supervision leads to some limited improvisation,
especially in extolling the forgiving nature of Mary and imploring her to rapidly secure the
forgiveness of the sins of the deceased and to expend her scapularies to him in order to lift
him out of the flames of purgatory. The scapularies, a very popular local talisman, are held
high and waved as this aspect of the ritual is chanted. Normally they are exhibited demurely
hanging between the woman’s breasts, exposed by the traditionally low cut dresses worn in
Latin America.
They must be worn over the heart to be effective and they must be seen by
others in order to confirm the spiritual nature of the wearer and in order to be more effective.
After all, as I was told by one woman when I asked about the apparent exhibitionist nature of
their display, it needed to be displayed so that God would recognize it. After all, he said
“whosoever confesses me before men I will confess him before my Father who is in heaven.”
Good works must be seen to be effective. Richardson, when he conducted his study did not
seem to be aware of this fact as he when he commented that in a religious precession a
woman’s dress was “cut so low as to be indecent” (Richardson 2003, 230). She was actually
demonstrating her piety. The admiring stare of others renders the scapularies more powerful,
even if the eyes of others were originally drawn to the scapularies by what was also displayed
around them.
The women who participated in this event were all very old ladies. They are
now far removed from sexuality and so for this ritual the scapularies are removed from the
neck and waved back and forth as the chants are intoned. This is supposed to emulate the
manner in which Mary waves her own scapularies over purgatory so the suffering souls can
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grasp onto them and be lifted out of the punishing flames and into heaven. There are many
prints showing her doing this and I have included a copy of one such print in the addendum.
This is a clear demonstration of the use of magic words and talisman of special powers that
must be manipulated in a specific manner if they are to work together and to accomplish the
desired effect.
All during the evening and the long night the widow and very close relatives
remained by the body. They left only an occasional trip to the restroom. Rodolfito, the son
spent the entire night with a bottle of aguardiente, a local version of whiskey in his hands,
frequently taking a swig from the bottle. His drunkenness increased and his behavior was
viewed approvingly by the others present as a sign of his devotion to his father and his
suffering at his father’s death. Friends and distant relatives arrived, spent some time and then
went home to rest or sleep. I asked one female relative of the deceased if she did not get
tired. She responded that “no me dio ganas de dormir pues el dolor es demasiado fuerte.” (I
never had any desire to sleep as the pain was simple to strong.) She was a niece and had
been raised in the home of the deceased man and was in many ways like the daughter the
deceased man never had. Relatives who are not so close and family friends often left after a
short period. Many times, especially if they are close friends or distant relatives they will
return after a short period of rest and spend some more time accompanying the deceased and
his close relatives. It was rare for the family to be left totally alone.
When the appointed time arrived for the orthodox requiem mass in the
Catholic Church, the pall bearers took the coffin out feet first. Since this was a more modern
funeral and the interment was to be in an American style cemetery outside of town, the coffin
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was loaded onto a funeral car, which was a modified old American station wagon. This
transmogrification of an old family car into a vehicle of death seemed to juxtapose the two
aspects of life in stark contrast to one another. In keeping with tradition, the driver proceeded
slowly, but much faster than what one could have walked. Still, other drivers patiently
waited as the procession passed. No one honked and as always, the more religious made the
sign of the cross as the coffin passes by. Even with the traditionally and famously impatient
Colombian drivers, this is one situation where everyone simply pauses in quiet reverence in
the presence of the dead. To honk or show impatience would be considered to be extremely
disrespectful of the dead and an affront to the family of the deceased. There is the latent fear
that the deceased might take note of this disrespect and cause harm to the rude individual
once the deceased has arrived into the spirit world. While having diminished somewhat in
recent years, there is still great respect for the dead.
There is the stark realization that everyone understands that a death is such a
significant event that it will affect everyone in some manner. So as a result traffic just stops
until the funeral procession has passed on by. Only then, after the slow, solemn procession
has passed will normal life resume. This is true even for those who had no relationship
whatsoever with the deceased and his family. Death is always a social event that affects the
entire community.
When the coffin had arrived at the church building, the priest was already
standing there waiting to greet the deceased at the door. He sprinkled holy water on the
coffin and those bearing it. He chanted a reminder of how the person had been carried in as a
baby and been baptized by being sprinkled with holy water. He stated that as he entered this
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life that way; by being carried into the church to be sprinkled with holy water, and so now he
has left this life in the same manner. There is only a slight variation from the ritual at
Restrepo at this point. The priest turned and then led the procession up the aisle and until
they reached place before the Alter in the front of the church. As he arrived there, he
signaled to the pall bearers to turn the coffin and place the head of the deceased towards the
Alter, which they did. The funeral mass began. Since the family thought they were wealthy
at the time they planned for the funeral, they had hired four priests to officiate at this funeral
mass. This was the most that were present at any of the funerals that I witnessed or was
informed about in my interviews. The purpose is that the more priests that are present the
more effective they are in getting the deceased out of purgatory.
At the requiem mass the parts included always depended on the amount of
money the family has been willing or able to pay. The variation in the formal religion
segment of the death ritual depended entirely on the amount of money the family had and
was willing to spend. A funeral as elaborate as this one is a rare occurrence today because of
the cost. Every component has its cost and will not be performed unless it has been paid for
in advance. The number of priest involved in officiating has the most significant effect on
the cost. The higher the rank of the priest, the more they charge. The more elaborate the
funeral, the greater the number of priest, and the large sum of money it costs all supposedly
collaborate to shorten the stay of the deceased in purgatory and to thus speed his entrance
into heaven where he can begin to plead for favors for the living.
Doña Hilda had echado la casa por la ventana, or thrown the house out the
window for her husband (this is a common saying which means that she had pulled out all
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stops) in an effort to get Don Rodolfo out of purgatory as quickly as possible. However, as
the fear of the suffering of the dead has diminished, so has the willingness to spend such
large amounts of money on helping them to escape from purgatory. Today many people
seem to just presume that their loved ones were good and so are soon released from suffering.
The admonitions of the priest now frequently fall on deaf ears.
The Eucharist was offered as it always is as a required component of the
requiem mass. It is taken vicariously by those who attend on behalf of the deceased. The
priest said that is so doing they could demonstrate “quienes son sus verdaderos amigos” or
who were the true friends of the deceased. An offering was also taken up with the promise
that by giving the people have all contributed to helping the deceased receive absolution and
by these purchases of posthumous indulgences those donating could shorten his stay in
purgatory and thus his suffering. They are reminded that once the deceased arrives in heaven
the donor can begin to make supplication for themselves and that the deceased will remember
their generosity. The priest never failed to take up an offering but the emphasis on the
promised effect diminished somewhat there in Villavicencio as compared to Restrepo. At a
wake in Bogotá, no mention was made of purgatory or the affects of the offering in
diminishing the suffering of the deceased.
The presence of an unmistakable element of commerce between the deceased
and the living is always an obvious and ubiquitous element of the death ritual of folk
religion. I would even go so far as to state that it is an essential element. By helping the
deceased in his or her journey, the living will be given the privilege of being able to ask him
or her for favors once that person has arrived in heaven. Out of gratitude for the help on the
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journey, the deceased will serve as an intermediary with the higher powers and thus secure
the favors on behalf of the living.
At this point, the priest led the procession to the door, followed by the coffin.
The deceased left feet first but since the coffin had already been turned so that the head could
face the Alter; there was no need for any further turning at this point. Once outside of the
door, the coffin was again placed into the old station wagon and the whole procession headed
off in slow motion towards the cemetery. At this point the priest at the church simply bids
farewell by sprinkling more holy water on the whole procession and returns to his rectory.
This family had been able to pay for the additional services of a priest who officiated at the
cemetery, but since the burial took place at a privately owned cemetery there was a priest
available there for that service.
They have a saying: “Entre bomberos no se pisa la manguera.” This literally
means that firemen don’t step on one another’s hoses. The actual meaning is that each priest
has his territory and one priest won’t infringe on the economic activity of another. As a
result, the family was not able to get their favorite priest to officiate at the cemetery but had
to accept the services of the priest who worked at the cemetery. This was one of two
interments where a priest officiated at the actual burial. The widow later explained that she
had hoped to bury her husband in the basement of the church but space was now limited; the
cost had been more than she could afford. That favored location is now the domain of the
high level priests and the very rich.
The funeral procession was always a slow event that took most of the
afternoon. They had a clear reason for this. As mentioned in relation to the funeral at
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Restrepo, it was once commonly believed that if they traveled too fast the spirit of the
deceased would be separated from the body and could become a tormenting spirit in the
town. This was a very traditional family and the widow insisted on the procession traveling
very slowly. This belief is fading and is mentioned only by the older participants. In many
modern cities, the central cemetery is long since full and so the dead are interred in American
style cemeteries on the outskirts of the town. This was the case in this funeral and in every
funeral in Bogotá, where now all of the cemeteries are located far from the population
concentrations.
In these cases, as happened here at Villavicencio, the body is taken in a
vehicle adapted for this purpose. The fancier it is and the more like a hearse it is the more
costly the rental will be. Those not able to afford the hearse will be forced to accept having
their loved one transported to the cemetery in the back of an old pick up truck. This process
always still involves a slow ride to the cemetery. The further away the cemetery is, the faster
this drive becomes. Apparently even the spirit world has been affected by modernity and the
spirits now seem to be able to travel much faster and can keep up with the motorized hearse.
There were two times in the entire process when emotions often became very
pronounced. The wailing and loud verbalized expressions of pain and loss occurred when the
death first occurred (or in some cases this happens when the family is first advised that a
loved one has died). The consequential death ritual was and always is a numbing event and
emotions tend to subside into occasional sobbing throughout the ritual. The direct male
relatives are usually drunk for most of this time and often slump into an alcohol induced
stupor during much of the wake. But at the cemetery, when the coffin was lowered into the
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ground, close family members are frequently overwhelmed by their pain and sense of loss.
Doña Hilda began to wail and nearly fainted as the final service concluded and the grave
diggers lowered the coffin in the grave and began to fill in the dirt over the coffin. She
appeared to want to jump in on top of the coffin and had to be held back by relatives. At this
point she simply slumped down, supported only by the tight grip of her relatives. The cries
of the family could again be heard during this whole process as their wailing tended to build
into a crescendo as pain was verbalized as the coffin was lowered into the ground and the
grave diggers began to cover it up.
Many times at the funerals I observed in the Llanos the widows fainted as
Doña Hilda did. It is common at many funerals for very close relatives to attempt to jump
into the grave with the coffin, only to be dutifully restrained by friends and other family
members and this funeral was no exception. At this time the wailing and pain-induced
shrieks will very frequently effervesce into the collective expression of a loud crescendo of
individualized suffering. This was strangely lacking at the funeral in Restrepo. Since that
town was the most conservative I was puzzled. When I later asked one woman who is
knowledgeable about the region about this she simply said that “That is common when they
are true Llaneros, because the Llanero is very dry when faced with death.” The deceased
man there had been a true Llanero whereas Doña Hilda and her family had all come from a
different region of Colombia.
As the funeral of Don Rodolfo drew to its conclusion the grave diggers
worked feverishly to cover the coffin as rapidly as possible and thus alleviate the pain of the
family. Plus they were paid by the job and the more quickly they finished the sooner they
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could go home. As the coffin was covered up, the weeping subsided and people began to
pull flowers from the coronas and throw them into the grave as the grave diggers continued
to work rapidly to cover the coffin and fill the grave in the shortest time possible. Only then
did the mourners file away, leaving only the closest family members to linger alone by the
grave for a considerable time afterwards. In their loneliness and hurt, the now quiet sobbing
gave way to a relief in some small degree of the pain they carried in their hearts; a loved one,
a valued member of their insular community had departed and the community suffered that
loss together. Life would never again be the same.
In times past, the minimal response would have been a primary internment
funeral mass followed then every day for nine days by a memorial requiem mass. This total
event was called the novenario and that word is still applied to a mass that is held on the
ninth day. In recent times it is far more common to have only this one mass held on the ninth
day after the person’s death. This was the only funeral I was aware of where this older
custom of a daily mass for the full nine day period was still followed. This time frame is
very important, because it is believed that the spirit of the deceased lingers around the body
for nine days in hopes of returning to it. During this time a veladora is always kept burning
in the house and a glass of water was left full and sitting beside it. By the end of nine days
this wandering spirit comes to realize that the body is well along in its decomposition and
that returning to inhabit it will not be possible. Most people today have opted for one
requiem mass to close the initial period of morning. This seemed primarily due to the cost.
The aged Doña Hilda opted to hold all nine masses as she still followed the old custom. She
is one remaining link between the old customs and the effects of modernity.
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The funeral mass on the ninth day was to make sure that this separation of
spirit and body actually happened and that the spirit departed to its new habitat. This
novenaria mass also served to ease the departing spirit’s way into the afterlife, lessening the
trauma for both the deceased and the living. It also helped to support the orthodox element
of religion by providing income to the local parish priest. In the process, the deceased was
also believed to be aided in that the temporary but obligatory stay in purgatory as that
suffering was also shortened by these efforts. So it was only with this novenario mass that
the living could rest assured that the spirit of the deceased has finally been successfully
dispatched from this world into the next. As a result, this novenario mass was and is a very
important event in the death ritual of Colombian folk religion. This is the official end of the
funeral wake and the burial process but not of the mourning period, which goes on for one
month with intensity and then for a full year with a lesser degree of intensity. Every single
funeral, even the ones where some of the family members were Evangelical Christians, this
novenario mass was observed.
But Doña Hilda went far beyond this standard custom and paid for the daily
masses during the entire month after the death of her husband. The more affluent or the very
dedicated would have always gone to this length in the older days but now this is the custom
only of the older, affluent widows. This custom is expensive and is becoming much less
common today. In fact, it occurred only this once in the funerals that I studied. After the
initial period of mourning, be that nine days or a whole month, funeral masses are held on
each yearly anniversary of the death until the fifth year. After five years the body was
scheduled to be dug up and the bones would then be presented to the closest family member,
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usually the widow as the widow or the closest living relative if she has not died by then. But
in the modern cemeteries, such as the one selected by Doña Hilda, the lots are owned by the
family in perpetuity.

The Wake in Bogotá, Cundinamarca
Bogotá is the capital city of Colombia and it is a world class city of some
seven million inhabitants. There has been some limited immigration from Germany and
England in years past and because of political and business interchange, there has been a
great deal of cross-cultural influences mixing with the local culture. The climate in Bogotá is
colder and people tend to be more isolated. Due to the immense size of the city, there is not
the same sense of community that is found in the villages and smaller cities. Plus the colder
climate means that people do not tend to intermingle as they do not sit out on the sidewalk in
the cool of the evening to escape the heat in the house as they do in Villavicencio and
Restrepo.
In Bogotá, located at over 8,000 feet up on a high plateau of the Andes
Mountains and like many large cities, suffers from endemic crime and violence. People tend
to scurry home after work and close themselves in their houses for security and warmth.
These characteristics affect the way people view each other and the way they view death. In
the very large city, the attendance at funerals is not so much a city wide event as it is a
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smaller community event based on familial relationships, social friendships, and business
connections. That was the case with Julio Antonio Ambrosio.
Don Julio passed away on February 18th after a long battle with cancer. He
was a relatively successful business man and had managed to send all of his children to
college, with some going to study in Europe and others to the United States or Mexico.
Tragedy had recently struck that family as his only son had died in a mysterious mid-air
explosion of the plane he was piloting. The son became a commercial pilot, which in
Colombia is a respected and well paid profession. He landed a job as what everyone thought
was the corporate pilot flying a high performance twin engine executive aircraft.
Everything seemed to be going well. The son had married and fathered
several children. He was a successful professional and his father was very proud of him.
Then one day, his boss called and told him to take the plane from Bogotá to Cali and to pick
up some people there. He took off that morning from the El Dorado Airport but about half
way to his destination the plane exploded in midair. There were nothing but pieces to pick up
and both airplane and pilot had been scattered over a large area. It was a tragic end to what
seemed like a charmed life. His entire family was shocked and devastated, as would be
expected given the tragic and untimely nature of his death.
The official investigation blamed the accident on mechanical malfunction and
the owner collected a large insurance payout. Some said that the accident had really helped
him out of a financial bind into which he had fallen. There were also rumors spoke of mafia
involvement but the family simply said that as far as they knew it was just a tragic accident.
The pain of the family was intense as they buried their only son in a costly cemetery in the
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north end of Bogotá. Don Julio was never the same afterward and by bizarre coincidence or
direct correlation he soon fell seriously ill. After many tests and visits to the doctor he was
diagnosed with terminal cancer. He could afford the best clinics and so his medical treatment
lacked nothing. As his illness progressed, he spent more and more time visiting his daughters
who lived in Spain, Mexico, and France. At times he seemed to be doing well only to have a
sudden relapse and then once again wind up hospitalized for days or even weeks.
Then, after a rather lengthy trip abroad to visit his daughter in Mexico, he
returned to Colombia and almost immediately fell seriously ill. He lingered for only a few
days in intensive care before the end came. He passed away on the 17th of February with his
wife and one daughter at his side. His death was not unexpected but it was still a painful
shock for the family. The patriarch had departed and with him the certainty of economic
prosperity that he had given to them. His absent family members were immediately
informed and in a rare delay, the internment was postponed for two days to allow the
daughters who lived abroad to arrive in Colombia for the funeral.
The cooler climate of Bogotá permitted what would have been unthinkable in
the heat of the Eastern Plains. His death had been a solitary affair and the interment would
be delayed by two days so that the family could arrive from Europe and Mexico. Since he
had died in the isolation of an intensive care unit of a local hospital there was only the quiet
sobbing as the gathered family was informed of the sad event. They had been repeatedly
warned of the immanent nature of his demise and so acceptance came somewhat easier.
They were well to do and so had already made arrangements with a very nice and very
expensive cemetery in the far north end of Bogotá; the same one where they had buried their
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son and brother a couple of years earlier. Don Julio was a wealthy business man and no
expense would be spared in helping him in the passage from this life to the next. He would
be buried beside his beloved son whose untimely death had seemed to take all will to live out
of Don Julio.
The arrangements office at the cemetery was called and they immediately sent
a genuine hearse to pick up the body. He was prepared in the traditional manner but not
embalmed. People were advised by phone and by announcements in the El Tiempo
newspaper, the largest and most prestigious in Bogotá. There were no posters glued to the
walls and light posts or sound trucks roaming the city. This was a very different place from
the Eastern Plains, even though only about 60 miles separates them. By the afternoon of the
18th the wake was to begin. After a long, two hour drive in the heavy evening rush hour
traffic, I arrived at the cemetery in the early evening and spent the rest of the day there with
the family.
At the gate a guard came out and asked who it was I was there to see. I
informed the guard the name of the person I was there to accompany during the velorio. He
nodded and swung the gate open. As I entered, he gave me a receipt which would allow me
to exit with my car later on. This is a measure to prevent theft of vehicles during the long
hours of darkness when people are at the wake. This had become a very common problem
and so now an armed guard watched over the cars while the mourners were inside. He
indicated where I was to park and so I entered, parked the car, and headed for the velorio.
This cemetery was a one stop burial service. The cemetery had been started
by Americans as a business and offered the chapel for the wake, the church building for the
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funeral mass, and a crematory oven or funeral plot, depending on the wishes of the family.
They offered a cafeteria for feeding visitors and a floral shop for ordering the corona of
choice. One thing curiously lacking here were the rental ossuaries in a wall surrounding the
cemetery. In fact there was no wall surrounding the cemetery; just a wall by the road to keep
the flower venders and other unauthorized commerce out of the cemetery proper.
Plots were sold to the families rather and being rented and for those who
wished to dig up the bones; they were permitted to do so and the plot could then be re-used.
Very small plots were available in a back corner of the cemetery for the ashes of the cremated
and for the bones that had been exhumed. These plots were much cheaper and measured
only about a foot square. Prices of plots varied according to size and proximity to the
velorio chapel and church building. The family of Don Julio now owned two of the most
expensive plots in the entire cemetery, as they were located directly between the church
building and the chapel. The plots were on a gentle grassy knoll overlooking the lake in
which the velorio chapel had been built. It was a beautiful location for eternal rest. Father
and son would keep one another company.
The velorio, or chapel where the wake was being held, was situated in a small
lake, completely surround by water. Large fish would come to the surface of the water under
the bridge, apparently waiting for crumbs. This delighted the children who would spend their
time feeding the fish instead of staying inside with the adults. The chapel included a
cafeteria where those attending the wake could buy coffee, soda pop, and light meals. On an
hourly basis, free coffee or herbal tea was served in tiny plastic cups that were too hot to
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comfortably hold. I entered and began to look for where Don Julio was being velada, or
watched over for the period of the wake.
This was not an easy task as the building actually included three separate
chapels, each one round in shape and surrounded by other odd shaped rooms with couches
and chairs. There was a large crowd of people milling about as two different velorios were
occurring at the same time. I found the correct alcove and signed the guest book and entered.
The sala de velacion was actually two rooms; one for the body and a larger room for the
guests to gather and talk or reminisce. The posh comfort was a stark contrast the plastic
chairs used in the prairie region. The body was in a very well made and obviously costly
coffin, though again it had the half lid that was raised to expose the body. There was the
glass covering the body, as was the case in each wake observed. Even in Bogotá, as in a
popular saying “huespedes y muertos huelen a feo despues de 24 horas” or in English, both
“guests and the dead smell bad alter 24 hours.”
Don Julio was dressed in a suit. His eyes and mouth were pressed tightly shut
and there was cotton stuffed into his ears and nostrils. There was placed in his folded hands a
small card bearing the image of the Divino Niño, or the divine child, a popular icon for men
in Colombia. This was the second time I had seen this image in the hands of a deceased man.
There were two large candles above his head, which was also pointed towards the north. The
widow stood dressed in black, at the head of the coffin. I greeted her in solemn tones and
expressed my condolences. She hugged me and thanked me for coming. I spoke with her
only very briefly and then moved on to let others also pass by. I noticed that a woman who
followed leaned over and kissed the glass over the face of the cadaver. The woman then
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turned to speak with the widow. After she had passed by, the widow used a handkerchief she
was holding to clean the lipstick off of the glass that covered the face and torso of the
deceased.
After this I moved into the side room where people were sitting and standing
in small groups. Everyone spoke in hushed tones. As I walked by, one woman said “como es
Dios de justo. Imaginase, con la edad que el tenía y ¿todavia en eso?” She was making a
veiled reference to the gossip that Don Julio had become sexually involved with a young
clerk at one of his stores and that his death was punishment from God. So she muttered the
observation that “Isn’t God just. Can you imagine, someone of his age still doing that type of
thing?” Men are expected to outgrow their philandering and settle down in old age. Don
Julio had not done that and this improper social behavior was being reprimanded at his
funeral. Women judged the deceased man based on his proper fulfillment of expected
behavior. Don Julio had fallen short.
The family and men that were present judged him differently. Sexual
behavior was not seen as a fault. Other characteristics were evaluated. An administrator of
one of his stores spoke about how he had been a very good boss and had been generous
enough to help him out when his child fell seriously ill. A daughter was talking to someone
else about how he had always provided well for his family and that all of his children had
studied whatever they wanted to wherever they wanted to study. He had fulfilled for them
his responsibilities and so was judged as a good man.
A brother of the deceased commented how he had never recovered from the
death of his son and he commented that “Eso fue lo que mató” that “the death of his son had
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killed him.” Two older men, apparently close in age to the deceased, stood together chatting
in a dark corner of the sitting room. They spoke in very low tones. As I slowly walked by
one man said, “Uuih, aprovechó hasta lo ultimo, ¿No?” “Si, guevón el tipo” replied his
friend. The first had commented that the deceased elderly man had “taken advantage (of the
women) until the very end.” At which his friend had responded with the word “guevón”
which is a corruption of the superlative form of the word for eggs.
In this Spanish slang, the word egg is the common term used to refer to the
testicles, much as the words nuts or balls would be used in American English slang. To put it
in the superlative is the equivalent to adding the adjective big or large. So the second person
speaking was admiring the deceased because he demonstrated vividly that he was a man with
big balls. Another and more common term is cabrón, which means a billy goat. This second
term is considered less vulgar and would be more common in mixed company. Whatever the
case, when used by men in such a situation, the terms are considered complimentary. They
were admiring Don Julio for his sexual virility that he had apparently maintained until the
very end of his life. This was the characteristic that make him macho, or to other men, a
good man, at least in their eyes.
About ten o’clock an older, grey headed lady appeared and began the chants
of the rosary. She was the only one I saw leading there. She did not appear nearly as old as
the ladies who typically occupied this function in the prairie region, but I could not tell if this
was merely due to the harshness of life there or to a real difference in age. There were no
other ladies to take turns at this velorio so as this woman tired, she would stop for a while;
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only to reappear later and to begin again. Again, I left around midnight and drove to my
apartment.
I skipped the velorio that was held the second day. Since this was a longer
death ritual, lasting for three days as they awaited the arrival of the children from Europe and
Mexico, I was told the family had gone home sometime after midnight and did not return
until the next afternoon. That day was also open to the public, though it did not last as late as
the velorio had the first night. Again the family went home to sleep but on the third day, the
day of the burial, everyone was back early. I returned that morning to accompany the family
in the last segment of the velorio and then the actual funeral. That morning the attendance
was very large and the rooms and the passageways of the velorio were packed. The
internment was to be held at 12:30 so that people could be there during their lunch hour.
Bogotá did not stop for death as had Restrepo. All through the morning the same lady who
had led the chants the first night was there again directing this aspect of the funeral ritual. I
did not discover if she were paid or if this were a voluntary service. In the Llanos it was
always voluntary but the family was expected to give them a tip or a gift.
Something very different occurred at this funeral. Since the deceased had
family members that were evangelicals, a preacher who was present was asked to have a
prayer. This was an impromptu request by one of the daughters and she took the lead in
announcing that a minister was going to say a word or two and then have a prayer. The
chanting was stopped and after a short Biblical meditation and a prayer, the chanting
resumed, almost as if it had not been interrupted. Shortly after noon a cemetery worker
dressed in a uniform entered and told them that they needed to get the body over to the
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chapel as they had only a half hour scheduled for their mass and then another funeral was
scheduled. He closed the wooden lid to cover the glass window and then retreated to the
doorway. Here in Bogotá even the dead had to pay close attention to the clock!
Six men gathered and lined up beside the casket and lifted it. Once again as
the pall bearers picked up the coffin, they insisted on turning it around so they could exit with
the feet of the body leaving first. This proved very difficult because of the small size of the
room and the crowd that was gathered around. The worker was urging them to hurry but
they would not exit the room until the body had been correctly oriented. Finally, they
achieved the proper orientation and moved out. The coffin was carried out of the building
and across the bridge. The distance between the chapel and the church was about a hundred
yards. The men slowly traversed that distance and arrived at the door of the chapel where the
mass was to be held. Here the body was placed on a wheeled cart so that it could be rolled to
the front of the chapel. A priest waited there in a white robe and a deacon stood beside him
in a purple one.
The chapel had a high vaulted ceiling with massive wood beams. The
windows were stained glass, much like one would see in a cathedral or church building in
older sections of the United States. The scenes were of the life of Christ. At the peak of the
roof there were windows that let in a bright shaft of light that shone downward and
illuminated the Alter. As the body arrived at the entrance to the chapel, it was turned so that
the head would face the Alter. It is considered disrespectful to have the feet pointing towards
the alter, just as it had been in the Llanos. At the same time, the feet must always enter and
exit the doorway first. This is so common and so important that the saying in Spanish “they
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will carry me out feet first” is the dynamic equivalent to the English saying “he kicked the
bucket” and in both cases the saying refers to death.
The priest wore white instead of the traditional black. A deacon wore purple
so that everyone knew who was who. Status and function is very important. This mass
included a sermon that was more geared towards hope and did not mention purgatory. I was
surprised by the hope that was central to the sermon, especially since the priest was reading
the liturgy from a book. This book was the new liturgical manual used in the more modern
funeral services. The book is titled Ritual de las Exequias (death rites) and was first
published in 2001 (Salazár Gomez 2001). This was the first and only time I saw it in use.
The priest later authorized me to buy a copy at the Catholic seminary book store in the city.
Normally these books are sold only to priests. The book contains secret words and is not
normally shared with the public. I was impressed with its elegant yet modern language and
the message of hope that it presented. In this sense the funeral in Bogotá was very different
from the fear laden rituals of the Llanos.
At this funeral the family participated. What was even more surprising was
that it was a daughter who passed the Altar onto the stage to read the eulogy. This never
would have happened in the past as the very presence of a woman in this area would have
ritually polluted it; as women who have been sexually active are seen as polluted. But she
walked with confidence to the front of the room and began reading a eulogy in which she
exalted the qualities that had made Don Julio an ideal father and grandfather. With
impeccable dress and a quiet dignity she intoned:
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Today the 20th of February, we are gathered here to say good bye to the physical
presence of Julio Alberto, Don Julio, or simply Gordito (fatso, which is not pejorative
as it is in English but is actually a common term of endearment) as we all called
him . . . confronted with your sudden departure we now render homage to you, you
who knew how to fill our lives with happiness, love, teaching, and good examples.
With diligence you have achieved your greatest goal in life; to build the future by
building up your home together with Rosita . . . seven children and fourteen
grandchildren who have all budded from your strong branches. . . .
She went on to speak about how he had produced children, provided well for them, and been
there to spoil the fourteen grandchildren. For the women of the family, these qualities made
him an ideal man. He had fulfilled his expected role in their lives. Since he had done what
had been expected of him as a father, his philandering was not considered to be a problem.
For them it was these provisional attributes that gave meaning to his life for them. She
concluded by wishing him “Onward to your new business in paradise; good wind and calm
seas—onward my valiant one; until we meet again in that place” and then she returned to her
seat.
As far as the family is concerned, the proper role of a husband and a father is
to provide for them. They judge him on those qualities and do not mention or consider other
aspects of his life in their appraisal of him. This is why none of them mentioned his
philandering; they did not consider it a problem. Since he had fulfilled the primary
expectations that the females of the family had for him, those details were insignificant. In
fact, such behavior was expected of a macho man. There was no indication of fear of
purgatory or punishment. He had fulfilled his role and purpose in life and he was due his
reward. After all, how could he be punished for simply being a man and doing what nearly
all men are expected to do?
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There was a song or two by a professional singer located at the back of the
building. She was accompanied by a pianist who had been hired for the occasion as well.
After that the Eucharist was offered and an offering was taken up. No mention was made of
either of these activities helping Don Julio on his journey. They were simply a part of the
service. The mass was concluded with holy water being sprinkled on the coffin and a
blessing for the journey.
The coffin was pushed to the back of the chapel on a small wheeled support
on which it had been placed. As the lids were now shut, the pall bearers discussed among
themselves where the feet were and which way they should carry the coffin. Since no one
was sure one of them suggested opening the lid to check. The others objected and so they
finally decided to just carry it the way it was setting and hope they got it right. They carried
the coffin back towards the velorio as the family plot was only a short distance away. The
cemetery itself stretched for a very long way as row after row of headstones marked the
different plots.
Don Julio was laid to rest next to his beloved son. The internment service was
short and was conducted by a different priest from the one who had officiated at the funeral
mass. It lasted about ten minutes and the priest spoke of Don Julio being at rest and peace.
There was a soft sobbing by the widow and a couple of the daughters. They all pulled
flowers from the coronas and tossed them into the grave as it was being filled; shovel by
shovel full of dirt. No one seemed to leave until the grave had been filled. At that time some
people simply left but many took the time to pass by the family and the widow one last time
and express condolences and say goodbye. I joined the line and again was hugged by the
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widow as I said goodbye. I moved on away from the grave and headed to my car. As I
looked back at the chapel I could see smoke coming out of the chimney of the crematory
furnace. Modernity had come to Bogotá.
In the days after the funeral I returned to the cemetery to speak with the priest
who had officiated. His expressed outlook was not very different from what I had found in
the prairie region. He spoke of giving hope and peace to the family but privately he stated
that in spite of what he said that everyone had to go to purgatory for their sins for at least a
little while. I asked what type of sins required time in purgatory and he simply said,
“Everything, like not going to mass on Sunday.”
I was surprised after hearing his sermon where he spoke of peace and rest.
But then he explained that the American owners insisted that in the services they seek to
console the mourners and not speak of such things. So that is why he said they kept that part
positive. I asked about the service he had read and he showed me the manual he used. I told
him that I liked it for its elegance and hope and that I would like to have a copy. It was then
that he made arrangements for me to buy my own copy. This was a special favor and
indicated that he accepted me as a brother in ministry even though I had told him I was an
evangelical preacher. After we had shared a cup of strong Colombian coffee, I thanked him
and left to return home.
The whole process had given me much to think about. Don Julio had also
been dispatched from this world to the next, but in a very different fashion from the services
of the prairie region. There was much less emotion expressed. There was no glass of water
under the coffin. Even the unofficial aspect; the rosary chants, were limited to the literal
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repetition of the rosary as printed in the missal. There was still the universal belief in the
afterlife, in the continued relationship between the living and the dead, and the tendency to
search for and explain the cause of death.
The ritual in Bogotá bore a closer resemblance to a funeral in the United
States than to one that would have been celebrated in the poor barrios of the city or in the
Eastern Plains where I had lived for twenty five years. With the exception of the rosary
chants, there was little mention of Mary or of her role in the rescue from purgatory. There
was no mention of paying for more masses, the novenario mass, or the mass that was held on
the ninth day after death, just as it had been in Villavicencio and Restrepo. The novenario
was held though, as I received the invitation eight days later.

The Novenario or Ninth Day Mass
In the previous three sections, I have simply described three of the six wakes
that I attended. In those wakes, I mentioned the novenario mass. But the novenario mass is
a both a component of the larger death ritual and it also merits consideration for what it adds
to the data relating to the meaning of life. For this reason further explanation is in order.
This segment of the death ritual has its own intent and purpose. Once the deceased has been
buried, whether by burial within the ground or in a crypt in the wall of the cemetery, life goes
back to a numbing existence for the family of the deceased. The business end of the funeral
and of the deceased are often attended to in this period.
People who were owed money begin to appear at the door to present the
widow or other remaining family members with proof of the debt owed. Banks are advised
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and paperwork for the transfers of accounts is taken care of. The place of employment, if the
deceased were an employee, is advised and life insurance and pension claims are made. This
is a very busy time for the family as they attempt to defend themselves from the negative
effects that the greed of others can often cause.
In a rather crude but common saying, “al caido, caerle” which means, when
someone falls down or dies, that is the time to “fall on them” or take advantage of them. One
widow bemoaned the fact that she could not find the pay stubs for the caretaker of their
family farm and so he claimed he had not been paid in more than twenty years. As a result,
the family lost the farm because of the greed of their former employee and the carelessness of
the deceased. The widow shared her sad story:
Who could have imagined that he would do that to us? We gave him a place to live
and allowed him to plant part of the farm for himself. We always paid him a good
salary. And now look at what he did to us. He paid back all that help by stealing our
farm. I talked with a lawyer but he said if the man had possession for that long and
we did not have the receipts where he had been paid then the farm was lost. There
was nothing we could do. Can you imagine that? My husband just trusted him
because he thought the man was buena gente (a good person).
She moaned at the thought of the loss and the injustice. She spoke about how they had given
the caretaker a job when he was down and out. They had done all sorts of favors for him.
And now that her husband was dead he had taken advantage of her to steal the farm with
false claims. As she wept bitterly she said “solo lo ayudamos y vea como nos paga” (“All we
ever did was help him and now look at how he pays us back”). Such stories are common.
It is during this time that the family begins the difficult process of adjusting to
the new reality of life; a reality that is often very harsh economically if the deceased was the
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primary provider for the family. During this time the popular belief is that the spirit of the
deceased lingers around the former lair that was inhabited by the person in life. Apparitions
and sightings are common. In fact every single person I interviewed had experienced some
sort of paranormal apparition of a dead relative. One lady told me that “I have felt his
presence but I have not seen him. But Rodolfito (the son) has seen him and talked with him.”
People who have experienced these apparitions are absolutely certain that they have seen and
spoken with the deceased loved one. Such experiences are a universal component of the
death experience in the rituals studied. This can be both the source of consolation and/or
terror.
If there was a close, love relationship, these sightings are a source of great
consolation and the deceased often communicates important information to the living. This
information can be advice on how to precede, the location of important papers or
information, or messages about the state of the deceased in the spirit world. Many times the
information given in these apparitions proves to be accurate and helpful. One lady, who was
lacking some important documents relating to her husbands previous work said:
My husband appeared in a dream to Marcela (her daughter). He told her that if we
went to a certain store in the downtown we would find a lady dressed this way and
that. She could give us some important papers to help with the (pension) claim. My
daughter went downtown and found the store. There was a lady in there dressed just
as she had been told. And sure enough, that lady gave us some papers related to my
husband’s work as they had been coworkers back then.
This was the first type of interaction and a very common type of communication between the
living and the recently deceased. In the latter circumstance, the message can be pleas for
help to escape from purgatory or assurances as to the person’s well-being in the spirit world.
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In times gone by, the former was nearly universal but more recently it seems to be more
common for the deceased to assure the living that they are already in paradise and are not
suffering.
Where there was a conflictual relationship, the deceased often comes back to
haunt or torment the living. In the movie Como Agua Para Chocolate (Like water for
chocolate), the youngest daughter had lived a very tormented existence with her stern and
overbearing mother (Arau films 1993). After the mother’s death, the deceased woman
continued to reappear and to make demands and criticize Tita. This is a common experience
when there was great unhappiness in a relationship and the tormenting spirit is often a motive
for recurring to folk religion for relief. Magic words, charms, and spells are used to insure
that the deceased finally departs and goes permanently to the spirit world.
The novenario mass is the first and most important of these efforts. These
apparitions were a universal attribute of this process in every case that was studied and with
every single person that was interviewed. This may explain why the novenario mass
continues to be practiced universally even when the deceased or his or her families have been
influenced by Evangelical beliefs that commonly discount this aspect of death. By simply
denying it, many evangelicals seem to have insured that the practice continues in a folk
religious format.
These are the reasons why the novenario merits additional consideration. On
the ninth day after the death of the loved one, a requiem mass, called the Misa del Novenario,
or the “mass of the ninth day” is scheduled. It is commonly believed that this is the end of
the period when the spirit lingers in or returns frequently to this world to communicate with
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the living. Failure to have the ceremony will mean that the spirit of the deceased does not
fully leave the realm of the material world. Even a good person is thought to be haunted by
his or her inability to depart and so even a loved one might become a source of anguish for
the living.
For some the departure of the spirit is a relief for it means that the deceased
will no longer asustarles, or frighten them, with these unnerving appearances. But for others
it will mean that the deceased is now finally fully integrated into the spirit world and will no
longer be permitted to come back for visits to the family, with the possible exception of some
special or very important mission. Yet it is this full incorporation into the spirit world that
means that the deceased can begin helping the living by becoming their palanca, or
intermediary with the powerful beings of the spirit world. The mass is announced mostly by
word of mouth and the simple knowledge that the Novenario is always going to be held. As
a result, people universally expect it to be held and so simply show up at the proper time.
Attendance is usually large but is seldom as large as the funeral. This is because at the
novenario mass the men are largely absent. Folk religion once again becomes the domain of
women and the faldones, the effeminate men who are the priests. The only men generally
present are the close relatives and a few close friends.
The mass itself includes a traditional service with the communal chants of the
rosary and the reading of prayers by the priest. The Eucharist was offered on behalf of the
deceased and an offering was taken up, both as tools in the effort to help insure that the
deceased would be aided in escaping purgatory more quickly and thus arrive in heaven. At
one time this process of securing the release from purgatory was considered to be very long
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and very costly. More recently the common belief seems to be shifting to a much shorter
period. The fear of hellfire has faded as more people seem to presume that their loved one
must be safe in heaven and also rely on folk religion to help achieve this goal rather than
depending on the priest.
In an interesting gender difference, women are almost always expected to pass
very quickly into heaven because of the spiritual quality that women are understood to have
and the fact that most women have been celibate again in their later years in life. One
woman put it plainly, “my husband is old now and he can’t force me, so about seven years
ago I told him no more; from now on he was going to respect me.” Purity is associated with
sexual abstinence. She was preparing for her passage into the spirit world by returning to
purity. I asked her how this affected her husband and her marriage. She asked “you mean
sexually?” Then without waiting for an answer she went on, “That is his problem. There are
other women that can help me out by loving him in that way.” Then she laughed. She saw
any continual sexual need as a sign of worldliness and badness in the spiritual sense. Her
husband’s problems were not hers.
Men on the other hand are considered more physical because of their strength
and the perceived strength of their sex drive. This condemns them to more time in purgatory
as they must pay for the pleasure and power that they enjoyed in this life with suffering in the
next. Pleasure in this world is seen as sin and the antithesis of pleasure in the spirit world.
One widow, who paid for daily masses for the entire first month and then monthly masses
after that, commented on her anguish at the thought of the suffering of her “viejito” or old
man. I protested that he was a really good person and she responded simply that “hombre es
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hombre,” a man is a man. In other words all men are sinners and so even the best has a lot to
pay for in the next life. The novenario is the official end of the primary mourning period and
the concluding dispatch of the soul into the spirit world for the majority of people in this
region of Colombia today.

The Desentierro or the Disinterment of the Remains
For the next several years, the deceased remains buried. The deceased has
been buried, either in the ground, in a crypt constructed of cement block or brick above
ground, or in a crypt built within the cemetery walls. These differences are presented in
ascending order with the latter being the preferred method of burial. Cost however is a factor
and rent is higher as the methods that are presumed to be better are selected. Traditionally
plots and crypts are rented from the Catholic Church and are not owned by the family. In
times past, the universal custom was for the person to remain buried during the course of five
full years. I was told that in times gone by it was seven years, the Biblical number for
perfection. As cost and space became an increasingly important factor this time has
progressively been shortened. Cemeteries that were built more than a hundred years ago
continue to serve a community that has grown tenfold. This has dictated a shortening of the
burial period in order to free up the grave for the next occupant. In cases of extreme poverty
and a pauper’s burial, the body is often dug up in only a few months. Still, today four years
seems to be the new norm.
The desentierro is generally a lonely event. Normally, only the immediate
family is present. It tends to be a traumatic time, filled with many tears. The tomb is dug up
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or broken open and the remains, usually skeletal, are removed. If the burial was in the
ground, there is seldom anything of the coffin left. No vault is used to protect the coffin
when it is buried so decomposition of the soft wood is rapid. When the coffin is placed in a
crypt in the cemetery wall, the coffin remains partially intact but often is still found to be in
poor condition. The coffin often falls apart or crumbles as it is pulled out of the crypt.
In previous years a priest would have always been present to officiate, but this
seems to be rare today, apparently because of the cost. There is a priest on duty in the
cemetery for this purpose or for simply saying a mass to help the deceased in the journey to
heaven. His secretary collects the money before the person can approach the priest for any
services. With or without the priest, the disinterment continues on a strict schedule. The
bones are examined and conclusions are drawn. This is usually a very traumatic time for the
family and this ritual is characterized by much weeping. To see only the bones of what was
once a dearly loved family member is very traumatic. Still, they are there for a purpose.
First, the rent has run out on the crypt or the grave and the loved one has to be removed.
Secondly, the condition of the bones needs to be examined because this supposedly tells a
great deal about the deceased.
Three conditions are necessary for the family to presume that their loved one
was especially righteous and is therefore certain to be in heaven. These conditions are: the
complete decomposition of the flesh and clothing, clean white bones, and hair and finger
nails that appear to have grown significantly since burial. The Nobel prize-winning
Colombian author Gabriel García Márquez demonstrated the pervasiveness of this popular
belief in his book Del Amor y Otros Demonios (Of Love and Other Demons). There he states
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that in a tomb that was being removed for a construction project there were the remains of
one young virgin who had died as the result of being bitten by a rabid dog. When her tomb
was opened and her remains were removed, “That the splendid hair (of the deceased)
extended clear to the ground and measured twenty meters and eleven centimeters” (García
Márquez 1994, 11, my translation). In a tomb where only pieces of bone remained, to find
hair measuring seventy feet in length demonstrated a righteous and pure virgin, for only such
a person would have had their hair grow to such lengths after death! A woman in Restrepo
confirmed this belief and the truth of it. When I mentioned this belief she said “Yes that is
true. I have seen many cases and the hair is very long and beautiful. That is very precious
when that is the case.” Others confirmed the solidity of the belief. However, when I have
looked at tombs that have been broken open and in the one desentierro I witnessed, there was
never any hair or fingernails left.
When all three conditions are present, the deceased is presumed to have been
a person of exceptional spirituality and purity. The recent widespread use of synthetic
materials for clothing has complicated this procedure as this often leaves clothing intact.
Generally an effort is made to dress the deceased for burial in natural fabrics to avoid this
problem. In every individual that I asked about this procedure, all assured me that their
relative filled enough of these requirements and was therefore most certainly now in heaven.
After this, the bones are gathered together and placed in a much smaller
ossuary and then reinserted into a much smaller crypt in the cemetery walls. Once again this
involves the paying of rent. The bones of some very special individuals can be placed in
crypts in the basement of the church building, but that is only for high church officials and
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the very wealthy. Most will reside in the walls of the cemeteries until there is not one left to
pay the rent. The bones of the very poor are simply thrown onto a bone pile at the back of
the cemetery. The pieces of the exhumed coffins are simply piled up and burnt.
In the case of one desentierro, that of the beloved wife of a 76 year old
widower, the elderly gentleman was notified of the event by the church officials. He arrived
at the cemetery at the appointed hour and began to plead with the official for another year.
“That is the custom” he pleaded. “Not any more” replied the official “Now it is four years or
you have to pay extra.” They haggled about the price for a while but were not able to come
to an agreement and so the official ordered the crypt broken open. The coffin fell apart as it
was pulled from the crypt in pieces.
The cemetery worker who opened the crypt gasped in amazement “¡ve!” or
“would you look at this!” He was clearly surprised and with this the aged widower opened
his eyes again as they examined together what was left. To everyone’s surprise, there was
nothing left but the cranium and a piece of one femur. There was nothing else except piles of
dust in the bottom of the crypt. While the hair and the fingernails were gone, the old man
gazed in with amazement and said with an air of wonder that he had always known that his
wife “had been a true saint” and to him this was proof. He instantly interpreted the near total
decomposition as a sign of greater than normal purity on the part of his deceased wife.
The grave digger picked up the skull and handed it to the widower. He held it
in his hands and moaned as he rocked back and forth. Finally the grave digger nudged him
to indicate that he was running out of time. The old man did not have the required price and
pleaded for consideration and mercy. Finally the grave digger agreed to place the few pieces
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of bones that remained in a small crypt on the condition that the old man would bring him
half of the normal price but would tell no one. They put the cranium and the small piece of
femur into a sack as he could not afford the normal ossuary and carried it to another part of
the cemetery where it was inserted into a small ossuary crypt and then resealed with bricks,
mortar, and stucco. The old man slowly left the cemetery, looking back several times as he
departed.
Weeks later he recalled the event and mused that he had felt much traumatized
for days after wards. “No es facil ver lo poco que quedó de mi amada” or “It is not easy to
realize that there is so little left of someone you loved so much.” But he lamented that he had
never been able to scrape together the money to pay even the reduced price he had negotiated
with the grave digger. He told me “now I am afraid to go back and see what has happened. I
am afraid that since I could not pay he took her out and just threw her away. I could not take
that so I have never gone back. Still, with this event a degree of final closure had come. The
deceased was now really dead and gone. The death ritual was over. Life could go on.

Cremation
There is one comment that should be added here. As mentioned in this
description, cremation is now becoming more common in Colombia. Obviously there are no
bones left to examine after cremation. One research participant told me simple, “With
cremation, modernity has come to Colombia.” He was referring to the fact that such a
significant segment of the death ritual had been abandoned. This has happened for several
reasons. One that was mentioned to me was the loss of respect for the dead. Now tombs are
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commonly pilfered as people break in and steal the bones or at least take the skulls so any
gold can be extracted from the teeth. At the same time, cremation is much cheaper as there is
no purchase or rental of the plot.
In the elimination of the desentierro, there has been a lessoning of the
significance of attempting to determine the location of the deceased. There is a much greater
tendency to simply presume that the loved one is in heaven. The fear of hell and its suffering
has not disappeared, but the duration of such fear is now much shorter. This has reduced the
income for orthodox Catholicism and cemeteries and crematoriums are now generally
operated as commercial businesses. This means that the Catholic Church has lost some of its
grip on the beliefs of the people and on the death ritual itself. More is now conducted in the
realm of folk religion.

Rituals of Lesser Significance
Along with the primary death rituals already described, there are many other
rituals that are practiced in a coterminous fashion. These lesser rituals are practiced by a
smaller percentage of the people and are both related to the religiosity and wealth of the
family. I will include these rituals for thoroughness. In many cases these rituals are but
extensions or expansions of others already practiced. In other cases they are additional.
The most important of these secondary rituals is the culto de las animas or the
cult of the spirits. This activity is usually referred to as the cult of the dead in English.
Everywhere in Colombia, Monday is a very busy day at the cemetery. I observed one full
Monday of activity at the central cemetery in Villavicencio. People with deceased loved ones
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go there to visit with the dead and to ask them for favors. A fascinating study on this topic
was done by Gloria Inéz Peláez (1997) for her master’s thesis at the Universidad Nacional.
The title of her thesis was Religiosidad Popular: un Estudio del Culto de las ánimas en el
Cemeterio Nacional (Popular religiosity: A Study of the Cult of the Spirits at the National
Cemetery) and she presented for the completion of her Certificado Profecional, the rough
equivalent of a Master’s degree in Sociology. But for this dissertation, the cult of the dead
spirits is not as central to the search for basic meaning in life because it would only confirm
what has already been presented; that being a firm belief in life after death, together with the
communication and commerce with the dead.
The essence of this cult is that of continuing to visit the deceased family
member so that the spirit being will not be lonely and will realize how important they were to
the family. Every Monday morning the flower venders and others who sell religious
paraphernalia, such as cards bearing the image of some saint or icon, will stake out their
favorite booths, usually attained on the basis of seniority. Some people begin to arrive as the
first light of day begins to chase away the temerity of the darkness in a cemetery. However, a
latent fear of lingering malignant spirits means that the bulk of the people arrive in the heat
of the day and in the afternoon hours. People will buy flowers and religious cards and carry
them into the cemetery to the location of the grave or crypt where the family member is
buried. I watched them stand next to the grave and the women’s lips moved as they carried
on a quiet conversation with the deceased relative. They commonly told them how much
they missed them and how difficult life was without them. There is a quiet and reverent
communion between the world of the living and the world of the dead.
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Some lingered for only a few minutes while others spent the entire day. At
some point, the living always informed the deceased that they have brought them a gift and
the flowers and maybe a religious icon or a card that they were going to place at the tomb.
After a visit of respectful length, the living began to share their hardships and needs with the
deceased relative. The living often asked for advice on how to deal with a problem or for
help securing a needed favor from the powerful beings in the spirit world. One woman asked
that her son be “let out of jail.” Another asked for help with financial problems. In another
part of the cemetery someone asked for health.
All kinds of needs, especially those deeply felt, are presented to the dead. The
dead involve two types of intercessors. The first is a deceased family member. The second is
a local, non-official saint. Every cemetery seems to have one. The story is usually of a
young virgin that was raped and died in childbirth. Most people will visit both the dead
relatives and the grave of this dead holy girl whose terrible suffering is seen to give her grave
and spirit exceptional power. It is hoped that the dead will serve as intermediaries with the
more powerful beings in the spirit world in order to help the living secure the favor. I have
never known anyone to claim to take a need directly to God, at least not until they become
evangelicals, which works a major transformation of their worldview and in the process,
reorders the spirit world for them. Instead, the cemetery is the gateway because it represents
the point of access to the foundational level of the feudalistic system of intermediaries that
still exist in their spirit world.
It is normally sometime after they have begun to practice this cult of the dead
spirits that they receive the first sure sign that their loved one has escaped purgatory and is
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now in heaven. This is accomplished by presenting requests only to the deceased person.
The request is not presented to any other intermediary until the deceased person has failed to
respond. Should a certain period of time pass without answer, it is presumed that the dead is
still in purgatory and so more masses need to be paid for and the request is taken to some
other intermediary in an effort to secure the needed favor.
This is where the local saint of folk religions comes into play. The grave of
the local saint, La Niña Neusa, was adorned with hundreds of tallow candles, locally referred
to as veladoras as well as flowers in sign of the request and with hundreds of small marble
plaques that were placed there in appreciation for a miracle that she has granted to someone.
This local folk saint is used until the deceased relative is in heaven and can help or in
addition to that request if the need is urgent.
In folk religion the focus is on securing the basic needs of life and this is the
epicenter of that effort. Finally, one day, there is joy when a requested favor has been granted
by the deceased relative. Small favors are granted directly. Larger ones are presumed to be
granted by Mary but it is because of the intermediary efforts of the dead relatives. So thanks
are given to the dead relative and to Mary in this latter case. Great happiness reigns in the
household, for now they can be certain that the loved one is safe in heaven; and/or they have
gained a special favor with the local saint. There is not longer the need to spend scarce and
precious resources on requiem masses for the dead.
Candles, called veladoras, or the watching ones, are a primary business
venture of the Catholic Church. These are special ones that are made, blessed, and sold by
the Catholic Church and they used in the supplementary rituals. Candles are sometimes lit at
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the church and placed in a rack at the back foyer, or they are taken to the cemetery and lit and
left there. Candles are often lit at the many shrines that dot the landscape. The idea is that as
long as the candle is burning, the prayer or request that was made is being lifted up to the
spirit world in the smoke and heat of the candle. Some of these candles are immense, being
as much as a foot tall and some three inches in diameter. On one or two occasions I have
seen candles that must have been nearly three feet tall, but that is a rarity. The larger the
candle the more it costs. It costs more because more prayers will be elevated to the spirit
world by the larger candle.
But for those who cannot afford the large candles with lots of prayers a more
economical version is available. So a more modest and less expensive one of four to six
inches tall seems to be the most common size. There is a bustling business in the form of
veladoras chiviadas, or false votive candles. These are made without the approval and
without paying the commission to the priest. But the sellers assure the buyers that they will
work and have been blessed by a tegua, or a local shaman. The Catholic Church opposes this
practice. However since they no longer can give orders to the police, in recent years they
have been powerless to stop it. From here the auxiliary rituals practiced become more
closely associated with the spiritist or magical segment of folk religion and are thus less
main-stream. As a result, this is a good place to end the discussion of the death ritual itself
and move on to some additional thoughts and observations.

Additional Observations and Thoughts
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The three death rituals selected for description, as with all of the six death
rituals that I observed for this study formed a continuum. In each location I also interviewed
many of the participants at a later date. As would be expected, certain events, the death of a
loved one primary among them, appeared in every interview. There were thirty people
interviewed and the interview typically lasted around two hours. The thirty interviews added
rich detail and filled in lacunas in the data gathered at the wake itself. People interviewed
ranged in age from sixteen to eighty-four.
This cumulative information, while not always from a relative of the deceased,
still provided a rich trove of data relating to the events leading up to the death, the
preparations, and the attributes that give meaning to life for the individual being interviewed
and to the meaning of life for those individuals that the deceased person demonstrated within
this milieu. The one prerequisite for being selected for an interview was to have lost a person
of special significance to death in the recent past. I will comment at this point on some
additional material observed in the wakes and the correlation of them and also include some
observations about the meaning of life and death that appeared frequently in the interviews.
In every case there was an expressed premonition of death. One lady said
simply “yo creo que la muerte siempre avisa” or in English: “I believe that death always
gives warning.” In every case, some of the living expressed their firm conviction that they
had been advised that death was soon to come for the person who later died. One lady said
that just a few days before her husband died that he had commented that “Roberto (referring
to me) has not returned to the city and I wish I could say goodbye to him.” She said she told
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him that one day I would return and we could talk, but he said that would be too late. She
took this as a warning that he would soon die. Within two weeks he was dead.
This warning comes in many forms, but it always comes. The color yellow,
when it appears in an unsuspected manner, means very bad luck. This is why women wear
yellow panties on New Years day to counteract the bad luck in the year ahead. Butterflies
indicate a spirit of some loved one is about to take flight. Yellow butterflies mean a tragic
death of a loved one. In one case a lady told me that “a yellow butterfly entered the house
and flew circles around me. I knew that meant it was me who would soon lose a loved one.
Within an hour I received the call that my son had been killed in a motorcycle accident.” The
warning proved true.
In another case a deceased relative appeared in a dream and told a person that
her loved one would soon be joining him in the spirit world. In still another case the person
who was to die suddenly began putting papers in order and recognizing the illegitimate
children that he had engendered over the years. A maid for my neighbors arrived one day
and insisted on giving her children to them saying “Please take my children and care for them
as I am going to have surgery and will die.” They assured her that did not happen any more
and she would be alright since it was a fairly minor surgery but they agreed to care for the
children while she had her operation. True to her premonition she began hemorrhaging
during surgery and died when they could not stop the bleeding. It was as if she had been
advised and was certain of what the future held. No one seemed to die without that person or
one of the relatives being warned in some way. This premonition or forewarning of death
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was ubiquitous to the death experience in the region and is a critical component of the good
death.
Another woman told me that her husband one day picked up the books for a
local association he was the treasurer for. She said that “He told me to come with him and I
did.” There at the house of the president he handed in the books and said, “Take these books
as I won’t be able to do them any more.” She said, “We walked home. He sat in his rocking
chair and asked me for a cup of coffee. I brought him his coffee. He drank it, then grabbed
his chest and died right there. It was a good death.” This fact seemed to give meaning to
death both for the living and for the living in regards to the deceased. This forewarning is
part of the good death that is so often referred to by people in this region. When death comes
suddenly or when the person is alone, this is seen as a bad death and is a sign the person was
a bad person and is therefore in for a long and terrible punishment in purgatory.
Another universal facet of the death experience was that the deceased always
communicated back to the world of the living. I mentioned this fact in the description of the
wakes. In every funeral observed and in many of the interviews, when the individual was
speaking about the loved one who had died, that loved one sent messages back to the world
of the living. These messages were sometimes to assure the living that the deceased was now
in a good place; that he or she was no longer suffering. In other cases the communication
included advice on family relationships or important decisions the living needed to make in
the short term. This advice was always seen as accurate and important for the living. In a
surprising number of cases, the advice was very accurate. It seemed to be a ubiquitous
element of the good death as well.
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This belief was so pronounced, that were anyone to suggest that such
communication did not really occur or that it was somehow just a figment of the person’s
imagination, the person making such a suggestion would have totally discredited in the mind
of the hearer. The person making such an obviously absurd and blatantly false statement
would be labeled as ignorant or out of touch with an obvious reality. Oddly enough, both
social scientists and Evangelical missionaries from non-Pentecostal denominations seemed to
be the people who most frequently discredited themselves in this way. The secularism of
America has created a “Flaw of the Excluded Middle” to quote Paul Hiebert, where we can
no longer see or believe in such a spiritual world around us.
Credence in communication with the dead is universal and very deeply held in
this region, at least with every interviewee and death ritual observed. The reality of the
continual communication between the living and the dead is a deeply held belief that gives
meaning to life, both for the living themselves and for the dead as they are perceived by the
living. One man told me that “I could never be a communist because they insisted that there
was no spirit world.” A person who denies the spirit world and communication with it has
placed himself or herself into a category of the irrational in the minds of many of the local
people. This fact bears immense significance for missiology.
While there were many similarities in the death rituals observed, there were
also divergences in some aspects. The wake in Restrepo had demonstrated the greatest
significance of the folk religious element, even to the point of being encouraged by the priest.
Villavicencio was somewhat more formal and included modern funeral parlors. The public
emphasis on purgatory diminished also as the funeral was celebrated in the larger cities. The
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emphasis was the strongest in Restrepo, moderated somewhat in Villavicencio, and then it
disappeared from the public ritual all together in Bogotá. The direction of the corpse as it
entered and exited was equally important in all regions, yet no one could fully explain to me
a reason for this emphasis. One person said that as a person walks feet first the body is
carried that way. North was the preferred direction for the head during the wake. It was said
to be the direction of good where going south meant things were going bad.
The head pointed to the Alter was explained as respect, as if the person had
prostrated themselves before the Alter. For a person to have the feet pointing to the Altar
would be akin to pisotearla, or trample on it. But no one seemed to attach any significant
religious meaning to these features of the funeral wake and mass. Yet the importance
attached to it and the insistence in following these traditions indicates that for some reason
they are very important parts of the death ritual in Colombian folk religion. This area would
require more study for someone to come up with a satisfactory explanation.
In reference to other more specific interpretations of the events and the data;
that will be the subject of the next chapter. In the next chapter I will attempt to explain the
inferred and applied meaning of the different aspects of the death ritual and the existential
manifestation of the underlying belief in daily life by drawing explanations directly out of
this observed data. The extreme importance of the spirit world is primary in the social
construction of male and female identity, as well as the relationship between men and women
and the relationship both hold to this all-important material world/spirit world paradigm, as I
will now attempt to demonstrate.
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CHAPTER 5
FUNDAMENTAL STRUCTURES OF THE DEATH RITUAL

Society builds itself around some sort of structure; some value system that
will then sustain it. In the process, the structure builds society in a symbiotic relationship.
There is a social construction of society. No society can exist without some sort of structural
organization to provide cohesiveness. Lacking such a structure society faces a serious risk
that it will simply break apart. If the individual does not learn to function within this
structure, he or she becomes a misfit or even a pariah. The two are different sides of the
same coin. Each one constructs the other and in this construct, life has meaning.
In many of societies, an argument can be made that such collective values are
religiously based. Within religion, the values are presented in their rituals with the vivid
imagery this invokes within the hearts and minds of the practitioners. This is the case with
Colombian folk religion. The death ritual is at the very core of this socio/religious structure
around which the society of the region is built, sustained, and then transmitted to new
generations.

Primary Extrapolation of the Data
The raw data are descriptive and provide clues as to the seminal beliefs that
form worldview. Rappaport has pointed out that these values “rarely stand naked” before a
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watching world and this is the case with the death rituals in Colombian folk religion. Yet at
the same time these rituals point to all of the significant features of the culture that this
religious manifestation engenders. This chapter is an attempt to draw out these basic
meanings of life and the communicational structure of folk religion through which those
values are expressed. At this juncture, I will briefly mention these basic meanings of life and
the values that flow from them before further developing them in the next chapters.
We have explicitly within the death ritual, both in the imagery, in the chants,
and in the collateral conversations all of the basic paradigms of Colombian society, at least
within the region where this study was conducted. In this chapter I attempt to demonstrate
what is clearly visible directly within the data I have collected. While you may disagree with
some of the interpretations I have drawn, I have attempted to make it clear where the
conclusions I have drawn come from. I have drawn the meanings of life and the values they
produce directly from the raw data and I now present those interpretations beginning with
this chapter. I will now summarize them for the benefit of the reader before I begin to
develop them in detail in the next two chapters. It is here that the worldview themes become
lived realities.
What goes on and what is said during these death rituals speak volumes about
the basic values of life; the building blocks of worldview. Some elements are readily visible
in the observed data. I have and will continue to list these obvious facts as a starting point.
But in referring once again to my image of the banquet, where we are curious observers
peering in from the outside, we must not consider the view from only one window to be allinclusive. There are other windows we must peer through as well if we are to see more of
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and ultimately understand the events occurring inside. We have the data from the death ritual
itself. I have analyzed the ritual components and given my understanding of their basic
meaning. But here I will begin to amplify the meaning and significance of the death ritual by
taking it to the level of worldview themes. I will do this by supplementing what has already
been observed by adding to the previous with what can be observed through other windows
as well.
Two additional windows we will need to peer through include the window of
life story interviews that I conducted with thirty participants of the death rituals in the months
that followed the death of the loved one. The second window that will help to clarify and
amplify this analysis is the window of the precedent literature; what other social scientists
have discovered. In this latter window I will give preference to the Colombian social
scientists who have studied similar areas of the social construct. From this point on, I will
begin to add facets that were not so readily visible within the strict limitations of the death
ritual itself; or were visible only in seminal form. I will attempt to do this by adding data that
I will draw from my supplemental sources, in accordance with the research model developed
before beginning this dissertation.
There are many facts that set the death ritual apart as particularly significant.
The first is that the death of an individual is a traumatic experience, primarily for the family
but also for the entire community where community and family are often intrinsically
interlinked. A valuable member has been taken out of the community of the living and those
who continue living all suffer loss. The relatives and mourners also are concerned about the
person who has died and they are keenly interested in helping that person successfully
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complete his or her spiritual journey. There is a universal belief in the afterlife in a spirit
world. In this afterlife the deceased individual continues to live, just in a different manner.
He or she continues to interact with the living and is capable of serving as an intermediary
with the powers extant in the spirit world who control or influence events in the material
world.
The death ritual is also a clear presentation of the Holy Family where the
father is absent and the mother is characterized by her devotion to her son. The son is
presented as dependent upon her and loyal to her in every way. Mary draws her value from
this mother/son relationship and her purity is garnered by her abstinence from sexual activity
and her suffering. Bigdegain de Uran points out that “In Mary the two aspects symbolizing
the ideal traditional woman are united: that of virginity and maternity” (Bermudez 1992, 110
my translation). Jesus does not present any life-model but only a model of suffering and
death. He teaches people how to suffer and die but not how to live. One of the greatest
modern Spanish thinkers stated that “Man is more than just man; he is more holy when he is
more capable of suffering” (Unamuno 1990, 110 my translation) and also “Terrible are our
crucifixes; our Spanish Christs. They represent the cult of a suffering Christ” (Unamuno
1990, 185 my translation). This model is replicated in the Colombian family and the
individual participants draw their meaning in life from emulating these paradigms.
This develops the female centered family where the primary relationship and
loyalty is mother to son and subsequently son to mother. The father within religion and often
within the family is a de facto, as in the common saying, “cero a la izquerda.” This means
literally that he is “cero a la izquierda” or a “zero to the left” of the decimal point,” meaning
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that for all real intents and purposes, he is a worthless and valueless entry in the family, at
least when he is absent, which is most of the time. There is no model within folk religion, or
the orthodox religion of a strong father figure within the family. If anything, religion is
presented clearly as pertaining to the realm of the female. Latin worldview sees that “The
woman is naturally inclined towards religion; in her is an instinct placed in her heart by God
to protect her” (Bermudez 1992, 167 my translation). The only way a man can participate is
to become emasculated; not a very appealing avenue for participation for the average macho
male.
The Macho man is the response of a man attempting to demonstrate his worth
in the world and the realm where value is attributed to strength and conquest, which is the
world in which he is perceived to function. After all:
A man sees her [woman] as a threat and feels ‘obligated’ to dominate her because that
is the only way he can establish his identity and autonomy in the world: he needs to
dominate the woman so he can feel secure. This is what he struggles for and he is
only content when he converts her in ‘material possession’ or the foundation of his
own triumph. . . .The woman is the first conquest of the man and the body of the
woman the first and most mysterious of his conquered territories. (Navarro 2003, 33
my translation)
So even sex is more than pleasure; it is conquest. The cult of Mary becomes the fountain of
machismo because “a machista interpretation of the cult of Mary had been
imposed” (Bermudez 1992, 109 my translation).
All spiritual help comes from the “Mother God” and in the family the mother
is always the person to whom the children look for their needs and protection. She never
judges, punishes, or condemns. One mother I asked about discipline told me “I always
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thought a good mother should never discipline her children and so my idea of discipline was
to send my sons to football camp hoping that the discipline of the sport would provide
discipline in their lives.” She had been the good mother, like Mary, who never criticizes or
punishes. So Mary becomes a model for motherhood for the woman wanting to be a good
mother. She always forgives and protects, no matter how egregious the offense. In this
respect, “women see themselves only as mothers and they act for and on behalf of their
children. Her life is devoted only to conceiving and nurturing children” (Castellanos and
Accorsi 2002, 259 my translation). Punishment is left to the father, if he ever shows up; and
if he is drunk, as he usually is, the discipline all to often becomes a brutal beating
administered in a drunken rage.
Every aspect of the folk religion is dominated by females, both in the spirit
realm and the material realm. The only male imagery is in the baby Jesus who validates his
mother’s creator role or in the bloodied and moribund sufferer of the fallen Jesus or of the
expiring Jesus on the cross. Jesus is a role model only in his endurance of suffering and in
his willingness to suffer terribly, even to death to sustain his personal honor. The only lifemodel is that of the mother; the virgin mother who was never really a wife. Jesus is the death
model. Mary is the life model.
These seminal ideas of individual male and female role models, of family and
then of society, transmogrify into a highly developed system of social relationships where
machismo is the dominant identifier that affects both family and society. The seeds have
sprouted, matured and borne fruit in the centuries of Spanish and New World cultural
development. Yet were I to develop such ideas in great detail only from the data of the death
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ritual, someone might accuse me of stretching the data. As a result, I will at this point
attempt to further develop this same material by pointing back to the original data while
collating both this raw data from the death ritual with the supplemental data gathered in the
interviews of the participants in the following months and with data from the precedent
literature. It is now time to begin to peer through a few additional windows as we attempt to
understand more about the meaning of life and the values that have developed from those
meanings as we have seen in the death ritual. We will now add the windows of the precedent
literature in Colombian social sciences and the follow-up interviews with the participants in
the death rituals that were observed.

Death Ritual as a Socio/Religious Structure
In the case of Colombian folk religion, the genre is far too vast for any
encyclopedic treatment in this dissertation. In the death ritual the social construct of society
is found in its most condensed and visible form. Since most people find and express
meaning for life within religious structures, this religious structure of the death ritual must be
considered lest any attempt to speak of the meaning of life become a pedantic exercise in
purported social science omniscience. When people suffer, they search for an explanation.
Science has to date proven itself to be pathetically feeble in explaining why one child lived
while another died when both were exposed to the same pathogens. So when a hurting
individual raises his or her eyes and imploring begs for meaning in their suffering, science
remains embarrassingly silent. When the grieving mother weeps over the grave of her
beloved child and pleads for answers, the secular scientist grabs his or her notebook and
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sneaks out the back door. Religion, whether right or wrong, whether folk or orthodox, at
very least struggles with these issues. The religious practitioner hugs the grieving mother,
and attempts to answer her. It is for this reason that the folk religious element of the death
ritual must be covered if this effort to probe the meaning of life is to have any relevance to
the harsh reality in which so many people live in this region of Colombia and the world.
While we have covered the death ritual as a social and religious event, it must
now place it within its physical and spiritual milieu by analyzing the fundamental structures
that give it cohesion and meaning. In the following section, I will attempt to describe in the
most parsimonious fashion possible, the basics of the interaction between the spirit world and
the physical world as this interaction gives meaning to life by answering the questions people
are asking and by providing them with a means by which they can attempt to secure the aid
they feel they need from these spiritual powers. They find in the spirit world a help that they
feel is denied to them within the political and social reality of Colombia. Those who are
powerless in the material world seek access to power in the spirit world.

The Ritual Components and Their Meaning
So people who could not explain the basic tenants of their own belief and
worldview demonstrate in the ritual of suffering what they hold dear. The nature of meaning
and belief is presented to the watching world in the death ritual by the practitioners. This
means that the death ritual is a blueprint for the social construct of Colombian worldview. It
is now necessary that the individual components of the death ritual be unpacked. I will
attempt to explain the primary elements with their meaning.
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The Wake
The primary component of the death ritual is the wake. The death ritual
begins with the wake. The wake is the primary venue in which communication with and
manipulation of the high level spiritual beings takes place. I will now discuss these events
and the elements used in them as a vehicle for the communication and commerce that takes
place. Everything that is done during this process serves the purpose of influencing the high
level spirit beings on behalf of the deceased. This is ultimately done for meeting the needs of
both the living and the deceased.
The body is prepared at the funeral home by dressing it in the person’s finest
clothing, often better than anything the person wore in life. In some cases the clothing has
been bought and held in reserve for this purpose. Eyelids and mouth have been glued shut.
The nostrils and something the ears are stuffed with cotton to prevent the leakage of body
fluids as decomposition begins. The prepared body is enclosed in a closed wooden coffin
with a glass window over the face area.
At the first funeral in Restrepo, I arrived shortly after the body had been
placed in the sala de velacion, or the funeral parlor. None of the family had yet arrived and
there was a reason for this. Good works must been seen and confirmed to be valid and
effective; that is why beggars sit at the cathedral door. That is why the family waited until
others gathered before making their entry. They needed to be seen arriving so that society
could confirm that they were behaving in a proper fashion; an arrival that is fitting good
people in such a circumstance. The widow of Don Neftalí arrived once a small group of
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witnesses were gathered there. She could not have arrived any sooner. As she entered the
room, the whispering stopped and everyone focused their attention on her. She was dressed
in a black dress but without a veil. A light or colored dress would have indicated a lack of
mourning. That would have conveyed the idea that she was not suffering for the death of her
husband and that would have called into question her status as a good woman. She entered
wearing proper attire and was carrying a chrome plated tray with a glass of water and a small
candle wrapped in red plastic on it. She slowly walked toward the coffin without greeting
anyone. She headed straight for the open lid of the coffin where she leaned over careful and
kissed the glass over her dead husband’s face. She began to speak to her dead husband. Her
lips could be seen moving but her words were inaudible.
She then lifted the glass of water as if she were presenting it to him; as if
offering him a drink. Then she stooped over and careful placed the glass of water on the
floor under the coffin. It remained there throughout the wake and was occasionally refilled
by her when any noticeable depletion of the water occurred. Next she took a veladora, or
votive candle, which she also had brought in on the tray. She lit the candle from one of the
larger veladoras that was at the head of the coffin, which had been placed there by the
director of the funeral parlor. She again bent over and placed the lit candle under the coffin
beside the glass of water. The large veladoras imply the prayers or chants of everyone
present but the small candle represented the prayers and chants of the widow for the speedy
passage of the soul of her dead husband through purgatory and into heaven.
Not a word had been uttered, but the widow of Don Néftali had spoken
volumes to the few people who had witnessed her ritual fulfillment and through her actions
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she had declared her status as a good wife to the community at large. Through her actions,
lived out before the witnesses of the community, she had demonstrated to the whole world
that she was a good woman and wife and now a good widow as well. In spite of the fact that
her husband had been an abusive drunk, she was a good wife and always served him well.
She was continuing that trait by serving him in death and aiding him in the transition from
being a member of the living community to becoming a member of the community of the
spirit world. She had made her statement to the world. Only at this time did people rise and
begin to greet her. The death ritual had officially begun.
This was the beginning of the attempts to interact with the spirit world on
behalf of the deceased so that the deceased will later help the living. Those present have the
purpose of securing the mutually desired result for the deceased. They want to help the
deceased successfully navigate the abyss between the spirit world and the material world. At
this liminal stage there is a secondary goal; the goal of preventing the spirit of the deceased
from bothering the participants in the wake, or worse yet, from becoming a duende, or
malicious spirit that is left to wander the world. The soul of the recently deceased is
considered to linger near the body for nine days with that presence fading gradually over that
period. The spirit is thought to be somewhat upset by the turn of events and therefore
inclined to lash out at the living if they are not properly respectful and helpful. There is an
idea that the spirit of the deceased might easily become jealous of the living because they still
enjoy the pleasures that he has lost. This is especially true for the deceased male who has
lost all that was dear to him as he now enters a realm that is largely feminine. So every effort
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is made to ease the journey of the spirit and thus avoid any inclination towards mischievous
behavior at the wake.
The living will also soon expect something in return for their efforts on behalf
of the recently deceased. At later stages in the process, once the deceased has made in into
heaven, the living will expect the deceased to repay these efforts on his or her behalf by
helping them to attain favors and/or miracles from the powerful beings in the spirit world as
the living struggle with the harsh realities of life in the material and physical world. One
woman said after the funeral that “I make all this effort for him. It is only fair that he will
appreciate this and help out later.” This is a group effort as others tutor the widow in proper
behavior and procedure. In order to increase the chances for success, every other widow
present will have advice to offer to the newest member of their agelastic club. One woman
advised the widow to:
Make sure the glass is filled and the veladora never goes out. Otherwise he might
become angry and frighten you or the guests for revenge. After the funeral be sure to
keep both the glass of water and the veladora lit in the house till the novenario (the
funeral mass held on the ninth day after the death), because that is when his spirit
finally leaves this world for good.
The widow nodded numbly as she glanced at the full glass of water and lit the candle under
the coffin.
The purpose of these two elements is to ensure that the deceased does not
become uncomfortable because of thirst or because he or she is feeling neglected. The spirit
of the deceased does not need food since food is considered to be a material element. Water,
on the other hand is transparent and is considered to be spiritual in nature. This is why for a
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period of time after death the spirit does become thirsty and needs water. The spirit is known
to have drunk the water because the level of water in the glass goes down notably in the
course of the wake. The veladora is meant to show the concern of the living for the deceased
and is considered to be a form of continual prayer or chanting on his or her behalf. It is after
this juncture that a more direct form of communication with the high level spirit beings is
initiated. The widow does not lead these efforts though. From now on her place will be to
greet the mourners and to stand faithfully beside the coffin of her husband.

The Requiem Mass and Burial
The final stage in the high level communication within the death ritual is the
Novenario, or the ninth day requiem mass. This component links two important elements of
the death ritual, the folk religious element and the orthodox elements. After the wake has
finished, somewhere near twenty-four hours after the death of the person, the body is
transported to the nearest Catholic Church, or to the Cathedral if they were important or rich
enough. The preferred method is for the coffin to be carried. In days past this was the only
acceptable means of transportation but now modernity sometimes wins out and if the
distance is great a hearse is used. The body is always carried out with the feet pointing
toward the door. It is then turned and carried head first to the church where it is again turned
and entered into the church feet first. Once in the church the body is again turned and placed
with the head towards the Alter.
I asked about this custom and received answers that ranged from the
proverbial blank stare to elaborate explanations about how it represents the continued life of
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the person. Since the living person always leaves room feet first, the deceased symbolically
does the same by being carried out feet first to indicate that they still live but in a different
form. Since it would be impossible to stand them up, to carry them feet first is the closest
thing to doing that. In the church though it would be disrespectful to point the feet at the
Alter, so the body is turned and the head is pointed towards the alter as if the person were
bowing before it in respect. Even the dead must show respect or God will punish them more.
The mass itself is in many ways a repetition of the wake. The primary
difference is that instead of the older women leading it, it is led by a supposedly sexless male
virgin; the priest. He even wears a faldón or big skirt and by doing this places himself
sartorially in the female realm. According to the explanations by the practitioners of folk
religion this is to emulate Mary and the robes she always wears in the pictures. I was
bemused with this explanation and wondered if the priest was aware of it.
Interestingly enough, even though this level is part of official orthodoxy, it is
still directed at the Virgin Mary. Not even the priest can access God directly. Perhaps
because there is no reason, since God is seen as angry and judgmental. To get what is desired
a more caring deity must be approached. This deity is always found in the person of the
Virgin Mary. She is seen as the source of help for the deceased sinner and is the key to
securing his or her release from purgatory. God is seen as so high, distant, and irascible that
there is little or no reason to approach him directly. Not even the emasculated priest is good
enough to approach him directly. He is still contaminated by his male nature.
The Virgin Mary is seen as the loving and tender mother who could never bear
to see a son suffer and so can be counted on to help him out. This conceptualization is then
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replicated in the family and marital relationship of Colombian families. The primary
relationship is mother and son leaving a situation where the largely absent father is to be
tolerated and avoided. This is the imagery and the teaching of the death ritual. This is why
“the Virgin is the symbolic projection of a series of emotional attitudes formed within the
first years of a child’s life. Emotional attachment to the Virgin is thus acquired as one of the
deepest and earliest psychological experiences. . . . any rejection of the Virgin is tied up with
rejection of mother, home, and family love” (Nida 1974, 131).
At the same time there is a near total absence of any male role model in life
within folk religion. There is no meaningful male role within the spirit world and this
imagery carries over to become a model for religion and the family. The only males present
are the angry God to be avoided, the dead or dying Jesus who demonstrates the strength and
endurance of the male, and finally the child or baby Jesus that validates Mary in her role as
loving but sexless mother.
With this example, it is little wonder that men are rarely involved in the
rearing of the children. It is very unusual for there to be any affection expressed towards the
husband and father by either children of the wife. When a mother speaks to her children she
will talk to the child about “su padre,” your father but almost never as “my husband.” The
orthodox religion and the folk religion hold a similar paradigm that has carried over into life
and become the social model for the family on this earth as well as in heaven. This paradigm
is a challenge for missiologist who wish to change an ancient model that has great tenacity.
The number of priests employed to say this mass is supposed to multiply its
effect. One woman beamed that she had paid for “four priests to say mass for my husband
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when he died.” She was sure that because of that he was already out of purgatory. Since the
priest is supposedly a virgin and sexless, he is the rare male who is high enough on the scale
that he can address Mary directly as well. So the mass is directed at Mary and she is again
implored to help the deceased out of purgatory. The audience is usually told that by giving a
generous offering they have helped purchase indulgences for the deceased and thus helped
him or her to escape purgatory much more rapidly.
This type of mass is very expensive and today there are times when people
simply cannot afford it. In that case the person is buried without the mass and the belief is
that the person will have to spend much longer in purgatory. In this case the people usually
take recourse in white magic and other forms of spirituality that are cheaper and thus
available to them. The cost though for many people is simply too much and so this service is
increasingly being skipped and the people simply carry their loved one to the cemetery and
watch silently as the grave diggers cover the casket with dirt. After this mass and the burial,
the primary death ritual has reached its penultimate stage. For the next nine days the world
seems to hover in suspended animation for the family as they await the novenario.
The actual internment can be either folk, orthodox religion, or both, depending
on the money available for this segment of the mortuary ritual. That seemed to be the only
determining factor as I asked one family why there was no priest available for this segment
and they simply shrugged and stated the obvious, “no hubo plata para eso” (There was no
money left for that). If the family can afford the priest, he is asked to lead at the cemetery as
well. If they cannot, the burial is lead by folk practitioners or even skipped altogether. In
either case, the goal continues to be the affirmation of the worth of the deceased and the loss
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his or her death represents to the community. It appears that with increasing frequency the
internment is accomplished with no priest present because of the financial limitations of
families in the region.
Those accompanying the dead also strive to help the deceased throughout the
death ritual so that he or she can arrive safely in heaven as quickly as possible so those
participating in the death ritual can begin to receive a return on the time and money invested
in helping the deceased get out of purgatory and into heaven. There is a clearly expressed
belief that once he or she arrives there, the newly arrived soul will show appreciation by
interceding and granting favors to those who continue to live on this earth. One lady
exclaimed “Estela ya llegó al cielo porque ya me hizo el primer milagro” (Stella has already
arrived in heaven because she has already given me a miracle). No one doubts this reality
and most would question the mental competence of the person who did question what seems
to them to be such an obvious reality.
After the funeral, what is considered to be the direct interaction between the
living and the dead begins in earnest. In every single funeral I observed, in the months after
the funeral the relatives reported apparitions of the deceased in which he or she delivered
important messages to the living. This was another unexpected category that appeared
during the research and so I began to include the category within my code book and to search
for this aspect of the death ritual in later interviews and in the conversation of the wake
period. Sometimes this direct interaction came in the form of dreams, but many times the
person claimed to be awake and to have actually seen and spoken with the deceased person.
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In many cases they delivered a message or a warning that the witness later claimed to have
come to pass or to be valid. One research participant put it this way:
The dreams of Marcela, well, she was very much affected by the death of her
grandfather, since he had been like a father to her after the death of her mother. So
then she cried and screamed and screamed and screamed. Well it was the thirty-first
of December when we buried him and that night I went to church and stayed till about
ten. Well she screamed a lot until we all finally went to bed. When she got up the
next morning the very first thing she said was that she had dreamed about her
grandfather and that he had told her not to cry any more because he was in a very
good place. Isaura also said that she had dreamed about him and that he was about to
leave with a bunch of books. He told her to hand him the Bible because the Bible
was his guide. I also dreamed about him one night and he told me he loved me very
much but that he could no longer stay because he had to go. I went to grab hold of
him and kiss him but when I went to grab him he disappeared.
No one in my study doubted that this was actually communication from the
spirit world and that it was an important element in what is considered to be an ongoing
relationship between the living and the deceased. This is another worldview theme that was
totally ubiquitous to every strata of the culture that was studied. This communication was
given great importance for the living. In was an absolute proof for most mourners that their
deceased relative was still alive in the spirit world and that he or she remembered them and
was attempting to help the living from his or her new location. This paranormal phenomena
was so universal and the belief in its reality so absolute, that this presents a fascinating
possibility for further research and study.

The Novenario; the Ninth Day Requiem Mass
The Novenario mass is another requiem mass and follows a similar pattern to the one that
followed the wake. At this mass there will be primarily women present. The men have
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fulfilled their responsibility and once again separate themselves from the religious, leaving
this responsibility to the women in the family. It is after this time that the glass of water is
finally emptied and the candle can be extinguished. Some of the very religious widows will
keep a votive candle lit by a picture of a dead spouse for years, but this is less and less
common today. The primary death ritual is now over and life begins to get back to normal.
For nine days the spirit of the deceased is believed to linger in this world as
the bonds to this world break down and the call of the spirit world becomes stronger. The
immediate family attempts to remain together during this time. With modernity work has
often prevented this as many relatives will have to return to work. In years gone by, any
worker would have been excused to accompany the family in this time of grief. Now they
generally get two days for the wake and burial and then have to return to work. But as many
members of the immediate family as possible will remain with the widow when it was the
father and husband who has died. This does not happen when it is the wife and the widower
is usually left along. The lone exception would a single daughter who might remain with
him.

Aids in Communication with the Spirit Beings
These older women who lead the chants use two common aids when chanting
the prayers to the Virgin Mary at the death ritual. They use the Rosary to guide them in the
long series of chants. In the appendix in the first photograph, I have included a picture of a
rosary, which is diagram 5 and several scapularies in diagram 8 in the addendum. The rosary
is held in one hand and the beads are moved forward with the thumb as the female leader of
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the chants progresses through the series. The scapularies are held in the left hand and are
swung back and forth whenever a mention is made of Mary saving sinners from purgatory,
emulating the manner in which she supposedly extends her scapularies downward into
purgatory and lifts the suffering soul up who has been cast there by the distant, very
judgmental and angry God. I have never seen a man with these scapularies and only ever
saw one man other than the priests with a rosary; and that man was referred to as loco by
other men.
The Rosary is used as a memory aid and is used to keep track of the chants,
which can go on for hours. But the size and cost of the Rosary also gives status to the
rezandero, or the chanter. The larger and more expensive the rosary, the more effective the
chants are supposed to be. Since the women are often given offerings or gifts for leading
these chants, the size and cost of the Rosary is seen as a business investment which will
produce significant returns. Some of these expensive rosaries were in the hands of women
who appeared to be rather poor. I was very surprised when I inquired as to the cost of them.
They cost a couple of week’s wages for a working man.
The second aid is a set of scapularies. There are two of these, one bearing the
image of the Virgin Mary in the form of the Sudario de las Animas, or the shroud of the lost
soul, and the other being another, optional portrait of Mary, such as the Bleeding Heart, or
perhaps even one where she is holding the bloody body of her deceased son. Sometimes the
reverse side also had a picture and this second picture was usually of some presentation of
Jesus. These also can range from rather simple scapularies which are tiny framed pictures on
a string to ones made of gold and on a gold chain. Again the cost and quality of the
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scapularies gives status and influence to the owner. When the older woman chants about
Mary saving the soul of the deceased, she will hold out these scapularies and wave them back
and forth, emulating the action Mary will take as she lifts the suffering soul out of purgatory
by extending her own scapularies to him or her as if they were a life-line; which to the
worshiper, they are indeed!

The Cult of the Dead: el Culto de las Animas
El culto de las ánimas or loosely translated the cult of the dead in English, is
the next major phase of the death ritual. This is where the supplicant attempts to influence
the secondary level of spirit being that we have just discussed. This process begins
immediately after the novenario mass and continues indefinitely into the future. In this stage
the emphasis begins with the attempts to definitively establish the deceased in the spirit realm
and the begins to shift from the helping the deceased relative to securing the help of the
deceased for the living. This activity is centered on the cemetery and contains a
preponderance of folk religion with the orthodox element diminishing rapidly with the
passing of time.
This aspect of the death ritual is also the realm of women. The day I observed
in the central cemetery of Villavicencio, I was the only man in the cemetery except for the
armed guards, who were there to protect the praying women from thieves and rapists who use
the tombs as hiding places from which to spring and attack and the faldón, or priest who was
there offering his services for a price. The rare exception is the occasional widower who was
unusually devoted to his wife. Since that scenario is relatively uncommon, it is possible to
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observe many days on Monday, which is the day of the dead, without ever seeing a male
mourner.
This component of the death represents the lower two levels of
communication with the spirit world as seen on the chart that I have used to explain the
levels and channels of communication between the spirit world and the physical world. This
ritual includes two aspects; those being the communication with the higher spirit being by
using the souls of the dead as intermediaries. There are two groups of beings within this
realm. The first is the soul of a dead relative and the second is the soul of a family friend or
neighbor. The visitor as a supplicant always visits both of these segments on each trip. The
first component is where the person will enter the cemetery to visit her dead relatives;
primarily parents and/or her husband if she is a widow.

The Disinterment—Confirmation of Status
But the death ritual has not yet concluded. There is one final stage. This final
stage is not about communication but confirmation. I have already mentioned the
disinterment in the last section. Here I will explain this aspect of the death ritual as it applies
to the death ritual in general as the concluding act in the ritual drama of death. At this stage
the bones are dug up and examined. Part of the reason for this is that the state of the bones
tells the living something about the current state of the soul of the deceased. The digging up
of the bones of the deceased, which now occurs in some cases after only four years, is the
final stage of the death ritual in Colombian folk religion.
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This is often a traumatic event; even more so if the deceased was a person for
whom the living had great affection. The primary type of traumatic disinterment is where a
mother is witnessing the digging up of the bones of a deceased child, especially a son. Once
though, I witnessed a very emotional disinterment where an aged widower was there to see
the bones of his wife of fifty four years.
He wept loudly and his pain was obvious as the grave digger unceremoniously
broke open the burial chamber with one powerful blow from a sledge hammer. The grave
digger stared into the open crypt and stammered “vea esto compañerito” (“Would you look at
this my dear companion”) The old man climbed up onto the scaffolding, as the crypt was
about eight feet up in the air. What amazed them both was there was nothing left except a
few small pieces of bone. The old man in a reverent but saddened tone mused “I always
knew my old lady was a saint.” There is the common idea that total and rapid decomposition
of the body means holiness.
The whiteness of the bones also carries this meaning, as does the growth of
hair and fingernails after death. In the ideal disinterment, there is a complete skeleton. There
should have been growth of the hair and fingernails. The flesh and clothing should be
completely decomposed, leaving only dust, commonly called ceniza, or ashes even though
the decomposition was natural and not due to cremation. The bones themselves should be
white. All of this indicates purity of the deceased and confirms that the person has arrived
safely into heaven. This is a confirmation process and not so much a communication step in
the death ritual.
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García Márquez refers to this same phenomenon when he tells the story of a
servant girl who died as a young virgin, “A marquesa who was 12 years old and died of
rabies, had hair so long it drug the ground like a bride’s veil, and was venerated by the people
of the Caribbean coast for working many miracles (after her death)” (García Márquez 1994,
11, my translation). When later dug up her hair was supposedly 22 meters long. She
became one of their local saints because she was a young virgin who had died a terrible
death. Her very long hair, whether true or myth, confirmed her great purity and her status as
a powerful ánima, or soul of a saint for local veneration and worship.
So certain features of the remains are considered to be indicative of a good life
and the arrival of that person in the final destination in their journey into the spirit world.
Many people now express doubt about this concept. One rather cynical person said simply
“that is another way for the priests to get money out of people” as the burial plots or crypts
can be reused and many families pay for another requiem mass at this time as well. This
component of the death ritual is beginning to diminish as many of the modern cemeteries are
no longer controlled by the Catholic Church and the lots are sold in perpetuity. The cemetery
I visited in Bogotá made only very limited provisions for the disinterment. I attribute this
change to the affects of modernity and the influence of American and more modern western
culture in Colombia in recent years.
This confirmation stage ends all efforts on behalf of the deceased and converts
the deceased into a status of spirit being and the deceased relative now occupies the function
of intermediary only. In this status they sustain or lose influence based on their capacity and
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willingness to help the living. A soul of a deceased relative who fails to provide help to the
living begins to rapidly fade from memory.
At this point I will begin to unpack the individual values that become the
meaning of life for the participants. Even though the funeral masses sometime go on for
years, for all practical intents and purposes, at least as far as the community is concerned, the
death ritual ends with the disinterment. For that reason this is a good breaking point as I end
the general interpretation of the death ritual and begin to explain the existential lived reality
of the death ritual in the meaning of life for men and women in this cultural milieu. These
are the values that mean the deceased has been a valuable member because he or she has
lived up to the assigned and expected gender role that defines the deceased as a good man or
woman while on this earth. This is the role model that the living attempt to fulfill as well in
their preparation for death. It is in this way that death defines and delineates the parameters
of behavior and personal identity for the living.

The Death Ritual Analyzed
Up to this point, there has been only a very limited attempt at explanation or
analysis and only when necessary to understand what is happening. I will now elaborate on
what I feel was going on at the deeper level of worldview themes. Ritual is a visual
representation of a fundamental but ethereal concept.
The death ritual is primary among all rituals in almost every society. The very
events and activities contained within the ritual carry with them deep meaning for the
participants and form the substructure or foundations for the cultural manifestations of belief
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and behavior. It is this deep meaning that I will attempt to unpack at this time. Without
understanding the foundational values, the detailed descriptions of cultural patterns presented
later on will appear as isolated quirks rather than logical components that are interrelated and
interdependent.
When pondering an important ritual event, the person who observes from an
emic viewpoint, does not need any explanation. The event makes sense because he or she
has been inculturated from childhood in the deep meaning of the event. The meaning is
subliminal but very powerful. The ritual, by its very nature proclaims a profound and
important meaning about life and reconfirms these meanings to the current and to successive
generations. So internalized is this understanding that the typical participants would have
trouble explaining it meaning to an outsider. The cultural comprehension has been formed as
part of the person’s worldview and that worldview becomes the corrective lens through
which he or she looks at and makes sense of the world.
But when an outsider approaches the same event, the meaning is hidden
because he or she lacks the corrective lens used by the insider. An observer from outside,
when approaching something like the funeral rituals of another culture, is often overwhelmed
by what is going on and tends to see what appears to be a meaningless repetition or a
confusing swirl of activity where the profound meaning is simply beyond his or her grasp.
The resultant observations are often phenomenological in nature and frequently focus on the
differences rather than on meaning for the emic participants. This second phenomenon may
have contributed to the recent challenging of many of our anthropological classics from
eminent anthropologists such as Mead, Redfield, and Chagnon. They have attempted to
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explain the confusing cultural kaleidoscope after a relatively short period of time for
observation and may have been guilty of rushing to judgment. Certainly, in a year or two, the
newcomer is barely beginning to grasp the most rudimentary forms of the language. Without
a good understanding of the language, it is difficult to probe for deep meaning and then test
those early hypotheses. In explaining what they did not yet fully understand, these early
social scientists presented an interpretation that others, or in some cases even the people
themselves have later challenged as inaccurate.
To avoid this falling into this common shortcoming, it is necessary to explain
the mechanisms I have used in this study to avoid that pitfall. The first tools, or mechanisms
I bring to this task is a significant degree of competence in not only Spanish but also in the
local dialect in which I am working. I have lived and worked here for thirty years and speak
the language with a fair degree of fluency. I am also comfortable in the culture and move
freely within it. I have also participated in the events described here over a long period of
time. Still, I would not consider myself to be a true insider and therefore do not claim a emic
view and understanding of the rituals.
So I will approach this effort at unpacking as an educated outsider, with a
humble awareness of my own limitations. The outsider could be compared to one who
arrives as a pauper at the great royal banquet hall as a gala banquet is ongoing. The pauper is
not allowed in and can only observe the activities from outside. He or she can do this by
looking in through different windows of the banquet hall and getting a different view from
each window. The longer he or she observes and the more windows used as observation
points the better chance that the etic observer will begin to understand what is going on
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inside at the event. In this segment of the dissertation, I take the position of that pauper and
will shout out to you, the reader, what it is that I have observed after a very long period
peeking into the windows; accomplished in the process of living and working in this milieu
for three decades.
At this stage of the analysis, I will present the explanations that I feel are
correct based on these thirty years of general observation and participation which have been
followed up by one year of structured participant observation as a trained social scientist. I
will share what I believe I have observed through the windows of the different elements of
the death ritual. At this point, I will attempt to hold the explanations very close to the
observed data of the death ritual in its different components. Further detailed cultural
explanation will follow in later chapters when I bring in the observations made through the
windows of the precedent literature and ethnographic interviews and apply those
observations to the ones I will make at this stage of the process.
Up until this point, I have described what I saw and heard. Now I will try to
give meaning to all of that for my reader. I debated whether to first describe the ritual and
then the spirit being and finally the commerce and communication between them. I finally
decided to use this formula as the only suitable structure within lineal logic what would
serve. From there I will move to the ritual as the means of communication and commerce. I
will then move through communication to the lower level of spirit beings; those who inhabit
the underworld of Colombian folk religion. There was no facile manner in which to verbally
organize such a complex social and religious structure, so I have attempted to make it as clear
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as possible. The next step is to detail the communication networks as a means of providing
the links the living and the deceased; the spirit world and the material world.

Communication and Commerce with the Spirit Beings
Communication and commerce with high level spirit beings is the purpose of
everything within the death ritual. The spirit world is accessed in different ways depending
upon: the status of the person attempting to access the spirit world, the level of the spirit
world that the person is attempting to access, and the results they are attempting to achieve.
First, it should be pointed out that in the Colombian Folk Religion, the spirit world and the
physical world are seen as diametrically opposed one to the other. To be strong in one is to
be weak in the other. Pleasure in this world is seen as diametrically opposed to pleasure in
the other. Pleasure in this world brings suffering in the next and suffering in the material
world brings pleasure in the spirit world.
For this reason, folk religion is the domain of women. Men are seen as
primarily physical and so generally leave the interaction with the spirit world to women. I
will explain this gender difference much more fully in the subsequent chapter and then in
much greater detail in the following chapters. But for an initial foundation it is important to
note that the physical world and the spiritual world are seen as competitive and mutually
exclusive opposites. This is critical to understanding the meaning of life for the individuals
who participated in this research. A person cannot be strong in one realm without being
weak in the other. The two realms are mutually exclusive and are in many ways seen as in
conflict with one another.
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So the level at which interaction begins and the path that it will take depends
on the supplicant’s gender for determining the correct starting point and path to follow. The
very strong physicality of men makes them strong for the material world but inept in the
spiritual world. A man will approach the spirit world from a lower level and a position of
weakness. Women on the other hand, because they suffer so much in this world and are
thought to lack sex drive and the ability to experience pleasure in the sex act are naturally
higher in relationship to the spirit world. That is why women are the leaders and the primary
actors in this realm.
At this point it should suffice to point out that only once did I see any man
attempt to direct or lead any component of the folk ritual. At that one funeral it became a
competition as a man attempted to lead the chants, only to be usurped by a woman who was
there for that purpose. After that wake was over, one participant referred to this male leader
and told me that “He is crazy. All he does is go from wake to wake trying to lead the chants.
He thinks he is a faldón.” The term faldón this man used for the male interloper literally
means a big skirt, which is the term commonly used by men when referring to the priests.
After the service he chatted with the women and was ignored by the men. The same holds
true for the priest, who will commonly be seen speaking with the women as the men are
absent or form their own social group outside. The term faldón is revealing when it comes to
the cultural and spiritual values.
The term faldón is considered derogatory and is intended to deprive the priest
of his maleness by placing him in the sartorial realm of the female. That social emasculation
is required for a man to be able to interact with the spirit world in Colombian folk religion
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and explains to the popular mind why the priest does not marry. Nida points this out as well
when he states that “religion does tend to be identified with the feminine role, even as the
garment of the priest is interpreted as symbolic transvestism” (Nida 1974, 69). The priest,
because of his supposed asexual nature, can access the higher level spirit beings through the
mass and even then primarily through the intercessional role of a woman in the person of the
Virgin Mary. This cultural paradigm explains why accessing the spirit world by common
people is an activity that falls almost exclusively within the gender role of women.
The Virgin Mary is the most powerful spirit being accessible to humans. This
attempt at communication and commerce by the mourners brings us to the fundamental
structural elements used in this effort at influencing the spirit beings. The next element used
in the wake is the chants, aided by the rosary and the scapularies. This communication is
between women who have regained spiritual standing by returning to celibacy and the
highest level transcendent being available to the common person—the Virgin Mary. This
means the primary communicator is an older woman who is either widowed or has ended any
contaminating sexual contact with her husband. One woman told me that “When I reached a
higher level of spirituality I no longer needed that (sex) so I told my husband to find it with
someone else if he still needed that. Well he was not a spiritual person like I was so he left
me for someone else. But I had my son so I did not really need him any more.” She went on
to speak with bitterness about having been abandoned and blamed her husband’s lack of
spirituality.
When I suggested that her ending of their sexual relationship might have
contributed to her being abandoned, she seemed shocked. She saw no possible connection
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between her curtailing sex and the failure of her marriage. “That is something a person
leaves behind when reaching maturity” she said. To her, sexual desire was an immature
reaction to physiological impulses in youth and it was disdainful and contaminating. She
blamed her husband for not maturing like she had. She was contented to have a son and to be
a leader in accessing the highest level spirit being. This new celibacy gave her a right to
communicate with the spirit world on the highest level available to humans and she proudly
proclaimed that with a rather large and ornate image of the Virgin Mary that she prominently
displayed on the lapel of her jacket. She was in a status that permitted her to communicate
directly with Mary and she was proud of that fact.

Purpose and Intent of Communication in Orthodox Religion
There is a formal component to the high level spiritual communication as
well. This segment is reserved for the priest and is practiced within the confines of orthodox
Roman Catholicism. Here the priest is obviously male but as mentioned, he is referred to as
the faldón or the big skirt by normal men. He is seen as something rather exotic in that in
idealistic conceptualizations; he is presumed to be sexless. Supposedly he is so spiritual that
he feels no sexual desire, at least in his public image. Yet this very quality isolates him from
men and endears him to women. I have never witnessed men sharing socially with a priest in
any way. Social intercourse (and sometimes sexual as well) takes place between women and
the priest but not between the priest and the local macho men. As a result, there has
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developed a strong aversion to religion as an emasculation force in the worldview of men.
The very common saying was that “religión es cosa de la mujer,” or religion is for women.
This also carries a negative influence for the function of men within the family that appears
to hold a profound influence over many Latin American families. Men tend to limit their
participation in religion and their interaction with the priest to a passive participation in the
death ritual.
This brings us to the function of the death ritual within communication at the
level of orthodox religion. The purpose of the funeral mass and the novenario mass as well
is to continue to help the deceased in his or her journey and men form an uneasy alliance
with the priest in this effort. Women who led in the folk religion component are the active
participants at this level, where they willingly follow the lead of the priest. These two
masses together include the same chants but they add holy water and the Eucharist. The
number and rank of the priests speeds up the journey or gains indulgence for especially
pernicious sins. One woman told me that she had committed a terrible sin; she had aborted a
baby many years before. But she told me, “Only by having a bishop to say mass at my
funeral can I have that sin forgiven.” She fearfully resigned herself to many long years of
suffering to pay for that sin, since she could not afford the fees charged by a bishop.

Purpose and Intent Communication in Folk Religion
At this level of communication with the spirit world the primary purpose for
the human intercessor is to attempt to shorten the stay of the deceased soul in the inevitable
purgatory. The secondary purpose is to be able to ask for and receive favors and even
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miracles from those that the intercessor has helped in that process. This creates, or perhaps
has been created by the cultural custom of giving and receiving of favors that is ubiquitous in
Latin America. The process is clearly spelled out and well known.
The Catholic Church teaches that with each set of chants the soul is granted
one full indulgence for each five dozen times the rosary is chanted. (Mons. Cabezas
Aristizabal, undated booklet). So, if five dozen people are present and led in chanting the
rosary one sin is forgiven, so folk religion adds volume. That is the reason why this chanting
goes on all night and it is the reason for the large numbers of people who show up.
Communally they are attempting to help the recently deceased to complete his or her journey
into the afterlife by multiplying the effort and effect of the death ritual intercession on behalf
of the recently deceased.
This component of the funeral ritual is directed entirely at helping the
deceased successfully complete the journey through death, into purgatory, and then
eventually to escape purgatory with the help of the Virgin Mary and those who remain behind
in this earth, so that the deceased can finally reach heaven. The entire effort of the whole
community is focused on helping the recently deceased to complete this journey as rapidly as
possible. There is a genuine sense of comunitas, to use the terminology of Victor Turner, and
a desire to help the suffering soul to pass rapidly through the place of torment into the place
of rest. This is why even people who did not know, or knew the deceased only slightly will
commonly show up at the wake and the funeral mass.
There is always the secondary purpose though in that once that soul has
reached heaven, he or she can be counted on to be so appreciative of the efforts of the living
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on their behalf that they will want to repay the favor by doing favors for the living. Many
times I heard someone state that “I helped him but now it is only fair that he help me.” They
saw it as a basic question of justice and fairness. The dead repay these favors by using their
new location to access and plead for favors from the higher level spirit beings, such as the
saints, who in turn access the Virgin Mary. There is a strict hierarchy; a chain of command,
that must be followed. Proper protocol is the secret to successful communication and in
securing the needed help in this very difficult world. It is the means by which poor people
strive for some measure of the good life since they lack access to the powers of this world.
The purpose of communication with the spirit beings in folk religion is not
relational but commercial. The goal is to achieve the good life by coercion or pressure. The
person is trying to secure some need that they are unable to attain by regular means. This
may be because of their lack of money or power. It may be because the secular powers have
already failed them and they have no other place to turn. They seek many channels because
it is never presumed that the first channel will be able to access or affect the higher level of
spirit beings. At other times it is presumed that it will take much pressure applied by several
channels to accomplish the desired purpose. But the interaction with the spirit beings always
has the goal of securing something that is desired by the supplicant.

Communication with the Spirit Beings of the Underworld
Having concluded with the generally accepted forms of communication with
the spirit world, I now move to the last aspect of folk religion as seen within the death ritual.
This is the very bottom level of communication and involves spirit beings generally
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considered malevolent. This channel is the bottom rung on the scale presented in the
schematic in figure 1. Once the person has exhausted all channels of communication which
are considered good, in the since that they are part of officially sanctioned or at least
officially tolerated religion, the person may feel compelled to go one step further if their
communication has not produced the desired result. This is when a person crosses the
acceptable line of spirit world communication and in desperation seeks help in the last realm
where it may be found. Here the goal is to secure something that is considered essential even
though the person must recur to a socially unacceptable method.
There is a pantheon of spirit beings in the underworld as well. The cult of the
dead straddles the two realms in that much of that communication and commerce is directed
at the saints and the deceased relatives. But there is another aspect of the death ritual which
people spoke about hushed tones. In this segment, the people are attempting to use witches
to access and influence Satan; often through the souls of those who have died a bad death. I
present here that anecdotal data from the interviews where even those interviewed presented
the material as hearsay but claimed no personal existential knowledge of the events. I did not
speak directly with anyone who admitted to being involved in this aspect of the cult of the
dead. My information here comes from others who speak of the practice with what appeared
to be detailed knowledge. So many people speak of this component of the death ritual and
for that reason I include it here. I use their terminology when they speak of the underworld
and the dark side of the death ritual. This is an area of the death ritual that uses the powers of
the underworld. The purpose is to solicit the souls of the evil dead to secure harmful results
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for others. Death itself becomes the saint and is represented in the tombs and bones of
people who died a bad death; mourned by no one and not given a Christian burial.
The intercessors are considered to be witches and they use the so called evil
powers of black magic. The spiritists and shamans have used white magic, which is
distinguished in that it cloaks itself in Christian symbols, such as the crucifix and images of
the Virgin Mary. At this next level, if there are symbols, they will include things like a
crucifix which is placed upside down in a glass of urine as a sign of repudiation. The powers
that are thought to be accessed are the souls of those who have died a bad death and the
attempt is to secure favors from Satan, who is seen as the god of the physical world. I will
now present the three primary categories in this realm. There is Satan, the bad dead who are
the direct intermediaries, and the witches who access them.
This is an area where observation is more difficult as few people are willing to
admit that they have included these channels of communication within their own practice of
the death ritual. In spite of this professed ignorance, virtually everyone knows about this
happening though and speaks freely about others becoming so involved. That is because this
component involves practices that would have meant certain death until very recently. These
practices are generally reported to be used for causing harm to others by working through the
so called mundo bajo, or underworld of the spirit realm. They are also supposedly used to
secure great riches and comfort even though this will come from the suffering brought on
others. Good people will always impute this activity to the bad people; such as the mafioso,
the gang member, and the rapist/murderer. This is a realm that people fear and speak about
in hushed tones. This brings us to what most if not all Colombians would call the dark side
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of the cult of the dead. People approach this realm with fear. People are considered bad who
go through these channels. This brings us to a dark side of the cult of the dead. If Mary can
be influenced by “good people” doing “good things,” then Satan can be influenced by “bad
people” doing “bad things.”

Conclusions
This chapter has developed the socio/religious culture around which the death
ritual is built. The religious values and structures related to death are what also structures
Colombian society as it is and give cultural characteristics to her people. One of the most
significant struggles I faced in organizing this data into something that would make sense to
the reader was with the presentation of this structure. I debated and attempted several
different schematics in my efforts to organize the material. I continually was challenged by
the proverbial conundrum of the chicken and the egg: does the egg create the chicken or does
the chicken create the egg. Every effort at clarification would elucidate one aspect of this
complex relationship only to create turbidity in another area. The reason why organization
and then explanation was so difficult was that I lacked a model for describing, even to
myself, the manner in which Colombians view death and the dead. All I could say for sure
was that they viewed death very differently that I as a scientific American viewed death.
It was in this struggle that I returned to an old friend and mentor for a
conceptual model that would explain and structure this whole issue so that I could present the
core finding of this research to the reader. The friend and mentor was Dr. Paul Hiebert and
the structural paradigm was his development of set theory. This model is presented most
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fully in his book on Anthropological Reflections on Missiological Issues (1994, 107-136). I
will use his terminology and model for the subsequent explanation of the meaning of death in
Colombian folk religion.
As an American, the tendency is to view death as a process. Body parts are
attacked and destroyed by some external pathogen or they simply get old, wear out, and as a
result, cease to function. In either case, the body dies and with that the person is “dead and
gone.” The focus has been on how to dispose of the body and personal possessions of the
deceased and on how to help the living to survive the loss. The medical profession, with
advances in science and technology turned this carefully bounded, intrinsic set into a fuzzy,
intrinsic set. Death was still bounded by the cessation of bodily function, where the
boundary from a medical perspective began to blur. Some cells and organs continued to
function when others had ceased to function. But it was still an intrinsic set that was centered
on bodily function. Kübler-Ross began to blur the psychological boundaries somewhat,
further muddying the issue. Still, for most Americans, the person belonged strictly to one set;
the person was either alive or dead. It was only the boundary which became fuzzy, not the
nature of the set.
This was and is still very different from the way Colombian folk religionist
view death and react to it and to the deceased. It was only with the model of an extrinsic
fuzzy set that I found a rational explanation to what had seemed totally irrational to me. With
this understanding, the structure for the interpretation of the data fell into place. That is
because for the Colombian, death does not change the nature of the person; it changes only
the nature of the relationship. The body is secondary to this process. That is why the body is
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treated in a way which would appear disrespectful to many Americans as it is transferred into
a harbinger of status. The bones can be dug up and examined or even discarded because the
body is not considered to be some sacred object. This proved to be an gestalt moment that
finally began to bring order to the chaos of the data in this dissertation.
A Colombian faces death as a person who has given meaning to life by rolefulfillment. He was a “macho man” or she was a “good woman” in relation to both family
and society. This is what gave meaning to life for the individual, his or her family, and for
society as a whole. His or her family faces the reality of death as a radical change in the
nature of the relationship with that person and in the function he or she fulfills in the
interaction with the spirit world. When death occurs, the wake and the rest of the death ritual
are directed at transforming the nature of the relationship as a means of dealing both with
death and with the deceased loved one.
In death, a person is transformed from a living, physical person into a being
that is neither fully physical nor fully spiritual. He or she exists for a time in a liminal state
that is in between the life and death, both in the physical world and in the spiritual world.
This is the reason why it is believed that the person has not yet fully departed this world and
continues to interact with the living. This is the nine day period between the moment of
death, the wake, the burial, and finally the Novenario Requiem Mass. The wake and the
death ritual is structured to help the deceased pass through this liminal state into a full
member of the spirit world and to aid him or her in fulfilling a new role and function within
that world. Interaction between the living and the deceased loved one will continue
indefinitely. Only the nature of that relationship will change.
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At this stage of the dissertation it is now time to consider the worldview
themes that grow out of this structure and to detail the type of good man or good woman that
is created by this structure and to consider how each lives out his or her life in such a way to
give meaning to it. It is at this point that we can answer the proverbial conundrum of the
chicken and the egg. We can state unequivocally that it is neither and it is both. The death
ritual molds the values and nature of the living just as the living mold and structure the death
ritual as an answer to the relational challenges presented by the death of a loved one. The
meaning of life in the death rituals will be worldview themes around which life is socially
constructed and death is relationally defined. This is seen first in the spirit beings that model
life values and that are the focus of the death ritual. That will be the topic for the next
chapter.

CHAPTER 6
FUNDAMENTAL SOCIAL STRUCTURES OF THE SPIRIT WORLD

A primary theme that evolved from this research was the social structure of
the spirit world. There are many levels of beings, each with two significant roles. In the first
function the spirit being serves as an intermediary between the material world and the spirit
world. He or she either grants favors is passes the request for a favor up the line of authority
to the higher level being that has the power to grant the request. But in the second role, the
spirit being becomes the “bearer of gifts” as he or she transmits the granted favors back to the
human initiator of the commerce. So in this role the spirit being carries status as being
servicial, or of service to the human initiator who was in need. As a worldview theme I will
now present these very complicated relationships and functions. In order to do that, I will
use a graphic presentation of the material in order to aid the reader in understanding these
levels and their relationship. These relationships are particularly complex in that they
involve both spirit and physical beings and worlds in a complex web in interdependency and
interaction.

The Schematic Diagram of the Socio/Religious Structure
At this point I will present a diagram that graphically depicts the structure of
the spirit world and the social interaction between the spirit beings and people who form part
222
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of the system. From this point on, I will refer frequently to this diagram so as to make the
complex relationships I am describing a bit more easily understood.
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Figure 1. The schematic of socio-religious relationships and in the death ritual.
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A Search for Intermediaries and Power Relationships
In a relational society, it is the friend you turn to for aid when form fails to
serve the need. Colombia is a relational society and so people build and use networks of
relationships for meeting many of their needs. Whether it be opening a bank account or
getting a child in school, rather than fulfill the form and letter of the law, the person looks to
a friend to help him out. Mackay points out that:
Yet it is never mercy that triumphs over Justice; friendship alone can achieve the
victory. It thus comes about that what could never be achieved in the name of right,
or even through a plea for mercy, can generally be obtained on the ground of
friendship or through the good offices of a friend. Whatever law or justice may do, a
friend can undo. And he does it not by modifying the law but by transcending it. The
law stands and is enforced, but some people are not under the law, but under the grace
of personal privilege. (1933, 17)
It is a society where favors are exchanged and this is not seen as bribery but as cordiality.
People are looking for a means to meet their needs, whether in the physical world or the spirit
world. So when they approach the spirit world, “They are more concerned with existential
problems of everyday life and less with ultimate realities. Consequentially they are
interested more in issues of power and success than truth and logical consistency” (Hiebert,
Shaw, and Tienou 1999, 77). This is true in the spirit world as well as the physical world. So
it is the power networks they build and use.
This social structure carries over into the spirit world as well. People are little
concerned with doctrine or in fulfilling some law in order to get into heaven; they work
through friendships and relational networks. So while the individual is not looking for a
friendship or close relationship with the spirit beings, he or she does look to friendships and
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social networks to meet need, even in the spirit world. In other words he is looking for
intermediaries and power relationships in this interaction with the spirit world. Ultimately, it
is the high level spirit beings that hold the reigns of power.

High Level Spirit Beings
If a person is located on the within the material world and lacks power and
resources to confront the harsh economic and social realities of life, that person will search
for some source of help available to that person. With no access to the financial and physical
power within the country, the very poor turn to the one source of help they feel is near and
accessible; the spirit world. This is a natural defense mechanism within the culture of
poverty. Lewis states that “Many traits of the culture of poverty can be viewed as local,
spontaneous attempts to meet needs not served in the case of the poor by institutions and
agencies of the larger society” (1969, 12). Folk religion is one such attempt and the ritual is
the toolbox that they use in this endeavor. They pull out of the toolbox the appropriate
instrument to secure the needed service or favor. This all comes together in a crystal essence
in the death ritual. The death ritual is the vitrina, or showcase of the fundamental themes of
worldview. In bringing so much meaning together in such a concentrated and localized form,
the practitioners have opened a window of understanding and insight for us into the basic
meaning of life for them. That is why I feel this dissertation would not be complete lest I
undertake a brief explanation of the systematic meaning and function of this social structure
as seen within the death rituals of folk religion. In this section, I will attempt to demonstrate
how all of the pieces fit together into a fundamental structure by which worldview themes
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and deep values are shared and passed on while one of the most basic problems of life; the
end of life itself, is given meaning through the structure of the death ritual.
This is accomplished through commerce with the spirit world by the use of
intermediaries. We have spoken extensively about Mary in this role. The use of
intermediaries as a basic theme of worldview does not end with Mary. There is a secondary
level of intermediaries who can be called upon. This happens when the first intermediary is
too high to be approached. On the secondary level of intermediaries there is a veritable
constellation of saints. These secondary spirit beings are sometimes called on as well to help
the deceased in his or her journey to heaven. Certainly the patron saint of the profession
practiced by the deceased is a logical starting point. Through the use of magic words and the
use of certain sacred objects, such as scapularies and rosaries, he or she can be induced to
step in and encourage Mary to secure the ascension of the soul of the deceased out of
purgatory and into heaven.
Never is only one path chosen. Multiple means are employed in order to
increase the chances for success in helping the deceased on his or her journey. Deceased
relative, neighbors, and friends from the final layer of intermediaries and this is the primary
reason why the death ritual is such a significant community event in Colombian folk religion.
The communication with any of these intermediaries always involves negotiation. The
supplicant offers to do something if a certain favor is granted. If no favor is granted then the
supplicant is released from his or her commitment. It is that simple.

The Nature of God in the Death Rituals
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The Nature of God is the next aspect of the death ritual that becomes starkly
evident in the conversations of the dying and of those who accompany the dead in their final
journey. Everyone is presumed to have at least some sins that need purged. After all,
punishable sin can be as minor as skipping mass, which almost everyone does. I was very
surprised when a priest at the cemetery north of Bogotá very plainly stated that such an
offense still would bring suffering in purgatory, at least in his opinion. So at death, God is
feared as the judge who will condemn. Throughout the death ritual Mary is called upon to
save the individuals who have been judged and God is the person she is defending them
from.
The supreme ruler and judge in the afterlife is a powerful but distant God who
is judgmental and irascible. Hiebert, Shaw, and Tienou point out that “This high God is often
seen as far removed from humans” (1999, 52). Because of this people do not seek a
relationship with him but they seek a means to influence him in order to meet needs. People
express fear of him and no visible effort was made neither to address him directly nor ask
him for help for the deceased. This distant and angry God was not approachable or inclined
to help. His function is justice and judgment. One dying women expressed this common
fear when she stated that “Lo que mas me da miedo es el juicio de Dios siendo que he
pecado. Por esto me refugio en le ternura y misericordia de la Virgen.” (“What most instills
fear in me is the judgment of God given that I have sinned. For this reason I take refuge in
the tenderness and mercy of the Virgin Mary.”) She saw any sin as bringing a certain and
terrible punishment from God. In this worldview God always judges the deceased person
and while not rejecting him or her, will condemn the deceased to purgatory to suffer and pay
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for his or her sins that were committed in this world. God shows no love and no mercy.
Those are not elements of His nature. Everyone, or almost everyone, is thought to go to
purgatory. So there is a near universal fear of God. He is not approached or spoken to
directly because of this fear. He is approached through very approachable intermediaries.
God is the harsh judge who punishes and it is the merciful Mary who is
depicted as reaching down and lifting people out of purgatory. In some cases she is presented
as pleading with God, her son for leniency. She is the one implored to grant mercy. People
direct their worship to Mary and implore her to “Remember us in the hour of our death” they
chant. In the course of this study I was able to interview two individuals who were on their
deathbeds. Both died within a few days of the interview I had with them. In both cases, and
in the cases of many who were not facing immanent death, the fear of God and his
punishment were common themes.
A distant and fearsome God then makes the use of the term “father” a negative
one, both in religion and in the family. So as God is a harsh and fearsome disciplinarian, so
tends to be the father in the folk religionist family. The nature of God is not a desirable
model yet it is one that is commonly followed. This fact carries immense significance for
missiologist. The very frightening nature of the high God is the reason that he is never
addressed directly in the death rituals of Colombian folk religion or even in formal religion.
People will speak of thanking Diosito y la Virgin, or the divine child and Mary but never God
himself. Yet this is the very opposite of the God presented in Scripture. Cottrell states that:
To say that the Sovereign Ruler, God Most High, maintains such and intimate
relationship with his subjects is contrary to the tendency that prevails in human
relationships. In reference to the latter, the higher one is in business or government,
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usually the further removed he is from everyday events and from contact with the
general populace. How different it is with God! Though he is the King of the
universe, yet he is with us, in our midst, working among us, by our side, giving his
personal, intimate attention to every detail of his creation and our lives. (Cottrell
1998, 296)
So while God is presented in Christian theology and the Bible as being close
and loving, the God of Colombian folk religion is distant, cold, and judgmental. Indeed on
characteristic of most folk religions is that God is distant and feared. Paul Hiebert made this
point in his class lectures on folk religion in the fall of 2003; as he does in his book (Hiebert,
Shaw, and Tiénou 1999). As a result this God is feared but never sought out. This is evident
in that God is very much a peripheral being in the death ritual and is seen as someone to be
persuaded and cajoled by the use of the traditional and popular palanca or the leverage of a
friendly intermediary that is used when dealing with harsh and autocratic authorities.
Intermediaries were available to help and the living can help the deceased by
accessing these intermediaries with magic words that are repeated hundreds of times in
monotonous chants. These intermediaries were the persons to whom all supplication was
addressed. However not even these intermediaries were seen as anxious to help. The
repetitive nature of the chants was meant to wear down their resistance much the way a
spoiled child begs for something until the tender-hearted mother finally gives in as a means
of stopping the whining.

Mary: Loving, Forgiving, and Non-judgmental
The primary intermediary to be influenced is seen as the Virgin Mary. That is
because she is kind, loving, and forgiving. Like every loving mother, she will defend her
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children from the wrath of an angry father much is the way a good human mother will take
the blows from her drunken husband in order to defend her children. Mary is like this with
her children. Yet as the mother of God she can ask for and receive anything. God, as a good
son in the person of Jesus Christ, will never deny a request from his mother. That would
mean he would not be a good son. In reality, this actually makes her more powerful that God
in many ways. As San Alfonso prays to Mary, “Oh Mary, our beloved defender, you have
such a pious heart that you can only look at the miserable (sinners) with compassion, and at
the same time you have such a great power before God that you save everyone whom you
defend” (Alfonso 1750, 152 my translation). Because of this power and her gentle, forgiving
nature, she is the primary focus of Colombian folk religion in the area of mortuary ritual.
Motherhood and the mother becomes the primary virtue. As the mother of all sinners Mary
will ask for and secure the release of her sinful children from purgatory. The great mother
goddess Pachamama has never ceased to exist in Latin America. She just carries a different
name.
Since God is distant and surly the best way to reach him is with an
intermediary, commonly called a palanca in Spanish. In folk religion, Mary is the very best
palanca imaginable; the one that cannot be rejected without God as Jesus rejecting his very
nature as the good son. But many times one intermediary is not adequate for a specific job.
Sometimes it is feared that Mary will not listen or that it might take more effort or money
that what the person has to expend. In such a case then a secondary palanca is sought. This
may also occur simply because extra help is being sough. Whatever the motivation folk
religions often makes use of multiple channels in the effort to secure help from the spirit
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realm. The deceased relative often falls next in the line for this all-important palanca. The
use of a deceased relative as one of these secondary intermediaries is most often reserved for
securing some desired favor or needed miracle rather than in the salvation process. But all of
these efforts are to reach God because he is so distant.
The highest level spirit being is identified as the Virgin Mary in Colombian
folk religion. That the people are using the Virgin Mary as the primary spiritual being
becomes evident in the iconography and with the chants that occupy much of the time of the
wake. There is always a prominent display of her image in every wake. All chants are
directed to her. They were always led by women, with the once exception already
mentioned. Men either stand by silently or mumble the phrases along with the women. In
these chants, Mary is given numerous titles, such as “Mother of God,” “the mother of grace,”
“mother of all sinners,” and “our hope.” She is presented as our intercessor and the refuge of
sinners. She is the one who is addressed and implored in the repeated funeral chants. “Holy
Mary, you are full of grace, the Lord is with you, blessed are you among women and blessed
is the fruit of your womb, Jesus. Holy Mary, mother of God, plead for us sinners now and in
the hour of our death.”
In the graphic portrayals of her, displayed in the funeral ritual in the form of
graven images and pictorial representations, (see graphic number 6 of the addendum for
copies of some of these graphic representations of her) she is the one who lifts sinners out of
purgatory by extending her scapularies to them and then pleads their case before the distant
and harsh God of judgment. Since she is the mother of God, he cannot resist her requests, for
that would make him a bad son. Mary is portrayed as using her nurturing of him to demand
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his compliance. Warner tells of how she implores Jesus to grant her request to help a poor
sinner escape purgatory by exposing her breasts to him and saying “Dear sweet son, regard
the breasts with which I nursed you” (1976, 199). What son could resist such a plea? As a
result, she always gets what she requests.
This is the reason that the chants and prayers of the death ritual are lifted to
her and her alone. The prayers and chants lifted imploringly to her intone “We beg you Most
Holy Mary, Mother of mercy, who is our help in every difficulty, lift up everyone who has
fallen and love us in every moment, so that we may serve you always as our queen which is
the only way to happiness in our life.” She is always presented as the high god in the sense
that she is the focus of all prayers and chants and in that she holds the ultimate power in
relationship to the fate of the deceased sinner.
In all of the observation, I never heard one prayer or chant addressed to
anyone other than the Virgin Mary. Different images of the Virgin Mary were sometimes
addressed. In Colombia, the two most common are the Virgin of Carmen and the Virgin of
Chinquinquirá. The former tends to be the Virgin of those belonging to the Liberal Party and
the latter is the Virgin of the Conservative Party. During past civil wars, people were
reportedly killed if found the have an image of the Virgin of the opposing party and the
graven images of the Virgin of the opposing party were often desecrated. Even today one
needs to be careful about which Virgin is invoked in what town. Restrepo it was the Virgin
de Chinquinquirá and in Villavicencio it was the Virgin de Carmen reflecting the political
orientation of the two population centers.
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There are also many images or representations of her and each image or icon
is supposed to have different powers. As a result, people pick the image they use depending
upon the particular needs they have at the moment. In the death ritual the primary image of
Mary that is used is the Sudario de las Animas, or “the cloak of the suffering souls” image.
In this picture, which is the top right hand picture in the diagram number 6, she is presented
with the baby Jesus in her lap and both she and the baby sit on a throne above purgatory with
the suffering souls looking up imploringly at them. As the prayers and chants of the living
reach her, like any good mother she cannot resist the whining of her children, so she will do
whatever they want.
I asked one woman why they used that image and she said “No good mother
could watch one of her children suffer is she had it in her power to help them. So Mary, as
our good spiritual mother cannot stand to see us suffer. So she extends her scapularies into
purgatory and lifts the suffering soul up. Just like when a child is hurt, he always runs home
to mama, we look to Mary for help.” So even in the scary spirit-world of uncertainty, the
frightened child runs home to mama for help. In this case, it is the specific image of Mary
that represents and supposedly secures that help.
Yet not everyone has the right to call upon her. Ideally it should be someone
who is pure because of celibacy, just like Mary herself. As a result, this job always seems to
fall to the older women who have returned to celibacy and can therefore approach Mary
directly. They are the ones who chant “Because of your suffering and anguish, Holy Mother
Mary, lift the souls out of purgatory to the glory of your resurrection, where you live and
reign.” The others remain silent or mumble along, aware of their own unworthiness.
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There is great debate as to whether or not the Mary of folk religion is really
the Virgin Mary of the Bible and of orthodox Catholicism. She certainly seems to bear many
of the attributes of the female deities held so dear in the autochthonous religions that existed
in the Americas before the brutal imposition of Catholicism by the Spaniards. Parker points
out that “Clearly in the first colonial era at any rate, the image of the Virgin Mary, in native
and mestizo mentality, constituted the syncretic elaboration of a female deity linked to
cosmic rhythms, vegetation processes, and agrarian rites” (1996, 99). Richardson doubts this
(2003). But that argument and consideration is beyond the scope of this research project. So
it will be mentioned but the debate will be left to other persons and other times. This
research will focus only on the meaning this female deity gives to life and motherhood the
way in which the belief in her suffering, loving and gentle nature structure both folk religion
and its application in daily life. As stated, the question of origin and identity as assigned
within the minds of the practitioners of Colombian folk religion is beyond the scope of this
dissertation and the topic is mentioned only to point out the fact that these intermediaries
may or may not be the same individual whose nomenclature and public identity they carry.

The Divino Niño, or the Divine Boy-Child: Children Never Criticize
The next level of spirit being is the Divino Niño, or the divine child. This is a
graphic representation of Jesus as a small child. In graphic number six in the addendum this
is the top right hand picture. This image is a very Colombian invention but has recently been
spreading rapidly throughout Latin America. (Bolívar, Medina, and Ladrón de Guevarra
2002, 128) The image represents a small child, perhaps about four or five years old. He has
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blue eyes and blond hair and extends his arms outward and upward. An epithet engraved on
the base of the graven image and portrayed in the pictorial representations of him states “Yo
Reinaré” or “I will reign.” He is almost always present in the death ritual of men. I have
never seen this image present in the funeral of a woman.
The Divino Niño is popular with men because he represents a channel open to
a person of lower spiritual status in his or her efforts to influence the spirit world. He is
available to men since as a male-child he is more likely to be understanding of the frailty of
men. He also, like any child, he admires older men and will never criticize an adult. Being
the sweet child of Mary, he can make imploring requests to her on behalf of the male
supplicant, who cannot go directly to Mary. This image is popular with men and has been
elevated by two recent presidents of Colombia whom both gave the image credit for saving
their lives in kidnapping or assassination attempts (Pinzón and Garay 1997, 188). This
secondary being is still a high level spirit being and he occupies a place below the Virgin
Mary in the spiritual hierarchy. He is seen as appealing to his mother on behalf of a sinner
who cannot appeal directly to her. In the picture, the child stands there with his arms raised
up high like a little child pleading to be picked up by his mother. People refer to this image
as mi diosito or my sweet little god, when addressing the image.
By being of a lower level that Mary, he is available to people who on lower on
the spiritual scale than those who can appeal directly to Mary. This is the case of men, who
by their physical, carnal, and sexual nature who seldom dare to access her directly. They will
refer to the Virgin and sometimes have her image present for a specific purpose, but they will
not directly address her. In the death ritual, Jesus is referred to indirectly when the people
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speak to the Virgin Mary and talk of the “fruit of your womb, Jesus.” Since little children are
taught to respect adults and never criticize, the Divino Niño, as a child, represents no threat to
the male adult. He thus becomes the apt intercessor with Mary for the deceased male.
Being male, he is assumed to understand the natural weakness of the human
male. At several funerals for men, there was either the image in the form of a card in the
folded hands of the deceased or in the form of an image in the room. No chanting was
directed to him though. His influence if felt only through the presence of his image and the
person of his mother, the Virgin Mary. One widow pointed out that she had placed a card
with this image in the hands of her deceased husband because “he was a very devout believer
in the Divino Niño.” I have included a copy of this small card in the graphic number seven of
the addendum located at the end of this dissertation. This level of spirit being also speaks to
the perceived nature of men and women in relation to the spirit world. This brings us to the
end of the high level spirit beings.
Now we have arrived at the secondary level spirit beings and the means used
to communicate with them and manipulate these beings for the good of those on earth. At
this point, the deceased becomes much less the focus of the efforts and securing help in this
life is the primary purpose.

Secondary Level Spirit Beings
After discussing the three primary spirit beings in the persons of God, Mary,
and the Divine Child, we now move down to the next level in the schematic. The first beings
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within this level are the Saints, both orthodox and folk I will now begin with the first group
in the secondary level spirit beings; the saints.

The Saints: They Struggled Like We Do
The next level of spirit being through which intercession is made is that of the
saint, particularly the patron saint of the individual. Since this is a secondary level of the
high spirit beings, the saints are accessed by and on behalf of men and bad women. Each
profession has its patron saint of the person practicing that profession appeals to their patron
saint in times of need. Once the person has died, the family members always include this
patron saint in the pantheon of spiritual beings being accessed as a means of helping the
deceased to escape purgatory and reach their final destination in the spirit world.

Orthodox Saints
There are many different saints and these are used in life in the form of small
graven images or in the form of artists’ representations. In the death ritual these images are
placed in the coffin in the form of the small cards as I have pictured in the addendum or as
pictures which are hung on the walls of the funeral parlor. I have been told that in the
funerals of the wealthy there are actual icons present, the richer the family the larger the icon.
Since I did not attend the funeral of any really wealthy person I can only take the word of
those who have. These images and the saints they represent are not mentioned by name,
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except in informal conversations. San José, the earthly father of Jesus in mentioned at the
patron saint of the carpenters. San Cayetano is the patron saint of the unemployed. San
Isidro is the patron saint of the farmer and is often the name given to the plaza where crops
are sold in many Colombian cities.
Mary Magdalene is the patron saint of the prostitutes and is an example of
where bad women are relegated to the lower status in the male/female hierarchy for
communication with the spirit world. Since the prostitute is a carnal woman and who is
considered to have a very strong sex drive, a woman who works in this profession will seek
to access the spirit world much in the same way as men and for the same reasons. (Perry
1993, 54) It is in her eventual repentance and reformation that she has hope for redemption.
The images of these saints are included not only in the wake, but are often
used in the cemetery as well to adorn the tombs of individuals. They are fairly costly as they
must be purchased from and blessed by the priest to have power. Without the magic words of
the priest it is simply a picture or a graven image. These blessings can easily cost more than
the image itself as it is the magic words that give the image its power to influence the higher
level spirit beings. Since these images are rather expensive, there is a robust commerce in
stolen images and it is common to see these images enclosed within a cage made of heavy
iron bars that attempt to protect the image from theft. Even then it was common in the
cemetery in Villavicencio to see these cages broken open and the image absent. The dubious
origin of the saint does not detract from its effectiveness. Once it has been blessed by the
repetition of magic words, it retains its power no matter who owns it or how they attained the
image. So it is fair game to steal the power of someone else, especially if the victim is
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perceived as rich, and then employ that power for meeting your own needs. After all, the rich
can easily afford to buy a new saint.
Interestingly, these saints, since they were once human, can be affected by
human manipulations where the higher levels of spirit beings cannot. An example would be
where a request is made of the saint but the miracle is not forthcoming. Perhaps a campesino
has requested rain for his crops but it does not rain. The image of the saint is placed upside
down in a trunk or a wardrobe until rain comes. The humiliation is thought to force him to
act when for whatever reason he has refused to do so. Once the miracle is granted, then the
image of the saint is replaced on its shelf or nail in the wall as a reward and candles are lit to
thank the image. Lewis refers to this practice in Mexico as well (1961).
I once visited a woman and noticed that her home Altar was empty. When I
asked about it she said that “I have San Cayetano upside down in the wardrobe because my
husband does not have work and he has not helped us. So I have him punished till he does.”
She laughed, apparently either because she was a bit uncomfortable telling me or because she
found his punishment as humorous. These saints will be punished in this way if the person
who has them as their patron saint and has died has not made it into heaven in a reasonable
amount of time. This is never done with the image of the Virgin Mary. She is far above the
status of a saint; she is divinity. Such treatment would be considered disrespectful to a deity
of her status and instead of helping might actually bring retribution. Disrespect to one’s
mother is treated with extreme punishment. I once saw I child whose finger had been
smashed by a blow from a hammer to punish her for insulting and striking her mother. So
people presume that Mary would react in a similar fashion.
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Folk Religion Saints
This brings us to the second component of the secondary level of spirit being. These are the
souls of a deceased individual who has been elevated by popular religion to that level of a
local saint. While the Catholic Church has its own list of tightly controlled approved saints,
folk religion has developed its own repertoire of saints. Every cemetery I know of in
Colombia has at least one. In Villavicencio she (and the saint is almost always a she) is La
Niña Neusa, or the little girl Neusa. The story is almost always the same and is a repetition of
a popular folk tale called La Llorona (Zarate Parada 1994), or the weeping one. This same
basic story though seems to be repeated everywhere and is a very similar story, though with a
different name and slightly different details, for the capital city of Bogotá as well as for other
regions of Colombia and Latin America. I have heard much the same story when traveling in
Mexico. This story is one of the unifying threads of Latin American folk religion and has
attained a status that could place is as one of the primary myths of the region and the religion.
In order to get a better understanding of this aspect of communication with the
spirit world on the secondary level, I purchased a small booklet of very poor quality at the
gate of the cemetery that told her story. The book extolled her life, death, and the powers this
all invested in her. The booklet included the special, powerful prayers that could be chanted
in order to get her to grant favors. The story goes that the Niña Neusa was a very poor Indian
girl who was so spiritual she saw the Virgin Mary in visions and could even heal people by
her power during life. She was orphaned at an early age and had come to Villavicencio to
find some lost relatives. Since she was so pure and innocent, she did not know that there
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were dangers all around. She wandered out at night and was attacked and gang raped by
some very evil men. She became pregnant but since she was so young and small she could
not deliver the baby. She died in childbirth after a terrible time of suffering and was buried
by those who had been helped by her. This supposedly happened some twenty-five or thirty
years ago.
The time frame never seems to change; either from the one location to another
or from region to region. There seems to be a need for nearness that is lost when the saint
becomes ancient and distant. This is the case of the Villavicencio saint; the young Indian
virgin. The day I visited her tomb it was adorned with hundreds of veladoras and bouquets
of flowers. There the line waiting to pray at her tomb that included several dozen people. At
the tomb itself three older women kneeled before the grave, their lips moving but no sound
could be heard. I asked one woman was she was there to ask for and she said, “That my
husband not drink so much.” Another said she wanted to ask for “health, as I am very sick
and I don’t have money for the doctors.” The guard told me that people pray for everything,
even to be able to “seduce their girlfriends.” Then he laughed heartily. I guess a good saint
can help even with a dubious project.

Dead Relatives: You Always Stick up for Family
The next level of spirit being used to access the spirit world is the soul of a
deceased relative who has already made it into heaven. This is a common feature in folk
religion. Hiebert, Shaw, and Tienou point out that “ancestors are often seen as intermediaries
between God and humans” (1999). In Colombian folk religion they serve this purpose. This
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level is not used during the funeral itself but as part of the cult of the dead. The primary
stage of the death ritual is what gets the ánima, or soul of the dead into the presence of the
powerful spirit beings so that they can help the living. Every Monday female relatives of the
deceased go to the cemetery to light candles and pray to the dead relatives. A family knows
that a dead relative has made it into heaven when they ask that person for a miracle and the
miracle is granted. This is part of the cult of the dead and is practiced every Monday by large
numbers of women in all of the cemeteries of Colombia. These dead relatives are not used in
the wake but are accessed by the living after the funeral is over and are used primarily for
asking for material favors. The deceased person will eventually become one of these helpful
dead relatives but this takes a while. This culto de las animas, or worship of the dead starts
on the first Monday after the burial of the loved one and continues for years; often until the
widow or mother dies.
There are considerations to be adhered to in this form of death ritual. On
Monday, starting once the day has become very bright and hot, the people line up outside the
cemeteries to enter. They go there and visit two types of graves: the graves of dead relatives
and the grave or graves of the local dead saints. The first group will include the very close
relatives. This group usually includes the parents of the individual as they are the most
concerned for the individual. Dead children are next in the scale of importance. Finally the
dead spouse is the next person to be visited in this relationship. Every cemetery has at least
one tomb that is that of some local individual who was considered to be especially spiritual
and died in terrible suffering. To my knowledge, this is always the tomb of a young girl,
either a virgin who died in terrible suffering, such as from rabies or tetanus, or a virgin that
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was raped. But the death always was of someone who died in tragic circumstances at an
early age.
While dead relatives are usually approached for help with problems in this
life, they are occasionally pressed into service to help a recently deceased relative who is
expected to have a particularly difficult time in escaping purgatory and making it into
heaven. This happens after the wake, not during it. This is another level of help for the
recently deceased by someone who is expected to know the mechanism for achieving that,
since they have recently accomplished that feat themselves. This is the rather macabre topic
of the cult of the dead, which I will now explain as a component of the death ritual but not
part of the wake.
The visits occur every Monday and usually in the afternoon. The earlier in the
day it is believed that the spirits of people who did not make it to the spirit realm wander the
cemetery during the night and linger for some time in the early hours of the daylight. This
frightening event occurs when there was no one to pay for their funeral mass. There is a
section of the cemetery where they bury the abandoned bodies that had no wake or mass
because no one ever claimed the body. This section of the cemetery is off to itself and no one
ever goes there. The bone pile where the unclaimed bones of the disinterment are also piled
is located in this same section. When I wondered back into that section, one of the guards
came trotting over and warned me to leave. “This area is very dangerous, for your own
safety please move back into the proper cemetery.” Not wanting to argue with him or cause
him concern I obeyed.
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The visitors had bought small bouquets of flowers at the gate and brought or
bought veladoras to light at the grave as well. After placing the flowers and the candle, the
supplicant simply spoke to the dead and told them what was going on with the living. This
visit often lasted a half hour or even longer as was a time of sharing between the living and
the dead. Finally, it concluded with a request for some help or favor. This request is initially
made at least in part as a test to see if the deceased relative has arrived in heaven. His or her
arrival there means the living relatives no longer need to pay for mass to be said on behalf of
the deceased. It also means that the deceased can now be of help to the living. Once the
deceased has arrived in heaven he or she can now speak directly with Mary and thus ask her
for favors on behalf of the living. One woman told me that she was thrilled because “my
friend has already made it into heaven because this week she did me my first miracle. I am
her today to thank her for that favor.” The woman who had died was a young adolescent girl,
supposedly still a virgin, who had died of a brain tumor.
Her virginity was given as the reason for her very quick passage from
purgatory into heaven. “She never sinned so she made it to heaven in only a couple of
weeks” I was told. Since pleasure is considered a sin, that means the sin with its pleasure can
be mitigated by suffering, the brain tumor that killed this young virgin offset any childhood
pleasure she had experienced. The greatest of pleasures, which is thought to be sexual and
therefore the gravest of sins, had not been incurred and therefore did not need to be assuaged.
So the young virgin who dies, especially if she has suffered in the death process, is
considered to be a special soul with a great ability to help those who remain on earth
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Lower Level Spirit Beings: The Underworld
The bottom level of spirit beings are considered to be evil and belong to the
underworld. They are a part of the folk religion and are used to work harm or to secure
pleasure and fortune in this world. There are times when people feel they need to right a
wrong by demanding justice not available from local authorities. So they may seek to punish
the evil doer by recurring to this darker side of the spirit world. They are the last level of
spirit being that we will deal with in this section of the fundamental social structure of the
spirit world.

Dealing with the Devil
It is presumed that at this lowest of levels the supreme spiritual being with
whom the person is communicating is Satan himself. Oddly enough, where God is distant
and communication with him is impossible, there is a much closer relationship available with
the powers of darkness. In figure 1, Satan occupies the bottom level of the spirit world and is
below God on the right hand side of the schematic. The intermediaries are accessed in an
attempt to secure his help. Here even human intermediaries can influence Satan by the use of
magic words and through the medium of the souls of the dead; those who have not received
the help of the living to reach the proper spiritual realm. The idea is that Satan ultimately has
more power in this world since bad and physical are closely associated. Supposedly men are
the primary supplicants since they are the ones who are after wealth and pleasure, especially
sexual pleasure. They are the ones who want to harm others in order to attain good for
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themselves. These are supposedly the reasons that people access this realm. Since both
pleasure and wealth are considered to be attainable by doing harm to others, that is why the
devil the power who is accessed at this level.

The Souls of Those Who Died a Bad Death
This is an area where there is considerable information available and where a
certain amount of observation can take place. However the observation of the site and the
stories of the activities are readily available. But like the events mentioned above, they are
anecdotal and could not be confirmed by direct observation of the rituals or interviews with
individuals involved in them. What one does find is the section of the cemetery where the
NN’s (No Names) are buried. These are the bodies of homeless people and murder victims.
When no one claims the body in a few days, it is buried in a pauper’s grave in the bad section
of the cemetery without any proper Christian burial. These souls are supposedly condemned
to wander the confines of the cemetery as duendes, or malicious evil spirits. These are the
souls that people avoid by going there only in the heat of the day.
Just as the souls of those who have died a good death and been given a proper
Christian burial are considered capable of helping out the living for noble causes, the souls of
these individuals are considered to have power with the devil for evil goals. Their area of the
cemetery is also where the bone pile is located. If no one shows up when a grave is to be dug
up, the bones are simply removed and thrown onto a bone pile. These abandoned skeletons
are also serviceable for these types of spirit world communication and influence. Fear of this
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use of the remains of a deceased relative is used to pressure people to be present and to pay
for the disinterment service.
People will avoid abandoning the remains of their loved ones except in cases
of extreme poverty where they simply cannot afford to pay for the service. It is these
abandoned skeletons that are then cast on the bone pile and the one in the Villavicencio
cemetery was five or six feet high and the base of the pile had a radius of six to ten feet. The
back wall of the cemetery had been broken down, precisely at the point where the bone pile
was located, giving people who lived in the slum, popularly called an olla or kettle below
access to the bone pile day or night. This was the area the guard escorted me away from as I
was observing the bone pile.
As I have repeatedly mentioned, my only knowledge of this area is anecdotal;
people speak about it often when they speak about the cult of the dead. The rape of holy
young virgins is attributed to these practitioners. Supposedly dead baby boys appear as
sacrificial victims where their eyes and testicles have been removed and are fed to the
witches. When I was shepherded away from the area of the cemetery by the security guard,
he told me that “bad people climb up from the olla down below and hold satanic services
where they worship the souls of the NNs and ask for their help. They may grab you and
drag you down there as well, so you had better leave this area for your own safety.” I did not
argue with him and simply complied in order to avoid problems. So at this point I include
the stories as part of the folklore surrounding the shadows of the death ritual and I make no
claim for the veracity of these stories.
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The word olla literally means kettle or pan, but in this case refers to a very
dangerous section of town known for drug use, violence, and robbery. It is where the “bad”
people live. Ollas almost always surround the old, traditional cemeteries. The two letters,
NN refers to the no nombre, literally the nameless. These are the bodies and bones of the
bodies that were never claimed nor given a Christian burial. This is one area where men are
said to be the leaders and the satanic worship supposedly centers on sexual activity; the
ultimate evil in Colombian folk religion. The Colombian newspaper El Espacio featured an
article titled Satanismo Sexual, or Sexual Satanism on pages 10 and l1 on the 25th of
September, 2004. The reporter (Guevarra 2004) attributed supposedly nefarious acts in
Barranquilla to satanic rituals involving sexual license.
The New York Times ran an article on the subject of the dark side of the cult
of the dead as well on March 30th of 2004 where the reporter (Thompson 2004) spoke of a
patron saint for the sinners of the mean streets of Mexico City. So while anecdotal in my
own research, there is much to lend credence to this bottom rung in the graphic of Accessing
the Spirit World as included as figure one at the beginning of this chapter. However, since
this aspect never presented itself for direct study, I will leave this segment it its current
truncated form and as a suggested topic for further study.

Gate Keepers: The Human Helpers of the Spirit Intermediaries
Beyond this layer of spirit intermediaries, there are human gatekeepers who
can be useful in successfully accessing that chosen intermediary. There are three levels of
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religious expression and three levels of human, living gatekeepers that are commonly used in
this process.

Curas and Rezanderas: The First Level in Folk and Orthodox Religion
The primary gatekeepers in this process are the Rezanderas, or chanters.
These are the older women that lead in the folk religious element and she accepts offerings.
The Cura, or the priest, is the primary gatekeeper in the realm of the orthodox and he charges
a specific fee. This will usually be the first level of human gate-keepers that is sought out
after the death of a loved one. The first and by far the most extensive is the folk religious
gatekeeper. This is because they are more economical and more readily available. They are
not separated from the supplicant by the robes or perceived holy and presumed asexual
nature of the priesthood. These folk religion gatekeepers may well be friends, neighbors, or
even relatives. Because of this they can be counted on to help in a time of duress whereas the
aloof and distant priest cannot. These gatekeepers are often older women who have returned
to a state of virginity like Mary because of the death of their husbands or because they have
simply ended any sexual activity in their lives as a means of repurifying themselves in the
eyes of God. They will work for an offering. They will give credit when money is short.
They will do what the priest will not.
The desire to move into this honored status motivates many women to very
quickly reject sexual relations with their husbands once they have completed their family.
One older women stated that she had “siempre he querida que el esposo hubiera sido
vendedor ambulante para no tener que atenderle en sus necesidades y asi haber podida
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purificarse apenas que terminara la familia” (I had always wished my husband would have
been a traveling salesman so that I would not have been obliged to attend to his sexual needs
and in that way to have purified myself as soon as I had had my children). This desire by
women to avoid sex and even send one’s husband to another woman’s arms was at one time
nearly a universal tendency. After all, “The honorable woman did not have sexual desire and
her goal was reproduction” (Trifio 2003, 19 my translation). This is one aspect though that
has changed very rapidly in recent years as women are recognizing their birthright as sexual
beings. It remains to be seen how these younger women will react as they reach older age.
These old women have gained the influence and prestige that eluded them in
their younger years and can now lead the chants since they are again pure and they know the
magical words of the chants by heart. They carry ornate and expensive rosaries and multiple
scapularies which they use in this process. They will accompany the grieving family for
hours on end and lead in successive series of chants. They often live from the voluntary
offerings given to them for their help in this process by the family of the deceased, much the
way a Christian minister is given a check for officiating a funeral in the United States.
Folk religion is often used for economic reasons as well. The formal religion
stage is practiced only when and to the extent that the family can afford it. There is a charge
for this and the service will not be performed if there is not money with which to pay for the
services. No funeral mass is ever performed on credit. The Colombian Newspaper, El
Espectador, on July 11, 2004, featured this harsh reality in the primary article on the front
page. The headlines of the day were “Muertos sin Funeral por Falta de Dinero” (Lapalma
Verde, 11/07/2004, p.1,8) (Death without funeral because of the lack of money). When there
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is money though the funeral mass is where the formal religion takes over. With this, the
second level of human, living gatekeepers takes charge of the ritual. This second level is
found in the Catholic priest or bishop as representative of orthodox religion.
While there are some similarities to the folk religion component of the death
ritual, there are also many differences. As already mentioned, there is a significant charge for
any and all services there and this is a serious limiting factor for access to these services by
the very poor. The limiting factor of the expense related with the formal gatekeeper may well
be an engine for the sustenance and stimulation of the folk religious aspect of the ritual. The
formally ordained and richly robed priest leads in chants and dispensed the Eucharist. This
latter element is always absent from the folk religious ritual.
The priest also dispenses holy water and incense and these later elements are
strictly reserved for him. In fact it is a criminal offense for someone else to claim to dispense
or use these items in religious ritual if he or she is not an ordained Catholic priest. The priest
asks for absolution for sins committed in life and promises it based on certain conditions, all
involving the performance of ritual that also includes the passing of funds from the grieving
individuals to the priest and the coffers of the formal religion. Only the priest is allowed to
offer absolution for sin. The folk religion practitioners simply appeal to the intermediaries to
accomplish this for them on behalf of the deceased.

Teguas and Curanderas: They Know the Secret Words
The tegua, or chanter who deals with aspects of life outside of the death ritual
is commonly called on for problems such as insect infestations in crops and things of this
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nature. The curandero does this but also uses herbal remedies along with the chants to heal
illnesses. This activity was referred to by many research participants but was not a part of any
of the death rituals that I observed. Most claimed to know someone else who participated but
denied their own participation. Yet their knowledge of the practice was so complete that I
suspect access to the spirit world at this level is far more common than what most people are
willing to admit.
As one approaches this lower level of communication, there is a tacit
recognition of the low standing of the person making the request. As a result, the willingness
of people to admit personal participation decreases as one descends on the scale presented in
the graphic. Few people want to admit that they are so low on the spiritual quality scale as to
need to access spiritual power at this level. The female rezandera from Restrepo gave me
many stories of this level of folk religion. But she was clear to express her disdain for this
practice. She saw herself as above this. Everyone seems to know of a case and can describe
it in great detail but they will usually deny having made use of this channel themselves.
This is the bottom rung, so to speak in the higher level spirit beings. Probably
many individuals who function within orthodox levels of religion would have placed this
channel within that of the lower levels of spirit beings. Since my work is In the area of death
rituals within folk religion, I have chosen to include this channel as the bottom level of the
higher spirit beings because it is universally defended as still within the realm of the good by
those I have spoken with and interviewed. Everyone claims to know someone who has
accessed the spirit world for some reason. Some even acknowledged that they used this
channel in the past. One lady said simply “I used to believe in that but not any more.”
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This channel is also used for securing a lover or restraining a philandering
spouse. This was the case from Restrepo that I have already mentioned. It is also used to find
the person responsible for stolen items or the source of a curse that one feels has been placed
on the person or the family. It is a last recourse for healing when the doctors have failed or
when there is no money for paying for modern medical treatment. This level of spiritism and
white magic is placed on a different level from that of the next channel, which is always
considered to be part of the lower level or the underworld of spiritual beings and
communication channels. The next level in communication involves an acknowledged lower
and illicit level in communication with the spirit world. The final channel and one
approached only in desperation is that of witchcraft and evil spirits. However I will leave the
treatment of this channel until after I have summarized the purpose and intent of spirit world
communication up to this point.

Shamanes and Brujas: They Help You Get Even
In witchcraft things are different. Instead of celibate priests this is an area
where there are rumors of sexual orgies, brutal rapes with sexual mutilation, and where
human sacrifice are said to still be practiced (Spitaletta and Escobar 1996, 53). While
everyone seems to have heard the stories and can repeat them in great detail, I have never
come across anyone who has actually seen the dead babies or been involved in the activities
that they mention. One person insisted that “They found one of the dead babies right there in
that lot behind our house. That is a place where the witches practice their rites.” But when I
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persisted in asking if he had actually seen the dead baby he admitted that he had not; he had
only heard rumors but he sincerely believed them to be true.
So while everyone claims this is very common, few if any would admit to
their own participation. The reason is that everyone, publicly at least, considers this activity
to be bad and is always assigned to the underworld. So no one with whom I ever spoke
would admit to having used these services. Yet everyone believes that witches exist and that
they have power.
Everyone claims to know about specific cases in their town or barrio. It is a
common story in the newspapers where they tell stories of rocks falling from the sky because
of the power of a local witch who was attacking the families because of a feud. The local
priest was later called in order to exorcise the evil spirits by sprinkling holy water in the
houses affected in order to protect the occupants from the power of the witch. (Redaccion
General, 2004, http://eltiempo.terra.com.co/cali-2004-10-22, accessed on October 22, 2004).
I have made no attempt to discern whether this exists in popular myth or in reality. The
brutal murders in cemeteries may well be just the work of sadists and rapists taking
advantage of the women who wander among the labyrinth of tombs and make easy pray. Yet
this lore is part of the death ritual in oral form at very least and so deserves to be mentioned.
Within the cemetery these activities have their own section and most people
express extreme fear of this section of the cemetery. Supposedly the witches are in these
areas because they need help from the spirit world just as the priests and practitioners of
syncretistic folk religion do. As the so called good people work through many different
channels in order to communicate with the upper levels of the spirit world, the witches need
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help in communicating with the lower dark level of the spirit world. In the graphic I have
been using, this represents the lowest rung of communication. The communication is from
the underworld in the physical realm with the underworld of the spiritual realm. Just as it is
the witch that channels this communication, he or she will use the souls of those who have
died a bad death in order to communicate with the devil and his demons. This is why the
area of the cemetery reserved for the NN’s or the nameless dead, are the bodies or skeletons
that become the chosen mediators for this aspect of spirit world communication.

Conclusions
This fundamental social structure of the spirit world was developed out of the
rituals of death and the interactions seen there. At the same time it sets the pattern for social
relationships in the material world as well. This chapter is the hinge pin that connects the
spirit world and the interactions there with the manner in which people structure their lives
and the way in which they see themselves and others. Personality and cultural traits are
formed by the nature of these spirit beings and the way in which people interact with them.
As a result, this now brings us to the next chapter in the study; the chapter that deals with
gender issues in daily life in Colombia.

CHAPTER 7
FUNDAMENTAL STRUCTURES OF MALE/FEMALE RELATIONSHIPS

The view of gender in the death ritual seems to have a foundation in the
mediaeval theology of syncretistic Gnosticism with ascetic Christianity. The Latin American
Church has never modernized at the level of popular culture and folk religion. As a result,
the common perception is that the more spiritual a person is the more distant he or she is
from what is seen as the material/physical world. Pleasure is seen as part of the material
world and serves to distance the person from the spirit world.

Gender Hierarchy in the Physical World/Spirit World Symbiosis
All of this means that men and women relate to the spirit world in vastly
different ways. This is because people in this section of Colombia hold a foundational belief
that the spirit world and the physical world are diametrically opposed to each other.
Suffering is seen as separating one from that physical world and in so doing,
leading the sufferer closer to the spirit world. Sexual pleasure is the apex of physical
pleasure and represents the extreme of presence in this material/physical world. It is seen as
separating the person from the spirit world and imposing barriers on communication with the
spirit world. This is so prevalent that one woman told me that when “I did my (sexual) duty
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to my husband I would go confess so that the priest would absolve me.” She wanted to make
sure that in her sexual submission she did not lose her status in the spirit world.
There is a common belief that men have a stronger sex drive and are, because
of this, naturally limited in the spiritual world. Women suffer more, as in childbirth, and
have a lower sex drive. This makes them more adapted to spiritual things. As one woman
bluntly told me, “Men are bad. They do bad things.” Spitaletta and Escobar found the
woman they spoke with saying the same thing. One woman told them that “The only good
thing about men is that they have money. Listen to me; they are bad. Some women say that
there are good men, but if there are, I have never known one” (1996, 106 my translation).
Their book includes similar quotes as they speak with different women. Ironically, women
are attracted sexually to the very men they often consider to be bad when speaking of the
spiritual realm.
In the graphic which I have included as figure 1 in the appendix, I have
attempted to present this relationship of men and women the spirit world. This same graphic
becomes the left hand side or the physical world in the larger graphic, which is number two
in the addendum and that presents the overall relationship between the spirit world and the
physical world. As can be seen, most men are presumed to be primarily bad, in the sense that
they are physical and supposedly have a much stronger sex drive.
The higher one goes on the good/bad scale presented in the graphic, it should
be noted that the men decrease in number as the women increase. The only men high on this
scale are those men who are celibate, such as the priests. Since women suffer so much in this
life and because they supposedly have little or no desire for sex, they are seen as higher on
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the scale within the material world as it relates to the spiritual. The only women that are low
on the good/bad scale are those who are sensuous and sexual, such as the prostitutes.
The married woman who is active sexually, presuming that her sexual activity
is for the purpose of having children and not for pleasure, would be located midway in this
scale. As one woman told me, “I have reached a maturity level that I no longer have any
need or desire for sex.” She told me she had reached that level just a year after being married
and giving birth to her only child, a son. She proudly wore a religious medal of the Virgin
Mary on her lapel to let everyone know of this status. This attitude produces noticeable
affects in the place one is located on the scale of avenues for communication with the spirit
world. Since women suffer so much and are not considered to be sexually oriented, they can
access the higher levels of spirit beings. This is evident in the death rituals.

Gender Specific Role Models
Within the chants and the models presented by both folk religion and formal
religion, there is a continual reinforcement of the ideal values of men and women in this
world. Gutiérrez de Pineda and Vila de Pineda comment on the importance of gender
specific role models in their seminal study on the Colombian family. They state that “Each
gender is centered within a specific territory within which each gender fulfills specific roles.”
She then goes on to explain these territories by stating that “The man is situated at the peak
of the family hierarchy and the woman is located in the subordinate position” (1988, 30-32
my translation). The wording of the chants, the situation and status of the gate keepings and
the attributes of their lifestyles all combine to reinforce certain gender specific values. The
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nature and content of the death ritual overtly and covertly state and demonstrate what is
valued and what is proper for both men and women. The model man is alternately Joseph
and then Jesus. Joseph in that he fulfilled his role even when it meant denying his nature as a
man. He married Mary and provided for her and for Jesus but supposedly always denied his
sexual nature and expression, at least with her. One research participant stated plainly that
“Joseph was like an angel. He was there to protect Mary but he never touched her. After all,
the Bible says that Mary was pure.” For this woman, pure could only mean sexless. So by
never touching Mary, Joseph was pure as well.
After all, this was the only way that a man could be pure, as we will also later
see in the person of Jesus. Tannahill states that:
Augustine believed that the guilt of the original transgression, transmitted by the
inherited concupiscence of Adam and Eve’s descendants, still persisted in humanity,
and that this explained the perversity and independence of the sexual organs, the
intractable nature of the carnal impulse, and the shame aroused by the act of coitus.
Lust and sex were integral to the doctrine of Original Sin, and every act of coitus
performed by humanity subsequent to the Fall was necessarily evil, just as every child
was born into sin. Though God had irradiated the first man and the first woman with
blameless physical instinct designed to provide for continuation of the species, lust
had converted it into something shameful. One result of this ingenious piece of
rationalization was a re-emphasis on the purity of Jesus of Nazareth, whose
conception had not been tainted by any carnal contact. But it also implied that
humanity’s best hope of redemption lay in rejecting coitus, and with it, the burden of
guilt inherited from Adam and Eve. Only the celibate could hope to achieve the state
of grace that had existed in the Garden of Eden. (1980, 142)
This meant that all men were sinners if they were sexual, regardless of the circumstances of
that sexual activity. So by denying self and suffering a person could “coattail” onto Jesus’
holiness while purging the “lust of the flesh” in purgatory. Jesus is the model man in that he
defended his belief and lived out his role; suffering and dying in the process. His defense of
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his honor, even at the cost of life itself, is paramount in the model he provides. His celibacy
was the model for those who would be truly spiritual and it validated Mary as the
intermediary of those who could not. Since most men see no possibility and have no desire
to be pure that way, Jesus becomes the primary role for men in that he taught men not how to
live but how to suffer, endure, and then to die.
But then again since men are seen as being made of flesh and blood, this lofty
ideal of purity through celibacy is unattainable for all but a very select few. In fact, most
decide they would rather not even try. So the next step in achieving meaning in life is living
as a real man, made of flesh and bone; sexual in nature, but who can suffer hardship and
endure pain. This is the secondary manner and most common way in which Christ becomes
the model for men today. This is the way Jesus is always presented within the death ritual.
He is the dying and suffering man, and in this way he redeems himself. Richardson quotes
one of his research participants as making this point as saying that “Christ died so that we too
could learn how to suffer and die. To live is to die. It is part of the human tragedy. Through
his actions Christ teaches us this tragedy and how we must face death” (Richardson 2003,
263). So it is the role a person plays that determines his or her worth and function within
society. This is true even for Christ!
Mary is the ideal woman in that she pure because she was celibate and yet she
was obedient to her maternal role in life in bearing Jesus. A woman is to bear a son. She is a
role model in that she suffered in silent resignation at his death. She is also a role model in
that she avoided the contamination that sexual activity always brings because of its carnal
nature. The fact that the spiritual and the carnal are seen as opposite and conflictual natures
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means that to give into one is to suppress, weaken, or damage the other. Mary both fulfilled
her assigned role of being a mother and yet avoided the normal prerequisite contamination or
conflict in a masterful way by becoming a mother without every enjoying any physical or
carnal pleasure in that process. So powerful was this imagery that it is often stated that for
this reason she suffered no pain in the birth. While modern women might not be able to
avoid the original sin of sex for childbirth, they can at least follow her example and reject
further contamination once they have fulfilled their role as the creators of new life, preferably
new male life. The ultimate validation of the woman is creation of a new man by the means
of bearing a son!
One female research participant expressed this very bluntly. She stated that:
Once I had my son, I had myself sterilized. Now I never go after my husband to do it
[have sexual intercourse]. If he insists I let him do it but I never look for him so as to
do it. Many times a whole month goes by and we never do it. I don’t know if he has
another woman he does it with or not, and frankly that does not matter to me
anymore.
Her attitude was typical. She was done with her family; she was done with sex! Sex was
only for having children and for a male child at that. In previous times she would have
wanted many sons, but now one will usually do. Gutiérrez de Pineda noted this same
phenomenon in her encyclopedic studies of the family in Colombia. She states:
the transcendental importance for the Santanderiano (inhabitant of a region in
Colombian where she did her study) is to produce male children. All of the
interviews with the male progenitors and the mothers, without distinction of social
class or geographical region, indicated that this concept was the basis for fulfillment
and meaning in their sense of fulfillment and meaning; especially for the men to
consider themselves virile. The male child was always seen as the real blessing in the
family. (1996, 186 my translation)
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So for men it is the production of male children, from whatever source, that confirms their
macho status. For the women, the male child will be a man who loves and supports her even
when the father has long since abandoned her. One study indicated that given the opportunity
to select the gender of their children, “an astonishing 96% preferred male
offspring” (Gutierrez de Pineda and Vila de Pineda 1988, 286 my translation).
Within the marriage, especially in modern times, the woman finds security
and fulfillment with the birth of a male child. Yet another study indicated that “of
transcendental importance for all women was to engender sons. Every female progenitor
interviewed, without distinction of social class or geographical region, indicated this complex
of pleasure derived from producing offspring rich in males” (Gutierrez de Pineda 1996, 486
my translation). She is “blessed” as a mother with the birth of a son. From that point onward
it is common for her to begin to seek to restore or recover her purity by sexual abstinence. It
is common for many women to encourage their husbands to find sexual fulfillment in this
stage of life outside the home. One woman said simply “there are many other women who
will help me love him by doing that (sex) with him.” After she had borne him a male child,
she saw her responsibility relating to her husband as cooking, cleaning, and washing his
clothes. That made her a good wife.
The husband is important for the social status of the child but are expendable
for the functional reality. states that “It is significant that, although husbands are important
because legal marriage give a woman status and her children legitimacy in the public realm,
the primary symbolic standard for Latin women’s role is the Virgin Mary—a husbandless
mother” (1995, 96). This leads many women to encourage their husband to go elsewhere.
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The men are frequently only too willing to accommodate them and look for another source
for sexual fulfillment. In searching out the sexual conquest of other women they validate
their machismo; that are too virile to be satisfied with only one woman. These types of
activities were commonly spoken about in the informal conversations that surround the death
ritual. They are but one of the values that appear in those conversations.
At the same time the informal conversations that surround the death ritual
further clarify these values and present the deceased as a role model for the living. Men will
talk about the ideal man and the ideal woman. Significantly, when men talk about the ideal
man, that ideal man is very different from the ideal man that the women will speak of at these
times. The same holds true for the gender specific evaluation of the ideal woman. This is a
very revealing component of this informal talk that takes place in small, gender specific
groups outside of the funeral parlor or at very least away from the coffin and the grieving
widow. It is from these clearly evident aspects readily visible in the visual and verbal data
that further extrapolation and interpretation is possible.
At this point I will begin to explain what I believe can be deciphered from the
observed data about the basic values of life. This interpretation will be based upon
statements made during the collateral conversations of the wake and the recorded interviews
that later added to those initial observations. All of this will be corroborated with
information gathered by other social scientists here in Colombia. The data has revealed some
interesting components of the basic values of life as seen within the death rituals. These
observations will include the basic meaning of life for the man or women who gives meaning
to live by the means of values expressed in folk religion and its rituals, specifically the death
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ritual. I will attempt to explain some of these values, based on my interpretation of the data,
in the paragraphs that follow.
There are two important facts relating to the material I will now present. First
is that this material relates specifically to folk religion and not orthodox Roman Catholicism.
This is true even though there is a significant element of both within the study and a
symbiotic interaction between the two. Therefore what follows in not expected not intended
to represent any official position or doctrine of the Roman Catholic Church. The second
important factor is that folk religion and the included values represent a cultural past. The
constant flux and change within the religion indicates a continual effort to adapt itself to the
present realities. Colombian culture has undergone massive change within the last half
century. Many of the values represented here reflect a culture that has fractured and is now
crumbling. The values represented here are, because of this fact, largely values of the past.
Young people today are living a very different reality from that of the past generation.
This is why folk religion is most often practiced by the older generations as it
is seen in its current form. The form that culture and folk religion will one day assume is at
this present juncture indecipherable. That a massive change in worldview is underway is
undeniable and carries massive significance for the future of Latin America. The only
question is what forces will influence and guide this change. In the Research Conclusions
section I will attempt to deal with this issue as I attempt to apply my conclusions to a current
generation that is rapidly moving into a future marked by modernity. For now, I will present
the research findings about explicit and implicit value structures within the death rituals of
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Colombian folk religion and then enunciate what those values structures say about the
meaning of life.

Social and Religious Meaning for Woman
The Qualities of a “Good Woman” are vastly different, even diametrically
opposed to those of the macho man. To a certain degree, the image that society has of the
ideal woman is the mirror image of machismo; it is an opposite reflection of ideal male
values. These values tend to be the opposite, or the complimentary value when compared
with the individual male characteristics. As a result, there is not the same need for detailed
explanation here as many of these characteristics have been presented in the section dealing
with male characteristics. That fact will permit this section to be somewhat more
abbreviated.
Over the years, social scientists have used words like “hembrismo” and
“marianismo” to define the characteristics of the stereotypically ideal Latin American
woman. The latter term seems to be the one favored more recently and is probably more
accurate, since the Latin American role model for the ideal woman is the Virgin Mary, as she
is presented in the Roman Catholic creating to whom that title has been given. Given the
paradigmatic nature of Mary in the creation of the mythical Latin female, it is a term I will
use here as well. The myth of the Virgin Mary is the model for the myth of the perfect Latin
American woman. The myth of Mary is the model presented to every young girl and it is the
model that is exalted to an extreme in the death ritual.
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Women are seen as spiritual, even ethereal in nature. There is a certain awe in
their ability to create new life and this ability is the ultimate nature of woman. The ability to
procreate is one of the most basic meanings of life for women; both in the eyes of men and of
the women themselves. Thus abortion is seen as the very worst of sins because it challenges
the very nature of women. That why she was created and in her creating new life she
validates her worth and demonstrates her purpose and role in life.
As with men, the ultimate meaning in life is fulfilling her role as a woman, in
accordance with what has been culturally defined as her “God-given nature” as a woman.
She is seen as immanently and inherently religious by nature as well and to the degree that
she emulates the Virgin Mary, who was the best of the best, she increases her worth and
nobility. This implies certain qualities that she is to have and demonstrate on a perpetual
basis. I will attempt to extrapolate these primary characteristics, as they were demonstrated
in the data collected in the death ritual liturgy and conversation of the funeral rituals.

Women Are the Primary Intercessors
As a result of this cultural trait, all of the following descriptions of interaction
will explain actions directed that were almost always by females. Even then, the female
accesses the spirit world through differing channels depending on her own status within the
good/bad scale of human existence. These different channels, as depicted in the graphic in
figure 1, are intended to reach into different levels of the spirit world and they achieve a
different purpose. Even women, who by nature are seen as more spiritual, have levels of
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spirituality. There are good women and bad women in the material world, as you can see in
figure 1.
The smaller numbers of women that appear in the very top right hand side of
the rectangle are those who are virgins or celibate. These are the nuns, young virgin females,
and the older celibate women who direct the chanting at the death rituals. This explains why
it is always a young virgin to whom the Virgin Mary appears in visions. Shrines such as
Lourdes in France, the image of the Virgin de Chinquinquirá in Colombia, and the great
basilica in Cartago, Costa Rica are examples of this phenomenon.
Any sexual activity will contaminate them and move them down on the
spirituality scale. This is true whether it is within or outside of marriage. For this reason the
second level on the chart would be occupied by the older women who have borne children
but now have returned to a celibate state. These are the women who lead the chants at the
wake. I never witnessed any young woman leading the chants. The greater the degree of
sexual activity the lower the women moves on the scale. Sex for pleasure is always sinful
and is presented as the original sin in Catholic theology in the Middle Ages and even today in
Colombia. When I was teaching a class of high school students I asked them with no
qualification what the original sin was. Every single student who answered said that it was
sex. Interestingly enough, it was only girls who answered and only girls who had taken the
catechism class for first communion who answered my question.
Women who have a high sex drive are presumed to be bad and they are the
ones who are presumed to become prostitutes. These women occupy the very bottom of the
scale on the female side of the scale. Prostitutes are seen almost as low as men in the
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spiritual scale and so have their own unique route of access to the spirit world in the form of
Saint Mary Magdalene, the reformed prostitute. An icon of her can be purchased and I am
told this icon will be prominently displayed in every house of prostitution as the patron saint
and the spiritual channel for the women who work there. Nida points out that “prostitutes
are . . . under the protection of their patron saint Mary Magdalene, whose image graces many
brothels” (Nida 1974, 115). I have seen her image in icon form in alcoves on the façade of
houses of prostitution when traveling on buses around the country, so I have little reason to
doubt the testimony of Nida and others on this matter.
This means that there are very clearly defined characteristics that separate the
good woman from men and bad women. In order to fulfill the role of intercessor, a woman
must live out her expected social role as a good woman. These characteristics are listed in
the following section of this chapter.

The Good Woman Is Submissive
The primary nature of a good woman (sometimes called marianismo or
hembrismo in parallel to the machismo of men) is that of the submissive, obedient, longsuffering woman. From the colonial time onward, this characteristic has been extolled.
Perry, in a book on women in the time of the Inquisition, speaks about how “The good wife
preserves the peace and harmony in the home, without ever daring to disagree with her
husband or disobey him, or bother him, always remembering that to be a woman is to be less
than her husband” (1993, 67 my translation). Doris Lamus and Ximena Useche make similar
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discoveries in their landmark study of maternal and paternal patterns in the Colombian city of
Bucaramanga. They state that:
The role of the woman is identified with that of the mother: a woman who denies
herself everything while being in submission (to her husband). The wife and children
are primarily identified by the basic aggressive personality of the man, because any
divergence from this cultural pattern would destroy the structural values (of society)
and because of this, her personal expectations of personal welfare and (economic)
benefit, because of the long process of adaptation to tradition. For the woman,
marriage is synonymous with her capacity and success. Any power that she will come
to exercise in the family will be through masculine delegation. (2002, 36 my
translation, emphasis in the original)
In the death ritual Mary is extolled in that she was obedient and subservient to
a harsh and irascible God in accepting the public humiliation of engendering of Jesus though
the work of the Holy Spirit and in the total subjugation of any dreams or illusions she might
have had for her own life. This made her “blessed (honored) among women” and is her
primary claim to honor. Following this image that is projected in the death ritual, the good
woman is to be obedient and subservient to those over her. Rivera puts it simply “A female
is to be home-bound, untouched, submissive, religious, apolitical and self-effacing. The
Latin American home is definitely woman-centered. . . . As a wife, she supports, shields, and
stimulates her husband” (1978, 48). This causes her to treat men and specifically her father
and then her husband with great deference. Brothers are also to be respected and obeyed.
This is always why they are so susceptible to the seduction of older men; they
have always been taught to be obedient and to subject themselves. One fictive father taught
this lesson to his adolescent daughter. He was going to once again carry her to her bedroom
as he had done when she was little. “The girl resisted when he wanted to carry her in his
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arms to her bedroom and he had to make her understand that in the world order men
rule” (Garcia Marquez 1994, 37 my translation). So when they are taken out of their
protected environment and placed in a situation where another male situates himself in a
position of authority, she may protest, but in the end she will give in and submit to his sexual
advances even while claiming to know that it was wrong to do so. One young woman said
plaintively “I knew it was wrong, but he took me to his room, just undressed me, positioned
me as he wanted to, and then I realized this was it; I could do nothing. He did what he
wanted to do and I could do nothing.” The male protectors of her family were not there and
she had no capacity on her own to refuse the insistent imposition of an older male. The man
refused to accept any responsibility for the resultant child saying that she got pregnant, not
him.
This subservience is often enforced with physical violence throughout the life
of a female. Gutiérrez de Pineda and Vila de Pineda make the point that “The intrafamily
violence always has as its agent the father, or in his absence, his sons or other male relatives,
which is applied to the subjected ones; the women and children” (1988, 32 my translation).
She is trained from childhood to cater to the males in her family. She will attend to them in a
very subservient manner. She will do this because it is her choice and upbringing or she will
be forced to do it by the violence directed at her by the males who are over her.
When a male visitor arrives, a man will commonly call out the visit and the
women will immediately prepare and then serve the visitor something to drink and even a
meal, if it is the proper time of the day. With the increased tendency for the women to be
educated and to work outside the home, this cultural pattern is being challenged by many
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women while it is defended and imposed by men. This has created significant social and
marital conflict in recent years as society struggles with the change. But the death ritual
leaves no doubt; this traditional role is still the dominant paradigm for the proper Latin
American woman!

Bearing Male Children
The next primary quality seen in Mary and expected of women is the bearing
of children. The common saying is that it is the wife that “gives her husband a son.” The
male child is like the special gift that only she can give. This is her role and her lot. In most
marriages the goal is to have the first child as close to the nine month anniversary of the
marriage as possible. This proved her worth and her husband’s virility. Being a woman and
a wife still bears the cultural meaning for women of having children and being a mother.
Castellanos y Accorsi put it this way:
Woman = mother: This is the equation that has dominated societies, especially the
patriarchal ones, throughout history. It has maintained a special presence in the
family model since the fifties. It refers to the women who see themselves only as
mothers and they live for and because of their children. Their lives only have
meaning in conceiving and rearing children. (2002, 265, my translation)
Until very recently the practicing of birth control was widely condemned, not only by the
Catholic Church, but by the society as a whole. Breast feeding was considered to be the only
proper way to feed a child because it implied the mother giving of herself to nurture her baby.
Buses still bear decals that show a picture of a baby bottle with a circle around it and a line
through it; the practice of bottle feeding an infant is seen in a very negative light because it
denies the life-giving nature of the woman.
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While much of this is beginning to change, the concept of a woman’s value
being certified in childbirth is still common. People no longer speak about the need to
completer la docena, or complete the dozen when speaking about a woman and her bearing
of children, the woman who is unable to bear male children will almost certainly be
abandoned by her husband and repudiated as a woman being punished by God for some
terrible sin because of her infertility. This is often the case even if the man is actually the one
who is sterile. This is such a dominant view that men will refuse to be tested and insist that it
is the problem of the woman, ipsit dixit. One research participant, speaking about a fairly
young widow who had undergone tubal ligation and was considering remarrying,
disparagingly commented “Why should she get married again? She can’t give him children.
That would be a waste.” To her, as with many women, they see their value and purpose in
procreation.
Marriage is not considered as a refuge from the world or a place of marital
bliss. It is a place where a woman becomes a self-denying mother who gives everything to
her husband and children. That is, to both male and female alike, the very nature and essence
of being female. She gives but she does not receive. As Urrego sarcastically notes “In the
dominant sectors of society marriage is seen as a place free from pleasure” (1997, 210 my
translation). Marriage, and women, have only one real purpose. That is why in the death
ritual they intone ad nauseam, “Blessed is the fruit of thy womb.” That is why elderly female
practitioners of folk religion seem intent on making sure the lesson is inculcated into every
new generation of Colombian female.
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Purity = Virginity or Chastity
The third value, and this is a conundrum in extreme, is that chastity is another
supreme value, even within marriage. Childbirth, within traditional Catholicism, was
presumed to have originally occurred in a non-sexual manner. Augustine was the first to put
forth this idea, which is still widely held to this day. He stated that:
There is not need for us now to examine and put forth a final opinion on this question
—how the progeny of the first parents might have come into being, whom God had
blessed, saying ‘Be fruitful and multiply; fill the earth,’ if they had not sinned, since
their bodies deserved the condition of death by sinning, and there could not be
intercourse except by mortal bodies . . . If our first parents had not sinned, they would
have had children in some other way, without physical coition. (Clark 1996, 43-44)
Sex was the original sin of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden and has now become the
original sin for everyone since that is how every person has been conceived.
While this view is undergoing rapid modification from the time of Pope John
XXIII within popular religion the change has been slow to come (Bur 1990, 11). From the
time of original sin forward childbirth would be with pain to repair the woman for the
supposed concupiscence of Eden and for each woman’s supposed pleasure in the act of
conception. Smith makes this idea very clear when he states that “nor did his (Jesus) Virgin
Mother suffer harm or pain in her childbearing” (1962, 520). Since she had not sinned by
sexual intercourse, she was not punished with pain. The lesson was clear; pain is to atone for
pleasure and sin.
As a result, procreation is the only redeeming factor of sexuality. Viveros
Vigoya makes this clear in her study of gender in Colombia. She states that:
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In Quibdó (a geographical region in Colombia) it is said that a woman without
children (the word for children that she used here could also mean sons) is like a tree
without branches and that children are the honor of the mother, while mothers say my
family is my children. (2002, 156 emphasis in original, my translation)
Yet even sex reserved for reproductive purposes is still intended to be without pleasure
because even in this realm it is considered sin in traditional Catholicism. Sex is a venial sin
when practiced for procreation and can be forgiven by simply confessing it. Sex for pleasure
is lasciviousness and is a mortal sin. Brandes comments on this same idea and validate my
analysis here. He states that “According to Catholic religious teachings and ideals, we are all
—men and women alike—imbued with sexual passions and desires. But at the same time,
the Church teaches that these passions and desires are sinful and that we should therefore try
to suppress our sexuality as much as possible” (1980, 183).
Augustine, when referring to sexual intercourse within marriage states that
“For the purpose of satisfying concupiscence, provided with a spouse, because of the
marriage fidelity, it is a venal sin” (Clark 1996, 48). Such sexual activity will pollute the
woman and bring her time in purgatory. This is why women often willingly encourage their
husbands to take on a secondary wife or find a girlfriend to “take care of his needs.” Even
Augustine had recommended this for a woman to preserve her purity. He states that “But,
when a husband wished to make use of the member [genitals] of his wife which has not been
given for this purpose, the wife is more shameful if she permits this to take place with herself
rather than with another woman. The crown of marriage, then, is chastity” (Clark 1996, 54).
While sex is seen as a need for the physical man, it is seen as an unpleasant
necessity for women, to be shunned once the family is complete. Trifiró explains this further
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in her work on prostitution. She points out the “The honorable woman does not have sexual
desire and her goal is reproduction; while the men have every right to satisfy their impulses,
the prostitute permits the preservation of the honor or virginity of many good girls” (2003, 19
emphasis in original, my translation). While it is true that this is an area of very rapid
change, especially in the young women, the basic belief remains intact and is commonly
expressed by older women.
It remains to be seen if younger women will carry this feminist concept into
later life or will revert to the traditional view of their mothers and grandmothers. For many,
even some young women, the woman who desires sex is seen as to physical and thus too
macho. This characteristic will often socially mark her as a prostitute and thus increases her
risk of rape and abuse. This is also why prostitutes are considered to be the worst of women
and to call someone an hijueputa, or the son of a prostitute is the worst of insults. Yet it is the
“bad girl” or the prostitute that protects the dignity of the home by provided for the baser
desires of the male. Gutiérrez makes this point with simplicity but clarity when he states that
“The prostitute, in this case, by fulfilling the role of the ‘bad woman,’ protects the moral
order (of the family) and the values of the ‘good woman’ in other words, the wife in her
legitimate relationship” (1997, 103 my translation).
The celibate and spiritual nature of woman is extolled in the “perpetual
virginity” of Mary and the willing abstinence of Joseph in the marriage both before and after
the birth of Jesus. (For a rather lengthy discussion of this topic, see Smith 1962, 517-523.)
When I asked one woman about this idea of continued virginity into the marriage of Joseph
and Mary, she was shocked that I would even ask such a disrespectful question and then
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reprimanded me by saying that “When a person reaches a certain level of spirituality they no
longer have those base needs. So Mary remained pure and Joseph was like an angel there to
protect her but he never would have requested such a thing of the virgin. That is why he is
the patron saint of marriage.” So the model family is sexless and the patron saint of marriage
is a man who was supposedly so spiritual that he did not want or desire such an evil thing as
sex with his wife. With such a model is it any wonder that nearly half of all children are
borne without a father present? (Andresky 1969, 52; Byun 2002)
This is also the justification for the celibacy in the priesthood to this very day.
But within our discussion here, and most significant relationship to the death ritual, is the
desire of women to return to celibacy by women after procreation. It is Smith in his
treatment of the perpetual virginity of Mary that he sets the gold standard for all women;
“This union of virginity with motherhood is the crown of Mary’s dignity” (Smith 1962, 517).
While perpetual virginity and motherhood is an impossible combination, a type of second
virginity can be claimed by a woman who abstains from sexual relations once she has
completed her family. This is a common time for women to encourage their husbands to
satisfy his sexual needs elsewhere.
A return to celibacy is the reclamation of dignity for the Colombian woman.
She attains her own “crown of dignity” by uniting this new virginity with her motherhood
and in so doing established her place in society and with her own children. She has followed
the example of the image of woman presented in the death ritual. That is why she earns the
right to be the one in authority at those rituals. One widowed research participant told me
that she had always wished that her husband had been a traveling salesman so that she would
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not have to prestarse or let herself be used that way. She informed me, almost with a sense
of pride, that she had told him that if he needed that to buscar otra or to find another woman.
She had learned the lesson of the one sure path of cultural dignity for women from the death
ritual and Saint Augustine; and she has learned that lesson very well.

Suffering with Resignation
The next quality of the good woman is that of suffering with passive
resignation to the inevitability of suffering. Her ability and willingness to suffer is seen as a
redeeming quality and this can become her badge of honor. Consuelo, one of the research
participants of Oscar Lewis might well have spoken for the lot of Latin American women,
especially the very poor. After burying an aunt, she pondered her own situation and moaned
“All that day I walked alone . . . carrying with me more grief and sorrow than I had ever
borne before, my body a tatters and my whole life a moan” Lewis 1969, 113). She suffered
and she was proud of it. A woman commented on this and told me that her mother “always
presented herself as the victim.” But perhaps worse yet, she frequently was the victim. She
had been taught that suffering was to be her expected lot in life. Her mother, like many
women, behaved and spoke as she did because it was honorable for her to do!
This cultural disposition for female suffering is presented in the death ritual in
the constant remembrance of the suffering of Mary during the passion of Christ. It is this
suffering on her part that makes her “co-redemptrix” with Christ. In a 1991 reprint of an
older work titled Las Glorias de Maria, which was written by San Alfonso in 1750, the
bishop spends nearly one hundred pages speaking of Mary’s suffering and how since she
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suffered without sin she could apply that suffering to the forgiveness of our sins. He also
explains that our own suffering serves a purifying function. The two together serves to
redeem the sinner from the clutches of Satan. This suffering as a redemptive feature with a
purification function is further impressed in the graphic and iconographic representations of
Mary from the middle ages to the present. Almost every graphic representation of Mary
shows her with a look of suffering on her face.
This suffering, combined with her compliant nature, makes her the central
focus of the death ritual in almost every aspect. The woman of Colombian popular culture is
expected to suffer as well. There is little sympathy when the pain of birth is mentioned; after
all, it is expected and to be endured for this gives the woman value in fulfilling this
component of her role as a woman. It is her just due; her reward for having engaged in sex
and having enjoyed the pleasure of conception. Men feel little concern for the suffering
endured by his wife in other areas as well and in many cases will use this justification when
they are the ones who directly cause the suffering.
A church leader once told me of visiting a family when the wife spilled boiling
water on herself as she prepared coffee. Coffee is traditionally made by pouring the boiling
water back and forth between two pans through a cloth bag containing the coffee grounds.
The one pan had slipped and she poured the boiling water over her hand and wrist instead of
through the cloth bag. She screamed in pain and came running out into the room where the
visitors were sitting. Her husband simply looked at the burn, scowled, and said “That doesn’t
look too bad. You don’t need to go to the doctor for that.” He then sent her back into the
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kitchen to finish making coffee and simply returned to the conversation as it nothing had
happened.
Women seem to readily acquiesce to this role of suffering as their predestined
lot in life. One research participant told me how she cried when they told her that the baby
she had just given birth to was a girl. I asked her why, and she said because “women have to
suffer so much in this life.” Many women see suffering as simply the lot and role that is an
unavoidable aspect of being a woman. This is the natural and obvious lesson of childbirth
from the curse found in the book of Genesis to the end of time.

Devoted to Sons
Another important aspect of the exemplar nature of Mary was her devotion to
her son. It is important to note that this devotion to her son was much more prominent than
her devotion to her husband. Joseph soon disappears from the Gospel narrative and in
popular Catholicism he hardly ever is present. Mary is a spectacular example of the ideal
female because she bears a son without sex and then is totally devoted to him, even in death.
Because of this, the predominant social relationship and the one that is primary in the
validation of a woman and her worth is the birth of a son. Nida relates this to the Virgin
Mary in a very clear fashion. He points out that “The Virgin also symbolizes an emotional
attachment to her son, Jesus Christ, and not to her husband, even as the Latin American
mother expressed some of her deepest attachment to her own loyal son, and not to her
wayward husband” (1974, 70). There is also an excellent treatment of this issue in a book
titled Latin America, a Socio-cultural Interpretation (Rivera 1978, 54-57) that offers an
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excellent explanation of this social phenomenon. The relationship between a mother and her
son and/or sons will always be more important than her relationship to her husband.
This may well have a historical origin, as Byun (2002) claims. For a
significant period after the conquest, the Spanish men arrived without wives and pillaged the
Indian women at will. Trifiró states that:
Immediately after the conquest, in the sixteenth century, it was the ritual prostitution
and the sexual slavery of the Indian women that satisfied the sexual needs of the men.
The circumstances that were created by the conquest permitted the Spanish to convert
the Indian women into the spoils of war. (2003, 34, my translation)
Yet the children that were born as the result of this sexual exploitation were left without
fathers as the men moved on to other conquests, both in war and in bed. The children were
then reared in extreme poverty as the women had become worthless to the Indian society
where they had once been princesses. Their only hope for security resided in the son whom
they reared for that very purpose. Their only hope was that in being totally devoted to him
that once he became a man he would be totally devoted to her.
This same pattern continues today. Some studies have indicated as many as
fifty percent of boys in Latin America grow up with no father present (Andresky 1969, 52).
The rate of illegitimacy was about the same and both figures seem to be climbing. Most
gamines, or street children, of the direct result of abandonment by the father where the
mother is unable to support them. Boys receive affection and attention only from their
mother in most cases. This is a historical paradigm. Mackay points out that from the very
beginning, the sexual relationships between the Spaniards and the Indian women “The
children of these unions were brought up by their untutored mothers. Home life was
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lacking” (Mackay 1933, 49). In this process, which has continued largely unabated to this
very day, the boy develops his only affective attachment with his mother. When I once spent
two years visiting a prison in Villavicencio, I asked each of the men in the cell block where I
was working about his family. Not a single one had grown up with a father in the home.
About half had no idea who their father even was. A historical paradigm may well have
contributed to making Colombia the violent country that it is today!
When the husband is in the home he seldom demonstrates affection or
tenderness to his wife or children. The mother is often ignored by her husband except for
occasional sexual demands. There is seldom any romance or closeness. Once a male friend
asked me what the common opinion of Latin men was in the area of the States that I came
from. I told him they had a reputation as great lovers but lousy husbands. He laughed
heartily and slapped his knee and said “That’s the truth; that’s the way we are.” While I was
almost embarrassed to tell him of the opinion held of Latin men by some in the United States,
fearing that it was too negative, he saw that description as a compliment. Added to this lack
of attention is the all too common presence of alcohol induced violence. Physical violence,
usually as the result of drunkenness, is common. As a result, the mother will dote on her son
and find in him the male attention and affection she is not getting from her husband. As a
result, he will grow to revere her in childhood and then defend her from her husband once he
reaches adolescence. After he has grown and entered the work force a son will often give
more money to his mother than he will give to his wife and family.
This all leads women to desire boys as children and lament the birth of a girl.
The little boy will grow to be the man that will respect her and provide for her in her old age.
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He will be her protector and benefactor. When I once quoted a verse in the Bible that
mentioned that the pains of childbirth were forgotten once the child was born (in the Spanish
Bible the word for child and son are the same) a research participant who had just delivered a
baby girl said somewhat plaintively that “Se le olvida el dolor cuando es niño pero cuando es
niña se acuerda de todo el dolor y mas” (One forgets the pain when the child is a boy but
when it is a girl the mother remembers every last bit of the pain and then some). This is one
of the cardinal teachings of the Colombian death ritual within folk religion: “Blessed is the
fruit of your womb, Jesus”--the male child, Jesus. The female child is not seen as a blessing
but is often lamented because she is seen as a liability; likely to get pregnant before getting
married and in doing that bring shame to the family.
As one research participant explained her mistreatment as a child, she stated
that:
Well, then my mother had me there in the house. In the case of my grandparents, and
especially in the case of my grandmother, when they told her it was a girl that had
been born, NO! That was a terrible thing for them because she always liked male
children. To have another little girl in the house, NO, that was even worse, that was
terrible, Hum.
It is not uncommon for women to treat daughters harshly and then dote on a son and that was
what happened to this women. She was treated like a servant while the boys were spoiled.
She had to do the errands and work while the boys played. She was later passed around from
relative to relative depending on who needed help in the household.
This all leads to a cultural trait, at least in the popular levels of society, in
which the male child is the only child that is prized and treated well. The birth of a daughter
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is often seen as a sad, even shameful event. The woman who fails to “give a son” to her
husband is often repudiated for another who might prove to be more worthy by producing the
desired son. Female infanticide, while uncommon now, was not terribly unusual in years
gone by. Even now, when dead babies are found in the dumps, the child is invariably female
(Velázquez 2004, 6). So great is this cultural dislike and disrespect for girls that it is not
unheard of for mothers or grandmothers to force a daughter into prostitution to provide for
rest of the family when poverty is extreme.
While mostly anecdotal, there seems to be some indication that this is not a
terribly unusual occurrence. García Márquez (1967) mentions this in his book Cien Años de
Soledad. Books on prostitution in Colombia often mention this as one of the means by which
young girls become involved with prostitution (Trifiró 2003; Gutierrez Cerda 1997). Selling
a young girl for prostitution can be very profitable. One night with a young virgin will often
bring in an amount of money that is greater than what a poor family normally lives on for the
entire month.
One young girl told her story of being sold with bitter tears. “”I lost my
virginity with this guy, the owner of a restaurant in the city of Cartagena. He was surprised
when he saw all the blood on the sheets. So he dressed and paid me the seventy thousand
pesos and left. I cried for three days” (Miño and Arcieri 2004, my translation). She had
received seven times the normal wage for a prostitute and as much as a woman could earn in
an entire month. But that was little consolation. With the daughter held in such low esteem
it is little wonder that at times a daughter will be “sold” when times are hard. While this is
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not a preference for any family, it is seen as an unpleasant but necessary means for the
survival of the family. For the young girl it becomes her destiny; her lot in life and she will
accept it with the resignation she has been imbued with since infancy as a female.
The dislike for female children is common with men as well. One man stated
bluntly and with great pride that he was “bueno para hacer niños” or in other works he was
good at making little boys. He told me that he often offered his services to women who
wanted a male child but were having girls with their current partner. He claimed great
success in this endeavor. So great is the disdain for female babies that one male research
participant stated bluntly and unashamedly that when his daughter was born that he
considered “stuffing a rock down her throat so that she would choke.” For him the birth of a
daughter was a shameful thing and represented nothing but problems.

Loving, Merciful, and Forgiving
The final and perhaps the most important characteristic seen in the person of
Mary as presented within the death ritual is that of the loving, merciful, and forgiving mother
who will not hold anything against a beloved son; and so Mary will not hold the sins against
the sinner. This is why Mary is always the one appealed to in folk religion. She can make
demands of God as his mother and God, in Jesus, as the good son could not refuse her. She
is shown as the one who cannot tolerate the suffering of her children and all folk religionist
refer to her repeatedly as their mother, as the mother of mercy, the mother of the church, and
so forth. At the same time the judgmental God is seen as willing sending sinners to burn for
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their sins and thus purge them. In contrast to this mercy and forgiveness predominate in
Mary and there is a ready willingness on her part to plead with Jesus/God her son.
The good son cannot deny a request by a loving and doting mother, so the
forgiveness is assured, not by the sacrifice and blood of Jesus but by the tender nature of
Jesus’ mother. As a result the mother of folk Catholicism is likewise gentle and kind. She is
all forgiving and never holds anything against her children, specifically against her son. This
contributes to the doting nature of the mother/son relationship and to the common spoiling of
the sons where there is no discipline for them. One mother told me “I love my son to much
to punish or discipline him.” Yet this very same mother felt no qualms about very harshly
beating her daughter for a fairly minor infraction. This is a common value and one that is
encouraged by the mortuary chants so often repeated and by the very nature of the death
ritual.
The nature of the Virgin Mary has become the expected role model for the
Colombian woman, especially for those practicing folk Catholicism. Yet this is a hapless, sad
lot in life. Life is endured until it ends and leads to many bitter women in very unhappy
relationships. There is no emphasis placed on developing or cultivating a love relationship
with the husband but every emphasis is placed on the mother/son relationship. One
investigator mused that:
The mother is the nucleus around which the family gathers and is the person that
insures its identity, structure, and continuity. The relationship with the mother is
strong, especially in the aspect of the affective, especially during childhood and the
enduring throughout life. (Viveros Vigoya 2002, 158-159 my translation)
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She has an important function to fulfill, but she is not expected to find any pleasure in doing
so.
Often the death of a husband, especially if he left a measure of financial
security, is seen as a release from many of the more unpleasant aspects of life on this earth.
This nature of women plays a predominant role in the development and practice of
Colombian folk religion. Both tend to share a symbiotic nature as they nurture one another.

Concluding Thoughts about Women
By living these characteristics in her life, a woman establishes for herself
security and control in the family and in her future through her sons. She develops such a
loyalty in them that she can count on them to defend her in the present and to provide for her
in the future. Her control in the world and in her own life is through this predominate
mother/son relationship. This is what is presented in the death ritual. This is also the lived
reality for most women in Latin America today. True poverty and rejection in this world are
reserved for the woman who has no sons or whose sons were all killed in the maturing
process; which by the nature of machismo can be harsh and even deadly. By living her
socially dictated role a woman finds meaning in life and she then propagates that meaning on
to the next generation through her own sons, whom she cultivates to be macho. In doing this,
she relegates her husband, and men in general, to be following in the sustenance of society.
She controls the cradle and she controls the spirit world. In so doing she controls the destiny
of men as well.
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The Social and Religious Meaning for Men
The eminent poet/philosopher of early modern Spain, Miguel de Unamuno,
was perhaps the first person to put in writing what has probably been ubiquitous to Spanish
worldview for millennium. He unabashedly stated that “I am a man of carne y
hueso” (Unamuno 1913, 3) literally a man of flesh and bone. An English speaking person
might state this same concept as being made of flesh and blood, but the mental image or idea
produced within the English culture and the Iberoamerican culture by these two statements
would be vastly different. This is evident in the way and at the times in which the two
cultures would use the epithet. In the interviews conducted and within the observations
made, this phrase was frequently used and often justified or explained behaviors that were
often contrary to what would have been expected based upon stated egalitarian values.
Men who would deprecate lying would unabashedly relate the details of
deception used to seduce a young woman and then later reject her once the conquest had
enhanced the perpetrator’s status as macho within his peer group. They will laugh heartily at
their skill in deceiving a young girl into believing that she was really loved until she had
submitted to carnal access. When I questioned the propriety of such behavior, one male
research participant simply shrugged and said “Ella se dejo engañar” or in English, “She
allowed herself to be deceived.” The implication that comes with that statement is that any
negative results are her fault and not his (Fuentes 2002, 99-199). The obvious implication is
that all responsibility in this area belongs to the woman. At that time the man would then
brag about what he had done to make her so angry at him that she would never dream about
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asking him to support the child since she never wanted to lay eyes on him again because of
her emotional pain.
When I pointed out how the life of his victim had been harmed when she
could no longer study and that many other opportunities had been taken away from her, the
research participant simply stated “Ella es la que se dejó embarazar” or in English, “She was
the one who allowed herself to become pregnant.” Again the implication was that any
negative effects were all her fault. The proof of their success was always in the children that
had resulted from the seductions or statutory rapes; children that they then bragged about
engendering but refusing to recognize legally as their own and children. They will refer to
these children as “municipios sin reconocer” or their unincorporated towns, thus making
reference to the tradition in Colombia for only the larger cities to be recognized and the
surrounding towns are seen as illegitimate dependants. This usually meant that these
children would be raised in poverty without the presence of a father in the home. The custom
is to give them occasional gifts to insure that the child sees them as the father and then to
recognize these children at the time of death. In that way they feel they are making it all
right.
Based upon this data, and the supporting sexual connotations imbedded within
the death ritual, especially the emphasis on the suffering of Jesus, the perpetual virginity of
Mary, and finally her ultimate submissive but benevolent and loving nature as presented in
the rosary chants, I believe that the concept of strength and conquest, which today usually
means sexual conquest, is a primary component of the meaning of life for many Latin
American men. It is certainly a component of machismo, which is a prevalent social
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paradigm in the region. There are definite historical reasons for this. In the conquest, men of
low social standing attained the sexual benefits normally reserved for the rich and powerful
in Spain. Cortez and his men were either given or divvied up the light skinned young virgins
in each successive Indian village they conquered or that submitted to them. Afterwards they
kept track of the children engendered by these sexual conquests.
Bernal Díaz del Castillo, one of the soldiers who accompanied Cortés in the
conquest of Mexico, makes this point repeatedly in his account of the conquest. He mentions
repeated occasions when local chiefs made gifts of women to the Spaniards; a gift that was
never rejected. He states on one occasion that after a conquest, “Cortés allotted one of the
women to each of his captains and Doña Marina, as she was good looking and intelligent and
without embarrassment, he gave to Alonzo Hernández Puertocarreño” (1956, 64). Such
stories are related throughout the book.
The collected historical documents point to the widespread nature of this
practice and to its offensiveness to the Indians who were powerless to stop it and had no legal
recourse in defending their women (Goodpasture 1989). Recent analysts and researchers
have pointed to this historical precedent as the foundational paradigm for the sexual conquest
as central to the meaning of life and the male self-conceptualization as macho as the primary
component of machismo (Byun 2002). Modern Latin men have unabashedly stated that
sexual conquest in a primary component of their self-image (González 1996). So this same
interpretation as presented here is neither new nor unique. Perhaps the only addition I am
making is that of searching for seminal concepts for this cultural value within the death ritual
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and in assigning a causal factor to the nature of the death ritual and the content of the chants
that are repeated so abundantly within them.
Still, at this point a caveat might be in order. There seems to be a tendency for
many in secular academia, especially in the social sciences, to dismiss any evangelical
scholar who addresses issues of human sexuality. Less anyone attribute this concept of
sexual conquest as central to the meaning of life and as a major component of machismo for
many Latin American men to some puritanical prejudice absorbed during my evangelical
upbringing, this would be a good place to consider some of what Latin American social
scientists themselves have discovered and then stated in respect to this issue. I present here
then a litany of quotes to demonstrate the validity of my own observations in the eyes of
Colombian social scientists.
For many within Catholicism, and almost universally within folk religion, sex
is the fountain of sin and anything to do with pleasure, especially sexual pleasure, should be
renounced in order to attain the ideal spiritual purity. One female research participant stated
typically and very bluntly, that “when one reaches a certain level of spirituality, there is no
longer any need for that” meaning sex. The pleasure of the flesh, especially women is a
negative value to be repudiated. This means that any sexual activity is equally sinful and that
women who are sexually active are not worthy of respect. In such a circumstance, it is either
celibacy or anything goes. Umaña Luna points this out when he states that:
The inherited sexual taboo which was imposed by the Gospels: with its repudiation of
the flesh and women, including the resolute figure of Christ, while conceived from a
purely religious figure, now appears to us primarily as an conundrum because of his
repudiation of pleasure, especially sexual pleasure, and this because his nature insists
on the total renunciation of sexual pleasure by his twelve masculine disciples, even
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though the Father had already prescribed the formula to ‘grow and multiply’. This
attitude is increased by the misogynist Paul and preserved jealously by the
Catholicism, can be seen in the concept that the sexual instinct is a fountain of sin
instead of considering sex as a normal aspect of life. (2001,158, my translation)

This is the concept emphasized in death rituals of folk religion in the rosary chants with the
constant repetition of the perpetual virgin phrase. This is what makes a normal sexual life
within marriage to be equally sinful and therefore no different from one where sex is
practiced in any way one chooses to practice it. Sex is not something reserved for marriage
but is something to be avoided if possible. This is the basis for the celibacy of the clergy in
the Roman Church. For the rest, the men who are carne y hueso, flesh and bone, it is the
exact opposite that becomes the norm! After all, it was none other than the great Augustine,
the first Latin doctor of the church, who suggested that men not “contaminate their holy
wives” by insisting on sexual intercourse with them. Latin men, often with the
encouragement of their wives, are only too happy to follow his advice.
At the level of popular religion and culture, even sexual activity within the
marriage is seen as sinful and shameful. Gutiérrez de Pineda and Vila de Pineda quote one
married woman as speaking about her first sexual intercourse with her husband to her father
and getting this typical response:
One day my husband spread me out on the bed and I later told my father about the
“favor” he had done me; about his great sexual conquest that he had accomplished in
my married life. My father was very disturbed and gave the order to “tell no one
about this, my daughter, poor little thing, how would you look without your honor
before your friends.” (1988, 75 my translation)
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The next logical step, if even married sex is sinful, is for sexual activity to be redefined and
reoriented to fulfill some other purpose. Historically in the conquest of Latin America, the
act of sexual conquest meant engendering children for the church as opposed to the children
produced by Indian fathers who were pagan. Mejorando la raza, or to improve the race, is a
common phrase. It is also used as justification of rape when the woman is considered to be
of a much lower social level or is of Indian or African decent.
Honor came to the sexual Spanish male in the conquest of Indian women and
in the production of Christian children; Christian because they were engendered by a
supposedly Christian father. Popular sayings, such as the one repeated in the movie Como
Agua para Chocolate (Like Water for Chocolate, Arau 1993) bears witness to this. There,
after three months of celibacy in his marriage, Pedro prepares to consummate his marriage by
kneeling and repeating a common nuptial prayer chant, “No es lujuria, ni tampoco fornicio,
sino para dar otro hijo a tu servicio” (“Not for lust nor for fornication, but to give a son to
your service”). He claimed redemption for this carnal act with his legitimate wife by
insisting that it was neither lust nor fornication but to produce a son for the service of the
church. All the while he frolicked with Tita, the sister of his wife and his lover. This ancient
paradigm may well have contributed to the current paradigm of sexual conquest as a basic
male attribute that defines the male as a man; as macho.
The status wife to whom a man is legally married, must be respected, but
other women are fair game. José Olavarría, a social scientists working in Santiago de Chile,
makes this point very specifically. He states that:
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Women can be the object of conquest; with them the man feels no sense of
responsibility. Because of that he can conquer and have sex with a woman even
though he feels no love for her. The man should make her feel loved, seduce her,
deceive her and then demand proof of love, which means sexual submission.
(Viveros, Olavarría, and Fuller 2001, 187, my translation)
Another social scientist, Norma Fuller, working in Peru and writing in the same book, states
that:
. . . associated with the affirmation of virility is found in the practical proof before his
peers is that he is able to secure sexual favors from women, thanks to his power of
seduction….This (sexual) conquest is the proof of his virility and because of this, it is
the central factor in the construction of his masculine identity. (Viveros, Olavarría,
and Fuller 2001, 299 my translation, emphasis added)
Sexual conquest has replaced the conquest of new territories in the construction of the male
ego and male identity. I could go on with quotes such as this for an extended period but
space constraints will not permit me to do so. The aforementioned quotes, typical of the
genre, should make it clear that this basic meaning of life, demonstrated in the sexual
conquest of women if for Latin American men is central to their self image and their socially
constructed meaning of life as a Latin male. The fertility goddess nature of the Virgin Mary,
the mother without a real husband, is the seed of this concept.
So machismo is established in the young boy by his female relatives and is
then confirmed with his first penetration of a female. It is there he becomes a man. Fuller
puts it this way: “The (sexual) conquest is then a proof of virility and, for this reason, a
central moment in the constitution of the masculine identity” (Viveros, Olavarría, and Fuller
2001, 299 my translation). Sexual conquest is the doorway into manhood as defined by
machismo. This is often instigated by older relatives, both male and female.
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There is a fear that if a boy does not associate sexual pleasure with women he
may become a homosexual. So there is an effort by older men and male and female relatives
to initiate him into machista manhood at a very early age. Olavarría quoted a research
participant as stating that “I felt like a man for the simple reason that I had made love to a
woman and had ejaculated” (Viveros, Olavarría, and Fuller 2001, 182 my translation).
Machismo is the defining characteristic that will dictate much of his behavior throughout life.
It becomes one of the most basic meanings of life for the Latin male.
But machismo is more than just sexual activity. While it is presented as
strength, the continual sexual conquests seem to come more from an sense of insecurity in
one’s manliness. It may begin there but it also includes a strong dose of projected physical
stamina, endurance, and aggressively. It is often used to explain why someone had to
“cobrar la venganza” or collect the revenge for his family when the family or someone in it
had been insulted or wronged in some way. In years past it would have been used to punish a
man who had deflowered a virgin in the family but current law has begun to punish these
honor killings as murder and so this one important control on this excess of machismo has
been largely eliminated.
One Colombian social scientist even fairly recently had one research
participant mention one such case:
When he found out about it (the deflowering of his sister) the offended brother barged
aggressively into the street with his revolver in his hand, shouting that he was going
to ‘clean the honor’ of his sister by killing her seducer. He searched aggressively for
him everywhere….After making the charge public, along with his determination to
punish the offender, he arrived at the seducer’s place of work unannounced and killed
him. Society saw this as him having avenged the family honor, his own honor, and
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that of the girl who had been seduced. His action was applauded by all. (Gutiérrez de
Pineda and Vila de Pineda 1988, 54 my translation)
This propensity for revenge still remains a common practice. At very least, the Latin male
should use force to impose himself on others and not let others humiliate him. Male children
are encouraged to fight at very young ages so as not to be put down. They are encouraged to
hit their sisters in order to teach their sisters to respect them. Gutiérrez de Pineda points this
out when she states that “In popular culture, this complex is individualized (in the boy) to
offer a certification of virility by encouraging the generous use of aggressive physical force
directed at the community and even turned inward on the family itself” (Gutiérrez de Pineda
1996, 161-162 my translation). This was and is a common feature of the culture even when
the same person might speak of the importance of peace and the rule of law under other
circumstances and for other people.
It is expressed in the popular saying Al que come carne no le ensillan. This
saying is literally translated as He who eats meat is not going to be saddled by others, but the
actual meaning is that if you are tough and mean, a fiera, or wild beast, with others you will
not be put down and humiliated by other people. They will fear and respect the macho man.
Physical strength and endurance coupled with a willingness to fight is another basic meaning
of life for Latin males. Gutiérrez de Pineda and Vila de Pineda quote one man interviewed as
explaining it this way:
From childhood the man knows that to be respected he must fight. It is better for
people to fear him than to take advantage of him. He must be aggressive and willing
to risk it all for anything that they might do to him or he will be dishonored. You
must understand that you should fear nothing and always be ready to fight. (1988, 74,
my translation)
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In the death ritual this is seen in the suffering of Christ in that he preferred to suffer and die
rather than submit himself to his antagonists.
Ultimately this descriptive analogy, being made of carne y hueso, (meat and
bones, which is a saying having the dynamic equivalent in English of the saying “flesh and
blood” but with great emphasis on the carnality of the man) was used to explain why
religious and spiritual concerns were primarily the realm of women; precisely because a
woman was not so much made out of “carne y hueso” or flesh and bone like the man but of a
more ethereal material that was embodied within a delicate creature of the woman and/or
reproductive and nurturing nature endemic to the female of the species. Since she is a cocreator with God of new life, this sets her apart from men in her basic nature. This fact also
set men apart from women by the very nature of their being in the way they live, act, and
react in the different situations in which they find themselves. This is why nearly every
traditional family has one or more sons within it who died in fights at an early age. This may
well explain why warfare has been endemic to Colombian society since the colonization of
the region up to and including the present conflict.
This explains why the bull fight is so popular and the bull becomes a symbolic
cultural prototype for man as opposed to the lamb or the dove. “Bread and the bullfight”
Mackay quotes Miguel de Unamuno as saying (MacKay 1933, 16). To satisfy one’s appetite
and to stand up for oneself; that is the essence of the male being. The bull, bloodied and
beaten, with still charge forward, never giving up, even when his lot it hopeless. The bull,
blindly defending his nature and his honor is the prototype of the Latin Male and it the
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ultimate cultural symbol. That is the basis of the motto for the country of Chile, as Mackay
quotes it; “Where reason fails let force prevail” (Mackay 1933, 10). It is one of the basic
meanings of life for the Latin male. It is an essential element of machismo.
This leaves the Colombian males, at least the ones studied in this research
project with physicality as a primary value in which they are the guardians of family honor;
an honor that resides in the females of the family, not in the men themselves. This also
makes them the masters of the material world. It is to the man that thus falls the
responsibility to conquer, protect, and sustain. To be a man means to be macho. For the
Colombian male at the level of the traditional culture this code of honor is paramount and to
be “sin verquenza” or without shame, it the primary negative characteristic. In this role of
defending honor, to say that someone is an “hijueputa” or the son of a prostitute is shaming
or humiliating one’s mother and might well provoke a violent, even deadly response. To
accuse one’s pure mother of sexual lust and sin is the ultimate insult.
Honor, at least in the sexual realm, is sustained in the purity of the females
and the role of the male is in defending and enforcing that sexual purity of the females of his
family. Should a female in the family be found to have dishonored the family name by
becoming pregnant:
Physical punishment of the infracting daughter is the sum of this cultural current. She
is beaten, insulted, and thrown out of the house when her pregnancy becomes known.
The woman, like Eve the seducer, tempts the man to commit the infraction, which
both them commit, but it is only on the female personality that guilt is imputed; just
as in the prescribed religious principle that has already been mentioned. (Gutiérrez de
Pineda and Vila de Pineda 1988, 254, my translation)
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This separation of honor and personal behavior serves the function of relegating men to the
realm of followers in important areas of life. Like the Spanish saying; “el que mucho abarca
poco apreta” or in English, “he who grasps much can hold tightly to very little.”

Men Can Aguantar: Bear Hardship and Endure
This brings us to the meaning of machismo, the manly man in Latin America.
Here I will begin to delineate the cultural characteristics that are seen in and grow out of the
death ritual. From the bull fight to the conquistadores; from the millennial struggle against
the Moors to finding meaning in life in the terrible suffering of Christ in death, the
Colombian man is conscious that his status depends on his ability to endure hardship and
bear up under anything life throws at him. Brusco states that “Machista culture, with its
premium on individual independence and physical prowess, makes no provision for illness,
and in fact physical disability is anathema to it” (1995, 117). A man must aguantar, or
endure, to be a man. Unamuno states that “Man is more than just man; he is more holy when
he is more capable of suffering” (1990, 110 my translation). Men gain stature by being able
to “aguantar.” Women submit; men can aguantar, or bear up under anything. That defines
the differences between them. Every cultural trait that follows will be predicated upon this
one as foundational.
This is why Colombian men love bull and cock fights. They admire the
valiant animal that fights to the death; even when there is no reason to fight. The animal
vicariously portrays their own highest values. In this shame culture, cowardice is the
antithesis of the code of honor. After all “Shame is produced by cowardice. This is a
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foundation of the Code of Honor; it produces the aggressiveness that characterizes
[Colombians] in Santander (Gutierrez de Pineda and Vila de Pineda 1988, 65). To back
down from a fight would destroy the standing of a man in society and death would be
preferred to that.
This is why Christ is honored only in his manner of death. There is nothing in
the life of Christ that is seen as a model for the living, macho man. He teaches them how to
die, not how to live. So in the death ritual, a man is often admired more for the way in which
he died instead of the way he lived. The Jesus of popular religion teaches people how to
suffer and die but not how to live. Over one hundred years ago Spanish writers already noted
that “Terrible are our crucifixes; our Spanish Christs. They represent the cult of a suffering
Christ” (Unamuno 1990, 185 my translation). This contributes to making religion a cult of
death rather than a model of life. In order to insure this standard is met, “In the mind of the
people, this characteristic is individualized by identifying the man by a generous excess of
physical aggressiveness directed at society and at his own family” (Gutierrez de Pineda 1996,
167). This aggressiveness coupled with the ability to endure is what insures dysfunctional
families and many deaths in violent conflict; where on the interpersonal or national level.
This characteristic sets the tone for men and for society in general and is graphically
portrayed in the death ritual.

Men Are Followers
To say that men are followers in a machista society might seem almost
sacrilegious. Yet in ceding control of the death ritual and child-rearing, the men have become
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following in the areas of value transmission and sustenance. Women control and lead in
these areas and in the process, control the direction of society and culture. Men are strong
physically and they are destined to lead in the material aspects of this world. They do not
lead in the area of spirituality. There is no example of masculine leadership to follow. One
man said simply, “With this example, what can you expect from marriage? A man enjoys the
other woman but respects the proper (wife).” By respect he meant not obligating her to
engage in sex against her will and counter to the example of spirituality seen in and taught in
the death ritual in folk religion and by the church. After all, the model of the good woman is
the woman who was perpetually virgin; that is the Virgin Mary. Joseph is seen as a senile,
emasculated old man who never could consummate his marriage to the Virgin Mary and
served only to validate the concept of a sexless marriage relationship. Any artistic or
iconographic representation of him presents him as a very old man. Thus the model
presented by religion is repudiated as possible or even viable for a normal man and is reviled
as the excuse given by wives for rejecting a sexual relationship within the marriage.
As a result, men seldom attend any religious service. To enter a mass in most
Catholic Churches is to enter into a feminine world. The wake is the one exception and this
is the one religious service where there are many men present, especially if it was a man who
died. One man told me he was “not religious” but had come to the wake simply to
“accompany my friend on his last journey.” Attendance by a person at the wake is
considered a help to the deceased in his or her journey into the spirit world. The
understanding is that others will help him out in the same way. So while men seldom
participate actively, they are present at the wake and the requiem mass in significant
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numbers. They are followers, not leaders in the only religious activity they attend in large
numbers.
For men, this is almost their only involvement with religion. One man told
me simply that “Religion is (the responsibility) of women. My wife takes care of that and I
take care of the things of this world. She will get me in up there; that is her job. I will meet
her up there someday.” So the men show up for the wake and the requiem mass even though
they ignore most other religious services held in the church building and even the
comunidades de base, or home religious services instituted in recent years by the Catholic
Church. One that meets across the street from my house in Villavicencio is attended by
women and the priest. I have never seen a single man at any such meeting.
But standing outside every wake will be a large group of men who chat and
visit while the women are chanting inside. They continue with the service, even attending
the requiem mass and then the casket as it is taken to the funeral. As the dirt is shoveled into
the grave, they leave almost immediately, so rapidly that I have seen them leave their women
folk to find their own way home once the interment is over. With the burial is accomplished,
the men bow out and from that time forward folk religion is primarily a female activity. In
this stage, they are the followers. Since the family is modeled after the Holy Family, men
seldom are involved in their own family and spend their free time with other men, drinking
and playing tejo, which is a popular game that bears some semblance to the American game
of horseshoes.
This nature as the follower is evident in the way men often stand outside of
the funeral parlor during the wake and chat with each other, entering only briefly to view the
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body and perhaps say a word of condolence to the widow. It is also evident in that the men
do not use the symbols of religious authority, such as the rosary and the scapularies. If men
wear any religious symbol at all, it will be a gold crucifix to symbolize their willingness to
endure hardship and suffer even death for the sake of their honor, in emulation of the only
role Christ plays in the death ritual. This is so predominant I have repeatedly heard men to
brag about having some surgery and refusing anesthesia. They are tough and they can endure
suffering. This is the example of the Christ in folk religion.
Christ takes a back seat to Mary in the death ritual and is presented only as the
son of Mary within the chants. A crucifix might be displayed and in this since demonstrates
Jesus strength and endurance through his willingness and ability to endure pain. In this way
he is the model for the Colombian male within folk religion and in the family. The
Colombian male, in religious matters and in the family takes the same back seat to women; a
back seat that is taken by Christ in relationship to Mary in the death ritual. The death ritual
speaks not only in the words of the chants but in the imagery of the event as well. It is the
only time in Latin American culture that the men willingly take a back seat the women and
allow themselves to be directed and led by women. But in so doing, this makes the family a
matriarchal arrangement in most cases. I asked one young woman about her deceased father
and she replied, “I almost never saw him; he was never home.” Her comments were typical.
This all bears itself out in worldview themes in a lived reality characterized by several
distinguishing traits which I will list at this point.
The meaning of life for the good man in Colombian folk religion demands
that he demonstrate certain qualities in his life. These include thing such as:
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Honor
The defense of family honor is the cause of much fighting and many deaths in
Latin America. The code of honor and the emphasis on physical strength and endurance are
closely related. This is because honor is a supreme value and its defense is a primary
function of the male. Honor comes not by the manner in which he as a person lives and acts
within the social milieu, but in the way the female members of his nuclear family live and
behave. As Gutiérrez de Pineda and Vila de Pineda point out, “In Santander State (in
Colombia) the husband or father protects the sexual honor of the females, in many cases not
even permitting them to work outside the home” (1988, 48, my translation). A sister was
traditionally to be protected from the advances and deception of other men by her brothers
and many fights in the schools are the result of amorous advances made by a male student
towards the sister of a boy who sees his responsibility as to defend her “honor” by preventing
her from being deflowered. If a girl is found to be pregnant, the family will often search out
the responsible party and either force him to marry her and thus “restore her honor” or he
will be threatened and may well have to flee the area. One research participant explained
what had happened when her mother became pregnant without having been married off
beforehand:
My grandparents and my mother lived like that there in there house until one day they
rented a part of the house to the mayor of the government offices. They rented just
one room the mayor because the town was very little and that was all he needed.
Well it was then that this all happened because he had moved in and his secretary had
moved in and it was his secretary that ruined my mother. My grandparents had gone
off to visit an outlying district (for his medical work) and taken the older children
with them. They had left my mother there taking care of the younger children. And
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that is when it happened in the blink of an eye; my mother became entangled with the
secretary. From one moment to the next she turned up pregnant at only sixteen years
of age. I believe she was raped because; well actually we never really talked much
about it because she was very reserved, but many years later we talked (about it).
Later she gave birth there in the house but then she had to run away because my
grandparents were very strict and they beat her and punished her very severely. A
year and a half later--well an uncle of mine once said that his poor brother had to
spend a year and a half in prison because he had ‘stuck it in’ so to speak. Well
anyhow it was about five months later when she realized she was pregnant. She did
not know anything about menstrual periods or anything like that but when she looked
down and saw her belly growing she said ‘and what is going on here?’ When my
grandfather noticed that her belly was growing--NO! They punished her they beat
her. My grandfather was--no, no, no.
They began to interrogate her and ask her how she got pregnant and all she could say
was that she did not know if she was pregnant or not. Imagine the ignorance back
then that she did not know anything about things like that. In any case they forced
her to tell them who it was who had embarrassed (a common word used for being
pregnant) her. At first she blamed someone else but then they called that young man
in he denied that he had embarrassed her or made her pregnant. He denied every
being with her. They again put heavy pressure on her and she finally admitted that it
had been the secretary of the mayor who had done it to her. When she finally
admitted who had done it, well! In that time everyone walked around armed and my
grandfather had a revolver and a shotgun. He threw the mayor out of his house, he
said ‘you are going to leave here at once’ he threw him out. Then my father had to
disappear because my grandfather said he was going to kill him. My grandfather
managed to take a few shots at him and he had to take off. They mayor helped him to
escape. They mayor told him ‘you had better take off or they are going to bust you.’
Well at the same time my father had a girlfriend and he had her embarrassed too. But
that family grabbed hold of him and told him ‘look what you did to my daughter, now
you are going to marry her or else!’ But my grandfather did not do that. Instead, he
just chased him off.
This dramatic story is common and demonstrates the two common ways in
which honor was defended by the males in a family. While some men enhance their status by
seducing young women of other families and engendering children with them, those same
men will fight to defend the women and honor of their own families. As José Oavarría points
out:
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This social construction of the world of women divides the world between the women
that are loved and protected – the man’s own woman (wife, mate) –and the other,
which are objects of his conquest; so as to possess, enjoy, and then abandon without
any sense of responsibility. With the first category of women, he makes love, with
the second, he has sex. (Viveros, Olavarría, and Fuller 2001, 187, my translation)
Fights and killings are usually a result of the defense or violation of the honor of a family,
usually the sexual defilement of a female member. Violence is not only the accepted manner
but also the expected way in which a male enforces the respect of his and or his family’s
honor. This is the reason why it is so common for young men to be involved in violence, to
be imprisoned, or to be killed while attempting to defend the honor of their family. The
symbol of the bull is evident.
In recent years a government institution called Instituto Colombiano de
Bienestar Familiar, or the Colombian Institute of Family Welfare has been established. Its
role is to encourage healthier families and protect women and children from some of the
worst ravages of society. This organization has attempted to help educate families and to
mediate in family disputes. When children are severely abused the institute will attempt the
place the children with relatives or will take charge of them and put them up for adoption. It
has done much good work but it has also done much harm by misguided efforts to give
children rights and by failing to impose its own rules with the force of the law. Many men
still refuse to acknowledge their children and when called in for paternity tests simply do not
show up. Seldom does this bring any sanction and in most cases offers little real protection
for the women or the children.
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Also, in the name of children’s rights, they have insisted that teenagers have
rights, including romantic sexual ones. They have made it far more difficult for the males in
the family to defend the honor of the females. This has served to open up young girls to the
destructive efforts of many well--honed sexual predators. The results have been a
devastating increase in teenage pregnancy where the child was fathered by an older man who
refused to acknowledge the child or accept any responsibility for him or her. This has created
a veritable crisis of madres solteras, cabeza de hogar, or the single mother as head of the
household. They are currently debating this issue but as yet have to suggest any meaningful
solution. This problem will be on I hope to address in the conclusions section of this thesis.

Sexual Conquest
Being “macho” is also a primary characteristic of fulfilling one’s role in
society. Maleness is established for the view of all to see with overt and barely controllable
sexual drive and expressed is sexual conquest where the illegitimate child of the deflowered
virgin becomes a trophy of the conquest. Olavarría states that
A rite of passage is that of paternity; to have a son. Paternity was one of the
fundamental rites of passage from youth to adult, according to men who were
interviewed. It was a challenge to be conquered. To have a son meant that a male
would consider himself to be and would be recognized by other men as having
achieved manhood. (Viveros, Olavarría, and fuller 2001, 179, my translation)
Monogamy is not necessarily a desired or admired reality but is an expressed ideal that is
unrealistic for a macho man. This usually means that boys are encouraged to begin sexual
activity at an early age and when they do not manage to accomplish this on their own through
seduction they are often even taken to be initiated by a prostitute by the father or an older
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male while still in the early teens. One research participant spoke of this phenomenon when
he told his own story.
When I was about thirteen years old my father came home drunk one night and began
beating my mother. I stepped in to defend her and this made my father furious so he
threw me out of the house. I was already working in workshop as a mechanic’s
helper and so I went there to live. After a few weeks, one of the mechanics asked me
if I was a man yet. I told him that I was not yet a man and he told me that Friday I
would be. Friday came and when they paid the mechanics two of them took me to the
red light district. They paid for the use of a whore and we all went in. They took
turns doing it while I watched. Then they told me it was my turn to mount her. I did
not want to do it but I knew if I did not I would be mocked by everyone at the
workshop. So I had to do it. I was very nervous and I did not like it one bit but I had
to do it. So in that way I came to know women in the most vulgar form imaginable.
To this very day I hate prostitutes. That left me scarred, but that is the way many
boys know women for the first time and become a man. That is what happened to
me.
This is not an unusual story and it is how many boys are initiated into what is
considered manhood. Two different men writing in the book Muy Macho: Latin Men
Confront Their Manhood speak of this same phenomenon. Luis Alberto Urrea comments
that:
Fathers regularly bring the sons to the Green Club for their first sexual encounter.
The cop at the door smiles like an uncle when a terrified twelve year old comes under
the wing of his dad. But solo you’d better be at least eighteen. And one of these boys
is only fourteen. But he’s tall and without his glasses he looks maybe old enough.
They have gathered to buy him his first sex. (González 1996, 102)
Another, Ilán Staveans simply observes that “Like most of my friends, I lost my virginity to a
prostitute at the age of thirteen” (González 1996, 150).
Sexual conquest without regards to the consequences in the female and
without thought for honesty is simply the way it is done. Each generation learns this type of
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behavior from the previous one. Boys observe this type of sexual activity in their father and
are expected to follow his example. Again, Stavans bluntly puts it this way:
Even consensual sex is an unworthy challenge for the aspiring macho. Courting
women with serenades and flowers, seducing them, undressing them and _ _ _ _ing
them, chingarselas, only to turn them out: That’s the Hispanic male’s hidden
dream . . . The active form (chingar) means to rape, subdue, control, dominate.
Chingar is what a macho does to women . . . And the irreplaceable weapon in the art
of chingar, the key to the Hispanic worldview, is el pito, the phallus. (González
1996, 151)
The male identity, the meaning of life for many macho Latin men, is their use of the penis to
conquer and subjugate the female and to make the broken women their ladder to masculine
success in the eyes of other men.
The formation of a young male in the model is paramount to the male identity
and the formation of this characteristic is a collaborative effort of the family; of the males
and females in that family. When such a male role model is not available the women of the
house assume this directional role. If the family is relatively wealthy the mother will make
use of a maid to make sure the boy is initiated at an early enough age with the intention of
preventing homosexuality. The maid is informed that it is time and is expected to provide
this service if she is to keep her job. Women who work as maids seem to readily accept this
as a responsibility. Homosexuality is what is feared. This evil is the antithesis of machismo
and is a most fear malady. This is why most boys are initiated sexually at a very early age at
the instigation of an older member of the family. Mara Viveros Vigoya while researching
gender issues in Colombia, gave this example: “In some cases, it is the father or the mother
who, through older sons or other family members, induces the sons to become sexually
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active: ‘there came the time when my mother told my brothers that it was time to take me to
the tolerance zone (Viveros, Olavarría, and Fuller 2001, 65, my translation). This mother
was concerned that her son had not yet shown interest in girls and might be homosexual.
When the family is poor, the mother will often attempt to place her son into a
situation where he can impose himself on a neighborhood girl. This is often accomplished by
inviting a girl from school or the neighborhood to some isolated location and then leaving the
son alone with the girl in the hopes that the sexual conquest will happen. There is a strong
desire to make sure that a boy is initiated into manhood, meaning sex, before he has a chance
to be seduced by a homosexual.
In recent years school romances are becoming the more common manner as
fewer boys have fathers at home and as girls become more willing participants in these
events. Boys will work at seduction of a girlfriend and if they achieve their manhood in that
manner, then their sexual orientation and machismo has been assured. But the event is
encouraged by the boy’s relatives in one way or another at a fairly early age. This is also
why homosexuals are often targeted and killed by gangs of macho men if they are discovered
or suspected. Deviation from the macho ideal is not tolerated.
From there on out he is encouraged and even helped in continued conquest by
his family; even the females in his family. One girl told me that:
I was invited to the farm by my girlfriend and her mother. We all went on the outing,
including their son. Once there my friend and her mother said they had forgotten
something and needed to run into town to get it. They left me there with the son and
when no one else was around he started pestering me. He just kept pressuring me and
trying to get me to do it. Finally he grabbed me, pushed me back on the bed, ripped
off all my clothes and then mounted me. There was no one to save me and nothing I
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could do so I finally just gave in and let him do it. What else could I do? When his
mother got back and saw that my blouse had no buttons she smiled and asked if we
had had fun. She had planned it all out and I was the fool.
This is a time of high drama. The adolescent male is allowed, even encouraged to make
conquests in many ways. Seduction is primary, though this seduction may include lies and
false declarations of eternal love and fictitious promises of marriage. It may include coercion
that could include the threat to break of a relationship or even anger and implied threats of
physical violence. This facet comes with age and experience and is often directed at much
younger females.
As Fuller understands it “For the male, the lack of sexual experience on the
part of the girl offers him a certain guarantee that he will be able to dominate and control
her . . .” (Viveros and Olavarría 2001, 306 my translation). Seduction, deception, pressure,
and control are all acceptable, but it generally will not include brute physical force to commit
what would be seen as outright rape, except where the girl is of a much lower social level.
When social levels are near equal it would be considered counter to machismo to take a
female by force.
This very behavior is commonly decried in husbands by the wife. But there is
a double irony in this declaration of indignation. The first aspect is that the very women who
complain about their husbands being so “machista” will cultivate the very same “machismo”
in a son, even finding mirth in the suffering and “engaño” or deceit used to conquer then
abandon the then impregnated neighborhood girls. The second is that she often refuses her
husband sexual gratification within the marriage and sends him elsewhere when he wants esa
cosa (that thing) while she pressures her son to seek sexual conquest.
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Both fathers and mothers will often recount these conquests and keep track of
how many virgins their son has deflowered as a sign that he is “muy macho.” This quality is
so widely accepted that in small villages, the priest is even begrudgingly granted sexual
access to the women of the village as they fulfilled their duties to clean the church and the
parsonage. So ubiquitous is this tendency that there is a common saying in Colombia that “el
hijo de cura nunca llega a ser Obispo” or “the son of a priest will never become bishop.”
When the woman becomes pregnant as a result of a sexual liaison with the priest, the child
will usually be acknowledged by the priest and the family of the women as the son of the
priest. This is one case where the presumed physical needs of the priest and his high position
in the village override the normal honor code that would preclude such activity. The faldón
le salió guevón, as the saying goes; the skirted one had balls after all.
The overall status of sexual prowess is found in how many sexual conquests
he makes, the number of children he engenders, both within his marriage and increasingly, as
birth control limits families, outside of his official marriage to his status wife. Ask a man
how many children he has and almost invariably, assuming his wife is not present, will be for
him to say “In the house, six (or whatever the number, but the higher the better) in the calle
(street) ¿Quien sabe?” (Who knows?) followed by a burst of laughter by all who are
listening. Children are seen more as trophies of conquest and proof of virility rather than
cherished sons or daughters to be loved and nurtured.
Girls in the family are expected to cater to the boys, especially the youngest.
The females of the family will commonly stroke or stimulate the genitals of young boys so
that they will learn to associate sexual pleasure with female stimulation. In a common
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greeting in the countryside, where boys are generally left naked till they approach puberty,
the mother as she returns from the river where she has been washing clothes or elsewhere on
some chore, will be for her to bend over, hug her little son, tug his penis a few times, and say
“aye papito” or “oh, my little daddy.” I have observed this practice many times.
One of my research participants mentioned this form of sexual stimulation of
boys by older women when she spoke about how mother favored sons. She had only
daughters and mentioned that the other women pitied her. She mused about how this
preference for boys cultivates machismo and said:
Women create machistas. A mother will hide her daughters and never let them be
seen without pants but show off her son to other women who come over for a visit by
calling her son, pulling down his pants and grabbing his penis. She will stretch it out
as far as she can then she will point out how long it is. She will then tell the other
women that he will soon be making the girls happy.
This is inevitable produces hearty laughter in all present and the women will often take turns
at stretching the little boy’s penis while admiring it.
This same characteristic is noted by other social commentators as well.
García Márquez mentions this custom in his Nobel Prize winning book Cien Años de
Soledad. He notes that as one grandmother bathed her grandson “she caressed him not as
how a grandmother would caress him but as a woman would have caressed a man” (1967,
272 my translation). Ilán Stavans points to this same custom in the Carribbean. He mentions
that “In the Carribbean mothers rub a male baby’s penis to relax him, to force him out of a
tantrum” (González 1996, 149). The female members of the family want to make sure that
the male child knows that he is a male and that his sexual pleasure is to come from females.
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Viveros, Olavaria, and Fuller point out that “in some cases the mother induces her son initiate
sexual activity” (2001, 65 my translation) if he seems slow it begin on his own. His male
role and ability to father children is impressed upon him as the defining role of his masculine
nature and that characteristic is extolled by the women of the family from the earliest age.
These actions may well be the beginnings of the imprinting of a virulent form of machismo in
them.
Also from the earliest age the females of the family cultivate the very
machismo they decry in their own husbands but then admire and extol in their sons. Brusco
points out that “It is curious that women who openly disdain the machista behavior in their
husbands and other adult men cannot break the cycle with their own sons” (1995, 85). The
fact is that women not only fail to break the cycle; they are primary is cultivating it in the
their own sons! Sexuality is seen as a primary characteristic as well as proof and validity of
the macho male. It is part of his nature. So for this reason sexual promiscuity is considered
to be proof of his manliness, not as a personality defect. It is a cultural value that:
The first sexual relation for males does not only have to do with desire, but also with
achieving the fundamental goal of every male, to possess a woman, penetrate her, and
then communicate this fact to all other men, in order to communicate to them that he
also has joined the club of Men, with capital M and that from that moment forward he
can participate with them as an equal. ‘I felt like a man only with the act of making
love to a woman and ejaculating just like [I did]from that moment forward. (Viveros,
Olaviaria, and Fuller 2001, 166 my translation)
Homosexuality is the ultimate embarrassment for a family (Arenas 1993, González 1996).
The real man is to be macho and sexuality can be validated only in the conquest of females.
Ironically, it is the female component; the submissive feminine homosexual partner that is
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singled out for abuse and even death. So it is being effeminate that is the crime even more
than homosexuality in and of itself. This belief is so pronounced, most Latin men would not
consider penetrating to be homosexual sexual activity, regardless of the gender of the person
penetrated. Men penetrate; that is what men do!
I have belabored this point more than most for a specific reason. It was out of
a desire to understand and decipher the meaning of life as I observed it within the death ritual
and its related value-laden conversations. It was out of that data that I arrived at this
unexpected conclusion. While this feature of machismo is frequently pointed out, I am
making the point here that it appears that sexual conquest is a basic meaning of life for many,
if not all Colombian men. On a psychological level, I suspect this phenomena is engendered
out of the inherent sense if insecurity that comes from setting an impossible standard for
masculinity that few if any men could attain. For this reason, in an effort to assuage that
sense of insecurity, a sense of manliness is built up be deflowering innocent females.
Stavans agrees with me that this concept is part of the Latin macho worldview and he agrees
with my psychological analysis as well (González, ed. 1996, 150 -151, including the quotes
that were cited above). Nida comes to similar conclusions (1974).

Guardian of Family and Religion
Spirituality is primarily engaged as a secondary function of physically
defending the honor of one’s religion and the spiritual entities within those religious views.
This means that insulting someone’s religion, the leaders of it, or the spiritual beings that
make up its pantheon will provoke a violent reaction. This is especially true if the sexual
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honor of the primary female deity is questioned. This explains the virulent reaction of a
philandering folk-Catholic male when someone questions the “perpetual virginity” of Mary.
He will interpret this as a challenge to her honor, not as a theological issue. This was the root
cause of La Violencia, or the violence in Colombia during the fifties. This was a period of
violent religious persecution in which hundreds of thousands of people were killed.
Evangelicals were accused of “insulting the Virgin” and the reaction was violent and spread
rapidly across the country (see the following works for a very graphic and tragic recounting
of these events from several perspectives: Chapman, ca.1950; Easton 1954; Ospina 1955;
Guzman Campos, Fals Borda, and Umaña Luna, 1962).
The same would hold true if someone were to question the faithfulness of his
wife. Until fairly recently it was considered proper and legal for a man to kill his wife and
lover if he found out about her infidelity. I bought the first house we owned in Colombia
some thirty years ago from a man who was in jail after having shot his wife, supposedly
because she had a lover. He was let out of jail less than three months later for “justifiable
homicide.” The reform of this law only occurred in 1974 but application of the new law is
still only partially applied. Honor killings are still all too common in Colombia. This same
standard was not applied to men and the wife was expected to politely ignore his
indiscretions. Nida points out that the “gossiping wife who brings accusations against her
husband for adultery is often thought to be more at fault than the guilty husband” (Nida 1974,
114). So it is the appearances of correctness rather than a standard of life that is most
important. This is the essence of honor.
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This same code of honor though dictates that the wife must therefore simply
ignore the sexual philandering of her husband. To ignore a husband’s sexual trysts is seen as
a sign of honor for a good woman. Gutiérrez de Pineda and Vila de Pineda put it this way:
The legitimate wife who has been betrayed takes refuge and/or is sustained in her
dignity of being the legitimate wife, reacting the this erotic-affective crisis ‘like a
lady’ that is to say by not allowing anyone to notice her anguish; she pretends not to
notice her husband’s sexual wanderings and in this way places herself proudly above
it all. (1988, 86 my translation)
This also means that the religion will have very little practical effect in the way he lives or
conducts his business, especially in the area of gender relationships. He knows he can get
away with it; that as long as he is discrete, everything will be tolerated.
The men in this study overwhelmingly left spiritual matters to their women
and fully expected them to do what would be necessary to get them out of purgatory by
paying for and attending the masses that would accomplish that end. Religious practice is
often seen as women’s work. Mackay points out that in Latin America “. . . religion is a
woman’s affair. They, (the men) take up towards it the position of benevolent
neutrality” (1933, 120). Otherwise the men were content with the symbols of religiosity;
such as a picture or image of a saint or a virgin, prominently displayed in their place of work
or business right next to the pornographic calendars and posters that adorned the interior
surfaces of that place. A curious fact about the manner in which images are understood is
seen in a now fading custom of always placing a crucifix over the headboard of the marriage
bed.
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After buying a second house after we had moved out of the jungle, we shared
the new house with the previous owner for two months. One morning as I stored our
mattresses in the bedroom occupied by the couple, who had sold us the house, I noticed a
towel draped over the crucifix they had nailed to the wall over their bed. When I asked about
it, the lady of the house replied with a certain degree of embarrassment that “last night we
made love before my husband had to leave this morning and we had draped over the face of
the dying (Christ) so that he would not observe another man’s pleasure while in his own
suffering.” She followed that up with an embarrassed giggle.

Alcoholic Drink and the Absentee Father
The ability to drink and buy alcoholic beverages for oneself and ones friends
is a capacity that builds status and respect among ones peer group. To get drunk is a
demonstration of economic capacity and manly indulgence. Brusco points out that “FalsBorda (1962) noted that tienda drinking was the primary avenue to personal prestige for men
in the rural neighborhoods of Saucio” (1995, 105). As Gutiérrez de Pineda and Vila de
Pineda observe “Paradoxically, the male personality . . . is reinforced, allowing him to evade
emotion through an alcoholic escape” (1988, 332 my translation). This is so common that to
see two, three, or four men sitting at a table full of empty beer bottles is the rule rather than
the exception. This is such an important status symbol that men will often spend their entire
week’s salary on drink, leaving the support of the children to the wife.
At the wake in Villavicencio the drunken son was not reprimanded for his
behavior but was rather admired. His drunkenness demonstrated his manliness and the sense
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of loss he had at the death of his father. Nida points out that “By getting drunk one does
honor. . . .” (1974, 116). Not only was he not reprimanded, his behavior was commented on
favorably by several people present. Drinking is considered a sign of being macho and is
expected rather than condemned. This is so prevalent that many men will take their salary as
soon as they get paid and head to a local café where they will sit and drink with their friends
until they have spent their entire week’s income.
Many women consider themselves fortunate if they get the “diario” or a small
amount of money for the daily food. The women often repeat a common saying in
Colombia, “Los pesos para la esposa; los besos para la moza” or in English “The money is
for the wife; the kisses are for the lover.” That is what they expect for giving the man what
he is supposed to expect. These men often expect their wives to wash clothes or somehow
bring in the money to support the children. Gutiérrez de Pineda and Vila de Pineda pointed
this out in their study of the family en Colombia, stating that “The mothers are most
accepting and the ones that have to pay the consequential expenses (of having
children)” (1988, 87, my translation). When work draws the men far from home, they will
often spend their entire income on drink while away and come home with nothing. A woman
whose husband had been gone for nearly four months commented bitterly that when he came
home “My husband came home and all he had was about seven dollars. I became so angry I
threw the money back at him and slammed the door in his face. Imagine that, me with all of
the bills (from the time of his absence) and that idiot offers me seven dollars; why it would
be better to have nothing.” She was the rare woman that reacted. Most would have simply
endured, seeing endurance as a sign of being a good woman and wife.
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The willingness of women to support the children often permits the men to
have additional families spread out around the town or over the country. Gutiérrez de Pineda
puts it this way:
the contributions that the men make for sustaining the home (in spite of being cultural
obligations imposed when he marries) do not have a strict impositional characteristic
but are voluntary; they can be or not be met according to his whim, because of his
position at the top of the family hierarchy. (1996, 88, my translation)
These are morganatic relationships in which these secondary women are of a lower social
status and where the mother is given a large gift at the birth of the child, but the children do
not have inheritance rights. Gutiérrez de Pineda and Vila de Pineda report on this
phenomenon from two different perspectives in their work on the Colombian family. They
quote one respondent as claiming that:
Here in Bucaramanga there are all the women you could want. We don’t have to go
far for examples. The grandfather and father of my husband had veritable harems . . .
The first had for ‘branch offices’ (The word here is sucursal, or branch office, the
Colombian term for these secondary families.) shamelessly located just around the
corner from his house. He didn’t have to do more than put on his hat, leave the
house, and within twenty steps you he would be at the first one . . . He left only a few
legitimate children but a whole horde of ‘natural’ ones. My father-in-law inherited
that same custom. (1988, 82, my translation)
This woman’s story was not unique. In fact, it is the common tale of many, perhaps even
most women. The man will often give her a very substantial present or gift with the birth of
each child but otherwise will not support this secondary family. When the first child is a
male, this gift may be as significant as a house. One research participant plainly stated,
“Well, she had given me a son so I had to give her a place to live.” He did this even though
his own wife and daughters lived in a rented home.
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Otherwise there are no inheritance privileges, as these are jealously reserved
for the legitimate children. The children of the morganatic relationship are seldom
recognized until the man is near death. This is an aspect of the good death, in that the man
recognizes the children that he has “regado” or scattered about. The women are expected to
wash and cook for these men, even when the men do not provide the means with which to
buy the food. And of course the morganatic wives are expected to provide for their
husband’s sexual desires where the legitimate wife is often exempted from this responsibility
as he seeks to keep her pure. The existence of the secondary relationships is justified on the
grounds that the men do not want to defile their “pure” wives by sexual demands and by the
common concept that the man is simply to virile, or macho, to be satisfied sexually by one
women. The men have traditionally wanted a child every year with some woman so that
their friends would not wonder about their manliness (Lewis 1961).
The men are authoritarian in the family and are treated with deference when
present. Ramos plainly states that “It is also the man’s responsibility to take on the role of
the intrafamily authority and to represent the family before the public institutions” (1997,
322). Yet the frequent absence of the man means that the mother is the primary parent for the
children and it is her relationship with her sons that will provide her with protection and
sustenance as she ages. Indeed, because of absenteeism of fathers, the primary social
relationship is the mother/son relationship. Riviera deals with this aspect of Latin American
culture in a candent manner. He points out that:
The dedication of the Latin American mother to her children cannot be
exaggerated . . . Motherhood is the highest expression of both femininity and
masculinity . . . Sons begin to withdraw from their mother’s lap only at mid-
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adolescence (age 14) when peer pressure group pressures demand participation in
heterosexual adventures . . . the attachment is well instilled by age 14 . . . Mothers
have, by then become enduring symbols of a devotion that almost never fails . . . that
makes her the synthesis of a martyr and a saint, a sort of priestess of love . . . Her son
would travel great distances to see her. Upon her death he will cover her tomb with
flowers every anniversary, and her image would continue guiding his life as a
beneficent spirit. In looking for a wife, he would project the new image against his
mother’s image and would expect a devotion that can no longer be found. This is
why the Latin American wife has to be a mother before in fact she is one. Only the
arrival of her first baby begins to break her husband’s dream world. This also further
explains why the Latin American family is woman-centered. (1978, 54-56)
The sons will love their mothers unequivocally and the women crave this sexless masculine
devotion. This is an exact cultural replication of the image of Mary presented in the death
ritual; the totally devoted mother receiving the adulation of her son.
This is because what they so often fail to receive from their husbands they
cultivate in the person of a son. As these sons grow older, they defend their mother from
their drunken father. After they begin working and before, even many times after they marry,
they will give money to their mother for her needs. One research participant simply stated
“mi esposo es muy inmaduro, pues el es muy instable y todavia da mas plata a su mama que
a su familia. A mi me da escasamente para el diario” (“My husband is still very unstable and
immature; well he still gives more money to his mother than he does to his family. To me he
just gives me barely enough to buy the days food”). Her immature husband was 62 years
old! Since a woman can never count on her husband, at least as long as his mother is still
alive, she must look elsewhere for security. Sons are seen as the only real social security for
most women in the lower social levels of Colombian society. In the process, she turns her
son into a photocopy of the husband she resents. She creates for her future daughter-in-law
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and for the next generation a repetition of all she objects to in her own husband, marriage,
and life.

Die the Good Death
The manner in which a man dies is of paramount importance. The good death
is the ultimate goal of life and the means by which men aspire to leave this world. The ideal
death is one where they are forewarned so they can confront that harsh reality with a cavalier
attitude, presenting a public façade of strength and fatalism when confronted with the
inevitable. They do not fear the punishment that they fully expect in purgatory for their
indiscretions in life. They proudly proclaim that they can aguantar or endure as strong men
in the face of suffering while they trust and expect their wives to make the spiritual
reparations necessary to bring this suffering to an early end.
It is common for a man to brag about how much he can endure. Men often
claim to have forgone anesthesia for surgery. Even the aged dictator Fidel Castro made this
claim when he fractured his knee and arm and then needed surgery. (Redacción General
2004, http://eltiempo.terra.com.co/inte/latin/noticias/ARTICULO-WEB_NOTA_INTERIOR-1827111.html, accessed October 22, 2004) This ability to endure
means facing death with a cavalier attitude. The ultimate “good death” would come fighting
valiantly to defend the honor of religion or family. In this form, the image presented in the
death ritual is their lived reality in the process of death. Jesus was the perfect example of this
“good death” as he died after enduring great suffering to defend his cause and the honor of
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his God (Richardson 2003). During the entire death ritual, Jesus is mentioned only briefly
and always in this role of dying the good death. That is his only redeeming quality.
This is why the idea of conforming their lives to religious or spiritual values is
a concept that is foreign to them. They will live as men and then “pagar al Diablo” or pay
the devil later. They also presume that they will ultimately end up in heaven, no matter how
they lived on this earth. As part of this good death, they will frequently recognize all of their
illegitimate children at this juncture by giving them their family name. This is seen as the
honorable thing to do and to them makes amends for the lifetime of rejection and denial.
Since they are usually mortally ill, there are no social or familial repercussions and perhaps
even more important, no financial responsibilities.
Death even brings reconciliation with mortal enemies of this world. Mackay
quotes the Peruvian writer as “. . . pointing out that the moment a man achieves eminence in
any sphere his is cruelly set-upon by jealous rivals itching to annihilate him. Later when he
is safely dead, all join in his apotheosis” (1933, 11). After all, todos los muertos son buenos
(all dead or dying men are good men). The final moment will come with a despedida or a
saying the final goodbyes and blessings after which the person will close his eyes and pass
from this world. Any suffering must be born with dignity and fortitude, like Jesus. That
gives meaning to life when one dies like Jesus; this is the lesson of the death ritual for men.
With these primary characteristics men demonstrate their machismo and gain
respect within society. They strive to fulfill an image that is expected of them and for which
they are trained from infancy on. What it means to be a man is a socially defined role that
establishes expectations that are usually attained in adult life. Maleness is a clearly defined
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image with Colombian folk culture and the man who deviates does so at the risk of his social
status and respect within the society, even by the women who so often lament the machismo
that they see as a cause of their suffering but then work so hard to establish in their own sons!

Concluding Thoughts about Men
A man will brag about no one mounting him. He is the ruler; he is macho.
Yet in the process of demonstrating that no woman can domesticate him he has abdicated his
potentially most significant role in shaping the future of his culture and country. By bedding
many women he fails to find fulfillment as a father and as a husband. He strives for a
significant family role and yet often finds himself alone and bitter at the end of life. His lack
of sexual capacity at this age means the manner in which he built his identity has been taken
away from him by age, drink, and sexually transmitted diseases. With no socially
meaningful relationship with his family, he is often found alone and lonely at this stage of
life.
A recent book by García Márquez titled Memoria de mis putas tristes (2004)
or “Memories of my sad whores” might well be titled “the sad life of a lonely old man.” He
narrates a ninety year old man who seeks one last fling with a young virgin that he has
commissioned a local Madame to secure for him. Yet instead of using her, he becomes
attached to her and attempts to finally build the relationship that has eluded him all his life as
he went from conquest to conquest. With this feeling of caring for her, he cannot bring
himself to conquer her; he does what is proper and respects her instead. He finds himself
longing for what he chose to reject.
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All too often this image becomes the lived reality of many aged Colombian
men. They have relegated themselves to the periphery while their old wives and later their
widows take charge of life. They conquered in youth only to be conquered in old age by
their vanquished victims. In conquest they have become the conquered. The epithet of
manliness in youth has become the epitaph of the moribund old man at the sad and lonely
end of his life.

CHAPTER 8
RESEARCH CONCLUSIONS

It should be obvious that different persons can look at the same event and
explain it in very different manners. This being the case, I am well aware that two different
researchers can look at the same data and see two very different interpretations. A simply
look at the radically different manner in which Robert Redfield and Oscar Lewis interpreted
the structure of life in Tepoztlan, Mexico is a prime example of this phenomenon. The fact
that my own bias and assumptions are those of an Evangelical Christian and a missiologist
has set the parameters within which I have conducted this research. It is upon that basis that
I will now present my conclusions.
As a result, the following material represents my own best efforts at an honest
usage and application of the interpretation of the data I have gathered. In this section I have
allowed myself the privilege of roaming somewhat freer in my interpretation and application
of the research findings that were presented in the previous section. I have made suggestions
for missiologist who deal with folk religions and for change agents who confront similar
situations of human suffering and wish to go beyond observation to improving life for the
people they have observed and shared with in the process of their research or work.
But first, permit me to begin with a summary of the very basic conclusions of
my findings. It is here that I will attempt to answer the question of “What is the meaning of
327
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life as seen in the death rituals as practiced in Colombian folk religion?” It is my belief that
Colombian men, especially in the lower social strata, are socialized into a model of
masculinity that is impossible for the majority of men to live up to. They are taught to deny
their emotions and to impose themselves on others without regard to the feelings of others or
without concern for their own safety. This leaves the male unable to live up to the
expectations and demands placed on him by his family and society. Nida points out that
“machismo also leads to isolation. The man cannot expose himself, for this would be to
admit a degree of ambivalence which underlies this pattern of behavior and these
combinations of values. He cannot confess his real problems, for to do so would be to have
his dominant role exposed and his weakness made evident” (Nida 1974, 66).
I firmly believe that this creates a personal dilemma in which the male grows
up with an extreme insecurity that is assuaged only by his devotion to his own physical
mother and the spiritual mother that he is given in the person of the Virgin Mary. Nida states
that “This is the basis of the emotional attachment to the Virgin . . . that is one of the deepest
and earliest psychological experiences” that links him so strongly to his two mothers; the
physical and the spiritual (1974, 131). This makes it very difficult, if not impossible, for him
to build a meaningful relationship with a different woman and then from that, develop a
family life that would be rewarding and pleasant.
The mirror image of this extreme form of machismo is seen in the female of
these same social strata. In being taught to be submissive and to endure suffering, she is
placed in a situation where she is extremely vulnerable to the sexual pressures placed on her
by the conquering male. It is only the crumbling social norm of male protection that would
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have prevented this sexual abuse in the past, but now often fails to do so. One research
participant put it this way:
My mother took me to help cook on a farm when I was 14. The man who owned the
farm was Don Diego. He was about seventy years old. One day when my mother
took the food out to the workers she left me washing the dishes. Don Diego became
enamored with me and took me to the bed. There he undressed me and did
everything he wanted to do to me. After that, it was the same every time my mother
left me alone with him. But when the work ended so did his love for me. He sent us
all home when the work was done. When I found out I was pregnant a few months
later that is when I ran away from home because I knew what my mother would do to
me.
She was a victim of a predetermined relationship in which she had an expected behavior that
left her with little or no capacity to reject the imposed will of a older man of higher social
standing and a willing complicity of her mother who used her to insure her own work.
This image of male/female relationship programmed her as it has programmed
other women to submit, endure, and suffer rather than attempt to resist, change, or to search
out a different type of man for a different and better home life. In the process, she also looks
to Mary, but for a very different reason. She sees her purification coming from the suffering
and enduring. Her final triumph comes when she can live alone with her son, either by
rejecting her age-weakened husband or by his death. In that way she can reclaim her status
of purity derived from motherhood and recovered sexual abstinence. Her status and
protection comes from her relationship with a son, who continues to depend on her rather
than having established a true physical, emotional, and spiritual union with his wife.
Assuming that this basic psychological analysis is correct, and I believe that it
is; then this research must now come to grips with how to make useful suggestions that hold
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out some hope for meaningful improvement in the lives of many people in this region and
social strata. It is that challenge that I will now undertake at this point is this dissertation.
To make this research useful to as many other individuals as possible,
suggestions for usage should be specific. This type of suggestions for usage of the research
findings is what follows. I have done this out of a firm conviction that research should be
useful and meaningful, to those who read this thesis and to those who were my fellow
sojourners in the research process; those who generously and unselfishly shared their own
stories, including all of the pain that such a sharing often implied, with me in the time of
observation and the interviews that I conducted.
I am convinced that Greenwood and Levin correctly observed that
What was known at the inception of the social sciences around 1800 and by most
social thinkers between Aristotle and the beginning of the seventeenth century (see
Toulin, 1990) is now more obvious than ever. Social science research aimed at social
improvement is not an inferior counterpart of ‘pure’ social research. Social changeoriented research, specifically action research, is the form social research must take if
it is to achieve valid results, bring about useful social change, and reconnect
universities to the larger society. (Denzin and Lincoln 2000, 92)

To that the missiologist might well shout out a hearty “amen” while the Marxist might
passionately respond with a “Yes comrade.”
In order to make this element of the research more specific, I have attempted
to draw some conclusions for issues such as the nature and implications of the Colombian
deep meanings about life and also about the future study of this theme for others who might
wish to challenge my findings or contribute further to the debate. A very important
collateral usage of this material will be the implications for anyone attempting to develop a
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more effective means for comforting those who suffer. We all want to be more effective as
change agents for improving the lives of people in Colombia. That would be true for the
missionary and the Marxist; the Catholic and the Evangelical. In order for either to do this,
especially the missiologist needs a better understanding of deep values held by many
Colombians so that he or she can evangelize in such a way as to avoid the syncretism in the
nascent evangelical church that has so plagued and even discredited Roman Catholicism and
at the same time, preach a Gospel that is meaningful and effective in improving the daily
lives of those who live and suffer in the intense poverty and suffering of so many in
Southeastern Colombia.
I prosecuted this research in this manner based on and motivated by my own
inability to observe human suffering without attempting to alleviate that suffering and help
the sufferer improve his or her lot in life. That is because I cannot see the suffering of others
without feeling the hurt that so devastates them. My own heart is broken as I listen to the
weeping that pours from the anguished soul whose heart and dreams have been shattered by
the loss of a loved one, a devastating and incapacitating illness or injury, or the tragic account
of one who has had a cherished dream stolen from them by the deceit of a self-centered and
insecure person who builds his own sense of worth by destroying the worth of others.
So, along with the feminist social scientist, I have made an effort formulate
solutions that will increase the worth and dignity of women in a society that has often
subjugated and abused women under the label and pretext of being machista. Along with
Marxist social scientists, I attempted to help give a voice to the dispossessed and oppressed
of Colombia and this world. I wanted and desperately want to see greater social justice for
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all and economic prosperity for everyone, especially those at the lower end of the social
spectrum. So I have not covered up what I consider the manifestations of an institutionalized
injustice.
Instead, I have proposed a means to transform the nature and causes of that
injustice into something far more conscientious and caring. But I go beyond these models
and use a form of constructivist paradigm, but with recognition that:
It is here that constructivist inquiry practice begins to resemble forms of critical
theorist action, action research, or participative or cooperative inquiry, each of which
is predicated on creating the capacity in research participants for positive social
change and forms of emancipatory community action. (Lincoln and Guba 2000, 181)
I do not simply observe the world; I strive to transform it into something much more kind,
dignified, and just for every inhabitant. As a result, this activist research will, of necessity,
have included within it a clearly stated opinion as to whether each deeply held meaning of
life is constructive or detrimental and whether it is compatible with or diametrically opposed
to human and Biblical values. I accept basic human rights and values because I believe in
them and I believe that they represent the best of our Biblical and Judeo/Christian values.
A serious case could be made that Biblical values predated those of what we
call basic human rights and may well have given rise to them. And so I unabashedly accept
the Biblical values because of my own belief in their functionality and validity in improving
the lot of many of the oppressed and down-trodden within this world. This concept has been
repeatedly substantiated in social science research as on beneficial paradigm across the ages
and cultures (Weber 2002; Brusco 1995; Prasad 2004). Whether or not based on these
aforementioned principles, we all must decide if any social value and practice can simply be
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accepted into the Evangelical church as neutral or should be modified or replaced is the
ultimate goal of searching out deep values and in cataloguing meaning and function of ritual.
Like the ancient Hippocratic oath, above all, I will “strive to do no harm” and then go beyond
that to doing good.
Since a secondary interest of mine has been a study of worldview, I will
consider implications for a study of the local worldview as a possible outcome of this
research. But since this component of culture is invisible it cannot be studied easily or as a
whole, some mechanism must be identified and then developed through which some aspects
of it can be identified and thus studied. This is one area where social science researchers
who have dealt with worldview have been remiss. In realization of this fact, one purpose of
this study is to attempt to make at least a minor contribution towards the development of just
such a mechanism. In my study of death rituals within the Colombian folk religion I was
repeatedly reminded that such a study may very well provide one such mechanism or
window that can be used for observation and study of worldview.
Within the limits of time and my own capabilities, I have attempted to a very
least to probe this possibility in a limited fashion. So death rituals within folk religion may
well serve as one tool in a toolbox of sorts, from which additional and varied avenues of
further research are opened up into deep beliefs, values, and meanings. If we do not
understand deeply held beliefs, in any consequential attempts at change we only force the
beliefs underground when we simply ignore, or worse yet, condemn them outright. We must
understand the beliefs and then address the underlying concerns if we are to modify or
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replace them with some teaching or practice that is conducive to change. That is true
whether that new paradigm comes from feminist theory or from the Bible.

Missiological Implications for Evangelicals
In the past, the tendency of Evangelical and Catholic missionaries has been to
condemn what was perceived to be counter to Biblical teaching and thus create what
Zahniser (1979) refers to as split level Christianity. For five hundred years Catholicism
attempted to impose belief but succeeded only in imposing nomenclature. In so doing,
instead of creating orthodoxy, they created a vast panoply of belief and practice. While
cultural diversity represents the glory and greatness of God, we must be aware of his intent to
guide us in this walk we call life. We can apply his guidance only when we understand
ourselves and the people we are speaking to.
In this process, we must be very careful not to confuse our own cultural
preferences for that guidance but trust those privileged with an emic view to interpret the
“guidance of God” from the Biblical narrative with only a gentle guiding hand from the
church universal. This research was intended to provide some progress towards developing a
theoretical model for doing just that. I fully understand that this aspect of my application
will apply primarily to Evangelical church leaders and missionaries. So for a social scientist
who cannot tolerate the Biblical terminology and standards I will apply here, he or she may
wish to skip forward to the section directed to that segment of scholarship.
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How do we find and apply Biblical guidance to evangelism and discipleship
without becoming judgmental and then regressing to condemnation? That would seem like a
simple task of reading the Bible and applying its message. But even here we find unexpected
complexity. For it is here that we run into the true magnitude of our own cultural
understanding, even of the Biblical literature itself. We can never fully remove the lens of
our own worldview. Yet we must struggle to do just that and somehow separate our own
cherished culture and inherited worldview from the Biblical teaching. We must be careful
that we do not judge the host culture by our values and practices.
Missionaries from past generations have been notoriously guilty of this error;
as have many of the most respected names in social science from past generations. Though it
is fair to point out that traders, diplomats, and even social scientists have all been equally as
guilty of culturally based judgments. See the work by Priest on the Missionary Position for
an excellent example of this (Priest 2001). Ethnocentric interpretations are not the exclusive
domain of any sojourner in the foreign land. We have all erred in this respect. So, perhaps,
instead of mutual criticism we would all do well to respect and learn from one another so as
to be more sensitive and effective in our efforts to understand and help others.
There are fundamental distinctions within culture and values that are so
critical that they cannot be ignored. This is especially important when we deal with basic
values and issues relating to the meaning we attach to life. There are many minute issues
within the larger one that are often passed over with barely a notice. Yet some of these minute
issues are actually the most critical. Some of these include cultural traits such as the way
men and women see themselves in relationship to each other and to the spirit world. These
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was an apparent lacuna in the research that had been done in Colombia and yet would seem
to be some of the most critical in understanding what it being done and why.
The way each person of each gender chooses to locate himself or herself
within society and then from that location contact the spirit world is of vast importance.
From these precursors of human identity the cultural participant determines his or her intent
and then selects the means for the attempted contacts and interaction with the spirit world
and the resultant influences that these contacts and interactions will have in this life and this
world. Folk religion has gender in Colombia just as the people who practice it have a very
clearly identifiable gender. Yet these are issues seldom if ever dealt with in seminary and in
missionary training. Nor, tragically, are they dealt with in the training of the next generation
of social scientists. Yet this type of dynamic is critical to understanding not only the
interaction between men and women but between each sex and the spirit world they seek to
influence as they struggle with the harsh realities of daily life. In this research I have
attempted to address that deficiency.
Because of this, the ultimate significance of the findings of this research is the
importance and meaning of the data that relates to the meaning of life as seen in deep beliefs;
what it means to be a macho man or a good Mariana woman in Colombia. These are some
of the vital components of the Colombian worldview that I believe can be observed through
this window of death ritual within Colombian folk religion. Meaning attached to the rituals
has been born out of the data itself as it was obtained through observation, informal
conversation, and interviews and this has aided me in understanding the experience lived by
the poor in Colombia. As people speak about the pain and suffering experienced in the death
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of a loved one, they shared in a very impromptu manner some of their understanding of the
meaning of life. In this way, folk religion has become a window on worldview that allows us
the see the meaning of life through the ritual of death. While admittedly preliminary in
nature, this study has attempted to develop the processes and findings that can begin the
methodological procedures for studying and debating the nature and form of worldview for
the lower economic strata of Colombia.
If there is to be any attempt at worldview transformation, we need a general
understanding of the deep beliefs that compose worldview. This has been the failure of past
change agents, ranging from missionaries who sought to build a new Colombia to the
American functionaries of U.S. AID and the Alliance for Progress that engendered then
dashed so much hope in years past. My ultimate goal was and is nothing less than to attempt
to develop that tools that can be used for the transformation of destructive components of
Colombian worldview while appreciating the neutral and accentuating the many positive and
beautiful aspects of Colombian culture.
The intent and purpose for this research was and is nothing less than the
meaningful improvement of the lives of poor Colombians by offering them the mechanism
for change and then from that positive change, offering them a hope in the future, both on
this earth and beyond. In this sense, I am a true revolutionary. Here in lies the pregnant
missiological significance of the entire research project. For if we do not ultimately
transform worldview, we have merely changed the names of the gods or sent certain practices
underground. We have become something akin to a new Cortez as we strive to conquer new
worlds for our own culturally bound vision of a better world. In we allow that to happen
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again then we will have simply repeated in one more modern reincarnation the errors of the
conquistadores and padres of the early centuries of the conquest of the American continent.
So surely we must all be moved to search for a better way. That is the point of attempting to
clarify and enunciate the research findings within applicable conclusions that may make a
meaningful difference in a world of hurt and suffering.
But that is enough of wandering around in a field of dreams, for every dream
ends when the dreamer wakes up to the harsh light of the dawn of reality. So with a sincere
realization that I now embark on another epic battle within a harsh Siberian winter, I will
attempt to present a vision of what I consider to be essential and doable.
At this point, I will attempt to summarize the research conclusions with their
implications and provide my own suggestions for using these implications as a basis for
change within an Evangelical framework. The most basic meaning of life as observed in
these death rituals and the accompanying discussions and later interviews was that each
person has a predestined or assigned role in life. Meaning of life for the individual and the
value of the person for society comes in fulfilling that socially constructed role. These roles
include gender and social status as primary defining factors. They come with birth and can
normally be changed only in limited and very specific manners.
When a person attempts to radically modify his or her role in life, especially
when he or she steps outside of the accepted means for doing this, that very effort disturbs
the peace and function of the entire society and such an effort often brings serious
repercussions. Within these assigned or predestined roles, each person has a part to play and
he or she is trained up for that part from birth onward. This role is constantly reaffirmed in
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many ways in all aspects of life. The primary function of the death ritual is to reaffirm that
role and function for the living and to ease the transition of the deceased from this material
world into the spirit world by reaffirming the manner in which that individual aptly fulfilled
his or her assigned role in this life.
The presumed role for the male in Colombia is that of guarding the honor of
his family and religion. This is done by making extreme efforts to develop the male child
into a macho man that will be capable of defending the honor of the family name, the
religious beliefs, and the purity of the women in the family. This effort is concerted
throughout the family from infancy on. The little boy taught that men must assert themselves
and get their way. They must subject the women in their family so that the women do not
threaten their position in life. They are told from the day they are first given pants to
“ammararlos bien o se los quitan” to tie on their pants well or the women will take their pants
away from them in reference to the “henpecked husband” so reviled in a macho society.
Nash point out that this fear is well-founded. After all “The Holy Family, with it internal
contradiction of a cuckolded father and a mother who became the passive agent for bearing a
bastard son, was the best model it could offer for these idealized roles” (1993, 10-11). As a
child, the male is catered to by his mother and sisters as they encourage this attitude. They
are taught that this includes being sexually virile. Small boys often have their genitals
stimulated by sisters and their mothers in order to make certain they know that sexual
pleasure is produced by the female. Homosexuality, which is generally interpreted to be only
the female component of male homosexuality, is the ultimate challenge to machismo; and the
worst shame for a family.
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Once boys reach puberty, they are encouraged to “become men” which means
they are to become sexually active. It is common for young boys to be taken to a prostitute
by their fathers or for the mother and sisters to aid them in sequestering then imposing
themselves sexually on a neighborhood girl. They are encouraged to defend their sisters
from the efforts of other boys who are attempting to do the same thing to their sisters that
they are doing to other girls in this high drama of seduction and conquest. They are
encouraged to stand up for themselves and to fight, even kill if necessary to defend their
honor, the honor of family, their religion, and related women. At the same time, they are
taught to impose their will on their sisters in their condition of a man in the house.
The negative aspect of this type of upbringing is that boys often become very
self-centered in their relationships with others. Their interest is in the satisfaction of their
own beliefs and desires. When little boys are reared in this way they tend to become very
egocentric and as a result, their normally maturity as an adult is often delayed until much
later in life. This makes them poor candidates for marriage at what would be the normal time
to marry. Their interest is in the satisfaction of their own wants and desires. In the older
days when families tended to be large, many if not most families would have had one or
more sons killed in bar-room brawls, where someone else, often a drunken friend, had said
something that was taken to be an insult to family honor. The ensuing fight would leave
someone maimed or dead.
One informant told me that the reason a brother was in prison what that “le
tocó cobrar la venganza” or he had to “collect the revenge” for an insult that had been
directed at the family. As a result, he was doing time for murder, but in the view of the
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family he had been justified. In a recent on television interview, Manuel Marulanda, the
leader of the largest guerrilla group in the country justified the war and the thousands of
deaths because, as he said, “el gobierno no quiso hacer lo justo conmigo despues de un
incursion military en Marquetalia, entonces lo que se hubiera podido arreglar con unos
pocos millones le ha costado miles de millones y miles de muertos” or in English, “the
government did not do what was right for me after a military operation in (his hometown) of
Marquetalia, so what they could have settled for a few million pesos, so now it has cost them
billions of pesos and thousands of deaths.” In other words, all of his crimes were and are
justified since his honor was impinged.
The problem with this worldview is that each person decides what is
honorable and what is right and then that person enforces that viewpoint with violence and
force. This is an aspect of machismo that must be transformed if the society is to become less
violent. The only real way to do this is for such a decision about right to be made by a
higher, outside authority. This correctly should be the government. Certainly a government
that is not filled with corruption will be necessary. This would be a far more effective
campaign and one that would produce more results in human rights than much of the current
misguided efforts by many NGO’s that simply appear to condone the violence of guerrilla
movements while condemning similar activities by governments.
In the case of perceived violations of personal honor, then revenge must also
be left to a higher authority. For the Christians, this answer is simple. The Bible quotes God
as saying “Vengeance is mine, says the Lord.” The old “turn the other cheek” is still the best
remedy for the family feud, whether it break out among the Hatfields and the McCoys or the
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Hernandez and the Mendez. If people could be taught to tolerate perceived injustice and then
turn to and respect the government first before ultimately leaving ultimate justice in the
hands of God, the cycles of violence could be broken and peace could reign in what has been
a kingdom of violence.
Another negative aspect of this is that the concept of a man’s machismo being
validated by sexual conquest is that it leaves him unable to consider the emotional health and
well-being of women but sees women only as a means of self-validation. Many times this
activity is predatory in nature and older, very experience men prey on young teenagers.
What would be called statutory rape in many countries is called macho in Colombia. Yet this
activity destroys the best hopes and dreams of these young girls and often leaves them with
little chance of a marriage in a macho country where a legal wife must always be a virgin.
The tragedy of such a worldview is that it leaves vast numbers of women who
are devastated by the lies and the false promises that were used in the seduction and this also
leaves large numbers of children who are denied a father by this irresponsible expression of
male sexuality. While I visited a prison a few years ago on a weekly basis, I asked each man
there what his father was like. Of two hundred men in that cell block not a single man
incarcerated there had had a father at home. All had either been the result of seduction and
then abandonment or of a father who had abandoned the family while he was still quite
young. While I made to effort to probe for a causal relationship between the abandonment of
the family by the father, the ubiquitous nature of this type of family would certainly seem to
be far too great to be merely coincidental.
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One cannot help but wonder if that lack was not part of the causal factors that
condemned those men to a life of violence and crime. All were the result of seductions or of
mothers who had been abandoned by the father while they were still very young as their male
progenitor attempted to further validate his manliness by additional sexual conquests. This
aspect of machismo wreaks immense harm and for Colombian society to change in a
significant way, this aspect of machismo must be transformed. Men must begin to see
manliness in the provision for families and in the ability to provide a good life and home for
his wife and children if there is any hope of ever breaking this vicious and destructive cycle.
Elizabeth E. Brusco (1995, 140) documented just this effect as a result of evangelical
conversion in Colombia. She stated that:
Abandonment of a women and children by a male wage earner is a manifestation of
the disjuncture of the articulation between female and male values and has
devastating economic consequences for those who remain behind. The high
frequency of abandonment in Colombia would be unthinkable in a society where a
man’s values and goals were realized through attachment to a family. . . . In such a
context, then, a template such as evangelicalism for rearticulating men and women is
as desirable to women in terms of improving their condition (and surely to some men)
as any feminist reform movements I know of. It is not simply practical but also
strategic, in that it challenges and seeks redress for gender inequalities. That it
accomplishes this through the transformation of male as well as female roles is the
key to its effectiveness, and something that Western feminism, despite having labored
mightily, cannot claim to have achieved to the same degree.
So the idea of the transformation of gender roles as a transformative paradigm is not
Pollyanna; it is already being accomplished and the transformation has been documented by
other social scientists.
Yet, as things stand now, it is often the mothers of the boys that inculcate
machismo in them. One informant told me of being raped by a distant relative of her
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husband while she slept. He had been sent to protect her as she slept outside of a prison
where she was waiting to get in to see her husband. She fell into a deep fatigue induced sleep
only to be rudely awakened to find her supposed protector had mounted and penetrated her.
As she struggled to get him off of her, other women were awakened by the struggle and her
cries. When the boy groaned as he ejaculated, the other women cheered and applauded
instead of coming to her aid.
She later complained to the boy’s mother, expecting an apology and a promise
of a reprimand for the teenage son, but instead, the mother just laughed and said “Bien hecho,
a mirar el blanco y no disparar bruto seria. Por esto hize varones, para que montan y no
que les montara.” Or in English, she said “Well done, if he had caught sight of an available
target and not taken a shot he would have been an idiot. That is why I made man babies, so
they would be the ones to mount rather than the ones to be mounted.” Her attitude was clear,
the younger women had gotten what women deserve and get. She was responsible because
she had not kept her target protected. It did not matter that the prison rules, supposedly to
prevent smuggling, required the women to wear blouses and skirts, or that the victimized
woman had gone thirty-six hours without sleep. In the view of the mother it was younger
woman’s fault for apparently exposing herself and the boy had merely done what any normal
boy would do. The only solution is to be born a man or to “aguantar,” to put up with it.
After all, she was the one who had exposed herself. The boy had the opportunity and so it
was only natural for him to take advantage of it. He could neither resist nor was he expected
to. It was up to the woman to protect herself. The attitude of women must be changed as
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well as the attitude of the men. What a woman so frequently laments so bitterly in her
husband she strives diligently to instill in her son.
A final aspect of male role is that of being able to drink and buy drinks for
friends as a sign of generosity. I have seen women place beer in a baby bottle for a young
son. On several occasions I have asked them why they would do that, and in each case, the
answer is the same. The women have always answered, “Para que aprende a tomar.” So
that he “learns how to drink.” The implication is that he must learn to able to “hold his
liqueur” as we would say in English. Boys are encouraged to drink and aided in this process
from a very young age by their families. Most boys have been drunk many times by their
teenage years. It is an honor to buy beer for friends. This was one attribute that was
frequently mentioned in the chatter that surrounded the death ritual. Many times, in the small
groups of men, they would comment on how the deceased, assuming the deceased was a
man, had always offered to buy.
That this concept is so widespread is attested to as present in Mexico as well
by Oscar Lewis in his study of death as he recorded the conversation of neighbors after the
death of an aunt in the Sanchez family. One participant at the wake of the Sanchez family’s
aunt described his concept of the good man. “I would rather spend a hundred pesos treating
my friends (to drinks) than on myself. That’s how I am . . . like a man ought to be” (1969,
54). Yet this means that many men, when receiving their paycheck, in an effort to fulfill
their perceived proper role, will spend all of their week’s income on buying beer for friends,
leaving the wife to wash clothes and do whatever in order to provide food for the family.
This concept must be transformed to where the proper male role is one of providing for his
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family instead of purchasing beer for his friends. Otherwise the hope to break the cycles of
poverty and suffering will always remain only a distant dream.
While not suggesting Evangelical conversion as a transformative solution,
Elizabeth Brusco (1995) does speak about the Transformation of Machismo in her study of
religious conversion in Colombia. She studies the effects of Evangelical conversion and
notices that after conversion to any of several types of Evangelical religion, the men would
then come to see providing for their families as the proper means of validating their role as
men. I find her study to be very perspicacious and useful. She confirms my primary thesis in
this area; that machismo must be transformed if it is to serve as a constructive characteristic
and that it take an evangelical religious conversion of some sort to make this happen. No
social program will work if the underlying religious values are not changed. While this
change could conceivable occur within the Catholic Church, the five hundred year history of
failure and the complicity in the paradigm construction, make such an origin as unlikely.
This leads us to the question of how and what to preach in such a situation.
With the problems this research has pointed to, in the practical reality of pulpit preaching and
personal evangelism, how to we counter these cultural traits that are counter Biblical teaching
and are so harmful to families? At this point I will offer some observations in that are. I will
address these remarks primarily to the missiologist educated in the classical theological
model of ministerial preparation in the United States. If a person studies theology in order to
preach and teach theology to the average person in Colombia who struggles with life issues
in this world, then that person has probably diminished his or her usefulness in most phases
of ministry; certainly in the area of missionary ministry.
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If we are to call folk religion the type of religious expression which deals with
the issues and struggles that people confront in the daily efforts to survive and find some
modicum of pleasure in life, then we need to all become folk-religionists. In so doing though
we must avoid what has been the common trap of making religion conform to culture.
Instead we must apply Biblical teachings to those daily issues in life so that the Christianity
we are preaching actually helps people to live and structure their lives in ways that improve
them in a real and obvious manner. I feel that this is exactly what Jesus did as he taught with
parables drawn from life. This is the type of preaching and teaching that I am proposing for
the missionary ministry in Latin America.
The first area where this change needs to begin is at the level of the death
ritual. As long as the death ritual remains unchanged, there will be the continual reversion to
old patterns whenever a family or individual returns to Catholicism or becomes descarriado,
or falls away from active participation in the evangelical church. The entire evangelical
church must develop a coherent theology of death that is then expressed in a death ritual that
will reinterpret the meaning of life. This must be done be transforming the social structure of
the spirit world from which this meaning is drawn and then transmitted to successive
generations of the Colombian poor. This would need to be done by the Colombian
evangelical leaders as a coherent strategy for developing a new ritual.
This has already been accomplished in some areas. such as the incorporation
ritual of infant baptism in the Catholic Church, where the baby ceases to be a Jew or a
Saracen and becomes Christian; or fully human. The Evangelical Church has already
effectively created a new and effective replacement ritual in rejecting the ritual of infant
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baptism as a means of transforming the newborn infant into a fully human being. While
rejecting baptism, they have studied the function and transformed the ritual into a program
where the child is presented to the church. The parents make a public promise to rear the
child as a child of the church family. The church members then pledge to be good spiritual
aunts, uncles, and grandparents to the newborn and to help the parents in their task. The new
child is now a full member of the society. Yet where this has been accomplished so
effectively in the area of incorporation ritual, the church has ignored and reacted haphazardly
to the transformation ritual of death.
The evangelical church needs to apply the same strategy and develop a new
death ritual that will incorporate the basic values that give meaning to life as a means for
cementing the new values for men and women into culture. Yet this is a difficult task
because it requires a greater theological sophistication than many evangelical leaders possess.
This lack of theological sophistication has been helpful in some ways, but in the area of
adapting the death ritual to new social paradigms, it has been detrimental. The
transformation of this deficiency may well be extremely difficult as it has almost become a
doctrinal pillar of many evangelical churches, especially those of a Pentecostal orientation.
Pentecostal churches have done this very thing in some areas, though not
within the death ritual itself. In that area they have resorted to transform the death ritual into
a public evangelistic campaign that is often offensive to non-evangelicals and ignores the
suffering and needs of the grieving family. This may be because of their lack of theological
sophistication. Yet I strongly suspect that one of the reasons for the success of
Pentecostalism in Latin America was due to the lack of theological sophistication of their
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indigenous lay leaders. Without the theological training of American preachers, they simply
applied the Bible to the problems they and their community faced. This may well be why
they have grown as they applied the teachings of Jesus to the daily lives of the people.
Though this research simply was not focused into this area and so offered no light or
understanding in the material, this could well be the most significant area indicated by this
research for additional study.
Another area where the Pentecostals may have inadvertently benefited is that
they have always accepted continued communication between the material world and the
spiritual world. So when people speak of getting messages from the spirit world, nonPentecostal missionaries tended to deny the possibility or even make light of it. Yet given the
fact that is a universally accepted belief, all evangelicals would do well to take this seriously.
To deny what someone else accepts as truth is often to discredit oneself and the message one
has to offer. I would recommend including these communications as a valid religious
experience and then use them as a springboard for preaching the ultimate message from the
spirit world; the good news of Jesus Christ and the power of his resurrection to give new life
to all.
So the tools for developing a new death ritual that transforms the socially
constructed model are all in place. What is lacking is an understanding of the importance of
the death ritual in the construction of these values and a determination to develop a coherent
theology of death. The data from my observation points to the confirmation of these values
within the very nature of the death ritual of Colombia folk religion with its emphasis on the
suffering and death of Christ as a prime example of male role fulfilled. So the very meaning
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of life as validated and reconfirmed in the death ritual and the associated talk that
accompanies it must be transformed by some means or change will never be meaningful or
widespread. I postulate openly what Brusco intimated; that it is the transformative power of
the Gospel that can and must change the basic values that define meaning in life for men in
Colombia. That is the purpose for indicating a radical change in the way we preach and
evangelize in Latin America. The transformation of the death ritual in the only realistic
beginning point and therefore is the ultimate challenge for the Evangelical Church in
Colombia today.
As the Apostle Paul states in the book of Rom. 12:2, “Do not be conformed to
this world but be transformed by the renewing of your minds, that you might prove what is
that good, and acceptable, and perfect will of God.” Certainly few could deny that this
transformed behavior would produce a machismo where men were better husbands to their
wives and fathers to their children. Colombia could only benefit from such a change! There
is nothing wrong with having a well-defined role to live out. In many ways that helps create
a stable society and reduces the stress individuals feel as they strive to identify themselves.
So machismo in and of itself is not the problem. But these changes will not and cannot come
from a preaching and teaching that is so esoterically aloof that the common man or woman in
the lower social strata of Colombian society fail to see any meaningful function of the
message contained is such preaching. We must bring the preaching down to the level of the
lives being lived by these people. We must develop meaningful rituals to portray the content
of the preaching to the common man and woman; and the death ritual is the sociological
fulcrum of the entire paradigm!
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The problem in this pattern whereby role is defined by defending honor
through a fatalistic mindset; where suffering and the good death are held up as the perfect
models for male identity. As John Alexander MacKay (1933) pointed out, what is needed is
“The Other Spanish Christ,” a Spanish Christ where a life of spiritual devotion and service is
held up instead of a macabre cult of death and suffering as presented in the Tangiers Christ of
medieval folk Catholicism. This is the new Christ, the Biblical one, must replace the
traditional one as currently seen in the death rituals and in the atriums of musty cathedrals
throughout Colombia and Latin America. We can only hope to accomplish this when we
apply those Biblical teaching about and by Christ to the human suffering that is the hallmark
of much of the common existence in Latin America today. The death ritual must become a
celebration of life. If this means we are preaching and practicing a new type of folk religion;
then so be it!

Missiological implications for Roman Catholics
After five hundred years of near total religious hegemony, the Catholic Church
cannot reasonable deny responsibility for much of what is wrong in Latin America. This is a
point made very poignantly by Nuñez and Taylor in their book Crisis and Hope in Latin
America (1996, 37) and which few reasonable minds would challenge. Since the basic
values of any society are religious, when society demonstrates massive problems of poverty
and corruption the religious structure must bear at least some of the responsibility.
For a Catholic thinker to deny his or her church’s responsibility in the poverty,
the injustice, the corruption, and the distorted values of machismo and marianismo would be
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either ignorant or arrogant. Yet at this point it is not my intention to simply lay blame or to
accuse Catholic missionaries of generations past. We all have our dirty laundry that we
would prefer not to spread out in public view. So my reason for stating what should be an
obvious fact is not to accuse, embarrass, or humiliate. I present this fact only as a basis for
suggesting some changes in method and content of Catholic teaching for the good of Latin
America and ultimately for the good of the Catholic Church.
I fully understand the delicate nature of any suggestion for significant changes
in major doctrines. Yet many major doctrines of the Catholic Church have been changed
over the years. So, if we accept that these doctrines had purpose and were important as valid
answers to profound issues in their day, we can also accept that with the change of times and
cultural realities that doctrines must be modified in order to meet the new crisis that we face
today. So I make these suggestions not out of a desire to condemn but out of the appreciation
I honestly feel for the many sacrifices made by Catholic clergy in their sincere attempt to
bring Christianity, as best they understood the Christian faith, to the peoples of Latin
America. I then present these ideas as a “friend of the court” not as an antagonist. I present
them as what I feel to be a logical sequence in the many significant changes I have personally
witnessed over the years in the doctrine and practice of the Catholic Church.
With that foundation, I will now move on to the specific issues or doctrines
that I feel must be changed for there to be a significant success in the recent program of “A
New Evangelization of Latin America” which has been undertaken by the Catholic Church
by Pope John Paul II in 1983 and this idea was reaffirmed at the meeting of CELAM
(Consejo Episcopal Latinoamericano) in Santo Domingo in 1992. According to Byun (Byun
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2002) they intentionally avoided the idea of a re-evangelization to avoid the appearances of
failure in the first evangelization. But failure or not, there can be no serious observer who
would fail to agree that there are massive problems and needs in Latin America today. It is to
those issues that I hope to make a small contribution.
The basic life value is seen in the role that women are presented with in the
death ritual in that of the nature and role of Mary. The legacy of women and of human
sexuality is one of degradation and devaluation. The subjection of women in Latin America
may well be worse that the subjection imposed on them in the Muslim world. At least in the
Muslim world the women and their children are supported by the man once he has taken her
into his harem. In Latin America, women are used for the enhancement of male self-image
and then they and their children are abandoned to a life of poverty and bitterness. The priest
who accompanied Cortez condoned this and no significant condemnation or challenge has
been mounted by the Catholic Church to this day. This situation did not evolve, nor is it
sustained within a vacuum. There are forces at work that sustain this cultural paradigm even
today.
Women are molded by the teachings of the repeated chants of the death ritual
to fulfill a role that is vastly different from that of men. Sometimes this model, as has been
mentioned, is called Marianismo, or being like the Virgin Mary. Hembrismo is also a word
that is used, but much less often, as it is sometimes interpreted as being related to an active
female sexuality; a quality that is denied to the good woman of Colombian life values on the
folk religion level. The Mary presented as the perfect model of woman and in that role of the
perfect woman is presented as a woman who is always submissive.
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So just as Mary was submissive to God in bearing Jesus and then later to
Joseph, the husband that would be denied any husbandly rights or role in the subsequent
marriage, at least according to the Catholic tradition, the modern Colombian woman must be
submissive to her husband; at least while he is present. She is the ideal woman because she
suffers in silence and it is this suffering that makes her co-redemprix with Christ. Her
suffering is what then purifies us and our own suffering; or perhaps more accurately, the
suffering of women, is what purifies us.
So the “good woman” does not complain about her lot in life. She does not
enjoy sex, since sex was the great sin that Mary avoided. After all, hundreds of times they
repeat “Holy Mary, mother of God, perpetual virgin” as they go through the death ritual. So
while men have to conquer, the women should avoid conquest. Sex is only partially
redeemed if the clear intent is the conception of a son. The birth of a girl mocks the purpose
and intent of sex. Sex as a marital right or, worse yet, as a pleasurable activity within
marriage is deliberately repudiated and then ostracized by the death rituals of folk
Catholicism. The very nature of woman as a sexual being is condemned to the ash heap of
satanic subversion and must be replaced by self-abnegation in the service of her man and her
children. But this denies the very nature of God’s creation and the doctrine is inherently
Gnostic and worldly in origin and content. For the modern world, this doctrine must be
changed or there can be no meaningful change and improvement for the Latin American
woman. Nor can poverty be meaningfully challenged, as the latter is the direct result of the
former.
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While submission is a role that can be defended from Biblical principles,
where you agree with those principles or not, what is often seen in this meaning of life is not
so much submission as it is subjection. Certainly Latin women are considered winsome and
very feminine by men within and without of Latin American culture, these attributes become
distorted when they are forced upon women and when that imposed role of being subjugated
denies women their dignity and worth as a person. So it is not so much the marianismo role
that I find as detrimental but certain aspects and applications of it. Submission must be role
taken up willingly or it becomes subjection. The submission must be in willing response to
the respect and appreciation shown by a husband or it becomes a mind and spirit numbing
oppression. And finally, any submission must still permit the woman to live a rewarding and
full life in which she can truly be fulfilled as a whole and valuable person within a
meaningful and pleasant life. As God’s ultimate creation she deserves nothing less.
Genuine love must be the overriding paradigm that gives birth to a desire to
serve others and that service must be appreciated and reciprocated. This seldom if every
happens in the current meaning of life as seen in this expected role as presented within
Colombian folk religion. This is an aspect that must be replaced so that women can find
fulfillment in their lives and in their homes through the genuine love and respect of their
husbands and children. They must be allowed to live and enjoy their own sexuality in a
mutually beneficial and pleasurable relationship in which she has her sexual needs and
desires met as does her husband and where both find their sexuality a God-given birthright of
their gender. This is seldom in case in the current role as presented in the meaning of life for
a woman as presented in the death rituals of Colombian folk religion.
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Yet for there to be any hope for this to happen, there must be some changes in
Catholic ritual and practice. To begin with, priests and nuns should be allowed to marry if
they so desire. The sad testimony of sexual exploitation of women by priests in Latin
America cannot be denied by any honest observer. There are repeated complaints by local
peoples from the time of the conquest onward. Since celibacy was not a requirement of the
early church, the Catholic Church should now return to the practice of making it optional. In
this way the priest could set the example of a loving husband and demonstrate how marriage
fidelity and respect enhances the love relationship and gives children the best opportunity for
success in life. At the same time, the married priest could denounce sexual sin, such as the
abuse of girls in the conquest model of machismo without hypocrisy. For the (supposedly)
celibate and all too often sexually immoral priest to preach about the family is a blatant
conflict of interest and example. After all, even one bishop advised his young priests that “If
you have to bed a woman, make sure that she is married and that way no one will take notice
[if she becomes pregnant]” (Rodriquez 1995, 219 my translation).
The obvious nature of the aforementioned conflict should be readily apparent.
In the current cultural paradigm, where sex is presented as sinful, men must do what women
must avoid. This leads to a breakdown in the nature of marriage and virtually condemns
women to a life of sexual abuse, frustration, and eventually bitterness. That is why one wife
told me she didn’t care if her husband had other women or not. “A mi no me importa” (to me
it just does not matter). She has lost all interest in her husband, physically at least. That
aspect of her marriage was no longer important to her. Maybe it never had been. Given the
fact that the most common sexual initiation of women if forceful, humiliating, and extremely
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painful, as a result, it is little wonder that women feel deceived and disillusioned with sex and
men and so reject the sexual aspect of their nature. Yet in doing so, they virtually assure a
philandering husband who finds every justification for such activity at the same time they
deny themselves the closeness and pleasure that should come from the human sexual bond
between a man and his wife.
Change can and should come through a major change to the death ritual and
the folk religion that has engendered and justified the model. Mary was not and should not
have been a perpetual virgin; she was a married woman. This doctrine is not taught in the
Bible and was not taught in the first centuries of the church. It seems to first appear in Egypt
with the merging of certain Gnostic and Epicurean philosophers who became Christians and
then imported their belief in the evil of all flesh. They became the two opposite poles that we
now see in Latin American Catholicism and folk religion.
When compared to the Biblical and Hebrew model of women and marriage,
this view is vastly different. In the Biblical and Hebrew model, Mary was not evil and she
was not sinning when she obeyed what she considered to be God’s model of a wife. She
married Joseph after the birth of Jesus and a proper Jewish wife would have become a partner
in that marriage in every aspect, including the enjoyment of her sexuality. To present
perpetual virginity as some sort of desirable model is to destroy any hope of developing
strong marriages with intimate relationships on the emotional as well as the physical aspect
of married life.
At the same time, while denied the pleasurable aspects of marriage, these
women are expected to serve and wait on their husbands whenever the husbands are around.
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While this is not often, as many husbands are absent more than they are present, it is a
specific problem when the husband is home and is drunk. They wash, cook, iron, and then
while busy with these activities, they are expected to rush to bring drinks and wait on his
friends whenever they arrive. When the husband is drunk, which is often, he frequently turns
violent and brutal. One daughter, at her father’s funeral, lamented the fact that she feared her
father because she always remembered him as coming home drunk. She spoke of hiding
under the bed and watching him beat her mother when her mother failed to live up to the
expected level of attention to him and his drunken companions.
This is often the case and because of this the service provided by the wife is
all too often a very thankless and unappreciated work. She is simply expected to do it so no
appreciation is necessary. It is simply what they are expected to do; it is their role and nature
in this life. To do anything less would be to deny their nature and invite a brutal punishment
from an enraged husband as he enforces what he sees as the judgment of God. These beating
are so common and one reason is that often even mothers and fathers will recommend such
treatment. One father spoke of problems in a daughter’s home and told me that what his sonin-law needed to do was put his daughter in her place or he would lose his place as the man
of the house. I objected and he simply and bluntly stated “A veces a la mujer hay que
pegarla para que aprende respecto” or “Sometimes you just have to beat a woman so that
she learns respect you.” Older brothers are often encouraged to hit their sisters to “teach
them to respect.” This encouragement of violence must be stopped.
A distorted form of submission is so much a part of the proper role that to fail
to show what is considered proper respect is to openly challenge and threatens the system.
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For this reason submission is more often a subjection imposed by brute physical force on the
part of the husband rather than a willing and chosen behavior on the part of the wife. This
aspect of marianismo simply must be transformed if the role of women is to change for the
better. Given their natural religious nature, I suggest that the best means for this to happen is
to replace the current death ritual with a more Biblical one where the role of the women is
presented by a model other than a perpetual virgin in perpetual suffering.
The third aspect of this assigned role for the female is in bearing children. It
is in bearing children that her polluted nature as a woman and as the receptor in the sexual act
is partially redeemed. But, unfortunately for women, it must be a man-child that is born.
Both parents commonly express disappointment at the birth of a female child. The women
themselves are often particularly disappointed in a massive way when a female child is born.
One father told me that when his daughter was born “Me provocó meterle una piedra a la
garganta y ahogarla” or “When my daughter was born I was tempted to stuff a rock down
her throat and choke her.” A mother told me, when I read her the verse in the Bible about a
women forgetting her labor pains when a son was born (in the Spanish Bible the word used
for child is the word for a son) she said that is why they only forgot the pain when it was a
son, but since she had had a daughter, she still remembered and felt the pain. The woman
who cannot bear children is then rejected and repudiated as worthless in such a society.
There are few motivations for greater anguish that a failure to become pregnant shortly after
marriage.
All of this frequently leads to a sad lot for little girls just as it does for women.
One woman spoke of her mistreatment as a little girl; where she was practically a servant or a
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slave in her own home. She simply explained this by saying that her grandmother, who had
raised her, “siempre prefirió los varones y por esto cuando yo nací niña, ahí empezaron los
problemas” or that her grandmother had “always preferred little boys and when she was born
as a girl, that is where the problems began.” Daughters are seen as a liability and a problem
whereas the son is seen as the future security for the parents, especially the mother in her old
age. Daughters get pregnant and bring shame to the family whereas sons bring honor by
being macho and getting girls pregnant. The shameful nature of pregnancy, brought on by
the obvious fact that the girl has done what she should not do is seen in the fact that the most
common word used for pregnancy is “embarazada” which comes from the same root term as
embarrassed. Until fairly recently pregnant women remained sequestered within the home.
After the birth, especially when the child was a son, it was the father who proudly announced
the event. Little boys were often left without pants for quite a while, so that everyone could
see there was a son in the family.
This meaning attached to life must also mean that girls are valued equally
with boys. A little girl can and should be valued because of the child she is and the mother
she will probably become. If she is seen more as the give and creator of life rather than the
suffering and unfulfilled virgin that will one day bring liability and shame to the family, then
the lot of girls and women can begin to change. Her sexuality must be presented as Godgiven and not as satanic or evil in nature. Certainly most Biblical scholars would deny all of
the basic attributes of women as presented in the death rituals. It is this Biblical teaching that
would seem to bear the best possibility for changing the worldview and self-image of these
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very religious women. This is a critical area for transformation of the meaning of life as a
way of improving their lot in Colombian popular culture.
The final area of the role model for women as presented as an apparent part of
Catholic doctrine and reinforced in Colombian folk religion is that of the woman as the
primary religious and spiritual person. While in the funeral mass itself, women have been
traditionally denied any role, within the folk religion ritual it is the women who lead. In all
of the death rituals I witnessed, I saw only a single man participate in any way other than
follow the lead of the women; and he was called “loco” by other men. I asked about this and
was told that “normal” men sometimes lead, but when I asked for a recent example, no one
could remember any recent funeral where the men led in this element of the ritual. Given
this fact, the women would have a powerful tool for change, if only they were to have the
vision to be able to hope for meaningful change. Yet it is often these very women, the ones
who have suffered at the hands of an abusive husband, who perpetuate that machismo in their
sons and their own role by their chants which lift up so diligently and respectively the
suffering perpetual virgin who fulfilled her role and gained her prestige by enduring in
silence and resignation.
For women to work change in their own lives and in the lives of their children,
they need to be given a vision of a different and a better life and then the tools with which to
accomplish this bold new view of life. Once again, I insistently state my belief that for such
religious women, it is not radical feminism but a realization of what the true tenants of their
Christian faith genuinely offers them. Therein lies the hope of real and meaningful change.
Change will only be accepted when it builds upon and modifies the values already held.
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Since it is in part or whole a paradigm built upon the rituals of folk religion, the solution will
need to come form a religious answer and model. The logical place to find that is in the
Bible, a book they already respect and a religion, Christianity, which they already hold, albeit
in a mutated form.
There is a procedural area where attention should also be placed in order for
the Catholic Church to improve on its function and presentation. While this are may seem
minor to outsiders and very important to the curia, the primary obstacle here is the visual
image that affects the mental interpretation. This is in the area of the vestments of the
Catholic Church. The robes worn by the priests are traditional in nature. No where in their
doctrinal literature could I find any reasoning behind or justification for the robes that are
worn by the priests. Supposedly the cardinals wear read or crimson to represent the blood of
Christ and their own willingness for martyrdom. But this refers to color and not to the robe
itself. Yet in machista countries, such as the ones in Latin America, the sight of a man
wearing faldas or skirts, as people commonly refer to the robes of the church, will inevitable
bring references to the female component of the male homosexual equation.
While many priests now wear more typical clothing, for rituals the robes are
still very common. Among the men who are present for religious services, this always
presents an obstacle between them and the priest as a man, his teaching, and the image he
portrays. While there has been an increasing tolerance of women wearing clothing what
would have been considered masculine a decade or so ago; such as pants, this has prohibition
rapidly faded and a greater variety of clothing styles for women is now widely accepted. But
the same cannot be said for men who wear clothing that is considered appropriate to what is
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commonly considered female dress. In order to present a more masculine image for the
priest, he should switch to a black trouser and shirt with his clerical collar. In that way he
can set himself apart, if that is what he wishes to do, but at the same time, claim a clearly
defined male identity.
These are the primary doctrines that need to be changed by the Catholic
Church if that church hopes to really improve the tragic conditions in Latin America. A blind
adhesion to tradition cannot be an excuse to continue to instigate such poverty and suffering.
As some have said that “failure is not an option;” in this case, the failure to make meaningful
changes will mean that failure is the only option. No caring person can tolerate that
possibility!

Suggestions for the Activist Social Scientist
As mentioned in the early pages of this thesis, there are many values I hold in
common with the Marxist and feminist social scientists. I truly want to see meaningful
revolution in Latin America, where justice and prosperity will be available to all. I want to
see a region where the sources of poverty are eliminated. I want to see the lot improve for
the poor and opportunity is more than a pipe dream purveyed by the local lottery. I want to
see the lot of women drastically increased so that they can find rich and full lives. Yet I feel
that many social scientists, both Marxist and feminist, have actually contributed to the
continuation of the present sad state of affairs. As with the Catholic Church, I do not criticize
in order to demean, much less to conquer or to elevate myself above these individuals.
Instead I actually admire many of them and the efforts they have made. I do feel that much
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in this present research points to errors that have been made by both groups that in the final
result has actually encouraged the more negative aspects of the current system.
The limitations of space will not permit an exhaustive treatment of these areas,
so as a result I will mention one or two areas in which I feel activist social scientists of both
of these idealistic persuasions should take a second look and reconsider their previous
conclusions and programs. First, I will address what I consider to be the gravest error of the
Marxist sociologist.
Marxism has traditionally rejected spiritual values and beliefs. They have
replaced this basic value with an elevation of the historical process and the humanist
idealism. In the process, they have alienated the very people they claim to be trying to help
and have turned them into the object of a scorn that is interpreted widely as arrogance. They
arrive in a region and began to tell the people what their problems are and what they need to
do about them. At the same time, they deny, and are frequently seen as mocking, the most
basic beliefs of the people. One research participant told me that if the communists had not
been atheists, she would have joined them. I heard the same thing from a man who lived in
areas they controlled some years ago.
By denying the most basic spiritual beliefs of the people they are cutting off
any means by which to communicate and work with these people. Marxism, as an
investigative paradigm in which the effect of conflict in social and economic relationships is
studied, has much to offer to Latin America. We cannot deny the exploitation of the poor and
the vast differences between the wealthy and the poor in Latin America. Nor would we want
to do so. That endemic poverty is one of the most devastating images and profound tragedies
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of the region. But when Marxism becomes a secular religion where humanist values replace
spiritual ones, the result is devastating and disastrous. Their efforts have often engendered a
guerrilla warfare where the poor are the ones who suffer most between the guns of the
military and those of the guerrillas. As a result, the conditions of the campesino have
degenerated because of these misguided efforts.
The second area where the Marxist paradigm seems to have failed in its efforts
to help the poor is in its elevation of secular humanism as the ultimate means by which to
achieve equality and justice. Both equality and justice are values that are born out of the
spiritual nature of man and his religious expressions. We can find no other genesis for these
two supreme values. When man is lifted up as the standard, we have seen a massive increase
in corruption. The result of corruption is always poverty and inequality. The collapse of the
Soviet Union made this very clear. While in the throes of revolutionary fever, idealism may
carry some great leaders forward with integrity and justice; this will not last for long. If there
is no belief in the ultimate judgment of God, there will never be integrity in government nor
will there ever be justice and compassion in business. Capitalism and Communism both fall
on the same axe and find themselves martyred on the razor edge of their foundational
paradigm.
So Marxism, if it hopes to make a meaningful contribution to the betterment
of Latin America, must modify its foundational premise and accept the spiritual nature of
man. This will enable the Marxist to genuinely communicate to and work with the poor. It
will also eliminate the present tendency to see violence as the primary means to achieve the
social justice they so admirable long for. In so doing, then Marxism could join forces with
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others who share similar desires and great strides could then be made. Certainly a Marxist
paradigm can help in understanding some aspects of society. Yet that paradigm must be used
in such a way as to work constructive change and not engender chaotic destruction in
meaningless conflict.
The feminist social scientist in Colombia has promoted a sexual freedom for
women as a means of achieving fulfillment and pleasure. This has been done out of a
genuine desire to improve the lot of women. As part of this plan, has been the writing of
laws preventing parents from controlling the sexual activity of their daughters. These laws
have eliminated or decreased the honor killings of unfaithful women by philandering
husbands. This hypocrisy was a terrible wrong and we are all thankful for progress in this
area. But there have been areas where their idealism has had the opposite effect of the
intended result.
By removing the social strictures on girls, they also eliminated what had been
the one protection they had. As a result now, there has been a massive increase in teenage
pregnancy, the abandonment of the women and their children, and the numbers of gamines,
or street children that pile up on the street corners and under bridges. This policy has
actually declared open season on very young and impressionable girls by older adult men.
Where once the seduction of a young girl was a dangerous thing because of the risk of
reprisals by the males in her family as the family honor was defended, now there is now no
fear of repercussion. A girl of thirteen is considered to be of age and men in their twenties
and thirties have honed their skills at seduction and deception. The result has been
devastating as the prison populations where virtually all the men incarcerated have come
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from these sexual liaisons in which there is neither commitment nor sense of responsibility
for the resulting children by the men who have engendered them in their pursuit of sexual
conquest.
These well-intentioned feminists need to realize that freedom demands
responsibility and self-control. Laws on statutory rape need to be written, passed, and
enforced. At this time there is no such law in Colombia. One female social worker seemed
amazed that I could suggest such a thing when “the girl had given in willingly to his
advances.” The abandonment of a child by the father needs to be a very serious crime in the
eyes of society and of the law. At the present time the Instituto Colombiano de Bienestar
Familiar (ICBF) prevents parents from protecting a daughter from sexual advances and
deceit; they enforce the laws giving the girls sexual freedom. But once she has been
deceived, violated, impregnated, and then abandoned, the same agency demands that the
parents pay for the expenses of the pregnancy and for rearing the child. They make few if
any efforts to demand that the father support that child. This only increases the feminization
of poverty and misery in the country.
As a result, the number of young women dropping out of high school has
increased along with the teenage pregnancies. Yet the lack of a high school diploma means
that no meaningful employment will ever be available to them. Most find prostitution the
only means of supporting themselves and their child. This happens when parents feel they
cannot cover the expenses; or when they feel they cannot endure the social humiliation of a
pregnant daughter, they often expel her from the house. The expulsion of a pregnant teenage
daughter is the single greatest reason while young women are forced into prostitution,
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according to Colombian social scientists (Gutierrez Cerda 1997; Trifiró 2003). Instead of
helping improve the lives of many young women the ICBF has actually declared an open
season on impressionable young girls and driven large numbers of them into poverty and
prostitution.
The extremes of machismo, with the social constraints removed, have created
a virtual school for pedophiles and the primary partner of these criminals has been the
feminist social scientists of the ICBF. There must be very serious consequences of
engendering a child and young girls should be protected, at very least, from these expert and
very highly skilled and well practiced pedophiles that are cannibalizing their hopes and their
futures. Feminist must realize that a child, whether male or female, must be equipped to
make important life decisions before those decisions are thrust upon them. A thirteen year old
girl cannot understand the implications of the seduction by a forty year old man who already
has several families.
This would best be done by demanding that new protective laws be written
and then vigorously enforced. As the law now stands, it is open season on young girls,
particularly those with no father in the home to protect them. A responsible paternity must be
enforce the law to a point where a man is obligated to support all children that he has
engendered. The state should demand paternal recognition of all children, even when the
devastated mother would wish to never see the man again. There must be a law on statutory
rape that is enforced with very tough punishment and a rigid application. There must be
rapid resolution to paternity claims and then child support must be imposed with
determination and dead-beat male progenitors must be held accountable. A final step would
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be to insist on child support but in allowing the mother to deny access; to her and the children
as a means of protecting the women from coercion and threats. When paternity is
recognized, the man often feels that gives him sexual access to the mother of the child for the
duration of the financial commitment to the child. Until this is done there is little hope of
reigning in the violence and diminishing the trend towards the feminization of poverty in the
country.
In this way some genuine protection can be developed and we can begin to
change the current mentality that actually lauds the masculinity of the men who become
experts at seducing and deflowering of young girls. The urgency of this change was recently
highlighted when
Amnesty International said that 60 to 70% of Colombian women have been the
victims of violence, with sexual abuse the most common practice. The NGO
criticized the Colombian government for not ‘taking adequate measures to end this
violence and to fight against the impunity’ which tolerates such violence.
(Redaccion general, El Tiempo http://eltiempo.terra.com.co/coar/DER_ HUMANOS/
derechoshumanos/ARTICULO-WEB-_NOTA_INTERIOR-1820410.html.
translation, accessed October 15, 2004)
The problem is massive. If we were to eliminate the higher social strata that are largely
immune from this tragic phenomena, these number would be approaching 100% in the lower
economic levels of society. The social and psychological devastation caused by this
aberration of machismo is tragic.
Something must be done. This problem is urgent. At very least these men
should be forced to be responsible for the damage they have done to the girl by making study
and marriage a difficult if not impossible dream for them. They should be forced to be fully
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responsible for the children they engender. Until this happens, we will never see meaningful
improvement is the social situation of the country. Marxist and feminist social scientists that
want to see the situation improve in the area of social justice and true opportunity for women
should be the very people spearheading a drive for these changes in the law.
Yet both groups have contributed significantly to making the problem as
serious as it is today. The leftist guerrillas have made “the bodies of women into the spoils of
war.” (Redaccion General, http://eltiempo.terra.com.co/coar/noticias/ ARTICULO-WEB_NOTA_INTERIOR-1820638.html, my translation, accessed October 15, 2004). Feminists
have claimed sexual freedom for girls and women without demanding any protection for the
results of that sexual freedom nor have they done anything to educate girls as to the
consequences and responsibilities of their sexual activity.

Possible Implications for the Magisterial and Psychological Professions
For teachers and psychologists I also feel this study has opened up some
important considerations. As with the previous groups, I do not make these suggestions
because of any desire to impugn these two groups. Both groups include very good people
who are attempting to do their best. Yet at the same time, after having worked for twenty
years as school teacher, I have been all too often asked to come in and help individuals repair
the damage done to their lives by having followed the instructions and guidelines of these
two groups of well-intentioned individuals. I feel that it is they reconsider some of their
teachings and instructions. This is something that we all must continually do. I include
myself within this group and so write to myself as much as to others.
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I have included these two professions together because of the related nature of
the research findings and the solutions I am suggesting for both of them. Here in Colombia,
the psychologists and teachers are both deeply involved in the sex education of students. In
our own school that we run in Villavicencio, we were shocked by the nature of the sex
education material provided for us. It included a “value free” structure in which the only
restriction would be the desire and will of the individuals involved.
This provided children with very detailed information about the how of sex
but very little or nothing in regards to the responsibility for and the consequences of those
actions. Human sexuality was presented as a strictly physiological function of the human
body without any consideration of the social and emotional issues involved. This has
resulted in widespread psychological injury to many children, especially the girls who often
tend to be used at a time when their idealism is at the highest level. After having been used
sexually then rejected; often by a boy who uses insult and emotional hurt as a means for
breaking off the relationship while avoided any implications of improper intentions, the
young girls are left bitter and cynical.
We felt that this material was so damaging that we wrote our own teaching
material and presented it for approval to the state board of education. We felt that it was as
important to include the emotional aspect of sexuality and the social consequences and
physiological consequences that are included with and are the result of such activity. Both
educators and psychologists are remiss if they do not include all important aspects and
consequences of sexual activity. They can not deny that some of the responsibility for the
devastating increase in unwanted teenage pregnancy, abandoned children, and young women
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forced into prostitution can and must be laid squarely on their doorstep. This is not a
responsibility that can be taken lightly as the future of both the individuals and even the
society depend on the outcome of this ill-conceived experiment in sexual socialization.

Some Final Thoughts and Dreams
The conclusions of this study have mentioned the basic meaning of life in the
form of assigned role and its fulfillment as a means of validating the person and his or her
worth in society. In that process I have spoken to the nature of man, of woman, and in
passing, to changes that I feel would be needed in the current form of folk religion as it is
practiced. At this point I will deal with a third aspect of the death ritual. We have spoken of
how it presents the model man in the dead Jesus who did his job by suffering and dieing for
his honor and belief. I have attempted to show that women are defined by a perpetual virgin
who is valued because of her perpetual virginity and because she was submissive and that she
suffered her lot with resignation and in silence. Now I will consider the nature of death itself
and the afterlife that awaits each person after death. These components, more than any other
determine the way people live while they await the inevitability of death.
Death is seen as the final purpose of man and it is Jesus who teaches them
how to die. What is emphasized in life is the suffering and Jesus has taught people how to do
that in the proper manner as well. Death is not something to be avoided but what it to be
avoided is to die as a coward or alone. The good death is one where the person puts up a
valiant struggle but then loses with resignation. The whole point of and the genius in Don
Quijote de la Mancha (Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra 1614) is the futility of his fight and the
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inevitability of his defeat yet the absolute; even insane determination with which he
proceeds. So great is the paradigm he presents that when he recovers his sanity and returns
to a normal but mundane life, his friends and family are actually disappointed. He is the
paradigm of life and the fictional model of the Jesus of medieval Catholicism and modern
folk Catholicism. This can be true in that death has meaning not because of the physical life
it ends but because of the spirit life that it begins. After death there is no doubt about the
afterlife. I have never met a single person in Colombia who would admit to atheism.
So the reality of the afterlife is not in question for the majority of people here;
what is the question is the nature of that afterlife. Within Catholicism and folk Catholicism is
the certainty of purgatory. While not mentioned in the Bible, this doctrine is born out of the
idea of the justice of God. If God is holy and we are sinners, then God must punish us. One
priest assured me that “all men will go to purgatory; the question is for how long.” So there
is nothing in the afterlife that would motivate a person to change their behavior for the better
in this life. Whatever the person does, he or she will be in purgatory. Everyone will have to
go through this. In the end, it will be those who are living that are responsible to rescue us by
paying for mass and chanting the rosary that will secure our release. With that scenario, why
would anyone modify behavior in this world because of what might be the result in the next?
This leads to a religion that has very little real effect in the life the person lives.
As one informant who had been raised by very religious grandparents told me
“mis abuelos fueron muy religioso, pero esto no les cambió la vida. La religion de ellos era
para la muerte, no para la vida” or “my grandparents were very religious but this did not
change their lives. Their religion was for death, not for life.” This fact is exaggerated when
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one bears in mind that good works counterbalance bad works. So “él que reza y peca
empata” or “he who chants and sins comes out even.” On top, as I have just mentioned, is
the idea that in the end it is really the family who pays for masses and does things on behalf
of the dead person that will really get them out of purgatory anyway. So how a person lives
is determined by what he or she finds enticing and desirable; not by what is right and good.
Mary is presented and is seen as the instrument of this salvation. She is
presented as the loving and forgiving mother. Many times I was asked rhetorically “¿que
buena madre podria mirar sufir a un hijo cuando lo podria rescatar?” or “what mother could
watch a child suffer when she could do something about it?” So salvation comes when
people implore Mary and she intercedes with God, who is distant, grouchy, and by nature
determined to punish. Salvation is not the reward of a holy life. It is the result of the efforts
of the living on behalf of the dead.
So the thousands of repeated chants at the death ritual serve to pester and tire
Mary so that she will act, just as spoiled children learn to pester and tire out their loving and
doting mother until she gives in and gives them what they want. Such a view of death
virtually insures that the view of death will not make any appreciable change in the way
people live; what would be the purpose? While some might argue that the solution would be
an elimination of any concept of the afterlife, pointing out that in their worldview the afterlife
is not scientific, for the typical Colombian, at least the ones who shared with me in this
investigation, such a belief only shows the ignorance and arrogance of the modern scientific
man. To deny such an obvious reality is to deny any real meaning to life. So the solution
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once again must be to transform the view of death and the afterlife into one that does have an
influence on the way a person lives in this life.
Here again I propose that the most logical solution would one where Jesus is
transformed into His true Biblical character; where he taught us how to live at least as much
as He taught us how to die. God must become a person we can talk to and no longer
someone who is feared. The two people I spoke to who were to die during the course of this
study both spoke of a massive fear of God. Mary must be seen as the giver of life and not as
a suffering virgin. And finally, there must be the real option of attaining salvation in this life
by one’s own actions and behaviors rather than vicariously through the efforts of family
members after death. In this way death becomes a motivating factor for a good life rather
than an inevitable tragedy that must be overcome by those who remain living.
With a transformation of the nature of man and woman, with a new definition
and meaning of life by the development of a new understanding of death, all of this will of
necessity produce a new reason and method for communication with the spirit realm. In the
traditional folk religion the use of the palanca or leverage to get what one wants or needs
will change. In its current for folk religion parallels the diminishing feudalism that has been
the predominant cultural paradigm of Latin America. In such a system a person finds a
friend or colleague who has a relative or a friend who is a bit higher up in society.
A person works through those different layers until he finds someone who can
ask for a favor from the caudillo, or big man in the society, whether that society be the local
village or the nation. In its present form, the interaction with the dead is a virtual photocopy
of that system. The supplicant looks for someone he can influence or bribe; perhaps by
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helping the deceased get out of purgatory, then with that favor in hand he or she can have that
person reach higher up until the favor is granted.
But if in a newly transformed system, each person can go directly to the top; if
he or she can speak right to the king, and especially if that king is a kind and loving father,
then the entire previous system becomes cumbersome and unnecessary. At the same time, if
purgatory is no long in the equation, then much of what goes on in the present death ritual
becomes meaningless, as it is all geared towards helping the person escape the flames of
purgatory. If the person achieves his or her own salvation by deeds on this earth, then there
would be a great motivation to a behavior where the “golden rule” is the rule of life.
Finally, When God is seen as ambivalent to human sufferings and as someone
who is moved by persistent pestering and influenced by relatives to do what He normally
would not have done, that creates an uncertainty about the afterlife that causes human beings
to fear him and to look for alternative manners of influencing him. One lady, who was in her
last hours of life, spoke with me of her deep fear of God. She trembled as she recounted a sin
of hers, where as a young woman she had gotten pregnant but aborted before anyone found
out. Since that time she had lived in fear of what God would do to her.
She had gone to several priests, only to be told that they could not absolve her
of that sin because it was a sin against her nature as a woman. She lived her life in fear of
God and in search of other means by which to influence him and secure her own salvation. I
assured her that God is not vindictive but he is approachable. She said that the priests had
told her that only a bishop could absolve her of such a sin. But she explained that she did not
come from a rich or an influencial family, so she could not gain access to a bishop to help
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her. I explained that God is not capricious and so he is not moved by pestering or by
palanca. She did not need a powerful friend on this earth; she could talk to God directly.
I attempted to help her deal with the hurt that had been done to her by the
meaning of life as she had come to understand it within her folk religion beliefs. I
encouraged her to simply speak with him and ask forgiveness, then to depend on His mercy
and His goodness. I read her the Bible where John the Apostle states “If we confess our sins,
he is just to forgive our sins, and cleanse us of all unrighteousness” (1 John 1:9). So the
practitioners would search for a means to influence God not in the repetition of magical
phrased but in the living of a good and holy life while on this earth in order to attain what is
desired in this life and in the next. Such a model would transform not only the religious
practice but the practitioner of religion as well. With a groundswell of change on the
personal level of society, society would soon begin to change and improve as well. This is
the key to real change in a society like Colombia, or any society that faces problems that
impede its progress and peace.
The transformation of society depends on the transformation of the people
who comprise it. People are transformed, one heart at a time. The negative features within
the very rich and beautiful Colombian culture can be transformed by a transformation of the
meaning of life as seen in the death rituals of Colombian folk religion. Nothing less will
accomplish this, as the generations of failed development plans and disappointing social
manipulation efforts have proven. For the missiologist, this is a clarion call for the preaching
of the Biblical Gospel with its transformative power. For the social scientist this will be a
demonstration that no one can ignore the spiritual and religious dimension of a people and
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still hope to understand their worldview or affect their behavior. And it is precisely that
transformation that is my goal and my motivation in this study and in my life.
Upon completion of the study, it has become much more obvious the data that
would be needed to form a more comprehensive view of Colombian folk religion in the
common man and woman of Colombia, especially in regards to the methods of selection, the
motivations of practice, and the result that is expected by the practitioners in Colombian folk
religion. This study can be one small building block in a project that would be too vast for
one person in one lifetime. Yet I fully expect the partial understanding that I have obtained to
illuminate some areas of this vast mosaic and to guide other interested individuals in further
research.
From this limited understanding I have attempted to delineate areas in which
further study in needed and also to determine the manner in which the material obtained in
the study can help understand the way in which these deep beliefs and observable practices
affect some specific areas of life. For only then can we identify more adequately what
cultural trait needs transformation and make some determinations about how to go about
accomplishing that change so as to accentuate the good and diminish the destructive within
an ancient and beautiful culture that is modern Colombia. These areas that I have identified
may well be very central to Colombian society for the conclusions of this study and thus
provide a beginning by which to evaluate and then change some components of society and
thus to be truly significant as a means for improving the quality of life for many in this longsuffering country.
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Throughout this study a new understanding of the nature and form of critical
beliefs has surfaced in areas such as, the structure of family, the ontological view of man and
of woman in Colombian society, and the means and purpose by which communication is
sustained with the spirit world. In this way, during the entire course of the research, an
attempt was made to show the actual result of religious belief and practice in the daily
decision making that contributes to social reality in Colombia today. The implications should
then be useful in determining the effect of popular religiosity in Colombian culture across a
broad spectrum and then later in the extrapolation of the effects of the resultant lifestyle
choices to other realms of decision making and lifestyle within Colombian society. Folk
religion has been for me and could become a prime window into the study and understanding
of many aspects of worldview for the interested observer.
The final implications and applications of this study should be in helping the
Christian worker in Colombia present the Gospel in a more effective way. They should help
the concerned social scientist to work for improvement in society. It should help the teacher
and the psychologist to present all important aspects of a value-based; not value neutral sex
education. By understanding the problems that are being addressed and the meaning of life
that has given rise to those problems, it should be more feasible to design a method of
preaching and teaching so that real change can be accomplished.
It is hoped that this study will enable not only understanding but will
contribute to empowering the missionary and local preacher so as to enable them to
evangelize in a manner that demonstrates effectively and visibly how the Gospel meets the
felt needs of the people and the ultimately real needs of all humanity. We all want the Gospel
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to addresses the issues that the hearers are facing in their daily struggle to make sense of life
within the hard reality of the most violent nation in the world.
In this way I hope the understanding I have gained and now seek to share will
contribute to making evangelism more effective and syncretism less likely. One Colombian
preacher noted that spiritistic beliefs and practices were creeping into the new evangelical
churches. He mused that the only difference between Catholicism and the evangelicals is one
of time passed since the founding of each faith in Colombia. This harsh realization must a
major concern to all of us who preach and work in Colombia and it must force us to seriously
consider the issues and challenges presented by popular religion.
Then, based upon that new awareness and understanding, we must
successfully meet the needs and address the challenges if we are to avoid the same type of
spiritual shallowness endemic if orthodox Catholicism and the syncretistic forms of folk
religion found in Colombia. The development of a true evangelical death ritual would be the
ideal starting point. Up till now there has only been a modification of what has been the
traditional death ritual. This was one of the primary motivations for undertaking this
research.
This was the goal that provided the ultimate meaning in and purpose for this
research. Only in this manner can we hope to truly transform the cultural paradigm that is
molding the successive generations of Colombian youth. For the meaning of life is defined
in the meaning we assign to death. The meaning assigned to life and death is ritualistically
presented in the death ritual we use to transform the deceased member of our society into a
full member of the spirit world. This will be a key to building a better world.
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I long for a better world; one where little girls are loved and appreciated,
where boys are taught to respect others, where young girls are honored and not simply seen
as objects to be conquered; not the object of some vulgar sexual predator who thinks he is
proving his machismo by lying to and deceiving them into sexual submission. I dream of a
world where men provide for their families to the best of their ability; where families are
happy and at peace. I see human sexuality as a gift from God and I am convinced that He
provided sex as a means for expressing love and growing in closeness within meaningful
relationships. Sex is not meant for some selfish beast to use as a weapon against defenseless
young ladies while he attempts to nurse his damaged ego at the expense of others. I want to
see a sexuality that strengthens homes instead of being used to destroy them.
I long for a nation that extols in its natural beauty and in its gregarious and
warm people. I long for a nation that no longer needs to endure the shock of perpetual
violence and the emotional devastation that forty thousand violent deaths a year brings to so
many families. I dream of a nation where no one is ever separated forcibly form his or her
family by the evil travesty of kidnapping. The Colombian people are some of the nicest and
warmest people in the world. Everyone who travels there and gets to know the Colombian
people is enthralled by that experience. There is much about the people and the culture to
laud in every way. I prefer to live in Colombia because of these many beautiful qualities. I
genuinely appreciate the warmth of the people and the person-focused nature of the culture.
Elizabeth Brusco (1995) adapted her dissertation into a book on The
Reformation of Machismo. She pointed out how the Gospel is already reforming machismo
and turning men into good fathers and husbands (1995, 129). She saw the gospel as
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practiced in Colombia as a strategic feminist movement (1995, 140). But I would go beyond
that; the Gospel has the power to transform the culture and people of Colombia. We need to
do more than just transform machismo and other negative aspects within this generally
winsome culture; we need to transform them into something even more beautiful by
eliminating the negative and destructive components altogether. With a transformation of the
negative features, Colombia could well become a paradise on earth. That is what I long for.
In short, I seek nothing less than the transformation of Colombia and the world by
transforming the deep values of belief that build meaning to life in the hearts of the
Colombian poor. I believe this can happen through the power of the Gospel. For it is the
power of God for salvation for all peoples! Then we shall be able to intone together that old
Gospel hymn, “Praise God from whom all blessing flow” as one international choir of love
and harmony

APPENDIX
Diagrams and Photographs
Figure 2. The spiritual/physical balance of gender within the physical world
Spirituality = greater access to spirit world

Women:
Women are seen as
primarily spiritual
beings with a gift for
nurture and love. This
makes spiritual purity
and access easier for
them.
Men:
Men are seen as primarily
physical beings with
influence and domination in
the physical world. This
limits their influence and
access to the spiritual
world but grants many
privileges in this world.
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Physical = Domination and monetary success in physical world
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Figure 3. The Death Poster
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Figure 4. Condolences and Invitations to the wake as published in the newspaper
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Figure 5. A Rosary as used in the Death Ritual
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Figure 6. Pictorial Representations of Mary
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Figure 7. Pictorial Representations of Christ
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Figure 8. Scapularies, as used in the death ritual and worn as amulets
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